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ABSTRACT

The Subject of the Novel: Aphra Behn, Charlotte Brontë, Fyodor Dostoevsky, and
Samuel Beckett
by
Jin Chang

Advisor: John Brenkman

Aesthetic theory arose as a response to the fragmentation of areas of life in early modernity. As
the discourse that could recuperate the senses for the larger project of knowing the world,
aesthetics also provided a grammar of the subject, a way of conceiving the troubled relationship
between subject and object. In Hegel’s Aesthetics: Lectures on Fine Arts, aesthetic discourse
found its strongest and most totalizing form as that which supplanted the object of aesthetic
theory – the work of art. Thus Hegel’s infamous statement that “art, considered in its highest
vocation, is and remains for us a thing of the past” (Aesthetics 1: 11). The consignment of art to
the past is simultaneously a theory of the modern subject as he remakes the world into a home.
There is, however, a strange absence that troubles Hegel’s Aesthetics: the novel. The novel’s
self-conscious self-appointment as the form capable of subsuming older genres and providing the
historical, ethical, and social narratives by which peoples could understand themselves coincides
with Hegel’s lectures; yet even as Hegel lays out his vision of the place of art in the development
of Spirit he bypasses the hybrid form that could be seen as the key to his contemporary moment.
What Hegel saw as the dissolution of art as the primary mode of Spirit’s expression culminating
in his contemporaneous moment can be seen as no less than the emergence of the novel as the
dominant Western art form of the long 19th century. What I suggest is that the rise of the novel
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and the rise of philosophical aesthetics are two responses to the collapse of the sensus communis
and as such cannot be properly understood without regarding the ways in which they intersect,
ignore, and vie with each other.
The following study examines Aphra Behn’s Love-Letters Between a Nobleman and His Sister,
Charlotte Brontë’s Villette, Fyodor Dostoevsky’s The Brothers Karamazov, and Samuel
Beckett’s How It Is to articulate the outlines of a subject that opposes the dominating subject of
philosophical aesthetics and, more generally, philosophical modernity. I retrace the Hegelian
dialectic of subjectivity from the viewpoint of the disruptions of the novel to witness what is
excluded: the vulnerability of female flesh to sexual inscription, the weakness of subjectivity to
subdue the externality that confronts it, the non-identity that cannot be sublated by selfconsciousness into the coherence of self-reflection, the exhaustion of flesh. This is not to present
an analysis of novelistic subject as the failure of the Hegelian subject but to recover the novel’s
bodiedness of weak subjectivity in the outlines of an identity that is otherwise than the Hegelian
apogee.
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Introduction: Hegel’s Aesthetics and the Novel

Art perceived strictly aesthetically is art aesthetically misperceived.
(Adorno, Aesthetic Theory 6)
Perhaps nothing is more urgent – if we really want to engage the problem
of art in our time – than a destruction of aesthetics that would, by clearing
away what is usually taken for granted, allow us to bring into question
the very meaning of aesthetics as the science of the work of art.
(Agamben, The Man Without Content 6)

Hegel’s Aesthetics: Lectures on Fine Art has almost nothing to say about the novel. A
strange state of affairs, given that the emergence of the novel as the dominant genre of the West
marks an intervention in the long-standing tension between art and philosophy. 1 The novel’s
self-conscious self-appointment as the form capable of subsuming older genres and providing the
historical, ethical, and social narratives by which peoples could understand themselves coincides
with Hegel’s lectures; yet even as Hegel lays out his vision of the place of art in the development
of Spirit he bypasses the hybrid form that could be seen as the key to his contemporary moment. 2
Why does the Aesthetics, otherwise exhaustive in its examination of works from diverse periods
and genres, pass over in relative silence the new art form that had already proven itself popular,
influential, and seemingly infinitely flexible? 3 It is perhaps unfair to ask Hegel posthumously for

Romanticism’s project of writing the new mythology of reason was to have healed precisely that rift.
The timeframe of Hegel’s lectures on aesthetics, 1818 to 1829, saw the publication of novels by Austen, Scott,
Fenimore Cooper, and Goethe, to say nothing of the novels that had come before.
3
Guido Mazzoni’s definition of the novel nicely captures the sense of the novel’s openness: “Starting from a
certain date, the novel became the genre in which one can tell absolutely any story in any way whatsoever” (16).
1
2

1

an account of the novel. The genre’s cultural dominance was still nascent, and there are a few
remarks on the novel scattered through his work. Then again, in the 1,200 odd pages of Lectures
on Fine Arts the novel as novel does not have enough of a presence to warrant a place in the
index of the Knox translation; for the sake of contrast it could be noted that while an entry for
“novel” is absent, “nose, character and significance of” can be looked up on pages 729-30 and
735 (Hegel, Aesthetics 2: 1273). Given Hegel’s comprehensive systematicity, the lack of an
account of a major genre of prose literature is on first blush baffling. It is even more striking in
that Hegel’s historical analysis of the arts aims at discovering the transformations within art
culminating in his own moment, and so seems not only felicitously positioned to grapple with the
form that had emerged within his historical purview but called on to do so. The argument in the
Aesthetics announces that the time of art has passed; what better elegy for art than a critique of
that bastard genre, “prototype” of “less noble mixed genres … born to satisfy the exigencies of
bad taste, [which] ended up occupying enter stage in literary production” (Agamben 21)? If, as in
Danto’s reading, the end of art is the liberation of art from overarching narratives and the
democratization of styles, there is perhaps no genre as meet as the novel for analysis along these
lines. Instead of which, Hegel disperses discussions of the novel into the larger analyses of
romantic art. The novel occupies a strange place in Hegel’s Aesthetics, both insistent insofar as it
is the type of literature bearing the name (roman) of the last stage of art (Romantisch) and
peripheral in that it does not – perhaps cannot – coalesce into a defined object of analysis.
Hegel’s references to romantic art, especially in volume I, include what can be read as
commentaries on the roman. However, a discussion of the novel qua novel is significantly absent
in volume II, which analyses genres (sculpture, painting, music) as well as the differences
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between poetry and prose. This forces the question: what is the meaning of the absence of the
novel in Hegel’s history of art?

Hegel’s Aesthetics
Hegel’s analysis of art into three stages – the symbolic, classical, and romantic – is
precisely the thought that the content, form, and role of art, its meaning, must be different at
different historical moments. While the three stages are all attempts to instantiate the Absolute as
sensuous image – to create the works that reflect a people’s form of life and its communally held
values and commitments – they are radically different since Spirit is always in the process of
development: “[S]ymbolic art seeks that perfect unity of inner meaning and external shape which
classical art finds in the presentation of substantial individuality to sensuous contemplation, and
which romantic art transcends in its superior quality” (Aesthetics 1: 302). Symbolic art arises
from man’s separation from an inchoate and threatening Nature of which he is at first an
immediate part. The immaturity of thought, what Hegel calls “the Idea, still in its indeterminacy
and obscurity, or in bad and untrue determinacy” determines symbolic art as “externally
defective and arbitrary” (Aesthetics 1: 76). The next stage of art, the classical, achieves a
harmonious balance between the Idea and its appearance: “[I]n classical art the peculiarity of the
content consists in its being itself the concrete Idea” (Aesthetics 1: 78). The Idea is plastic
beauty, most clearly in the beauty of the Greek gods. The last stage of art is the romantic in
which individuality has become subjectivity.
The difference between classical individuality and romantic subjectivity is clarified in
Hegel’s comparison of Greek statuary and the self-consciousness of romantic art:
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The supreme works of beautiful sculpture are sightless, and their inner being does not
look out of them as self-knowing inwardness in this spiritual concentration which the eye
discloses. … But the God of romantic art appears seeing, self-knowing, inwardly
subjective, and disclosing his inner being to man’s inner being. … [S]ubjectivity is the
spiritual light which shines in itself … the spiritual light is itself the ground and object on
which it shines and which it knows as itself. But this absolute inner expresses itself at the
same time in its actual determinate existence as an appearance in the human mode.
(Aesthetics 1: 521)
Hegel identifies the turning inward in romantic art as the consequence of the divinization of the
individual – the realization that God is not “outside” somewhere, but that Spirit is in fact
instantiated in the subject – and the concomitant importance of following the newly complicated
inner life of the individual. The gods’ “withdrawal” from the immediacy of the world (the
collapse of classical art) means that God is disclosed as the universal within the particular
individual (the rise of romantic art) and so freedom and meaningful existence has moved from
being an attribute of an entity outside the self – gods or God – to within the subject. This is what
constitutes the judgment “superior” in Hegel’s comparison of classical and romantic arts, and
indeed, it is sometimes presented as a coup for romantic art: “[A]t this third stage the subjectmatter of art is free concrete spirituality, which is to be manifested as spirituality to the
spiritually inward” (Aesthetics 1: 80). Thus, romantic art takes on the individual self as worthy of
expression in art because he has become a subjectivity.
At the same time, since romantic art has its home in a world in which God is inwardness
(and claims about the truth of God have moved from art to religion), the ability for the sensuous
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image to adequately embody the full meaning of freedom is an impossibility. 4 “In conformity
with this subject-matter [of free concrete spirituality], art cannot work for sensuous intuition”
(Aesthetics 1: 80). Romantic inwardness cannot be made sensuous appearance in the way that
Greek sculpture could embody its essentially plastic divinities. 5 Sensuous instantiation cannot
satisfy as an expression of the individual-become-subject since above all he is a selfconsciousness and self-determination, which is actualized intersubjectively in terms of
communal commitments and forms of life. This puts romantic art in a rather awkward position.
The contrast between Hegel’s readings of what he sees as the exemplary tragic works of the
second and third phases of art, Antigone and Hamlet, is instructive. Antigone presents the conflict
between Creon’s position, the ethical stance demanded by the claims of the state, and Antigone’s
position, the ethical stance demanded by the claims of divine law and family obligation. Their
ethical stances are both right, but their mutual destruction reveals the partialness of their stances.
The failure of Creon and Antigone to resolve their differences nonetheless leads to the
supersession of the limits of the individual positions in the larger claim that the conflicting
claims are only abstractly divided. Hamlet presents the modern subject as a totality that is

Hegel here argues against the Romantic notion of the work of art as the image of freedom. For much postKantian thinking, “[t]he artwork is evidence for freedom. The work of art is purposively produced through free
human activity and it is intuitively available in the form of an object, it is the object in which the subject finds its
own freedom reflected back to it and realized” (Critchley 105). This notion is traceable to Kant’s analysis of genius
and, I would argue, teleological judgments. While Kant’s aesthetics are largely concerned with natural beauty
rather than art beauty, the artwork as the evidence of freedom is the secret necessity that governs the conceptual
proximity, through Nature’s intentionality, of genius and the possibility-necessity of teleological judgments.
However, Kant cannot provide an image or concept of the durational thickness of freedom for reasons I discuss at
the end of the first chapter.
5
Hegel’s history of art is the history of the instantiation of the gods, from the animal-headed gods of Egypt,
through the ideal human divinities of Greece, to the inward God of Christianity. The animal-headed gods are gods
of an immature humanity that still seeks the divine in the immediacy of Nature. The Greek gods are celebrations of
humanity’s physical existence. The inward God is not visible in himself. We might think here of icons set in rizas.
The dull earth tones of the exposed faces and hands seem to contract as they pull away from the gleaming metals
and jewels meant to protect and praise. While the statues of Greek divinities project outwards in the strength of
the muscle or the seductive curve, the icons are visible only as lacunae in the riza’s surface.
4

5

fragmented within itself. Not only the promptings of consciousness and reflection but also the
“external” demands of his situation are in fact internal to Hamlet. The conflicts between
competing demands are therefore neither negotiable nor capable of supersession in the notion of
a higher totality. While Antigone’s death and Creon’s devastation signal the “truth” of the
necessity of a higher reconciliation in the respective rightness and yet partiality of their ethical
positions, Hamlet’s death signals the impossibility of reconciliation within the individual.
Art after classical art cannot offer reconciliation since reconciliation can only adequately
take place outside the confines of the individual and romantic art is necessarily subjective. It also
cannot offer conciliation by affirming the necessity of the conflict, since that would involve the
proposition of a meaningful world-order in which the conflict could find its place. Yet the higher
truth of romantic art in Hegel’s aesthetics is its inability to resolve the contradictions of a divided
Spirit. Insofar as romantic art cannot bring together inner and outer, form and content, as
classical art did, it points to the need for art to transcend itself. We could say that Hegel sees the
impossible mission of romantic art to be other and more than what it could possibly be. It must
both take as its subject-matter free concrete spirituality, and yet it can form its subject-matter
only as inwardness – not for sensuous intuition, which is after all the business of art. “[S]pirit is
the infinite subjectivity of the Idea, which as absolute inwardness cannot freely and truly shape
itself outwardly on condition of remaining moulded into a bodily existence as the one
appropriate to it” (Aesthetics 1: 79). To the degree that subjectivity realizes itself as freedom, art
no longer adequately images it. Instead, art offers the image of subjectivity’s diremption from the
world of images. In his analysis of the shift from classical to romantic art Hegel drives home the
point that spirit, driven inward, is not its objectivated face.

6

The dilemma that romantic art faces is in being both the only stage of art in which
subjectivity could be portrayed and the only stage of art in which Spirit cannot be captured in
sensuous image. Even though it is only in the third stage of art that a modern subjectivity
emerges, the modern subject exceeds the possibilities of representation in art. This dilemma
finds its resolution in a previously impossible discourse. Let us move carefully here. The
historically determined inadequacy of romantic art is what leads Hegel to the infamous phrase
that “art, considered in its highest vocation, is and remains for us a thing of the past” (Aesthetics
1: 11). Sympathetic readings of the end-of-art thesis eschew the simple reading of the end of art
as its fall into inconsequence in light of the increasing interiorization of subjectivity and the
concomitant need for conceptual (philosophical) thinking. Instead, the end-of-art thesis is read as
art’s liberation from both the concepts of understanding and the ideas of reason, from the
domains of knowledge and politics. 6 As Slavoj Žižek argues:
[T]he fact that art is no longer obligated to serve as the principle medium of the
expression of the Spirit frees it, thus allowing it to gain autonomy and stand on its own: is
this not the very definition of the birth of modern art proper – that it is no longer
subordinated to the task of representing spiritual reality? (223)
Or, precisely because art no longer expresses Spirit, art emerges as autonomous. The articulation
of art’s freedom in the negative terms of what art is no longer obligated to do begs the question
of what this freedom is. Indeed, whether the reader is sympathetic or not, she cannot help but
notice a strange sleight of hand concerning the work of art. Let us pick up with the coda to the
statement of art’s being a thing of the past: “What is now aroused in us by works of art is not just
immediate enjoyment but our judgment. … The philosophy of art is therefore a greater need in
I do not mean to suggest that Hegel argues that there is an actual end to art. See Eva Geulen’s The End of Art:
Readings in a Rumor after Hegel for a discussion of the problem with imputing an end-of-art thesis to Hegel.

6
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our day than it was in days when art by itself yielded full satisfaction. Art invites us to
intellectual consideration, and that not for the purpose of creating art again, but for knowing
philosophically what art is” (Aesthetics 1: 11). The celebratory reading of the end-of-art thesis
champions art’s release from its bondage to the cognitive and practical realms, but this requires
art’s explication in aesthetics. Modern art is in fact the single name given to the complex of
works and philosophic-aesthetic discourses providing the history and theories of art. The
inadequacy of art calls for its supplementation by philosophical understanding; the work of art
becomes possible only through the work of philosophical aesthetics. If the modern subject
exceeds the possibilities of satisfaction in art, he is compensated for his loss with aesthetics.
Simply put, the modern subject demands knowledge of himself, and self-knowledge
cannot be found in the ostensibly immediate but ultimately alienating (because self-consuming)
satisfaction in the work of art. Self-reflection on free concrete spirituality, the appropriate
subject-matter of romantic art, undergoes a bifurcation and diremption between the “knowledge”
represented in romantic art and the knowledge attained in aesthetic distance. 7 The novel,
concerned as it is with exploring a particular subjectivity, comes to stand in for a type of selfreflection that is systematically excluded from participation in true self-reflection. This becomes
clear in a reference to Goethe’s Elective Affinities, in which Hegel slides from a discussion of the
specific novel’s shortcomings to a more general indictment:
A similar collection of individual traits which do not arise from the subject-matter we
find … in Goethe’s Wahlverwandschaften [Elective Affinities, 1809]: the parks, the

That it is the third phase of art that engages in “representation” is significant. Whereas the first and second
phases of art instantiate Spirit in giving its peoples their gods, Hegel’s view of late Romantic art relies on an almost
Platonic conception of art as the imitation of the appearance, rather than the substance, of reality. Of course, this
tallies with his evaluation of the time of art’s greatest vocation as having passed. We should also hear a rejection
of the early novel’s claims of truthfulness in Hegel’s disdain for what we can crudely and a bit anachronistically call
“realism.”

7
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tableaux vivants, and the swingings of the pendulum, the feel of metals, the headaches,
the whole picture, derived from chemistry, of chemical affinities are of this kind. In a
novel, set in a specific prosaic time, it is true that this sort of thing is more permissible …
and, besides, a work of art cannot entirely free itself from the culture of its time; but it is
one thing to mirror this culture itself, and another to search outside and collect materials
together independent of the proper subject of the representation. (Aesthetics 1: 297-298)
There is a tension between acting as a mirror – reflecting what is “outside” – and treating the
outside as a grab-bag of odds and ends. The act of mirroring assumes that the proper work of art
represents the existing culture of which it is part. Yet the novel’s the search for and collection of
materials from outside is sharply distinguished from art’s vocation to mirror its cultural situation.
The pivotal difference is whether the “proper subject of representation” is hit or missed, which is
known only after the fact in the production, or the failure to produce, a true mirror.
For Hegel the proper subject of art is the self-actualization of Spirit as it passes through
the stages of alienation and recognition. In order to distinguish the “proper subject of
representation,” Hegel must mark a divide between bad mirroring, which is the work of novels in
the phase of romantic art, and good mirroring as Spirit’s philosophical reading of itself. 8
Mirroring must not be mimetic but creative insofar as it is part of Spirit’s self-actualization. After
all, Spirit only comes to full knowledge and instantiation through the movement of looking at
itself. It thereby demands a mirror of some form – a double – if it is to read its own features. The
reflection of a culture and the collection of materials from that culture are the two sides of the

That is, Hegel must demarcate in as rigorous manner as possible an uncrossable line between philosophy and art.
Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe argues that: “there is, there has perhaps always been, haunting (or confirming) the
assurance of philosophical discourse, this nearly immediate proximity of poetry, this risk (or this opportunity) of a
possible intermixing of the poetic and the philosophical. This is also true for Hegel, who … must draw upon all the
resources of dialecticity to sever the “affinity” of speculative thought with “the poetic imagination” (49). I will later
argue that Hegel writes his own mirror with Phenomenology of Spirit.

8
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mirror’s surface; one essentially manifests free spirituality and the other is a recording of things
that neither reaches the inwardness of the modern subject nor understands the outer (the
objectively given) as other than known from a subjective perspective or as mere contingency.
Hegel’s refusal to take the novel seriously is motivated not by his distaste for its diffuse analyses
of character and psychology, but the irruptions of stuff – “the parks, the tableaux vivants, and the
swingings of the pendulum, the feel of metals, the headaches” – as an accumulation of matter
unredeemed by Spirit, that no longer transmit Spirit’s face back to itself. The devaluation of the
mirroring performed by the novel and romantic art is necessary to articulate Spirit’s true mirror
at this stage of its development as aesthetic distance. Not art but its history is the essential
Hegelian double. It is only in seeing the delineation of its features in the successive stages of art
that the subject comes to know, i.e. read, itself. That is, Spirit takes itself as its own
Bildungsroman, the mirror of philosophical consciousness that enables it to exit history. Like the
Freudian uncanny, the Hegelian double is the spectre of the archaic past, but unlike the Freudian
uncanny the Hegelian double is not thereby the imago of death but is the other for its own
development – its possibility of consummation with itself in the final act of grasping the
necessity of its own history to lay it to rest and make use of it. 9

The interrogation of origins and the attempt to outrun a past are flipsides of the same coin. The fairytale
Allerleirauh emblematizes the dilemma in the princess’ contradictory desire for and avoidance of detection. To
avoid an incestuous marriage to her father, the princess demands one after another three seemingly impossible
dresses and a coat made of the skins of every animal and bird in the kingdom. The force of her father’s desire for
her enables him to meet her demands. She disguises herself in the coat and runs away, becoming a servant in the
kitchen of another king. At each of three balls held in the palace, she doffs the disguise and dons one of her
dresses to attend. After the ball, she runs away to her coat and kitchen, where she places a clue to her identity in
the king’s soup. When questioned in her disguise, she denies that the item is hers. The story ends with the king’s
“outwitting” of Allerleirauh when he slips his own ring on her finger during the third ball and dances with her for so
long that she has no time to exchange the dress for the coat, instead simply throwing the coat over herself. The
teasing back-and-forth motion of hiding and disclosure is resolved in the revelation of the princess and her past as
she moves beyond the reach of the incestuous father.
9
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Hegel sublates art into aesthetics, and the rise of aesthetics is possible only through the
marginalization of the object of aesthetics as art leaves behind art in the creation of aesthetic
distance. Romantic art is not only the liberation of the work of art from the obligation to express
Spirit; it is the supplementation and then supersession of art by aesthetics. The logic of romantic
art is disclosed as the yearning for its explication by theory. What counts is the sustained
separation from the once overwhelming forces of Nature (symbolic art) or the shallow harmony
of the individual in his embodiment (classical art). The aesthetic distance that is the counterpart
to romantic art’s failure to provide immediate satisfaction is also the signal that instantiated
intention – the individual’s remaking of the world into a true home – can find its fullest
expression only in the social institutions and relations that ensconce the subject. The need for
philosophical aesthetics rather than the satisfying work of art is integral to Hegel’s view of the
movement of history as the realization of freedom. Aesthetic distance is at once the mastery of
the subject over the Bild he had once taken as the presence of god (of Spirit called forth in and
contained by form) and its recognition that the composite-Subject – modern society – is the only
place where real freedom can be realized: Deus sive Societas.

The novel
There might be another way to read this historical juncture. What Hegel saw as the
dissolution of art as the primary mode of Spirit’s expression culminating in his contemporaneous
moment can be seen as no less than the emergence of the novel as the dominant Western art form
of the long 19th century. What I suggest is that the rise of the novel and the rise of philosophical
aesthetics are two responses to the collapse of the sensus communis and as such cannot be
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properly understood without regarding the ways in which they intersect, ignore, and vie with
each other.
The turn to aesthetics is not an idiosyncrasy on Hegel’s part. Aesthetics is more than a
possible relation to art. The systems of philosophical aesthetics before Hegel are attempts at
squaring a circle, of describing a whole that no longer exists. Baumgarten’s coinage of aesthetics
intended to justify forms of sensible cognition that were increasingly marginalized or dismissed
with the entrenchment of the conception of knowledge more geometrico, the abstraction of
thought traceable to the moment of Descartes’ filtering out the res cogito from the res extensa.
That separation can be seen as the inaugural moment of modernity’s fragmentation, the
articulation of a breach between what will come to be considered the supersensible and sensible
realms, and whose dualism is re-formulated in the oppositions “spirit and matter, soul and body,
faith and intellect, freedom and necessity”, and in Hegel’s own day as “absolute subjectivity and
absolute objectivity” (Hegel, Fichte’s and Schelling’s System 90). The turn to aesthetics is a
necessity demanded by the defining trait of philosophical modernity: “the separation of spheres,
the becoming autonomous of truth, beauty and goodness from one another, and their developing
into self-sufficient forms of practice: modern science and technology, private morality and
modern legal forms, and modern art” (Bernstein, The Fate of Art 5-6).
Aesthetics as the key to a lost whole is perhaps nowhere more rigorously articulated than
in Kant’s Critique of Judgment. 10 Central to the third Critique’s analysis of aesthetic and
teleological judgments is the articulation of reflective judgment’s a priori orientation towards a
purposive whole that is never available to intuition yet integral to the projects of morality and

We should hold onto are the ways in which Hegel’s aesthetics is a part of his extension and critique of Kantian
philosophy. Both the extension and critique are deeply entwined with Hegel’s difference from Romanticism’s
radicalization of Kantian philosophy, and his identification of philosophy with post-Kantian thought.
10

12

cognition. 11 What Kant attempts through the critique of aesthetic judgment is to re-found a
sensus communis that simultaneously defends the rigorous delimitation of discrete domains and
is an instance of a cooperation between the faculties that models – although does not fully enact
– their reconciliation: the strange notion of subjective universality. The force of subjective
universality is a non-binding but double-facing normativity. My judgment “This is beautiful” is
not only normative insofar as it posits that all rational beings should concur with my judgment if
they judge rightly, it is also normative insofar as the I who makes that judgment models it on an
ideal of universal agreement. 12 “This is beautiful” structures itself in reference to both a
hypothetical community of rational agents who judge correctly and to the real community of
rational agents who may not. The third Critique, traditionally read as Kant’s attempt to bridge
the sensible and supersensible realms, demarcates the place in which the otherwise conflicting
demands made on the modern individual are reconciled in the experience of an object’s
purposiveness without purpose. If there was once a sensus communis, the shattering of totality in
modernity determines aesthetic theory as the necessary supplement and arena in which the
sensus communis can be re-formed – a diluted version of this is articulated in Schiller’s project in
On the Aesthetic Education of Man. In the aesthetic judgment the subject is recalled, however
momentarily, to an original intersubjectivity that calls on him to work towards the Kingdom of

What unites the third Critique’s sections on aesthetic and teleological judgments is the conception of a
purposive whole. The beautiful gives rise to the sense that the object was made for my judgment. The sublime is
my exceeding of myself in the affirmation of a higher purpose. The teleological judgment proceeds as if the
(natural) object before me exhibited its purpose, that is, not just a concept of the object but a concept of the
whole that directs the object to be what it is, that cannot be “in” the experience of the object. Interestingly, the
model for the exercise of teleological judgments occurs in our experience with products of art, which are sensible
testimony of a productive intentionality. That is, the structure of the work of art provides the entelechy for
thinking the purposiveness of Nature. This, along with the analysis of genius, is the moment of Kant’s contribution
to the idea of the work as art as objectivated freedom.
12
For a brief overview of Hegel’s inheritance from Kant, see “Faith and Knowledge”: Kant’s Way out of Kant” in
Terry Pinkard’s Hegel: A Biography.
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Ends discussed in the second Critique without sacrificing the boundaries of knowledge examined
in the first Critique. The experience of the loss of a metaphysical totality determines the
emergence and the importance of the aesthetic as the memorial for and promise of a lost whole.
Hegel, who wants a more substantial version of intersubjectivity, must necessarily reject
Kant’s solution to the fragmentation of modern life as formalistic and inadequate. This entails his
rejection, even as he holds onto the notion of the purposive whole, 13 of Kant’s analysis of
judgments of the beautiful as instantiating a harmony between the faculties in favor of the
explication of the beautiful as the instantiation (whether failed or successful) of harmony
between form (the ways in which the art work coalesces as a work) and content (the Idea, or
Spirit’s stage of development). Aesthetics must show not only that heterogeneous domains can
be harmonized but point the subject towards real harmonization by enacting the limits of
satisfaction in the beautiful in romantic art. Thus, Hegel writes into art the moment of its own
limitation and supplementation by a philosophical discourse that will reverse the fragmentation
of the modern age by expanding Spirit’s dominion as it remakes the given world and its own
knowledge of itself. 14
The fragmentation of modern life is also, as Hegel notes in a key insight taken up by the
young Lukács in The Theory of the Novel, the compulsion sending artists “to search outside and
collect materials together independent of the proper subject of the representation.” In the third
phase of art, artists must look for materials because there is no longer a pre-given “proper
subject” of representation. The break-up of metaphysical certainties is the break-up of the

For a compelling reading of Kant’s aesthetic project in terms of lost community, see “Memorial Aesthetics” in Jay
Bernstein’s The Fate of Art.
14
This is part of the motivation for Hegel’s historical method, which gathers the disparate and conflictual into the
unity of an overview.
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traditional forms and subjects of art once their once immemorial place in the metaphysical
totality is lost. Following Lukács, we can see this as the emergence of a new genre 15 that
navigates the dislocated and dismembered older traditions and tries to satisfy new needs arising
from the loss: not philosophical aesthetics, but the novel. Lukacs’s theory of the novel articulates
the way in which the artwork in the post-Enlightenment break-up of metaphysical totality must
forge its own totality. The increasing pressure for the work of art to be autonomous is an effect
of the shift from the work of art that had once immediately been part of a community to the work
of art that is called on to create its own community. From the perspective of material in Lukács’
terms, the disintegration of the world-system from which the epic organically derives
necessitates the search by the subject for the concrete that will adequately express him. Whether
Lukács is correct in his reading of the meaning of the disappearance of the epic and the
emergence of the novel, the intuition that the novel actively, even compulsively, subsumes
originally unartistic materials to generate itself, is visible in the history of the novel: the
introduction of non-noble characters and “common” plots; the miscellany of the everyday; the
use of low prose styles (the personal letter, the diary, hack journalism). The early novel’s
combination of materials and its generic flexibility is perhaps what enabled it to produce a sense
of community that was an alternative to the one fostered by aesthetics.
Beyond that, the novel tradition, precisely because it emerged with what we see as the
modern consciousness, that is, out of the loss of the sensus communis and so the communal
materials of art, is the dowerless orphan of genres. This puts the novel in the interesting position
of getting to choose its ancestors and its patrimony. The beginnings of the novel: as disintegrated

If it can really be called that. Precisely because the early part of the novel tradition lacked models and
precedents – the only general identifying feature was its not always consistent or practiced opposition to existing
genres, hardly a substantive definition – it is difficult to think of it as a genre in the traditional sense. Rather, it was
the genre that stood athwart genre-ness.
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epic (Lukács); as fiction functioning as history (Mayer); from and against romance with many
dialectical shifts and twists and unexpected resemblances (McKeon); the continuation and
transformation of a tradition of Continental amatory women’s writing (Ballaster); as the literary
end product of certain new writing practices outside the belles-lettres such as diary keeping,
journalism, and proto-self-help books (Hunter); the artistic correlate of the emerging Protestant
bourgeoisie (Watt); the (bourgeois) artistic treatment of the disenchanted world (Adorno); as
anti-lyric (Bakhtin), at least until it becomes lyrical prose (Kundera); the dignified name given
after the fact to the explosion of media culture (Warner). Such shifting and multiple lineages also
put the novel outside the resources of traditional aesthetic theory, not least of all Hegel’s
analyses of romantic inwardness, to account for it. If aesthetic theory as a whole treats the novel
with such unease, the unease may be occasioned by the complications that a form responding to
the same crises that aesthetics responds to, but draws a different conclusion concerning the
possibilities of the sublimation of the subject into Subject or Spirit. The novel offers on one hand
a critique of the tradition of philosophical aesthetics and on the other an attempt to “solve” the
problems articulated by aesthetics. This accounts for the slipperiness of the novel as a discursive
practice, of speaking of the novel in the terms laid out by philosophical aesthetics and as against
fundamental assumptions made by that tradition.
Perhaps the primary intervention is the novel’s exploration of subjectivity. The
philosophical aesthetic discourse on subjectivity as the content of art finds its most explicit
expression in Hegel’s notion of romantic art’s subject-matter as free concrete spirituality, which
is a one-way street. What is suppressed in the analysis of self-reflection and determination in
romantic art is bodiedness; not embodiment as in the plastic beauty of the Greek gods, but the
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body as it becomes the site of mutual determinations between “inside” and “outside.” 16 While
Hegel insists that the “absolute inner” has “actual determinate existence” in the individual, he
refuses to see how that determinate existence touches the “absolute inner” and so dismisses the
possibility of romantic art in general and the novel in particular to account for adventures of the
soul in an external world by which subjectivity finds itself confronted. Expression of the inner
light radiates out in determinate existence, but there is no reciprocity because that human form is
only an appearance in its determinate mode. “Inwardness celebrates its triumph over the external
and manifests its victory in and on the external itself, whereby what is apparent to the senses
alone sinks into worthlessness” (Hegel, Aesthetics 1: 81). Everything outside the sacrosanct
limits of inward subjectivity is revealed as merely accidental. The culmination of romantic art
just before it passes over into philosophy is therefore comedy, in which “the presence and agency
of the Absolute no longer appears positively unified with the characters and aims of the real
world but asserts itself only in the negative form of cancelling everything not correspondent with
it” (Hegel, Aesthetics 2: 1236). The subject’s inner world is separate from his external world and
the external world, what is apparent to the senses alone, is reduced in the self-transcendence of
comedy to being reduced to worthlessness by triumphant inwardness. 17 The novel, arising out of
the moment of the world’s disenchantment, does not confront subjectivity as (in Hegel’s reading)
it struggles to bear the legacy of freedom in the move of the inner light from God outside to the
inner world of the subject. Hegel bestows this legacy on the novel to deracinate beforehand the
subject from the world. To take seriously the novel in its own right is to see it less as the

Judith Butler concludes her work on Hegelian subjectivity, Subjects of Desire, by turning to precisely this point. In
her reading of Foucault’s and Kristeva’s reactions to Hegel, Butler investigates what she sees as the disappearance
of the dynamism of bodiedness that should, but does not, accompany Hegel’s mindedness (Geistigkeit).
17
Hegel is explicit in his notion of true comedy as self-transcendence in art: humor “[makes] every determinacy
waver and dissolve, and therefore made it possible for art to transcend itself” (Aesthetics 607).
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development of a post-classical grappling with subjective freedom and more as “the artistic
treatment of mere existence” (Adorno, “Position of the Narrator” 30) that turns to the subject as a
part – a privileged one to be sure, but not essentially dissimilar from other parts – of the
disenchanted world. The form of novelistic subjectivity is thus from the first constrained, not by
its overflowing the possibilities of representation, but by the necessity to abide with and in a
world that cannot be reduced by subjective whimsy.
In the following chapters, I will offer a just-so story of the novel’s development that puts
aside the critical influence of specific national histories in favor of a trans-European response to
the crisis that provokes the articulation of aesthetics as a specific and vital philosophical
discourse in Hegelian philosophy. The just-so story takes the novel as responding to the crisis in
its development as a self-consciously new genre articulating its resources and techniques. The
family name that could be given to this genealogy is the novelistic subject. Hegel’s “proper
subject” in the phase of romantic art is a reminder that the subject only comes to fullness in
intersubjectivity. This is in fact what enables the image of inward subjectivity the illusion of
completeness even as it necessitates the art-image’s self-cancellation in romantic art. The
Hegelian subject outgrows the small sphere of inwardness, but it marshals its own insufficiency
as the motor of its adventures and development into the composite-Subject. 18 The novelistic
subject, which is not first an inward subjectivity or the light of spirituality shining on itself,
moves in fits and starts in large part because it both lacks an original freedom or strength and it is
regularly disrupted by the touch of the world. I will turn to four novels to begin to sketch the

For Hegel, the instantiation of Absolute Spirit is in a sense a recovery; this is why the Kantian notion of reflective
judgment’s a priori orientation towards a purposive whole, which seems to offer just this sense of a prior unity, is
important to Hegel’s development of post-Kantian thought. While the Hegelian subject may get temporarily off its
tracks, it will always be oriented towards where he needs to get because the division of objectivity and subjectivity
is secondary to their original unity.
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novelistic response. The chapters are not organized and unified by a running theme – I do not
intend an analysis of “the subject” in the four novels under consideration, but the delineation of
the novelistic subject in bringing these four novels together. The abiding intention was to create
an alternative genealogy of the novelistic subject, a genealogy that becomes clearest when seen
against competing genealogies and implicit teleologies of the subject. As such, primary texts
have been paired with predecessor texts to foreground what it is that these texts do, to create a
family tree of the perhaps unintuitive, if not expressly counterintuitive, grouping of Aphra
Behn’s Love-Letters Between a Nobleman and His Sister, Charlotte Brontë’s Villette, Fyodor
Dostoevsky’s The Brothers Karamazov, and Samuel Beckett’s How It Is. In addition, references
and allusions to other, mostly canonical, novels abound to map out the terrain of a quasiBildungsroman of the novelistic subject, beginning with subjection, undergoing alienation,
confronting situation, and ending with what might loosely be called maturity – that opposes the
dominating outlines of the subject of philosophical aesthetics and, more generally, philosophical
modernity.
In the first chapter, Aphra Behn’s Love-letters Between a Nobleman and his Sister is read
in light of the problem of the self as it emerges in the aftermath of the Cartesian split, the demand
for the articulation of a subject as the yoking of immanent and transcendental realities.
Descartes’ solution to the search for certainty disembodied and un-worlded the subject, and
introduced a new problem of enduringness. Kant’s transcendental subject of apperception
overcomes Cartesian dualism, but, as Hegel pointed out, this figure cannot intervene and actively
transform the world in the way that Hegel saw the real subject doing; thinking is part of the
world. 19 By conceiving subject as spirit, Hegel reintroduces the subject to the world as an active
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Which is not to deny the historical implications in some of Kant’s remarks about the development of reason.
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participant. It is against this discourse that I read Sylvia in Love-Letters. The chapter is roughly
organized as a parody of Hegel’s history of the emergence of philosophical consciousness. Much
of my disagreement with Hegel’s view of the subject is that self’s basic imperviousness, which is
already visible in his analysis of sense-certainty. The self points to say “this,” and through
repeated pointing reveals that while the concept “this” is stable, the thing being pointed at does
not stay the same. The persistence-in-identity of pointing requires a self who says “this” as an
upright body already at a distance from what it points to, and so a distance that has already been
calculated by the latent subject. That is, a traversable one. In this way, the Hegelian subject will
be able to bridge that distance to recover what he thinks he loses when the world discloses itself
as flux.
The question that initiates the first chapter on Behn’s Love-letters is prompted by the
thought of a body that rather than pointing gets pointed at. Instead of a self who emerges out of
the upright, distant body, what would a self who is initially a vulnerable, supine body look like?
How would such a body, marked and wounded, effect a subject? My sense was that as the initial
problem is the severance of materiality and spirit the subject should be thought as a constitutive
materiality, a materiality that is initially worked on rather than at work to avoid illegitimately
smuggling in the very subjectivity that is under question. In light of Levinas’ critique of Hegel,
should subject be first thought as subjection? And in light of Simone de Beauvoir’s analysis of
femininity as the material other, is the first modern subject – the subjected subject – a girl? The
dialectic of lordship and bondage is then not initiated by a duel but by a love-tryst 20 or a rape,

The fame of the “Dialectic of Lordship and Bondage” tends to obscure the other scene of the transformation of
nature into consciousness that Hegel reads: the sexual encounter of man and woman, which produces a whole in
which nature is transformed into the higher perspective of love. This scene of intersubjectivity does not end in a
duel and slavery because man and woman, while structurally equal, are not after the same thing. In a note in the
manuscript of Phenomenology Hegel makes this observation: “The man has desires, impulse; the feminine impulse
20
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and the material that the bondsman works is her own body. This requires, beyond seeing the
body as more than a container of soul, the analysis of the subjected body as the body-soul.
The second chapter reads Charlotte Brontë’s Villette with and against Lukács’ theory of
the novel, as a melancholic re-working of Hegelian aesthetics in which the fracturing of a
totalized world – a world imbued by the gods and so immanently meaningful – is expressed in
the non-totalized art form: the novel. Despite the tonal shift, what Lukács saw as the inadequacy
of the inner world of the hero and the actions available in the external world retains the Hegelian
subject. Transcendental homelessness is Spirit still engaged in his adventures to remake the
world as its own instantiation; Lukács offers a kind of presentiment of alienation overcome in the
last paragraph of The Theory of the Novel that cryptically presents Dostoevsky as the writer who
conceives a new world. But is any real movement possible without a subject-as-engine? Where
the first chapter is a critique of the upright Hegelian body, the second chapter is a critique of the
strong Hegelian subject who is ever capable of motoring on, transforming moments of alienation
and negation into forward momentum.
The Lukácsian and Hegelian subjects never suffers a radical enough dispossession. Like
the pointing self in the analysis of sense-certainty whose disappointment in the knowledge of the
senses is ultimately an affirmation of the enduringness of self, the dispossessed subject
experiences defeat to ultimately affirm his possession of what he thought he had lost. Hegel’s
Phenomenology turns loss into a moment of the fort/da game; a residuum of metaphysical motive
is rather to be only the object of impulse; to entice, to awaken impulse and to allow it to satisfy itself in it” (qtd. in
Pinkard 191). Sexual union as the non-conflictual model of intersubjectivity founds the family as the most “natural”
social unity, or as Hegel puts it, marriage is “the immediate ethical relationship” (Elements of Philosophy of Right
200). The woman then disappears into the family, while the man engages in the “universal” struggle for
recognition with other men: “Man … has his actual substantial life in the state, in learning … etc., and otherwise in
work and struggle with the external world and with himself, so that it is only through his division that he fights his
way to self-sufficient unity with himself. In the family, he has a peaceful intuition of this unity, and an emotive …
and subjective ethical life. Woman, however, has her substantial vocation … in the family, and her ethical
disposition consists in this [family, editor’s note] piety” (Elements of Philosophy of Right 206).
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power always remains. Beneath the skin of the ostensibly estranged world, waiting to be
discovered, is the substance deposited by the subject. The world births the objects that will be
recognized and reclaimed as the subject’s own work. However, what if the subject lacks an even
minimal integrity? How and to whom does phenomena present itself? Given the ineradicableness
of the Hegelian subject’s integrity, the analysis of the subject’s alienation from externality
remains insufficient. The Love-Letters’ Sylvia coheres self as body-as-potentialities, but unlike
Sylvia, Villette’s Lucy Snowe cannot identify herself in work. 21 My reading of Lucy as an
exemplarily weak subject is the objection that the phenomenology of the subject of modern,
transcendental homelessness cannot be derived from a Wilhelm Meister. Villette is read as a
phenomenology of disintegration, the phenomenology of the weak subject. Lucy’s weakness as
subject in turn affects the world around her. Without a nodal point around which to organize
itself, Being hiccups a kind of compulsive interruption of itself.
I move from the interruption of Being to the interruption of the subject in the third
chapter, which analyzes responsibility in Fyodor Dostoevsky’s The Brothers Karamazov to
critique the Hegelian subject as a retrospective unity. Hegelian Spirit reclaims alienated
externality in the recognition of its works. Part of this reclamation depends on Spirit’s
assumption that the accidents that befall the subject are always recuperable from a future vantage
point unfolded by history: it takes a hold of its own thrownness. As such, Spirit is the protagonist
of a Bildungsroman, the Phenomenology of Spirit, which presents its history back to itself as the

This may be one rationale for Charlotte Brontë’s penchant for using educators as her novels’ protagonists (with
the exception of Shirley). Brontë’s turn to teachers and governesses renders explicit work-as-education, but
Bildung is displaced. There is a misalignment in that her educator-protagonists are supposed to form themselves
and instead form others. They compulsively return to the classroom as criminals to the scene of a crime, looking
for the trace of a mistake, of what went wrong. Even in Shirley, the figure of the educator intervenes in crucial
ways. The dual protagonists Caroline Helstone and Shirley Keeldar are respectively “healed” by Mrs. Pryor,
Shirley’s governess who reveals herself as Caroline’s mother, and Louis Moore, the tutor who enables Shirley’s
weird psychological and emotional regression, in their confrontations with death.
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process of accounting for the necessity of its past errors; it enunciates a subject who attains
coherence through its ability to gather what seems to have befallen it into a narrative apologia.
Just as art gives way to the philosophical consciousness of art, the subject’s situation gives way
to the philosophical consciousness and explication of situation. In a final paroxysm, Spirit
becomes responsible to and for itself in the reading of its own novel of development, and in
doing so attains the contours of a universal subject.
The stages prove to belong to an underlying substance whose possession of its avatars is
its full instantiation, an ownership enacted by self-consciousness seeing itself in the mirror of its
novel – Phenomenology of Spirit that announces the end of history. Hegel’s remarks on the limits
of romantic art set limits for the possibilities – and the value – of a novelistic reconciliation
between subject and society; his own Bildungsroman goes beyond mere mutual adjustment and
posits an ontological rapprochement. The individual is revealed as partial in its linking with other
partial individuals, until the composite Subject takes hold. True responsibility lies in Spirit’s
beholdenness to itself. The concern that could be raised against this vision is Hegel’s utilization
of particularity to attain the universal. In the Hegelian version of responsibility, my relation to
the other serves as an alibi, a justification, for Spirit’s position, which it consolidates through the
fiction of forgiving the other; in fact, forgiveness grows the power of the forgiver. In The
Brothers Karamazov, the play of contingency disturbs the self-confident unity of the
retrospective subject. The undermining of unity through irrecuperable accidents determines the
failure of the whole that is the supreme justification of the subject. What The Brothers
Karamazov insists is the disruptive logic of the supplement rather than the appropriative logic of
Hegelian dialectics.
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The final chapter turns to Samuel Beckett’s How It Is in light of Hegel’s notion that art
no longer “speaks” Spirit in its third phase. What does it mean for art that it is mute except
through the intervention of aesthetic discourse? The “muteness” of art requires a return to Kant’s
analysis of the beautiful, which defers the moment of meaning’s revelation – the concept that
will subsume the beautiful object under the cognitive domain – into pleasure. The historical
disappearance of art’s immediate justification inflects the beautiful object, turning it into the
stupid thing. This is not to fall back on Hegel’s analysis of post-classical art’s collection of
materials collected from “outside,” a collection that does not bear on the proper subject of art,
but to see stupidity as a constitutive horizon for the proper “subject,” which does not exceed the
sensuous image so much as deteriorate the very distinction between subject and not-subject
within the image. In a sense, I return to the problem explored in the first chapter – the subject as
a mode of subjection – but as it has been overwritten by the weakness and contingency explored
in the second and third chapters. Rather than the supine body exposed to the touch of the world,
the prone body merging with mud; not prostitution but prostration.
The body in How It Is, engaged in the fabling of a temporal-spatial progress, does not
meet the objects that should feed his journey so much as he comes across a repetition of
indeterminacy. Yet this does not culminate in an intensification of subjectivity as a pseudospiritual withdrawal into inwardness. The kind of alienation explored in the second chapter does
not render the subject indifferent to externality. Nor is there, as the third chapter argues, a
disclosure of an essence that exceeds the limited subject, the revelation of Being within being.
The crest of Hegelian aufhebung is the knowledge of the consubstantiality of subject and notsubject in the super-Subject. Beckett’s “I” in How It Is is a sub-subject, a subject “rolled” by the
crisis of rationality. This crisis is ultimately one of justification. How do I know that I orient
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myself toward truth if there is a separation between the immanent and transcendent or
transcendental worlds? 22 The work of art seems to offer a version of yoking what has been
separated in what could loosely be called allegory, insofar as allegory combines immanent
particularity to reveal the universals of which they partake. The narrative voice in How It Is
speaks/quotes an allegory of the tenability of its own meaning-structure. The collapse rather than
the conciliation of the difference between subject and not-subject in How It Is explodes allegory
as the fundamental figuration of the work of art in aesthetic discourse: art that speaks beauty as
the promise of a real harmony, or art that in its silence indicates the coming plenitude of
philosophical consciousness.

The force of the crisis is evidenced by the strength of the reactions against it: Spinoza’s Deus sive Natura; Kant’s
transcendental aesthetic; the persistence of myths of the given; Heidegger’s being-in-the-world.
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Chapter I: The Body-Self
The Phenomenal Soul in Aphra Behn’s Love-Letters Between a Nobleman and His Sister

The novel arises at the moment in Western culture that experiences the insufficiency of
older models for thinking the subject. The intensity of the crisis is revealed in the urgency of the
radical doubt of his own being that Descartes confronts. How do we know soul? With the
dismantling of scholastic ontology the knowledge of the soul is driven into itself. The only
certain knowledge is the fact of the act of doubting. The problem then is how the first moment of
doubt is connected to the second moment of doubt. If the first moment of doubt becomes the
content of the second moment of doubt – I doubt my doubt – is the second moment of doubt
discrete? Is there a way to substantially connect the first moment of doubt to the second moment
of doubt rather than merely formally connecting them through the subsumption of the first as the
content of the second? Does the Cartesian procedure only produce a frame that is filled in with
subjects under the moniker “doubting subject” without actually proving the unicity, the
singularity in belonging, of the doubtings? Does the dislocation of the first moment’s doubt into
the content of the second moment of doubt hallucinate a cohesive subject? Especially since the
act of doubting is not locatable within a persistent, singular substance – such locateablity belongs
to the res extensas. After Descartes affirms that he does indeed exist and that the world outside
of him exists as well thanks to the principle of God’s continuous creation – a nice way of
circumventing the question of duration – he can work, not from the whole and universal to the
particular, but only through a list of particulars. Even his body, that naively immediate physical
being, is a list of parts: “So first, I sensed that I had a head, hands, feet and other members that
comprised this body which I viewed as part of me, or perhaps even the whole of me” (94). What
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I “know” is the moment of doubt; what I “live” is a body that is a collection of parts whose
wholeness is under question. And what we have to put faith in is God as the fulcrum that brings
the dismembered body and the discrete moments of doubt together. “What seems
incomprehensible in a humanity of flesh and blood to the Cartesian conception [is] the animation
of a body by thought, which is non-sense according to the intelligibility of a system, in which
animation is understood only in terms of union and dovetailing and requires a deus ex machina”
(Levinas, Otherwise than Being 79).
If there is no immediate identity between subject and world, then the subject as he
manifests in the world is at odds with the subject as he is in himself: Descartes’ body parts versus
the pinpoint of doubting. Descartes’ gambit found the ultimate ground for knowledge in the
certainty of the ego cogito but in consequence raised the problem of the ghost in the machine.
The question is how the self can be manifested at all given the divide between appearance, the
res extensa, and essence, the res cogito. Thus, the trenchancy of the ensuing debates over the
theories of physical influx, occasionalism, and pre-established harmony. The problem is the
effect of being both subject and object. Descartes’ radical doubt dissected the body and never
quite put it back together, never brought the inner self back to the body that it inhabits; and
without God the world of the senses lacks an inherent order that could properly contain the
pinpoint moment of doubt – the true subject. As the subject withdraws into the cogito,
meaningful order is withdrawn from the external world.

Novel and self
The novel faces a similar problem concerning the self. How does the self become
recognizable as a self once its emplacement within larger patterns of meaning must be
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suspended? What can guarantee its unity? The problem is visible in the two important precursornovels, the 1678 works The Princess of Clèves and the first part of The Pilgrim’s Progress. Two
procedures arise for the articulation of a coherent and unified self: one as the moments of relation
to God to explicate soul – the religious allegory of The Pilgrim’s Progress; the other is the
moments of relation to the social to explicate personhood – the historical fiction of The Princess
of Clèves. The problem with both is a reliance on a self whose moments are already mapped out,
already foregone conclusions. The Pilgrim’s Progress and The Princess of Clèves feature
protagonists whose end goals annul the lived time of adventure and education. Christian will
always overcome adversity; to fail would contradict his essence as Christian. Mademoiselle de
Chartres will never become the Duchess de Nemours; to do so would falsify history. To borrow a
term from linguistics, Christian and the Princess of Clèves are semelfactive characters. 23 The
exemplary semelfactive literary genre is the fairytale, in which time is already completed from
the beginning. 24 The opening “once upon a time” as well as the closing “and they lived happily
ever after” construct a closed temporality in which whatever happens is both in the beginning
and in the end. Thus the abruptness of fairytales, their seeming to come from nowhere and lead
nowhere. Sleeping Beauty will sleep for a hundred years but those years have no relation to
anything but her sleep; Jack kills the giant and changes his fortunes forever, but that forever is
already effected through the magical, instantaneous growth of the beanstalk. The shape of time in

Bernard Comrie discusses the semelfactive in Aspect: An Introduction to the Study of Verbal Aspect and Related
Problems. The semelfactive refers to a category of verbs that are “punctual,” that is, lack duration and so internal
structure. A common example of a semelfactive verb is “to sneeze.” One cannot ask about the beginning, middle,
or end of a sneeze. Even if one is caught in a sneezing fit, one does not “sneeze” for the duration of the fit but in
one blow.
24
I here pick up on Levinas’ hint bringing together the semelfactive, fairytale, and the subject: “The subject in
responsibility, like the unity of transcendental apperception, is not the semelfacticity of a unique exemplar, such as
it manifests itself to be in the said, in tales; “once upon a time …” (Otherwise than Being 56).
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fairytales is the instant, the moment of a singular action. It is senseless to ask for the pre-history
or the after-history of any fairytale.
Although they are not from the world of fairytales, Christian and the Princess of Clèves
always live up to being themselves, no matter what happens around them. In this sense, they are
close to characters from romance, the genre that stands as predecessor, competitor, and sometime
double of the novel. The overall shape of the romance genre requires the fact of external duration
– adventures in time – but its characters remain steadfastly themselves. Romance, although it
prolongs the existence of its heroes and heroines in the seriality of adventure and trial, cannot
adequately portray time as the medium of metamorphosis and transformation. Its heroes and
heroines are always revealed as what they were in the beginning. 25 Precisely because the
semelfactive is without internal duration, it cannot connect with external duration – with bodied
existence. Much as the closed moment of Cartesian doubt cannot without logical gymnastics be
connected to the external world that the “I” lives, the essence of the semelfactive protagonist
haunts the ontic body, already alienated from the external. Neither Christian nor the Princess of
Clèves can ultimately exist as object-in-the-world, and both works end with renunciation:
Christian will live up to his name and attain the Celestial City where he is finally pure soul, and
the Princess of Clèves, disdaining to be an object of sexual desire, will reject the temptations of
love and the court and fade into obscurity in a convent.
Two problems then: the yoking of the phenomenal and transcendental so that the
phenomenal is grounded in a realm of truth and truth can be made manifest; and the cohering of

The imperviousness to change is one of the elements in the picaro’s “blankness,” his existing as a string of
adventures rather than as what modern readers would perhaps see as a fully developed character. This
consideration is one rationale for counting Don Quixote as the first novel: not its parodic undermining of romance
and chivalric conventions, but the extension of its hero in time on his deathbed conversion. However, Don
Quixote’s change can happen only in the immanence of death. Once he stops being Don Quixote, knight-errant in a
post-chivalric world, the only chronotope that he can occupy is the transcendental one of God’s truth.
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objectivity in relation to the self. The fulcrum is a self that straddles the divide between the
atemporal realm of Truth and the flux of the world of appearances. Neither immediate existence
in God (the transcendent guarantor) nor immediate existence in history (the ontic) will do as
bridge, as they are in fact what need to be connected once history can no longer be read as the
unfolding of God’s divine plan, once the true self has been divorced from the world of
appearances. The early novelistic “solution” is to locate a self that persists through and in time
and through whom objectivity gains meaning, a self that is recognizably the same but
nonetheless subject to time. The question of the unity of substance and the unity of the subject
meet in the novel, which articulates a subject that is object enough to be inscribed and marked,
changed by the passage of time in such a way that evidence is provided of the continuity of the
subject.
The novel, as a strategy for articulating this emerging subjectivity, took on the problem of
time as more than a flux of appearances. That the novel is concerned with time is not, of course,
an even remotely novel notion, but what is needed for a rethinking of the aesthetics of the novel
in relation to philosophical aesthetics is the distinction between time as subjective and time as
objective. Ian Watt’s magisterial narrative of the rise of the novel still stands as a touchstone for
discussions of the novel, and it explicates an important technical innovation in the novel in terms
of philosophical discourses on personal identity in relation to time:
Locke had defined personal identity as an identity of consciousness through duration in
time; the individual was in touch with his own continuing identity through memory of his
past thoughts and actions. This location of the source of personal identity in the repertoire
of its memories was continued by Hume: ‘Had we no memory, we never should have any
notion of causation, nor consequently of that chain of causes and effects, which constitute
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our self or person’. Such a point of view is characteristic of the novel; many novelists,
from Sterne to Proust, have made their subject the exploration of the personality as it is
defined in the interpenetration of its past and present self-awareness. …
Both the philosophy and the literature of Greece and Rome were deeply
influenced by Plato's view that the Forms or Ideas were the ultimate realities behind the
concrete objects of the temporal world. These forms were conceived as timeless and
unchanging, and thus reflected the basic premise of their civilisation in general that
nothing happened or could happen whose fundamental meaning was not independent of
the flux of time. This premise is diametrically opposed to the outlook which has
established itself since the Renaissance, and which views time, not only as a crucial
dimension of the physical world, but as the shaping force of man's individual and
collective history.
The novel is in nothing so characteristic of our culture as in the way that it reflects
this characteristic orientation of modern thought. (21-22)
Watt sees the problem of time as an essential category for understanding what the novel does in a
related “but more external approach to the problem of defining the individuality of any object. …
[C]haracters of the novel can only be individualised if they are set in a background of
particularised time and place” (21). Whether in the, as Watt sees it, more essential (memory) or
the more external (particularization in a historical situation), the novel is saturated by
temporality. However, Watt’s separation of the more essential (memory) and more external
(particularization in time and place) approaches to the definition of novelistic character has the
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tendency to devalue embodiment in favor of the continuity of a psychological substrate. Thus his
problematic “true” beginning of the rise of the novel with Richardson. 26
No longer read against a horizon of pre-given significance, things in novels unfurl their
meaning in temporality. The subject of such a temporality, meant to anchor the internal and
external worlds, must be a special type, one who as soul is open to inscription, indeed, whose
soul is phenomenon directly touched by the external: the virginal tabula rasa awaiting the
inscriptions of the world. That is, the subject of education as subjection. What the early novel
alights on is the girl. 27 We might think here of the Princess of Cleve’s education in the sexual
politics that govern her being in society, or of Bunyan’s switch from Christian to Christiana in
the second part of The Pilgrim’s Progress and the new problems that the female protagonist
faces. No doubt drawing on the long-standing Western binary that coupled masculinity and spirit
against femininity and matter, the introduction of a female protagonist forces the work to
confront the physical literally rather than allegorically. 28 The female protagonist as rooted in
body constrains Bunyan to think externality in its facticity rather than primarily in its religious
significance and Madame de Lafayette to focus on the problem of sex for the young woman who

My objection to Watt’s valuation of Richardson as the first full novelist does not intend to advocate for replacing
it with another first real novel. William B. Warner’s criticism of the various narratives of the rise of the English
novel is instructive and I take his warning: “Any literary history focused around designating the first real novel …
cannot stand outside, but instead inhabits the terms of that culturally improving enlightenment narrative that
tradition has dubbed “the rise of the novel”” (Licensing Entertainment 3).
27
Much valuable work has been done on the contributions, standpoints, and strategies of female writers (see Ros
Ballaster’s Amatory Fictions, Catherine Gallagher’s Nobody’s Story, Jane Spencer’s the Rise of the Woman Novelist,
and Josephine Donovan’s Women and The Rise of the Novel). While the early history of the novel cannot be fully
accounted without thinking the role of female writers taking on an emerging prose genre as a way of critiquing
patriarchy, my concern is with a close reading of how the body of the young girl becomes the visible soul. My
argument is indebted to Karen Bloom Gevirtz’s analysis in Women, the Novel, and Natural Philosophy of the early
novel’s female writers’ responses to the debates in natural philosophy in ways that highlight gender and help to
shape the aesthetics of the novel.
28
See Cynthia Sundberg Wall’s The Prose of Things: Transformations of Descriptions in the Eighteenth Century,
pages 97-107 for an analysis of the sudden materiality of things in the continuation of Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s
Progress, in which Christiana and her children flee from the City of Destruction to the Celestial City.
26
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must take hold of her desires to keep a hold of herself. This confrontation with facticity requires
the subject’s fundamental, rather than accidental, relationship with externality. If Cartesian
philosophy disregards – brackets out – the material body in its search for certain knowledge, the
novel turns to the exemplarily plastic body of the young girl as the soul’s legibility.
The young girl provides the frame for thinking a subject-object in the early novel, the
place in which the fidelity of an atemporal self – the soul in its purity or virtue – is visible in its
openness to being marked through a body in sexual adventure. We can think of how the early
novels concern themselves, not with the education of the young man such as is explored in later
novels, but with the sexual adventures of girls. Or rather, sex is education first and foremost
because it produces a “transcendental” subject out of the young female body. The dualism of the
Cartesian epistemological solution impels its critique, an important strand of which is in the
explorations of the joining of body and spirit or mind made immanent in female sexual
experience in libertine literature. 29 Foucault’s findings in his seminal work, The History of
Sexuality, is relevant here: “In the space of a few centuries, a certain inclination has led us to
direct the question of what we are, to sex. Not so much to sex as representing nature, but to sex
as history, as signification and discourse” (78). 30 Without speculating why the girl and her sexual

See Jean-Pierre Dubost’s “Libertinage and Rationality: From the ‘Will to Knowledge’ to Libertine Textuality” for
the relationship between philosophy and libertine pornology.
30
Why sex? The modern notions of sex and sexuality arise out of the loss of a previous conceptualization of the
self. As McKeon argues, the transition in early modernity from a one-sex model to a two-sex model of anatomy
founds a dyadic and seemingly unarguable sexual difference that is a specifically modern way of thinking the self:
“If biological sexual difference became the single most definitive determinant of personal identity for modern
Western culture, what did it replace? The obvious answer to this question is that it has no traditional equivalent
because the notion of personal identity presumes a condition of abstracted and individualized autonomy that is
foreign to premodern culture. However, the idea of a naturally determined marker of social status does play a
central role in the system of lineage that dominates most traditional cultures” (274). Although Love-Letters
predates the novels explored in Desire and Domestic Fiction, I am also indebted to Armstrong’s study of the
relationship between the rise of the novel and the discourses precipitating modern sexuality and gender
differences. My contention is that before the domestic woman becomes commonsensical, but already after the
unsettling of a traditionally emplaced self (that is, a self made meaningful through status and kinship relations), the
29
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education becomes the theme of the early novel (although some factors are surely the novel’s
links to pornography in their shared pretension as the revelation of the hidden and the low, the
popularity of stories of young girls’ initiation into sex in libertine literature, the importance of the
female body in light of the cultural anxieties over tradition and legitimation, and the role of
female writers in the development of proto-novelistic romances) what we nonetheless see is an
abiding concern with the young girl’s bodily integrity and its relation to her spiritual state. As the
one who can be subjected, she is subject made manifest. Thus, the thematic that helps shape the
novel tradition: legible and decipherable subjectivity, and meaningful objectivity, bridged in the
body of the young girl.
I will turn to an early novel – Aphra Behn’s Love-letters Between a Gentleman and His
Sister – to track the stakes of sex as education. 31 Despite a decades long resurgence of interest in
the prose works of Behn, this novel has not entered into iconic status and so warrants a plot
summary. Briefly: Sylvia and Philander, sister and brother-in-law, are in love with each other.
Philander is involved in a political intrigue in which Cesario, the beloved bastard son of the king,
hopes to overthrow his father. Sylvia and Philander consummate their relationship, run away, get
involved with other lovers, reunite after ruining a virtuous man and his sister (who end
respectively in a monastery and a convent), get on each other’s nerves, and part. Philander again
throws his lot in with Cesario, whose already thwarted ambition is reawakened by the
promptings of Hermione, who has cast a love spell on him. Sylvia purposefully embarks on life
as a courtesan. She and Philander reunite momentarily and part friends. The coup fails, Cesario is

girl of the early novel is the point at which sex enables a fictional means of identifying a coherent and meaningful
self.
31
There are concerns with this attribution. For an overview of the arguments for and against attributing the novel
to Behn, see Leah Orr’s “Attribution Problems in the Fiction of Aphra Behn.” I follow Behn scholarship, which
generally takes Behn to be the novel’s author. However, to hedge my bets I have avoided Behn’s biography and
the other works in her oeuvre in my reading of Love-letters.
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executed, and Hermione dies of grief. Philander wheedles his way back into the good graces of
the king and the royal court. Sylvia becomes a successful whore. This summary fails to do justice
to the work’s bizarreness: characters are caught in every stage of soap-opera melodrama as they
appear as sexual and political rebels; the first volume’s epistolary form is gradually overtaken by
a narrative voice; the initial “authentic” language of passion is undercut by its staged repetition
as the heroine is increasingly corrupted. 32
Unlike the worlds of The Pilgrim’s Progress – stabilized by an original orientation
towards God – and The Princess of Cleves – stabilized by historical fact and the guidance of the
mother’s hand into a smart marriage – the world of the Love-letters is already unhooked from
any prescriptive order. The novel begins in the midst of Philander and Sylvia’s desires, which
trouble gender divisions insofar as Sylvia imitates the desires of her male teacher, breaks with
taboos against incest, writes off marriage as an empty ceremony, undermines parental authority,
crosses political lines, etc. Through the course of the novel, no alternative order is offered even
where alternative pairs come into the story: the pure siblings, Octavio and Calista; and the true
lovers, Hermione and Cesario. Octavio’s and Calista’s retreats to the monastery and convent are
not valorized as redemption narratives; they are simply so disappointed that they can no longer
stand being in the story. The enduring love between Cesario and Hermione that ends in their
pseudo-tragic deaths – their lover’s names the last words on their lips – is cemented by, of all
things, a possibly magical toothpick case. The narrative itself works to refuse any normalization

A recent critical complaint notes the eccentricity of the novel: “In the final analysis … Love-Letters fails to make
the most of its opportunities because it brings together a group of characters whose amoralism and atheistical
hedonism progressively alienates the reader. What exactly is the point of assembling this cynical and manipulative
cast of power-hungry egotists? Even the apparent political message … is blurred, because Silvia [sic] the Tory has,
by the end of the narrative, lost all vestiges of credibility as an ethical touchstone” (Hammond and Regan 36-37).
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through continuity of genre: the effusively romantic “real” letters 33 become the burlesque of
meddling servants and cross-purpose machinations by lovers false, true, and aspiring, becomes
the detachment of a narrator impossible to pin down despite indications of a personality as the
story spirals as out of control as Sylvia’s corruption.
The novel was originally published as three separate novels, each with its own
dedication, and brought together in a single edition in 1687, the same year as the publication of
the last volume, so questions of coherence are après coup; however, the changes in form,
especially apparent in the second volume, signal not simply the discreteness of the novels but a
strategy governing resistance to normalization through genre. Each following volume takes up a
critical stance toward the strategies that the previous volume had seemed to normalize or offer as
authoritative, thereby writing into its very structure an openness to temporality that the storyline
takes up. This is especially visible in the novel’s deviation from its initial conceit as a roman à
clef. That is, while the novel’s serial writing and publication renders discussion of a coherent
selfhood problematic, the issue is taken up by the novel itself insofar as each new volume
articulates self against the project of self in the previous volume or volumes. The shift from the
epistolary to the increasingly third person narrative does not only enable the emergence of a
global point of view empowered to unveil real intentions and the ensuing miscommunications
and misdirections between characters; what is brought into focus is something like the beginning
of a self-conscious reflection by self with self as body-potential as its object. The work’s
rejection of a single model of narrative rejects any predetermined temporal structure to close off
the adventures and so the self. The world that begins in the flux of Sylvia’s and Philander’s
transgressive desire stays in flux.
The first volume was published as the discovered correspondence between Ford Grey and his sister-in-law, Lady
Henrietta Berkeley, after they had run away together.
33
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The formula of yearning
Sylvia is on first blush an iteration of the romance heroine: a beautiful virgin caught
between the dictates of cultural and moral norms and her own desire for the forbidden lover,
often to be discovered lounging in conveniently located amorous settings in various stages of
undress, etc. When her lover, Philander, eventually and inevitably completes his seduction, she is
irreparably damaged. The backstory of her sister Myrtilla’s elopement with Philander out of,
respectively, pique and whim, and their resulting mutual disaffection already marks Sylvia for
sexual metonymy, in which one lover leads to the next. The three volumes of the novel follow
the same trajectory in displacing the “original” relationship in compensatory forms. From the
incestuous brother-sister relationship in the first volume, a pair of pure siblings are corrupted by
Sylvia and Philander (Octavia falls in love with Sylvia while she pretends to be a boy, and
Calista, Octavia’s married sister, is seduced by Philander) in the second volume, and Sylvia
eventually combines the sibling relation by pretending to be her own brother to seduce another
lover, Alonzo, in the third. Thus, she and the novel go from innocent to prostitute, from the
pastoral to parody. What holds everything together, the effusive love letters and the
extraordinary political plot involving magicians and false predictions, is the fleshing out of
Sylvia’s body-character as it shapes itself in response to one lover after another. This is not to
make the obvious point that in a patriarchal society a woman’s character is damaged in
accordance with the illegitimacy (and amount) of the sex that she has but rather to foreground the
manner in which her changing character is made to cohere through sex. Philander does not
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change; the numerous women he has sex with don’t mark him in the least. 34 Octavio and Calista
have sudden moral transformations, but these are, as is said, off-screen. Sylvia is recognizably a
character as she undergoes a radical transformation because what the novel holds onto as
essential is the history of her body as it experiences sexual usage that penetrates to the soul,
indeed, that makes the soul.
This argument is troubled by a consideration of the first volume’s epistolary form. LoveLetters initially presents itself as an effusion of “unmediated” voice, bypassing the body and
revealing the underlying emotions and desires. It would seem that only in eliding the body does
something like the truth of the subject emerge. The question of soul seems to conflict with what
has been seen as Behn’s critical appraisal of any notion of a stable self. This appraisal largely
turns on the fact that self is constructed – that it is not autarkic – and that its construction relies
on unoriginal materials. As Karen Bloom Gevirtz argues: “For Behn, whether deliberately selfconstructed this way or not [through textual or material rhetoric], the self is an unstable,
unknowable entity” (45). Ostensibly, Sylvia’s real self emerges in the secret letters to Philander,
which stage the contest between her desires and her scruples, tracking her changing mind and
weakening resistance, the conflict within herself as a state of civil war. Yet a correspondence
between discourse and authenticity seems at best fantastic. While Warner takes the first volume
as in earnest, and thus the language’s hyperbolic tendencies as marking the energy needed to
license love, Gevirtz analyses the inadequacy of language in the novel in terms of language’s
conventionality, its rhetoric: “The epistolarity in Part 1 thus posits the impossibility of escaping
the unreliability of language’s representation of the self. … Love-Letters also exposes language’s

William B. Warner argues that Philander changes from lover to libertine in the second volume. I would argue
that the unmistakable whiff of artifice in his letters in the first volume – the sometimes contradictory arguments
he makes to manipulate Sylvia – already signals his libertinage.
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inability to represent fully and accurately” (44). The self, staking the possibilities of its
disclosure on language, deludes itself – a dilemma familiar to anyone who has tried to voice
what seems the most personal of sentiments in a language that has passed through countless
mouths and whose unoriginality is emphasized the more private is the content. I say I, and feel
the disjunction between the singularity of my experience of being and the universal vocalization
that every self passes through to become a self. I say ‘I love you’ and hear at worst the banality
of “the formula of yearning” in my utterance, or at best its repetition in your response: ‘I love
you, too’. A small episode in volume I reveals the novel’s consciousness of this dilemma. One of
Sylvia’s love letters is found by her mother, who insists on reading it to discover what kind of
lover her daughter is. In an ingenious turn, Sylvia pretends that the letter was written by her to
serve as a model for her maid, Melinda, in Melinda’s correspondence with her own lover. When
Sylvia’s mother, the Duchess, nonetheless insists on the letter being read, Sylvia “turned it so
prettily into burlesque love by her manner of reading it, that made Madam, the Duchess, laugh
extremely” (Behn 46-47). The instability and promiscuity of language enables Sylvia to
“burlesque” her own passion. The words that are meant to express the singularity of the divinelydecreed love between the glorious Sylvia and noble Philander could equally serve the flirtation
between a maid and a farmer’s son.
The letters do not simply fail to adequately express the self. More than that, they are
active manipulations, dissimulations. Philander’s letters are calculated to simultaneously coax
and threaten Sylvia into granting him an assignation; their cynicism is patent from the outset
(especially in light of the real-life model for Philander). Sylvia’s letters, modelled on Philander’s
letters as much as her desire is modelled on his, enter the same game, whether naively or not. As
Gevirtz argues about the first iteration of the passionate lovers in volume I: “The self cannot be
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known, or not reliably known, because it is made evident through the conventions of
representation that are controlled by the individual who writes the letter” (44), an individual who
makes use of conventions to effect his or her purposes. Certainly, the letters that Philander uses
in Volume I to seduce his sister-in-law are revealed to be strategies in an amorous game. Just as
certainly, Sylvia learns to manipulate semblances, whether textual or material, to play her own
part in the game. The letters are written to articulate relations that they hope to bring about.
While they purport to merely disclose interiority, their function is to create the selves that are
ostensibly revealed; and the performative can be carried through only in the continued faith in
expression. Let us take care though; the divide between the performative and the expressive is
not rigorously demarcated, as in the two sets of letters that the later libertine Lovelace writes to
Clarissa before he abducts her and to Belford to unfold his plot. In Love-Letters the performative
and the expressive aspects of the letters are inextricably meshed together. The imbrication of
expression and performance in the letters testifies to the self’s construction with the important
qualification that this construction is in a feedback loop with what is thusly constructed. In the
slipperiness of rhetoric, the self makes itself and finds itself made. If self is always a process of
self-fashioning, there cannot be an underlying stable self, much less a self that can simply
“express” itself. The promiscuity and manipulability of language reveals not the unavoidable
separation of self and expression but the illusion of a unified self to be expressed.

Sense-certainty
While volume I of Love-letters seems to present lovers working in tandem to overcome
the obstacles to their sexual union, it in fact articulates two quite different models of selfhood in
Philander and Sylvia. Philander, Sylvia’s partner in the seductions and intrigues, never changes.
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He goes against God, king, and nature but he emerges at the end of the novel as the same
character as he was in the beginning. He is all action, all intrigue, but the moments of his sexual
and political history do not cohere into an a posteriori unified self or object in large part because
something of him always seems absent, perhaps left over, or withheld from the present adventure
whatever it may be. There is a weird surplus of subjectivity insofar as he can always begin anew,
thereby signaling that he had never “committed” to whatever intrigue he was involved in. Indeed,
one argument that he uses early in his seduction is to claim that he is only technically married
since his soul never entered into marriage with Myrtilla: “why should my soul suffer for ever,
why eternal pain for the unheedy, short-lived sin of my unwilling lips” (Behn 9). 35 His soul
never enters into his factical existence; it remains virginal, never suffering the effects of the
sexual and political transgressions his body is involved in. The difference is made patent in his
perfunctory commitment to Cesario’s last rebellion against the king: he says that he is too
committed to not join Cesario’s movement through France to take the crown, but he is no less
committed to making clear the fact that he is not committed. Thus, he is pardoned in the novel’s
end. No matter what taboo he transgresses, he is simply not there enough to face the effects, the
consequences, of the transgression.
The separation of Philander’s “soul” and body becomes comically clear in an early
episode, the first attempt at sexual intercourse. Sylvia has granted an assignation on the strength
of his promise that he will leave her a virgin. One thing leading to another, Philander is brought
to the point of disregarding his promise:

The novel parodies Philander’s sexual-metaphysical disquisition on the divorce of spoken vow and eternal soul in
Sylvia’s marriage to Philander’s servant, Brillard. Though the marriage is only an expedient to prevent Sylvia’s being
reclaimed by her parents, Brillard falls in love with her once he is married. Real vows are belied by cooling desire,
and desire is sparked by sham vows.
35
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[I]t was not in the power of feeble flesh and blood to find resistance against so many
charms; yet still you made me swear, still I protested, but still burnt on with the same
torturing flame, till the vast pleasure even became a pain … till quite forgetting all I had
faintly promised, and wholly abandoning my soul to joy, I rushed upon her, who, all
fainting, lay beneath my useless weight, for on a sudden all my power was fled, swifter
than lightning hurried through my enfeebled veins, and vanished all: not the dear lovely
beauty which I pressed, the dying charms of that fair face and eyes, the clasps of those
soft arms, nor the bewitching accent of her voice, that murmured love half smothered in
her sighs, nor all my love, my vast, my mighty passion, could call my fugitive vigour
back again: oh no, the more I looked – the more I touched and saw, the more I was
undone. (Behn 53-54)
Just when he is called on in his material presence, his “power” flees and vanishes. The feebleness
of his flesh and blood is rather the feebleness of will – his inability to control the urgency of his
arousal. The initial tussle between body and will presents Philander as overwhelmingly body, a
kind of sex machine. Led on by his body, he “forgets” what he has grudgingly promised and
abandons his “soul to joy.” Mind and will are overcome by the body’s importunities. And yet it
is at this point that the separation between body and soul is blazoned forth. Having abandoned
himself to body and his soul to joy, he finds his body unable to perform. His being “more” as
transcendent subject – his soul’s consignment to joy – means he is “less” as phenomenal
character. Even Sylvia’s body – that “dear lovely beauty” and the “clasps of those soft arms” –
cannot hold onto his dissipating bodiedness. The initial separation of body and soul that threatens
Philander’s integrity insofar as he cannot control his body suffers a chiasmic reversal and it is his
willing that finds itself useless in relation to a body that has been separated from it.
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Judith Kegan Gardiner reads this episode as a comic take-down of Philander, and so of
Baron Grey, the real-life model for Philander, especially in the episode’s continuation as
Philander is forced to dress as a chambermaid to make his escape. While so dressed he is
accosted by Sylvia’s father, whose designs on the chambermaid are more at ready to be fulfilled
than Philander’s for Sylvia was, as evidenced when the father claps his own potency into
Philander’s hand. In contrast to his boasts of being an ever virile and successful lover, Philander
can neither rise to the occasion nor keep his manhood when making an ignominious retreat. It is
not, however, simply that Philander’s pretensions to being a great lover are exposed as a sham.
Warner reads the episode as staging the presence of a mythic, Oedipal father insofar as the
moment of impotence is framed by Philander’s sighting of the father in the garden in his
approach to Sylvia’s bedroom and their encounter afterward. Thus, Warner argues that:
“Philander’s impotence is provoked by the figure who haunts their love tryst, Silvia’s father and
his own father-in-law” (Licensing Entertainment 56); “the appearance of this archaic figure [of
the primal father] has the power to push Philander into a threefold feminization: he is unmanned
by his impotence with Silvia; he protectively assumes the disguise of “Melinda’s Night Gown
and Head Dress” … and finally, he becomes the object of the father’s desire” (Licensing
Entertainment 57). In Warner’s argument, the problem is ultimately in both Sylvia and Philander
insofar as their desire is conditioned by the very interdictions they want to overcome. “Since the
language of interdiction directs pleasure, it is only by going back along the trail of these
interdictions that the most complete freedom is realized, and it is only there that the most
exquisite pleasure is sited” (Licensing Entertainment 59). As Warner sees it, to locate sex as the
route to freedom, Sylvia and Philander require staging sexual desire as transgression. A circular
logic: only by breaking through the transgressions do they act out the freedom of their love and
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so prove their right to break through the prohibitions. They need the transgressions in order to
prove that transgressions do not really exist. 36
Certainly, Philander’s desire is spurred by resistance and prohibition – his marriage to
Myrtilla is characterized by Sylvia as a rape and he seems to approve of Myrtilla’s risking her
reputation to pursue a relationship with Cesario; later he will pursue the married and guarded
Calista. However, rather than reading Philander’s impotence in terms of the framing sightings of
the father, we might see it in terms set by the novel’s first depiction of Philander and Sylvia’s
sexual union, which occurs in a dream. Before the impotence scene, Philander waits for a letter
from Sylvia. Tormented by a lack of response, Philander “suffered [himself] to be laid in bed”
(Behn 7) where sleep finally overtakes him at dawn. During his sleep he dreams of overcoming
Sylvia’s weak resistance. This brief episode aligns sexual satisfaction with the illusions of the
imaginary, and casts “real” satisfaction (in the form of two letters from Sylvia) as an interruption
of imaginary bliss. The stage is thus set for the debacle when desire refuses to instantiate itself.
The later letter describing (and justifying) the failed union begins with Philander’s description of
his lying near-senseless on a bed for two hours to recover himself, followed by self-pitying
tantrums over his non-performance. This prefatory invocation of his wretchedness becomes an
attempt to rationalize his impotence, which tries out various stratagems – there must have been a
jealous god, Sylvia is too beautiful, he was too passionate – before hitting on the idea that he
suffered some “apprehensions of fear of being surprised” – “on [her] dear account” (Behn 52) of
course – because of a near-encounter with the father in the garden. The apprehensions, which he
did not feel are important enough to impart to Sylvia when he first comes into her room and
which vanish on the sight of Sylvia, are recalled only when he is casting for a reason for his
This is why Warner must read Philander’s effusions in the first volume as authentic. If Philander and Sylvia are
constrained by the same structure of desiring, their responses to desire’s aporia must be akin.
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failure. As in his interrupted dream, the real is the “no” of satisfaction. Pleasure’s alignment with
the imaginary – for Philander at least – makes it elusive.
For Philander, pleasure “hollows” self’s materiality; to be more precise, the self’s very
materiality is already under question. It is significant that even before the events that begin the
novel, Philander has been effectively disembodied, specifically through the trope of castration.
Early on Philander claims permission to seduce Sylvia as his wife, Myrtilla, first committed
adultery with Cesario. Philander is from the beginning disabled, moving from cuckold to
impotent. The almost ritual ridicule Philander suffers further discloses the insubstantiality of his
body, from impotent man to woman – ever a misogynistic figure of castration – whose hand is
revealed as substitute female genitalia. He will never be healed, never be made good again,
because he never was whole to begin with. If the classical distinction between soul and body is
that the former is self-moving, and the latter externally-moved, the divide between body and soul
articulated in Philander’s impotence and castration reveals the (masculine) soul’s activity as
solipsistic. The dying energy of the body cannot be supplemented and urged on by the energies
of the soul but instead eats away the substance of the body itself.
The diremption of Philander’s soul and body is the consequence of the novel’s initial
problem – the desire between a sister and a brother – that is articulated in at least two versions of
sexual desire. Philander’s view alternates between discounting their relationship – “our weak
alliance of brother and sister. … No ties of blood forbid my passion; and what's a ceremony
imposed on man by custom?” (Behn 3-4) – and seeing it as testament to the singularity of his
passion – “he that adores Sylvia, should do it at an uncommon rate; 'tis not enough to sacrifice a
single heart, to give you a simple passion, your beauty should, like itself, produce wondrous
effects; it should force all obligations, all laws, all ties even of nature's self” (Behn 3). In either
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case, he sees this desire as wholly natural in disregarding arbitrary and so unnatural social and
religious taboos or as the requisite effect of Sylvia’s beauty. But this desire is so wonderful that it
demands its own supersession of nature. In conceiving desire as separate from and slicing
through “nature’s self,” Philander’s desire can only be disembodied, impotent.
Sylvia’s response rewrites Philander’s rationalizations, which take a global view of their
mutual desire, as specifically her education into desire:
Why did you take advantage of those freedoms I gave you as a brother? I smil'd on you;
and sometimes kiss'd you too; – but for my sister's sake, I play'd with you, suffer'd your
hands and lips to wander where I dare not now; all which I thought a sister might allow a
brother, and knew not all the while the treachery of love: oh none, but under that intimate
title of a brother, could have had the opportunity to have ruin'd me; that, that betray'd me;
I play'd away my heart at a game I did not understand; nor knew I when 'twas lost, by
degrees so subtle, and an authority so lawful, you won me out of all. (Behn 14-15)
For Sylvia, sexual desire is not spontaneous and so not “caught” in the division of body and soul.
The myth that Philander subscribes to in order to seduce Sylvia is of a desire that, by running
counter to conventions, proves its supersensible reality and necessity: the difference between
first and second nature. Yet by abrogating second nature’s hold or force on the individual, he
leaves himself no leeway to bridge the realm of the ontologically “prior” desire and the
phenomenal world in which it should be manifest. While Sylvia sometimes seems to affirm
Philander’s valorization of a desiring that transcends the world, her analysis of how she came to
desire writes the ostensibly supersensible scene wholly within second nature. She is groomed by
Philander in a process that traces a fault line in a mythically whole pre-given self, thereby
foregrounding her body as “ahead” of her mind insofar as she acquires the feeling, but not the
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understanding, of sexual desire. Her body bears the imprint of Philander’s hands and lips, which
transform the virgin-sister into the impassioned lover. Thrownness is not a metaphysical event
but an ontic one; she is there as the desiring body.
So it is that in contrast to Philander, Sylvia is all in. In her letter back to Philander’s
justification of the events (or more accurately, non-event) of their failed assignation, she yokes
soul and body in desire:
Granting my passion equal to its object, you must allow it infinite, and more in me than
any other woman, by how much more my soul is composed of tenderness; and yet I say I
own, for I may own it, now heaven and you are witness of my shame, I own with all this
love, with all this passion, so vast, so true, and so unchangeable, that I have wishes, new,
unwonted wishes, at every thought of thee I find a strange disorder in my blood, that
pants and burns in every vein, and makes me blush, and sigh, and grow impatient,
ashamed and angry; but when I know it the effects of love, I am reconciled, and wish and
sigh anew; for when I sit and gaze upon thy eyes, thy languishing, thy lovely dying eyes,
play with thy soft white hand, and lay my glowing cheeks to thine – Oh God! What
language can express my transport! All that is tender, all that is soft desire, seizes every
trembling limb. (Behn 63)
Both Philander and Sylvia use a passional discourse of touch. Yet Philander’s hands, the more
they touch, the less good it does his “vigour,” rendering his body a useless weight, a thing alien
to the wishes of his soul. In Sylvia’s case, soul and body are continuous; her loving soul is the
desiring body. Where his power vanishes as it runs through his “enfeebled veins,” the “disorder”
in her blood “pants and burns in every vein.” The “tenderness” of which her soul is composed
“seizes” her limbs. A complete circuit runs from Sylvia’s blood and veins to her tender soul and
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will. The passion that overtakes her body is enabled by the extravagant tenderness of her soul,
and the powerful tenderness of her soul redirects itself in the susceptibility of her body. The
knowledge that she has of her own passion turns shame and anger into an invigorated and selfperpetuating force. The bodily elements and the spiritual elements do not simply mirror each
other; they feed each other and thus draw closer. Philander’s lack – his impotence – recasts him
as the ineffable soul, withdrawn from the body that is on the level of his manipulations in his
letters and in his political intrigues. Sylvia, on the other hand, is instantiated in desire as soulbody.
Thus, it is Sylvia who stands as a self, precisely in that the bond between her soul and her
sex, although the matrix underlying her eventual prostitution in the later volumes, is the attempt
to resolve the unmooring of object and subject in modernity. Insofar as she is a thing capable of
being breached, she is a self who can be corrupted. No parallel problem confronts male
characters in the early novel. The earliest masculine analogue is in a sense Tom Jones’ coming to
take responsibility for his sexual energies, but there is no “deepening” of his internal world as he
manipulates himself in relation to sex. Indeed, his sexual adventures are only a serious problem
insofar as he might have had sex with his mother. There is no notion of being spoiled by sex, of
having his whole inner being affected by sexual contact – look at the ridiculousness of Joseph
Andrews’ commitment to sexual purity for purity’s sake, at least for a good-looking, virile young
man. Or if we turn to a writer who, similarly to Behn, was interested in the constitution of a
female self in terms of the purity or pollution of the sexualized body, look at the failure of
Richardson’s Sir Charles Grandison to make any moral change; he is all of a piece, not subject to
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the process of maturation that Pamela and Clarissa undergo. 37 The young girl faces the
possibility of absolute break, of no longer being what she was, if she inserts herself into – or gets
herself inserted in – the wrong sexual situation. As Janet Todd points out: “The man can suffer or
commit few irrevocable deeds, such as entering a monastery or mounting the scaffold. But for
the woman there is no such return. … After his sexual escapades Philander will always be a lord,
Silvia is no longer a lady” (202). The initial threat against Sylvia as innocent is transgressive on
every possible level: her desire goes against morality; the incestuous choice of lover goes against
nature; the disloyalty to family, and by extension Philander’s participation in Cesario’s plot
against his father the king, goes against familial and political legitimacy.
Sylvia and Philander’s love is perhaps the first instance in Western literature of desire
that shapes itself as specifically transgressive. Earlier models of love situate it within
metaphysics, magic, or nature, ranging from Aphrodite’s whims to the quasi-mechanical force of
desire for a beautiful body. Hélisenne in The Torments of Love does not fall in love with
Guenelic because she is married and restless but because of the physiological force of his beauty
entering her eyes. Madame de Lafayette’s Princess of Montpensier and the Duc de Guise do not
fall in love because of her intended marriage to his younger brother, but because they are both
attractive. The liberatory potential – whether illusory or not is beside the point – of desiring what
is prohibited can be seen in light of Foucault’s argument in the first volume of The History of
Sexuality, which identifies an emerging discourse of sexuality that makes it the key to the
subject. If the individual can no longer be focalized through his metaphysical place in the
universe, society, or familial relations, the recourse to sexuality discloses the ground for the self

To be fair, it was not Richardson’s intention to have a young man go through the development of self that his
earlier novels’ protagonists did. But it is surely a fair question to ask about the shift from the hesitatingly cohered
subjectivities of Pamela and Clarissa as they try to avoid rape to the monolithically moral Grandison.
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as contained within the self. To “prove” the self’s desire as extraneous to contingencies, it must
break through the laws and norms that will be proven contingent through transgressive desire.
The need for a heightened vigilance of not only act but thought and desire insofar as the threat
goes through the body; and in going through the body, the threat joins together what had been
severed in Cartesian dualism. 38

Self-certainty
The wrong sexual situation produces the wronged body as the wrong soul. We should be
careful here. The wrong soul is not a deracinated intention, an inward turning away from the
Good that then makes the decision that reveals it as wrong. Rather, the soul-body is a piece with
the circumstances in which it finds and objectivates itself. Sylvia’s immorality is not a cause
known through its effects, her embrace of sexual and political transgressions. Rather, the “cause”
exists itself as “effect.” The violated virgin-sister; the wayward Tory daughter; the wife-in-name
to her lover’s servant; the renegade’s companion – these are not properties of an underlying
substance but the very modes of that substance’s being. After the loss of her virginity, Sylvia’s
letters mirror Philander’s in proclaiming the contingency of man-made laws. Yet the force of the
transgressive act is not enough to fix the self as free. When The Pilgrim’s Progress’ Christian is
released into the Celestial City, he is finally disburdened of everything, from the clothes on his
back to the very inertia of physical existence that would otherwise make climbing the impossibly

McKeon revises Foucault’s point in his reading of the transformation undergone by sex from the traditional to
the modern periods: “According to traditional views, bodily and mental health depends upon the individual’s
capacity and willingness to control his or her passions. By this understanding, individuality is to a considerable
extent a function of self-control. What begins to counter this norm in the early modern period is the growing
conviction that liberty requires the liberation of the passions from control, whether that of the self or that of
external institutions like the state – in other words, that individuality entails individualism” (The Secret History of
Domesticity 273). That is, individualism increasingly understands itself as a negative force, a resistance to
constraints.
38
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steep hill leading to the City tiring. He is made free in one blow, by the washing away of the
excrescences of doubt and fear that had obscured the fundamental orientation toward God that is
his self in the beginning of the allegory. The foregrounded mundane temporality of Love-Letters
precludes such a solution. The self is called on to continually enact its freedom. After Sylvia
consents to sex with Philander; she is then challenged to prove her love by running away with
him. The project of achieving freedom through transgression reaches a paroxysm when Sylvia’s
father involves the law to reclaim his daughter and prosecute Philander, and Philander is
imprisoned because of his involvement in the plot against the king. To thwart her father,
Philander has Sylvia marry his servant, Brillard, and he escapes the consequences of his treason
by bribing a guard. The first volume thus ends on the image of a hypostatized freedom as an
absolute break. Having crossed every line, the two lovers have nothing left to do but ride off into
the sunset, but the continuation of the plot – especially in light of the novel’s conceit of being the
found letters between Lord Grey and Lady Henrietta – undermines the finality of the first
volume’s end.
The beginning of the second volume is first a negotiation of a formal difficulty. The two
lovers having successfully absconded with their passionate young love and thumbed their noses
at the angry king and angry father, what necessity is there for communication; subjects of desire
are motivated to write by the absence of the love-object so who would Sylvia and Philander write
to once they are together? The solution is the introduction of a limited third person narrator, a
shift that also transforms Sylvia from “authentic” voice or the felt immediacy of desire to the
spectacular bad body. Rather than the closed circuit of personal letters that claim to be
unmediated expressions of the true, inner self, a narrator who presents the letters within
explanatory frames and so transforms self from the “immediacy” of voice to the visuality of a
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body-soul. The beginning of the second volume thus shifts its focus from the inflammatory
language of desire to the image that emblematizes Sylvia’s corruption: she becomes a crossdresser.
There is a difficulty here. The rhetoricity of the first volume masks not only the real
object of the exchange of letters – sex rather than authentic expression – but also the instability
of the self that is supposed to be its author. Gevirtz notes that “almost any letter in Part 1
illustrates changeable emotion and therefore the unstable self, the self that because changeable
and complex, is never entirely known to its author” (47). Since language cannot reveal self, the
recourse is to body, but “[w]hile language is too manipulable to be reliable, Behn posits and then
demolishes the idea that the body can represent the self, that its “rhetoric” is accurate” (44).
Gevirtz’s examples of bodily rhetoric are drawn from the first volume, but Sylvia’s crossdressing in the beginning of the second volume renders the problem especially acute. Although
her cross-dressing is first an expedient to enable her escape with Philander, the third person
narrator, insinuating itself between the underlying self and its appearance, articulates her crossdressing as the constitution of the real self as the secret of the body that Octavio tries to read:
“she could not move, nor smile, nor speak, nor order any charm about her, but had some peculiar
grace that began to make him uneasy; and from a thousand little modesties, both in her blushes
and motions, he had a secret hope she was not what she seemed, but of that sex whereof she
discovered so many softnesses and beauties” (Behn 115). Sylvia’s body seems to betray her as a
woman in its “peculiar grace” and “thousand little modesties … in her blushes and motions,” its
“softnesses and beauties,” but this correct reading of the self in the unintended signifiers offered
by the body are in fact projections to resolve Octavio’s unwanted desire for the beautiful young
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cavalier Sylvia passes as, and so fails to reach the “real” body. The body’s existence for Octavio
thwarts his reading of it in-itself. 39
This division between for-another and in-itself is the second volume’s recurring
problematic. Precisely in “speaking” itself rather than being spoken of, and for, in letters,
Sylvia’s body incites a discursive response: “she failed not to make a conquest on some
unguarded heart of the fair sex: not was it long ere she received billets-doux from many of the
most accomplished who could speak and write French” (Behn 118) and “that which was yet
more strange, she captivated the men no less than the women, who often gave her serenades
under her window, with songs fitted to the courtship of a boy” (Behn 119). Crucially, the body
does not speak the truth. The language that comes back to it is necessarily “mis-posted” and
cognizable only in a narrative mode that articulates a space apart from Sylvia’s interiority and
the body as the object of competing interests. Gevirtz reads the narrator as a strategy: “Behn’s
increasing use of a narrator in Parts 2 and 3 allows her to continue to investigate the unstable,
incompletely knowable self, including its existence as a combination of mind and body, and the
techniques for representing it, with all their attendant advantages and problems” (48). Because
neither the rhetoric of language nor the language of the body can accurately speak the self, a
narrator is called upon to provide glimpses into the self or to chart the discrepancies between self
and appearance, as well as to unfold its effects on others. But the narrator’s dependence on an
obscured self renders its assessment flawed. The ineffability – not to say nonexistence – of an
essential, undivided self drives the need for the narrator who intrudes more and more in the
second volume, and who becomes a dominating presence in the third, but, in this argument, this

In Love-letters, the body’s “in-itself” is not, despite appearances, the bedrock of biological sex. However, neither
is the body’s in-itself the effect of acts that produce, while pretending to disclose, gender, as in Judith Butler’s
argument that gender is performative rather than expressive (“Performance Acts and Gender Constitution”). The
particular conjunction of concerns in Love-letters “performs” bodiedness as specifically feminine.
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narrator can only record the gap between (transient) appearance and (even more transient) “inner
truth.”
The difficulty is resolved if the problem is reframed. Sylvia’s cross-dressing is not merely
a hypostatization of transgression that disturbs the political, social, and moral discourses that
would parse it, nor a disjunction with an inner self. The fairly insular epistolarity of the first
volume does not produce an authentic and coherent self, or even an authentic expression of a
divided self in the second volume, but the “immediacy” of the body as interface. As Steven
Connor points out in a discussion of Beckett’s materiality: “A body is the sum total of what it
may effect and affect. The body is a field of potentials and exposures, which is always therefore
ahead or aside of itself” (113). Sylvia’s cross-dressing does not “merely” mask the true female
body but discloses the body as potentiality. After the necessity of dressing in men’s clothes has
passed: “it was debated what was best to be done, as to their conduct in that place [Holland]; or
whether Sylvia should yet own her sex or not; but she, pleased with the cavalier in herself,
begged she might live under that disguise” (Behn 117-118). 40 From virgin to mistress to cavalier,
Sylvia’s body is infinitely malleable, and as malleable it does not offer a secure purchase either
for Octavio’s hopes or for the narrator’s discourse if taken as an analytic of an ontologically prior
self. She goes by the name Fillmond, but is this name an alias or a symbol of her new relation to
the world? Is the cavalier’s costume a disguise or does it disclose a latent cavalier in herself? The
self’s division, its “diplomatic” missions in gaining ascendency, does not reveal a nihilatory
absence at the heart of every identity but a constant rerouting of identity that is self’s very
constitution.

See Robert A. Erickson’s account in Mother Midnight of the notion of the human body being “dressed” in layers
of fat and skin in the womb. Given the conceptual framework of the contiguity of flesh and clothing, Sylvia’s selfdressing is self-making in a very literal sense. I am reminded here of Catalina de Erauso, who makes men’s clothing
for herself and thereby makes “herself” a man.
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The rerouting of identity, the self as potentiality, is purely Sylvia’s. If the plot-problem in
the first volume is the achievement of sexual satisfaction, the plot-problem of the second volume
is self-knowledge. Where the first volume’s “intention” is Philander’s seduction of Sylvia, and
so their structural equality as members of the seduction-dyad, the second volume absorbs
Philander’s next sexual pursuit in the bustle around Sylvia’s body. Against Philander, Sylvia and
the narrator come to enact the interplay between the body that motors the plot and the narrative
stance that could relay the intrigue. The second volume, like the first, stages Sylvia’s bodyhistory against Philander’s disembodying self. As in the first impotence scene, Philander’s and
Sylvia’s selves are respectively “transcendental” and material. Philander is threatened with arrest
and flees Holland, the scene of the adventures. Separated, Philander and Sylvia are placed in a
situation that seems calculated to provoke a repetition of the first volume’s love letters. Instead,
Philander embarks on another amorous adventure. While Philander’s account of his affair with
Calista essentially repeats – down to the stylized language and generic conventions – his
seduction of Sylvia, around Sylvia’s body a new scene of desire writes itself, from Octavio’s
conflicted pursuit of his friend’s mistress to Brillard’s encroachments on his wife-in-name.
Philander returns only in the form of letters – brief lying letters to Sylvia justifying his
increasingly obvious indifference to her; letters of instruction to Brillard; the “sincere” letters to
Octavio detailing Philander’s seduction of Calista – while Sylvia’s body is foregrounded as the
pivot of the second volume’s plot. This asymmetry captures Philander in a compulsive repetition.
Having withdrawn himself from Sylvia’s body, Philander is present as absence: the absence of
his material body, of his interest, of his love, etc. The letters that Philander sends to Octavio
describing his new adventure recasts him as a pseudo-author of a rather conventional story: the
pursuit of the beautiful young girl who has seen nothing of the world and is married to a jealous
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older man, guarded by a middle-aged duenna, and ensconced in a tower placed in a beautiful
garden that the hero must penetrate. As Philander has already acted out a similar story in his
seduction of Sylvia, the artificiality of the story he narrates in his letters in is patent. His role is
less that of an actor in his story than as the interested and self-deluded author who does not
recognize the extent of his self-plagiarism. This story has already been written. The unreflective
quality of Philander’s authorship not only undermines his authenticity, it marks a sharp contrast
with the third person narrator who can turn his poetaster poses to good account in the new
adventures that Sylvia undergoes.
The sudden availability of Sylvia’s body sets off a chain of manipulative letters: Octavio
wants Philander’s permission to seduce Sylvia; Sylvia wants to berate Philander, confirm his
faithlessness, and win him back; Octavio wants to convince Sylvia that he is so in love with her
that she should be in love with him; Sylvia wants to use Octavio to discover Philander’s secret
and perhaps to repay his infidelity. The orgy of letters negotiating claims on Sylvia’s body
climaxes in the novel’s second scene of impotence. Brillard substitutes a forged letter demanding
an assignation to Sylvia in exchange for information of Philander’s declining affections in place
of Octavio’s letter freely granting the information. Enraged by what she thinks is Octavio’s
impertinence but eager to read Philander’s letters, Sylvia plans to substitute her maid, Antonet,
for herself. The narrative voice follows the intervention of meddling servants, misfired
communications, and misunderstandings throughout the night, slipping into and between the
consciousnesses of Sylvia, Brillard, Antonet, and Octavio. In narrating the failure of bodies to
immediately mean (Philander couldn’t stay faithful; Sylvia and Antonet are easily switched with
a bath and a change of clothes; Octavio is not where he was supposed to be; Brillard consumes
too much of an aphrodisiac and makes himself violently ill), the narrative voice thereby
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consolidates its own authority. Thus my disagreement with Gevirtz’s analysis of the narrative
voice as the novel’s exploration of the effects of building political and social institutions on the
basis of a flawed epistemology. At least in the second volume, the intervening narrative voice is
– if not quite the omniscient third person narrator associated with later novels – the only recourse
to a view of the events.
Certainly, this new scene of sexual failure and bodily impotence is no longer the direct
failure of Philander but of a larger misunderstanding that is simultaneously a social and political
scandal: the body in play as the source of self-certainty. It is the “insemination” of Sylvia as a
self-consciousness. The first volume’s impotence scene enables the articulation of Sylvia’s self
in terms of the body-soul circuit made visible as sustained sexual arousal in the failure of
satisfaction. In the second volume, the impotence scene is linked to the disclosure of the “secret”
of the amorous other. A series of displacements pushes sex as the condition of knowledge of the
desired one further and further away. Sylvia is willing to use sex to find out the truth of
Philander’s sexual activities. Brillard engages to impersonate Octavio to consummate Brillard’s
relationship with his wife. Sylvia swaps in Antonet, herself in love with Brillard, to have sex
with “Octavio.” The whole scenario ends in the toilet, to which Brillard has continual recourse as
he suffers the ill effects of his overdose. The linkage between impotence, comic sexual
masquerade, and knowledge affirms the authority of the narrator to watch Sylvia putting her
body out play; the distance that the narrator takes in relation to the unfolding story corresponds
to the distance of Sylvia’s body from the men who jockey over it – especially pronounced in
light of Brillard’s earlier “rape” of Sylvia’s bosom when she faints over Philander’s inconstancy.
In the rape of her bosom, Sylvia is, as Warner puts it, all body. Sylvia’s substitution of Antonet
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for herself is a quasi-doubling that allows Sylvia to take bodies, her own included, as potential. 41
Brillard’s attempt to manipulate the story is thwarted not only by his self-inflicted sickness but
Sylvia’s countermeasure to hold onto her own body. When Octavio, who had seen “Antonet”
lead a man to “Sylvia,” accuses Sylvia of being a whore, she easily defends herself by him
recounting her cheat and showing Brillard’s forged letters. By taking up her body, Sylvia
consolidates her authority in the continuation of the story.

The happy consciousness
If there is no absolute a priori essence that corresponds to soul, then self is made through
its adventures. Simply put, the self is not an underlying but unknowable ground or a seething id,
but a bodily-subjectivity that exists in time. The self is not expressed but instantiated, and its
“truth” is the narrative of its adventures. As Leopold Damrosch, Jr. argues about the rise of the
novel: “[The] self is duplicitous and complex, requiring the most stringent analysis, and its
duplicity makes it impossible for direct introspection … to yield trustworthy results. The truth
can only emerge from a sustained scrutiny of behavior over a period of time, and thus the need
for temporal narration is born” (4). What Behn’s novel, and later works like Defoe’s Moll
Flanders and Roxana, takes as its guiding thread is the sedimented history of a particular body.
Even the rise of sentimental fiction with its overwhelming focus on the ostensibly intangible
virtue of the young heroine still depended on her “duplicitous” body to carry the story: the moral
Not just as potential but also as capital: the sexual adventures of the picara. The mercantile relationship to one’s
male body does not emerge as a novelistic theme until the consolidation of bourgeois-capitalist society and its
attendant concern with alienated labor. The linking of prostitution with the impoverished laborer effects a
bifurcation of the fallen woman into the destitute prostitute as an object of pity – Oliver Twist’s Nancy, Crime and
Punishment’s Sonya – and the loose woman as a moral monster – Jane Eyre’s Bertha Mason, War and Peace’s
Hélène. (Zola’s Nana, occupying both positions at various times in the novel, is thus consistently inconsistent.) In
light of this development, it is one of history’s little jokes that the prostitute of a later novel tradition most similar
to the pre-capitalist picaras of the early novel is to be found in the most didactically socialistic of the blockbuster
nineteenth century novels – Julie in Chernyshevsky’s What Is To Be Done?
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purity of the soul is the desirability of the girl’s physical beauty, and the menacing of the body’s
integrity puts in play her soul.
This sedimented history is tangible in the “thickening” of Love-Letters as the first volume
is augmented by a second, and then a third. The first volume’s love-letters present the virginal
body compromised by desire as the source of the narrative’s energy. The strategy of the second
volume is to recoil against Philander’s disembodiment in the diremption of Sylvia’s
consciousness and an overarching narrative voice. The space opened up by the distance between
Sylvia’s consciousness and the narrative voice explodes the integrity, whatever there was of it, of
the first volume’s effusive love letters, and provokes Sylvia’s reactive strategies to maintain
herself. The first volume alone is not, in my view, a novel in the strong sense. Although it is
closer to a modern notion of what a novel is, neither is the first and second volume together,
despite the durational space created in the second volume’s parody of the first volume. It is only
with the third volume that Sylvia’s consciousness becomes recognizable as a modern
subjectivity: temporal, and so open to charges of inconsistency that are (sometimes) recuperable
as transformations of an enduring substance. The modern subject, unlike the characters in
allegory, fable, fairytale, romance, etc. creates the reservoir of energy by which it wills itself, a
reservoir that is fundamentally temporal. 42 It is not simply as the beautiful body, but the body-asfield-of-forces that exists itself in accordance with its own will. The modern subject cannot
justify itself as substance in relation to an ontologically prior God, society, family, or even
impersonal history. This may be one reason for the novel’s abiding concern with recovering
origins, whether these be the revelation of Tom Jones’ parentage or Molloy’s botched attempts to

To be clear, although Sylvia’s turning herself into her own energy-reservoir looks like the Hegelian self’s
movement of self-negation, the novelistic energy is not Hegelian energy, which must be prior to the self’s
homicidal contacts with the external world in order to get moving at all.
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begin at the beginning. The subject of the novel discloses herself in the coherence of her
adventures, a coherence that becomes visible only after the fact in the will that affirms that, from
the beginning, the adventures are hers.
The recovery of an “original” story accounts for what might otherwise be considered an
oddity in the third volume of Love-Letters, which picks up with the mess made by Philander’s
abandonment and Sylvia’s pragmatic revenge in cultivating Octavio as a lover. Soon afterwards
Sylvia, twice abandoned by Philander and having already won back the rich, charming, and
honest Octavio after her first reversion to her inconstant seducer, goes back to Philander. Todd
argues in relation to this episode that “in much of Behn’s writing sexual desire is still revealed as
a kind of compulsion. … [A]s the book continues, compulsion becomes a deeper matter, and at
times both body and mind seem to follow helplessly into destructive moves which both
disapprove” (215). This seems to me an overly pessimistic view of sexual desire not authorized
by the novel itself. Sylvia’s own understanding of her reversion to Philander is hardly an
anguished compulsion that her mind, much less her body, disapproves: “She regards him
[Philander] as one to whom she had a peculiar right as the first lover: she was married to his
love, to his heart; and Octavio appeared the intruding gallant, that would, and ought to be content
with the gleanings of the harvest, Philander should give him the opportunity to take up” (Behn
355). The idea that the girl has a kind of natural husband in her first lover assumes that the body
has been irrevocably impressed by that first lover, as if Sylvia’s body recalls the initial
imbrication of body and soul in desire for him and is then forever on that particular track. But
this sexual “compulsion” hardly stymies critical evaluation. Sylvia is “a second time undone”
(Behn 355) and “fancies she found Philander duller in her arms than Octavio” (Behn 357). The
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body’s ability to make the comparison, to enact a kind of memory, enables Sylvia to overwrite
the initial impression; the body can be “undone” any number of times.
Sylvia’s reversion to Philander is a lesson that she must learn to become a full subject:
self-consciousness must be enduring and it proves its enduringness in its difference from its
“origin.” Similarly, there is a corresponding return in the third volume to the political plot that is
central to the first volume. Both Sylvia’s reversion and the return of the political plot are the
novel’s creation of its creation myth, a myth that it will then break with to establish its maturity
in its difference from the naïve immanence of the first volume. Sylvia’s reversion may very well
be a compulsion, but it is not a sexual compulsion in the sense of a degraded moral integrity.
Rather, the third volume returns to the first volume – both the coupling of Sylvia and Philander,
and Philander’s complicity in the political plot – to establish its durational transformations. After
the inevitable break-up of her and Philander’s relationship as lovers, she will never again be
simply incarnate in the body. Although the girl is possible as the phenomenal soul precisely in
her embeddedness in sex, sexual education enables her to overcome mere nature, the body
machine, or the abstract universality of supersensible spirit. Sylvia and Calista both become
pregnant, but neither is thereby written into a “natural” maternal role. 43 Calista refuses to look at
the baby and disappears into the role of penitent. Sylvia gives birth as if in passing, with only a
bit of fatness marking her afterwards, and the child is presumably abandoned. The natural result
of adultery is discarded in favor of the social result. Neither will Sylvia disappear into the moral
story of repentance. Sylvia is offered a chance to redeem herself when Octavio, having

The novel has quite a problem dealing with maternity, which is especially apparent given how much is made of
the successful marriage. For instance, there is never a hint of any of Austen’s heroines becoming mothers. Even
when novel heroines do give birth, they are often not shown in their maternal roles – Esther Summerson and Jane
Eyre – or they are shown as deficient – Emma Bovary. Notable exceptions are Tolstoy’s War and Peace and Anna
Karenina, in which maternity is the model for ethical behavior and pregnancy the symbol of the relationship with
transcendence.
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discovered Sylvia and Philander in bed, renounces the world and gives her money to reform.
Slightly discomfited by his moral example – and even more so by her failure to keep him – she
nonetheless decides to continue in her current life, converting his money into equipage to set
herself up in the demi-monde. That is, she makes a decision. Sex makes Sylvia’s soul and her
soul makes her indomitable body: “increscunt animi, virescit volnere virtus” (Nietzsche, Twilight
of the Idols 3). Or rather, the soul souls out of the wounds. Once Sylvia’s body has been wronged
by illicit sex, her soul becomes the self-producer of her further corruption. Taking control of her
body, Sylvia becomes the producer of social significations that enable the play of erotic desires.
The parodic return to origins and Sylvia’s dismissal of Philander as an adequate lover
finds a resolution in her conflation of the brother and sister roles in sexual masquerade to capture
her next lover. Philander is dragged back into the political plot despite his certainty that it will
fail. Sylvia absorbs the role of the missing brother and thereby asserts mastery of her own
personhood as the product of her sexual education in the confrontation with thrownness, the
“originary” transgressive sibling desire of the first volume. It is an anachronistically
Heideggerean call to authenticity that produces inauthenticity (she remains immersed in the
world of the they, indeed, revels in it), but authentically (her ownmost potential lies in her
relation to sex – to be sexed, violated – rather than the more heroic – and masculine –
Heideggerean decision in the face of one’s mortality). That is, the authenticity of the soul is not
produced in the desire that first makes her a phenomenal soul, but is rather the cohering of will at
the end of the novel when the outpouring of passional discourse has been deflated. She becomes
self-conscious and self-directing in her sexual manipulations: she becomes visible will through
the early novel’s play on the attendant ambiguity of the equivocating equivalence between body
and soul.
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The fact of Sylvia’s sexual corruption is the increasing mastery of her exploitation of sex;
the nakedness of the body – the corruption of Sylvia’s soul – is made visible through the clothes
that she wears and that she chooses to dress herself in. In turn, her ascending mastery of clothing
provokes a response from the external world. The adventure ends neither in the destruction of the
subject in the conflict of the different demands of his soul nor in his integration into the alreadyis of society. We could say that Sylvia’s physical corruption, in becoming “spiritual,” rebounds
on the physical world. Sylvia’s last lover in the novel, Don Alonzo, is captivated through her
manipulation of sexualized sartorial semiotics: the importance of her cross-dressing as selfmaking rather than as the expression of a supposedly already existing self. As Todd argues:
“Towards the end of her career [Sylvia] adopts men’s clothes and thereby exchanges the
experience of a woman for the inexperience of the boy she becomes. To Alonzo, the last of her
gulls, she is simultaneously boy and woman, although she continues to raise desire … primarily
through the circulation of images of herself and by glimpses of femininity” (213).
Sylvia, pretending to be a youth named Bellumere, meets Alonzo at an inn, and they
strike up a friendship. He mentions “encounters” with two women, a captivating whore and a
beautiful veiled woman, neither of whom he addressed; the women are of course Sylvia. He also
tells her of his latest conquest, herself the latest of Philander’s conquests (unsurprisingly, given
the trajectory of the novel, this conquest masquerades as an honest and inaccessible woman but
can be bought for a set price). As a token of friendship Alonzo gives Sylvia a ring 44 that the
conquered woman had received from Philander and then given to Alonzo. (In return, Sylvia
gives him a ring first given to her by Philander. In an interesting aside, the narrator notes that the

The folktale significance of rings should be kept in mind: the secret of sex emblazoned on the body, the hidden
regions of women’s sexuality and bodies turned to account in her second birth. This conceptual cluster is put to
comic use in Diderot’s The Indiscreet Jewels, in which a magic ring forces women’s “jewels” to speak.
44
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ring is engraved with Philander’s and Sylvia’s names, but that the script is unimportant. Writing
can be “crossed out.”) Eager to fix Alonzo as a lover for his looks, money, status, and the
challenge he poses as avowedly untouched by love, Sylvia lets herself be seen by him as a
woman while wearing his ring. As a woman, Sylvia covers her face; her body and beautiful
clothes attract his attention. When she unveils the ring on her finger his uncertainty of how the
body of the woman stands in relation to the face of the youth to whom he had given the ring
brings his desire to a boiling point. To discover the mystery, Alonzo visits Bellumere who
praises his “sister’s” beauty and calls for her to show herself to Alonzo. Sylvia doffs her
menswear and puts on women’s dress. He had recognized what she is – a whore – but her
manipulation of mystery by way of clothes and costumes creates her as the singular woman with
whom he will fall in love. 45 When she reveals herself in women’s clothes, he is so struck that he
cannot approach her until she calls for her periwig; the cross-dressing joke breaks the spell and
enables him to speak. 46
Todd’s analysis of Sylvia’s ability to provoke desire is apt, but where I would disagree
with Todd is her conclusion that Sylvia “does … recognize that this multiplication diminishes
her ‘self’; but the raising of desire leaves little room for her own desire” (213). The idea that
Sylvia’s multiplication of self is at the cost of something like an inner self relies too easily on an
untenable distinction between inner subjectivity and the determinate existence. Todd’s aside that
“the [female] body does not appear to register its own disgrace and undoing, as the feminine
myths have supposed” (202) takes the phenomenal body as disconnected from the supersensible

We should see Philander’s failure to keep the woman to whom he had given the ring despite his assurances that
he had absolutely conquered her against Sylvia’s successful libertinage: she so captivates the hitherto inconstant
Don Alonzo that he is ruined by her.
46
Don Alonzo’s paralysis threatens to turn their rendezvous into the novel’s third scene of impotence, but Sylvia’s
grasp of the situation brings off a happy ending.
45
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disgrace. While this is perhaps true to the extent that no scarlet letter emblazons itself on Sylvia’s
forehead, it does not take into account the visibility of the promise of the accessibility of Sylvia’s
body in her masquerades, itself the register of its disgrace and undoing. The ring that she
receives from Alonzo and then reveals is precisely the mark of disgrace that acts out her desire.
Self is not constituted only in desiring, but also in the activity of satisfying desire. There is no
way to portion off Sylvia’s playing with personae from the principle of pleasure that becomes the
key moment of her subjectivity. And there is no way to separate the body dressed in men’s
clothing and a prostituted ring from a “true” desire in that body that motivates it to dress as such.
Sylvia wants Alonzo; this motivates the masquerade. But her desire does not dissipate in the
clothes of the masquerade; it is objectivated in them.

Know happiness
Sylvia’s recovery of her own body as potentiality is the emergence of the novelistic
subject as self-consciousness, affirmed in the recovery of an “origin” that can be taken up or
rejected as it furthers or hinders the subject’s chosen commitments and projects, which are
articulated out of situation. That is, she proves herself as will in her being in the world. The early
novel’s phenomenal soul thus stands against a philosophical tradition, from Descartes’ turn to the
ego cogito to affirm being (1641) to Kant’s turn to the purity of the will (1788), in which the
subject must deracinate himself to disclose himself and the “truth” of subjectivity can be
discovered only in the divorce of the subject from his phenomenality. 47 Love-letters articulates
the early novel’s unity of the phenomenal soul as the unity of willing and situation. Being-in-the-

As Nietzsche ventriloquizes the philosophers: “And above all, away with the body, this pathetic idée fixe
[obsession] of the senses, afflicted with every logical error there is, refuted, even impossible – although it has the
nerve to behave as if it were real!” (Twilight of the Idols 18).
47
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world is not a state that must be overcome to disclose the true grounds of willing, but the very
mode of the will’s existing itself. The coherence of the subject as will cannot be thought apart
from its adventures in the world.
The ontologically and theologically deracinated subject finds her immediate ground in
the things around her. As a girl, she is a thing in a world of things. That is, she exists as object in
an externality that has lost its own underpinnings, but as incipient subject she can cohere the
junkyard of everyday things around her into a world. This sets the novel in oppositioncompetition to the philosophical discourse that pinpoints the unity of the subject, the true hinge
of the self, on the identity of the subject with himself in his universality as distinct from the
distractions of externality. The subject of early philosophical modernity48 is as sure to become
sure of his subjectivity as he is unsure of how to be in a physical world that just eludes him. As a
soul-mind oriented toward God or supersensible truth, he is constantly lost in the flux-world. 49
Only by sheering away the accidents of existence (I may not be sitting in a chair by the fire, I
may not be dressed in a robe, I may not be this body that possibly dreams itself) does he come to
the core of himself: I am the pure thinking inhering in every act of doubt. His identity is
discovered, and from that pinpoint of certainty he must grope his way back into his everretreating body. I say “Arm, raise” and it does; was my thought the cause of the arm’s
movement, did God first cause me to have this thought and then cause my arm to move, or is
Being organized so that my thought “Arm, raise” coincides with the arm’s movement? I disclose

Ostensibly neutral or neutered, but in fact distinctly male. See Jessica Benjamin’s argument in The Bonds of Love,
pp. 183-189.
49
It is perhaps Spinoza who puts forward the most rigorous attempt to think the necessary connection between
extension and thought, in the work published less than ten years before the publication of the first volume of Loveletters. Despite their wildly divergent endpoints, there is nonetheless a family resemblance between Spinoza’s
conatus and Sylvia’s dedication to her own success.
48
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myself as an I, but the contingency of phenomena is an insurmountable gap between the I and the
movement of my arm. 50 Sylvia’s soul-body is in pointed contrast with the discovered subject.
Love-letters, coming out of the traditions of libertine and amatory fictions and Restoration
licentiousness, approaches the subject from the other end, from the intimate place of the world’s
impingement on the body. The novelistic subject is a thing that is enacted. The early novel’s
focus on the sexual education of young girls is an abiding with the body of this girl, of the
possibility of her happiness or unhappiness, out of the abstract universality of beautiful virginity
into the instance of the sexual encounter. The body of the young girl transformed by sex into soul
coalesces its “contingent” adventures as constituting its very self. What the early novel insists on
is particularity, this 51 entity that is the determinate existence of the inner light as it is provoked
into being. As such, the body-self is first a phenomenal existence, which exists itself as a
durational substance.
The conflict between these conceptions of self is more than a local squabble. The stakes
are brought into sharp relief in a piece of early criticism of the novel: Kant’s castigation of
novelists in Critique of Practical Reason. Indeed, novelists bear the dubious distinction of being
the only type of artists 52 that Kant specifically calls out in a work devoted to exploring the
possibility of morality. In a passage about the true grounds for moral action, he condemns
novelists for encouraging pathological drives in place of the formal identity of the moral law:

This problem can be summed up as the impossibility of being a body while having a body and having a body
while being a body. It is perhaps hysteria that is the negative cultural “solution” of the conflict between being and
having insofar as the hysterical woman neither is nor has her body.
51
We should be reminded here of Hegel’s analysis of “this” in the Phenomenology to see the philosophical decision
made on the goal.
52
Whether Kant would have read early novels as works of art is questionable. His comments on novelists and the
novel suggest an ambiguous place for novels somewhere between art and an almost decadent mysticism: an ersatz
religion revolving around a displaced God or Good become the dogmatic fantasy of achievable perfection.
50
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If fanaticism in its most general sense is a deliberate overstepping of the boundaries of
human reason, moral fanaticism is this overstepping of boundaries which practical pure
reason sets to mankind. Pure practical reason thereby forbids us … to place the subjective
motive of dutiful actions, i.e., their moral incentive, elsewhere than in the respect for this
law. …
If this is so, then … novelists … have instituted moral fanaticism instead of a
sober but wise moral discipline. (Critique of Practical Reason 89)
Kant’s criticism that novelists promote “moral fanaticism” instead of “sober” and “wise” regard
for the rigors of the moral law’s formal identity with itself turns on the issue of bad forms of
willing: willing that wills out of motivation for anything outside of that formal identity. The
specific mode of the novel’s bad willing is clarified in a footnote in the first introduction to
Critique of Judgment: “And it is indeed an important article for morality to warn us emphatically
against such empty and fanciful desires [for the impossible to achieve or the absolutely
impossible], which are often nourished by novels and sometimes also by mystical presentations,
similar to novels, of superhuman perfections and fanatical bliss” (Critique of Practical Reason
420n50). What Kant finds so objectionable about novels is that they see the will in relation to
happiness.
At stake in the philosophical shelving of happiness is the emergence of moral autonomy,
i.e. the supersensible subject. The struggle over assessments of the proper motivation for actions,
or about evaluating happiness as a motivation, concerns the very articulation of the subject.
Kant’s categorical imperative forecloses taking into account the overlapping of the pathological
and intelligible subjects within a single self. The purity of willing requires the disregarding of
every pathological motivation – every motivation that is not based in respect for the moral law,
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whereas the early novel insists on happiness as integral to the self. 53 What both Kant and the
novel confront is personality, the core of subjecthood. The non-pathological version of
personality presented by Kant:
This root [of duty to the moral principle] cannot be less than something that elevates man
above himself as a part of the world of sense, something which connects him with an
order of things which only the understanding can think and which has under it the entire
world of sense, including the empirically determinable existence of man in time, and the
whole system of all ends which is … alone suitable to such unconditional practical laws
as the moral. It is nothing else than personality, i.e. the freedom and independence from
the mechanism of nature regarded as a capacity of a being subject to special laws (pure
practical laws given by its own reason). So that the person belonging to the world of
sense is subject to his own personality so far as he belongs to the intelligible world.
(Critique of Practical Reason 90)
Personality as subjection to laws given by pure practical reason overrides the subject’s
dependence on and embeddedness in phenomenal causality. It, like the Cartesian cogito, is the
caesura within what seems an otherwise inescapable “mechanism of nature.” Subject to himself
insofar as he is not the knowable self, the subject experiences personality as the rejection of the

The philosophical faith in the possibility of the purity of desire – the Kantian form of willing – retains its
seductiveness. We might think of Peter Brooks’ argument in Reading for the Plot as an abiding with the purity of
desire in its orientation toward death, which incidentally cannot be thought apart from the narrative of the male
subject who experiences nostalgia for the obliterating comfort of the maternal matrix: the womb as death and
death as womb. The notion of absolute closure, death’s redemption-mystique, is the myth of the subject’s total
identity with himself, whose symbol of infinity is the ouroboros as the ring of sex – the feminine container – that
delimits the totality of masculine identity. The orientation toward death is a philosophically clean way to
recuperate desire, to make desire’s ultimate desire its own annulment, and to make that coincide with the secret
“meaning” of the self. What gets sifted out should be clear by now: “[I]n concentrating on the male protagonists of
the nineteenth-century novel, Brooks and other critics tend to ignore precisely the problem which Behn’s stories
investigate – how can a story be told in which a female protagonist is positioned in relation to such desires for
fortune and material possessions?” (Wiseman 62).
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phenomenal world in his fidelity to the ineffable and unknowable intelligible world. Only he
who subjects himself to freedom is free.
The unity of the moral agent is distinct from the transcendental unity of apperception,
which must always be possible but is never knowable. Kant turns to personality as subjection to
the laws of the intelligible realm, the absolute formality of conformity with the law of the
intelligible world. Personality is the human within the human insofar as he is free to begin new
causal chains – that is, to break with the causality of the phenomenal world – but the moral agent
is atemporal. Time in the Kantian transcendental aesthetic is the underlying form of intuition, of
both “external” things and “internal” states. While we cannot have a knowledge of ourselves (in
terms of our phenomenal existence) without time, this necessity is revoked when it comes to the
possibility of the free self. Like Cartesian doubt, personality is the pure point of the subject’s
“belonging” to the supersensible realm that underlies the flux of appearances. The unity of the I
is ultimately the duration-less unity of the law of the intelligible world as complete selfidentity. 54 Personality is the epiphany of the free I, but how goes it for the living subject? What
does the moral decision I make today have to do with the moral decision that I made yesterday
and the moral decision that I might make tomorrow, if each instance of moral willing is an
independence from phenomenal causality as I live it? Personality as the capacity to be subject to
pure practical laws given by its own reason is distinct from the empirically determinable
existence of man in time and so exists itself only in the cut made into the mechanisms of nature.
We should here feel the full weight of Adorno’s criticism of Kantian morality: “Personality is the
caricature of freedom” (Negative Dialectics 99).

The temporalized body should thus be seen in the context of the early novel’s break with the Aristotelean unity
of time, space, and action.
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The subject’s belonging to the intelligible world as a caesura within the mechanisms of
nature is, in this sense akin to the Cartesian cogito, not gatherable into an existence. Kant’s
renunciation of happiness as a goal threatens to dissipate the moral will into an empty
abstraction. 55 “There is no way to weigh an isolated action, and neither is there a good that is not
externalized in action. An absolute state of mind, devoid of all specific interventions, would be
bound to deteriorate to absolute indifference, to inhumanity” (Adorno, Negative Dialectics 296).
Happiness is necessarily tied to the individual existent in its being-in-the-world, but without
some orientation personality remains a “caricature of freedom.” Thus, Kant is forced to
recuperate something like happiness in the notion of the highest good; what is eventually
articulated in the second Critique is the kingdom of ends, a realm of autonomous wills each
experiencing just that amount of happiness that it is worthy of. He attempts to exorcise happiness
as short-sighted even while holding the worthiness to be happy as the motivation of the will
toward a higher, more abstract, more universal good. 56 The subject completes the ouroboros as

The urgency of recovering the world is precisely what makes Hegel’s philosophy so revolutionary. It attempts to
overcome the gap between the soul-mind and the body-in-the-world by emphasizing thinking as action. It is also,
perhaps not accidentally, one of the first totalizing philosophical systems that takes seriously the female body and
female subjectivity, although still in relation to natural or primitive forms of self. Hegel attempts to overcome
Kant’s division in his reformulation of the work of negativity, thereby incorporating the external world into the
project of intelligibility in the adventures of a subject who can turn every roadblock into a lesson. However, as
Butler concisely puts it about the Hegelian hero: “Hegel’s subject is … a fiction of infinite capability, a romantic
traveler who only learns from what he experiences, who, because infinitely self-replenishing, is never devastated
beyond repair” (Butler, Subjects of Desire 22); never devastated because ultimately always renewable by the
sources of his own internal strength. “Despite the program of self-yielding, the Hegelian thought finds satisfaction
in itself; it goes rolling along, however often it may urge the contrary” (Adorno, Negative Dialectics 27).
56
While Hegel’s thought is in many respects an extension of Kantian philosophy, a crucial point that he wanted to
overcome was the atemporality of the Kantian subject. The transcendental unity of apperception on one hand
guaranteed the temporality of the phenomenal subject since time, even more than space, is the necessary a priori
form of sensibility. Nonetheless, Kant’s solution to the diremption of the noumenal and phenomenal turns on the
possibility of a free subject who can affirm his belonging to the intelligible world. This belonging cannot be
temporal, since time is a condition for the operations of sensibility. Kant’s free self is outside of time. Significantly,
Hegel rewrites Kant’s notion of the free self so that it is not the formal identity of the law with itself that defines
the subject’s freedom, but the self’s reflections and evaluations as a member of a community on its own
commitments and projects. What Hegel insists on is the historicity, the temporal thickness, of the subject’s
55
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he desires himself into the contentless form of deracinated willing, the consummation devoutly
to be wished: punctual and total self-identity; the semelfacticity of the moral agent.
The open-endedness of identity is the novel’s difficulty or unwillingness to once and for
all instantiate the philosophical faith in the possibility of a pure desire that culminates in the fiat
of the fairy-tale gesture, “the end.” 57 Sylvia never achieves proper closure within the confines of
the novel (do we read her continuing prostitution as liberating or as coerced; does Brillard pimp
her out or does she use Brillard as a tool to maneuver her way through a sea of gulls?), and the
novel emphasizes its non-closure by the abruptness and tonal neutrality of its ending. The novel
refuses to operate within the confines of a total identity. There is no fairy-tale end, not even as
the consummation of fulfilled identity. Love-Letters parodies this escapist logic in the conclusion
of Cesario and Hermione’s romance. Cesario is sentenced to death after his coup’s utter collapse
– an outcome that his own weakness in no small part contributed to. His greatest regret
throughout is his separation from his mistress, Hermione. On the scaffold, Cesario takes out the
enchanted toothpick case that Hermione had given him and dies with her name on his lips.
Hermione, equally distraught, dies of love for Cesario. The weak bastard and une femme d’un
certain âge – Tristan and Isolde they are not. Their deaths no longer make sense in a world in
which fate is not written into the starry skies above. Sylvia doesn’t die a tragic death out of love;
neither does she die a criminal on the scaffold. Not much for roles naturally pre-ordained for
her, Sylvia dismisses death in favor of navigating a world to fleece.

freedom. This also helps to explain the significance of Hegel’s reformulation of Kant’s highest good – the union of
virtue and happiness – as the union of virtue and satisfaction.
57
While Hegel did not mean a literal end of history at the end of the Phenomenology, Absolute Spirit’s stepping
out of the illusions of time (without, of course, implying an apocalyptic event) is the philosophical version of the
fairy-tale gesture “and they all lived happily ever after.”
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Sylvia’s embrace of sexual desire is the high watermark of the unity of corrupt soul and
corrupt body in happiness. This happiness does not last. Caught as it is in time, the novelistic
body must eventually must bear the incapacity to objectivate soul: the ageing of Defoe’s Roxana
and Moll Flanders, who to varying degrees take up the discourse of reform and God as an
alternative to the discourse, and profitability, of bodiedness in the inevitable disfigurement of
growing old. 58 This shift is also tied to the increasing importance of sexual virtue for the
articulation of female characters in the novel. 59 The rise of sentimentalism turned the body into
the sign of truth in a different way, into a choice: Clarissa’s starved body or Mrs. Jewkes’
monstrously fleshy body. 60 Almost one hundred years after Behn’s part-epistolary novel of
romance and intrigue, Laclos’ Dangerous Liaisons takes up sexual politics and the discrepancy
between authenticity and the appearance of it. Where Behn’s Sylvia ends the successful
courtesan, Laclos’ Marquise de Merteuil is revealed as a moral monster, cast out of society, and
her beauty disfigured. On the opposite end of the spectrum from Sylvia’s seductive body-soul
lies the pestilent body of Zola’s Nana, a kind of Marquise de Merteuil who is not cast out but
instead infects the whole of society. The body comes to stand in not as the visible soul, the proof

Two things should be noted. Firstly, the canonical 19th century Bildungsroman, even where Bildung fails, tells the
story of the young person on the make. The modernist novelists, in their swerve from the 19th century
Bildungsroman, come back to the ageing body: Woolf, Joyce, Proust, Mann, Beckett. The swerve discloses the
importance of the body. Secondly, the body as capital necessitates a logic of investment – saving up for a rainy
day. This is Moll Flanders’ solution, which is transfigured into an aesthetic and metaphysical register in Marcel’s
recovery of the past as his ageing body performs the half stumble-half dance on the cobblestone towards the end
of In Search of Lost Time.
59
It may well be that the rise of the sentimental heroine involves the chiasmic logic that Michelle le Dœuff reads in
Pierre Roussell’s exemplary metonymic displacement of sex in women from the pubis to everywhere else: the
“dissemination of sex leaves a void at its centre. Roussell genitalizes the whole body, but degenitalizes sex” (145).
Thus, the sentimental heroine’s virtue (the degenitalization of sex) is the other side of the coin of her “duplicitous”
body (the genitalization of the whole body). Total comprehension of woman through her sexual function is only
possible by denying sex’s localization. Were sex to be “caught” in a specific place, it could no longer be the
meaning underlying woman’s weak muscles, natural pity, impressionability of flesh and mind, etc. The sentimental
heroine is all sex except for where sex should be: the missing rape scene in Clarissa corresponds to the inviolability
of Clarissa’s feminine purity (why she can disprove Lovelace’s wisdom that once overcome is forever overcome).
60
Sylvia temporarily undergoes a similar, although not radically disfiguring, fleshiness.
58
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of the imbrication of the sensible and the supersensible, but as the irredeemability of the world.
This iredeemability is the disunity of soul and body in Hardy’s Tess Durbeyfield; after she is
raped by Alex d’Urberville and then abandoned by Angel Clare, she is forced by her increasingly
impoverished circumstances (as well as Alex’s persistence) to become Alex’s mistress, but her
soul remains untouched – a point driven home by the novel’s subtitle, A Pure Woman. Her
subjectivity or soul, deracinated from her body, is out of her hands and wrested back only in the
decision to destroy the bad body – Alex’s – that calls down the destruction of her own.
But before the long nineteenth century, the novel in the face of the breakdown of a
unified totality alights on the girl as a possible solution, an anchor holding together the subject
and object realms that had been separated. The turn to the young girl was perhaps the closest that
could come to a satisfying answer to the problem raised by the mutability of the human soul as it
is instantiated or contained in the human body, itself contained in society. The girl is the image
of the liminal: she is body, exposed, vulnerable, constantly under threat of breach and corruption;
and she is subject, a soul amenable to education and progress or corruption. The girl first engages
the question of malleable subjectivity. Thus, the centrality of the girl in the early part of the
novel tradition, from Aphra Behn’s Love-Letters Between a Nobleman and His Sister, Defoe’s
Moll Flanders and Roxana, Richardson’s Pamela and Clarissa, Rousseau’s Julie, or the New
Heloise, Haywood’s Idalia and Betsy Thoughtless, Burney’s Evelina and Cecilia, and Charlotte
Lennox’s The Female Quixote. As perpetually rooted in a kind of natural objecthood, half-way to
being human, the girl is the amphibian of early modernity. That her integrity is located in her
bodily configuration, that her little thing is the place of possible bodily and spiritual breach, puts
her at the heart of the problematic continuity of essence and appearance. The dangers of the
wrong education and the need for the right education facing the young girl, a problem that looks
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radically different when it confronts the young man or boy – Tom Jones, Waverly, Eugène de
Rastignac, etc. – enables the stakes. Or rather, if the Cartesian divide left the body an inscrutable
object – can the body know, is there a knowledge to be obtained from the body? – the female
body doubles back on itself to create a moral body that can know and be known. As the soul
made visible, the young girl’s body generates its reflection on itself: the shadows cast by the
history of the body become the “essence” of the subject. 61 Her soul is unfinished history as this
phenomenal subject.
One thing should be clear by now. The problem of the ghost in the machine is not
resolved by making the true subject manifest, of writing the big red A on the bad body, thereby
forcing the phenomenal self to wear the emblem of its “true” self. Rather, the manifestation of
the true subject, the bodying of soul, requires the unity of the soul in adventure: the shift from the
instantiated body-soul to personhood as centripetal force. At the heart of the problematic of the
ghost in the machine is the unity of willing. For the early novel, we might think of the soul as the
secret history of the person made temporalized essence: eternal, of a piece with the transcendent
substrate of the world, inhabitant of the real world; nonetheless open to corruption during the
person’s sojourn in the apparent world. As the repository of sins, compromises, fidelity, and
sufferings, the soul is the “truth” of the person: naked before the living God, but never separable
from the body it moves and through which it is formed. The soul and its purity (whether in virtue
or vice) must be produced in willing. Thus, the scandal of the unbaptized infant; its newness does
not make it pure. Freedom is not the instant of self-legislation; it is the creation, always in

In the eighteenth century, the investigation of the body of the young woman will more and more serve as the
model of a relation to truth. To just mention an interesting literary coincidence concerning the female body, sex,
and the relation of body to soul, Richardson’s Clarissa and Diderot’s The Indiscreet Jewels appear
contemporaneously. The secret of sex is diffused within the body to enable the formulation of “truth”: the elusive
beauty of virtue in the resistance of the pure heroine; the other side of the coin is “truth” as the gathering of a
woman’s history in the monstrous amalgamation of inside and outside in the architecture of female genitalia.
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mundane time, of the legislator. The sleight of hand is to project the soul backwards as
personality, that which the subject is subjected to in its difference from the external world:
Sylvia’s desires that by the end of the novel, but only in the adventures, have always been latent
in her being but which, unlike the philosophical subject, does not culminate in a static being.
“Like freedom, the intelligible character as a subjective possibility is a thing that comes to be,
not a thing that is” (Adorno, Negative Dialectics 298). The crucial intervention of The Loveletters is the novel’s staking its articulations of subjectivity on a body that is irretrievably a part
of the world of flux. Love-letters grounds these concerns (and sets the stage for the later tradition
of the novel) as the coherence of an adventure that does not find its meaning in a supersensible,
transcendental pattern, but in recourse to the mundane world as cohered by will. And the unity of
the early novelistic will is, unlike the Cartesian and Kantian transcendental subjects, eminently
effable.
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Chapter 2: The Weak Subject
Nowhere to go in Charlotte Brontë’s Villette

If one major ambition of the novel is to create a new totality, to create a world whose
self-sufficiency and closure is no longer possible in the lived world, we should not forget its
inverted-double: the willful destruction of totality. The endless attempts at encyclopedia or
absolute biography, from Sterne’s Tristram Shandy and Flaubert’s Bouvard and Pecuchet to
Joyce’s Finnegans Wake, parody the given totality and the hope to mimic it. Beckett’s Molloy
makes the claim that there could be more senseless things than blackening the margins and
filling in the holes so that the page finally appears as what it is – an issueless mockery of the
illuminated totality offered by the pretensions of a self-sufficient work, Black Square as
literature. Adorno’s insistence that the modern work of art not offer an aestheticized
reconciliation for real discordances can be thought through the techniques of world-building in
the novel: gathering disparate objects to create enough of the surface of a totality for the work to
cohere but forgoing the fulfillment of totality, the recuperation of objects and the consolidation
of the subject. Lukács took the novel as a salve for the fractured subject living in a fractured
world through the possibility for a (fictional) suturing. Thus his turn to Goethe’s Wilhelm
Meister to ground his genealogy of the novel: the reconciliation of Wilhelm and the extended
society around him are the high watermark of immanent, achieved harmony. The novelistic
possibility is of the subject finding his transcendental home in the larger world, although this is
achieved but once. 62

Or twice, if one favors Moretti’s idea that in the history of the European novel there have been two successfully
navigated Bildungsroman, Wilhelm Meister and Pride and Prejudice. Or three times, if Hegel’s Phenomenology of
Spirit is read as a Bildungsroman.
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Remaking the world as home is the kernel of Hegel’s origin story about art in Aesthetics.
Man withdraws himself from a menacing externality. The distance establishes the subject in the
direction of an antagonism with nature, with whose power he cannot yet compete, and thereby
establishes Nature as material to be worked over. The immaturity of his powers, which are
ultimately those of self-reflection, renders his first attempts in symbolic art to wrest meaning out
of elements of the natural world – both natural objects and human activities – as abstract and
contingent. This abstractness and contingency will be overcome as the power of consciousness
waxes. What we should hold onto as an Ariadne’s thread is the significance of a certain view of
selfhood against Nature, especially when Nature drops out of view and self strives with a world
of manmade objects and institutions. There is good reason for Hegel’s subject to begin in
opposition to nature, to come to himself through the not-I of Nature. To start on the path towards
self-consciousness requires severance from immediacy. In that severance, the self comes to sense
itself as distinct and purposeful. The dialectic of subjectivity always turns on the distinction
between the self and the non-self. In positing Nature as the first not-I, Hegel aligns the nonnatural world of sociality, of belief and meaning, with the I. This ensures that no matter how
alienated society and civil institutions may appear to be, they are always recuperable since they
are effected through the I’s diremption from mere Nature. It is always possible (although perhaps
never – certainly not yet – achieved) to make ourselves at home.
Yet the novel’s attempt to make the world a home is impossible to think without the
concomitant ambition to macerate the existing world. The procedures by which the outlines of a
fictional totality are created depend on the possibility of decomposing an illusory totality – this is
the novel’s modernism. The beginning steps are then not the subject’s pitting himself against the
world, but the withdrawal from the world through the creation of another world, another totality,
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however fragile. The immanence of home within transcendental homelessness: Wilhelm’s love
of the theater as the enchanted microcosm of a disenchanted world.

The dialectic of (masculine) subjectivity
Rather than with Wilhelm Meister, imagine a genealogy of the novel that begins with the
Marquis de Sade’s works; rather than beginning with a discrete subject who is faced with an
alienated and alienating world, we begin with a consummately created totality that institutes the
rigorous enclosure that the lived totality no longer offers. In delineating a closed totality, the
novel simultaneously masters the objects constituting it: the libertines in the Marquis de Sade’s
120 Days of Sodom who become gods of their world. 63 It is only within the self-created domain
that the self can exercise the fullness of his powers; to be outside is to be exposed to another,
greater power. Indeed, the enclosed and self-sufficient libertine world is a recurring feature of
Sade’s fiction, rational in its irrationality, and tending toward the zero degree at which pleasure
and destruction are identical. Even though the libertines of 120 Days have made places for
themselves in the world – aristocrat, bishop, judge, and banker – they must withdraw to eliminate
any real resistance. The four libertines establish a closed system: an inaccessible fortress, wellstocked and well-tended by the necessary number of servants; a strict program that rations, and
so extends, the pleasures for which that world is created; rules that govern the victims and the
libertines themselves. Everywhere within this world reigns the rational procedure of the
libertines who have made it. There is nothing, not even the prayers of the victims, that is not to
be turned to account in furthering their orgies.

Foucault’s insistence that we remember “that Sade’s entire oeuvre is dominated by the images of the Fortress,
the Cell, the Cellar, then Convent, the inaccessible Island which thus form, as it were, the natural habitat of
unreason” (Madness and Civilization 210) locates the obsessive recurrence in the fact of confinement as the space
of madness. This is only one face of it. Confinement can become a kingdom.
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The Enlightenment’s seizure of the object as it falls out of the hands of a living god, the
Enlightenment’s mastery of the object as conquered, dissected, known, is a movement of power.
The desire to grasp becomes the desire to crush. The body that, known, offers pleasure, offers the
pleasure of destroying it. 64 The naked expression of that desire in the Enlightenment’s
pornographic parody, the works of the Marquis de Sade, fashions the will to jouissance that is the
root of volition as the will to world-annihilation:
“I must declare that my imagination has always outdistanced my faculties; I lack the
means to do what I would do, I have conceived of a thousand times more and better than
I have done, and I have ever had complaint against Nature who, while giving me the
desire to outrage her, has always deprived me of the means.”
“There are … but two or three crimes to perform in this world, and they, once
done, there’s no more to be said; all the rest is inferior, you cease any longer to feel. Ah,
how many times, by God, have I not longed to be able to assail the sun, snatch it out of
the universe, make a general darkness, or use that star to burn the world! oh, that would
be a crime, oh yes, and not a little misdemeanor such as are all the ones we perform who
are limited in a whole year’s time to metamorphosing a dozen creatures into lumps of
clay.” (Sade, 120 Days of Sodom 364)
The ultimate act is to destroy the world. Sade’s Curval wishes for the power, the means, to effect
total destruction as the highest act; from within the small and closed world, the act that would
resound to kill off the disintegrating outer world. The movement towards absolute destruction
oddly requires the withdrawal of the agent: as the content of the stories told by the procuresses
become increasingly criminal, the libertines within the stories rely more and more on detached
The creation of the Anatomical Venus is the necrophilic-scientific expression of the same desire, sanctioned by
the medical establishment and the Church.
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means to commit their crimes. The stories’ libertines set in motion the engines and elaborate
torture machines that rape and murder. The procuresses’ stories begin with personal violations –
the priest’s manipulation of the little girl – to the impersonal – a “last passion,” the “hell passion”
that ends in a murder-engine room in which the master-libertine is masturbated to the tableau of
helper executioners dispatching his multiple victims. To fully enact his godhead, the masterlibertine dispenses with the hand that violates the girl and instead watches her murder by another.
He becomes a voyeur.
Attaining the absolute degree of pleasure and destruction, of godhead, entails the
libertine’s stillness; the closer he comes to the paroxysm the less he acts. The triumvirate of
pleasure, destruction, and stillness suggests an intense desire for a separation between the
libertine and the world he seems to enjoy. The recreation of the world in nuce (the boudoir, the
isolated fortress) through the libertine’s program is a rejection of his inadequacy in face of the
world that Nature has not given him the faculties to destroy. The libertine experiences outrage
against himself as the perpetuation of life outside of the limits he has set, as the fundamentally
inviolable. Appointing himself master over his small world, he wills himself to be as obdurate, as
radiatingly destructive as Nature, who is both inviolable and the effortless source of every
violation. As Peter Brooks notes:
What is so corrosive about Sade is not only his sadism but the logic of his project of
using the body against nature to demonstrate that nothing can outrage nature. Nature, in
Sade, finally is a non-principle, an impassible force. The more one works outrages on the
natural body, including its destruction, the more one simply does the work of nature,
which itself ultimately operates by way of destruction. Sade's libertines both adore the
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body and finally detest it for its limitations, for its incapacity to go beyond nature. (Body
Work 262)
Through Nature’s simple existence, there is death and destruction. The libertine hopes to
compete with Nature, and this is what he cannot do. Instead, he appoints himself as god in
miniature. From the security of the small world he has created, he dreams of breaking through
the walls of his totality to wipe out the larger world from which he has retreated.
This is why Sade’s libertines are exemplars of the inverted-Enlightenment. Not that in
them rationality becomes perversion and crime, nor that in their actions the Enlightenment faith
in progress is mocked as another myth, but that their being and rage against the world is
precisely the liberation/deracination of the subject from those myths and traditions that had once
been the source of the individual’s powers and activities but now, alienated, act as foreign
powers over the subject. Once set free the only immanent, and therefore “rational” because selfgrounding, principle is self, but this self finds itself confronted by a greater irrational power.
What resists self must be destroyed, and the action of self in destroying what opposes it is the
highest act. Thus the rage against the sun for shining, the sky for presenting the heavens, the
earth for not crumbling. The flipside of that desire is the fear, the revulsion, inspired by the
obdurateness of Nature and the world in the face of their outrages. After every outrage, the world
resumes. The libertine then simultaneously identifies himself with the Nature that continues to
hold sway over him, with the God that he blasphemes. Of course, whether the libertine kills or
dies, Being persists.
Although there are differences – the main difference is perhaps that Hegel makes an
ontological and Sade a psychological argument – the Hegelian subject and the Sadean libertine
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engage in a dialectic of masculine subjectivity that assumes certain key elements. 65 The self must
possess a fund of strength enabling (as in the first “encounter” with Nature) resistance to a not-I.
Both the Hegelian subject and the libertines of 120 Days are concerned first of all with
establishing their separation from externality. There must be an absolute categorial distinction
between I and not-I. While I and not-I can be conceived as self-perpetuating powers, the I is
inherently active in its transformative ability whereas the not-I is the object of the work of the I’s
negating activity. The not-I, even where it seems to be active, cannot escape its own sheer
immanence, and so is consigned to a certain passivity. It can be transformed by the I, but it
cannot transform itself.
This is where Sade’s male libertines fail according to the Hegelian narrative. Their desire
to outdo Nature is not truly dialectical, despite the ostensible oscillation between master and
victim in a violent pedagogy, because there is no essential (qualitative rather than quantitative)
difference between the libertine’s destruction and Nature’s destruction. The deeper identification
with Nature obstructs the recreation of Nature. The libertine projects the passive aspect of
Nature, its materiality and objectness, onto their victims; the fantasy of destroying Nature by
outraging and destroying the victim’s body is, on an infinitely smaller scale, what Nature does
through the mere act of being. In destroying the not-I of the victim, the libertine simultaneously
destroys the I of mastery. 66 The pleasure produced by assaulting a girl intensifies in the carefully
choreographed sexual gymnastics of homicidal orgies, but nothing is affirmed save the pulsation
65
In a reading of Blanchot’s reading of Hegel and de Sade, Simon Critchley puts the proximity of the two thinkers
thusly: “Dialectics is a conceptual Sadism, which forces recognition on things through domination” (62).
66
What the Sadean libertine realizes is the I’s fundamental impotence. The not-I must be transformed by the I, but
the I cannot actualize itself without the not-I. As de Beauvoir argues, “There is, no doubt, something vertiginous in
the transition from life to death; and the sadist, fascinated by the conflicts between consciousness and the flesh,
readily pictures himself as the agent of so radical a transformation. But though he may occasionally carry out this
singular experiment, it cannot possible afford him the supreme satisfaction. The freedom that one hoped to
tyrannize to the point of annihilation has, in being destroyed, slipped away from the world in which tyranny had a
hold on it” (120 Day of Sodom 29). Hegel elides this point.
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of Nature in the libertine’s last orgasm. Nature is, essentially, not transformed by the libertine no
matter how many violated corpses he leaves in his wake.
The Hegelian dialectic, unlike the Sadean one, posits the qualitative difference between I
and not-I. Grounded as it is in this initial and radical difference, the dialectic of lordship and
bondage revolves around the quiescence of material that is worked on by the slave. The other,
the slave, becomes part of the movement of the I’s, the master’s development, but insofar as the
radical difference between the I and the not-I of raw materials of the world persists as a nodal
point, the master and the slave exchange places: the master is stymied in his development and the
slave realizes that it is his power that fuels properly human development into an identity with the
remade external world. The slave’s activity converts the shock of the confrontation with the not-I
into a reflection on relation, and so assumed by the I as his own.
Despite these differences, the affinity between the Hegelian subject and the Sadean
libertine is a certain, necessary gap between nature and self that motors the development of
subjectivity. The dialectic of subjectivity parlays the deracination of the self from his bodiedness (visible in the diremption of Philander’s soul and body in Behn’s Love-Letters and the
libertine’s increasing stillness in 120 Days) into the appropriative activity of subjectivity as it
emerges from an inwardness to take hold of what seems to resist him: the Hegelian slave that
realizes himself as subject. From that initial caesura between Nature and self comes the
recoverability of human products, political life and civil institutions, works of art and social
relations as the not-I of the not-I. These works oppose Nature, which opposes self, and so
performs a double negativity that is converted into the positivity of the self.
But what of the girl, the subject-object? Neither Wilhelm nor Curval, but Juliette. While
Sade’s libertines largely are housed in one impenetrable fortress after another – the estate on the
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outskirts of Paris, the monastery in the woods, the literal fortress – of their choosing, Juliette
begins her narrative in a convent into which her first mentor, Madame Delbène, had been forced
by her parents in order to enrich her brother. After the death of her parents, Juliette is left
resourceless, unable to return to the convent she had made a home of, and wanders. She is
immersed in the world. Juliette’s wish, similar to the libertine’s, to commit a crime so terrible
that its repercussions would ring through infinity – to initiate with the smallest gesture the
greatest action in a parody of God, who created something out of nothing with a word – plays
itself out in a world without end. Whereas the powerful, typically male, libertines in Sade’s
fictions have the prerogatives (money, position, will) to establish themselves as gods in a posttheological world justified by and analogous with a murderous Nature whom they would like to
overcome and outdo, Juliette’s homelessness strings together a decomposing world – a
picaresque in which the heroine’s encounters bring together discrete but inadequately closed
worlds. 67
It could be conjectured that their bodies, either for sex or for crime, are the one certain
possession of women in the struggle for the endurance of their personhoods – the subject-objects
of literature manipulating their “objectivities” to maintain subjectivities (e.g. Pamela and the
coalescence of soul as a struggle over the body). Sade’s male libertines use their bodies as
instruments of outrage, but in telling fashion their bodies withdraw from the acts of sacrilege as
the destructive aspect is magnified. Sade’s female libertines, by contrast, are more consistently
bodied in their outrages. The desire to destroy for the male libertine takes on a death-like rigor

Juliette can be seen as part of the lineage of female picaros that includes Grimmelshausen’s Courage (1669),
Behn’s Sylvia (1684-7), Defoe’s Moll Flanders (1722) and Roxana (1724), and Cleland’s Fanny Hill (1748-9): women
who, left without place or resource, unapologetically turn to sex and crime to make their way in the world. Being
without place already makes these women criminal – Clarissa’s quasi-abduction from her father’s house and her
subsequent homelessness mark her as already flawed even before she is raped. Before she is the domestic angel,
the girl marks propriety and illegality in the divide between home and outside.
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and stillness, whereas the desire to destroy for the female libertine is to directly engage in more
and more actions. The male libertines proclaim their ultimate subjectivity as a radical disjunction
with the world. As a female body, Juliette is irretrievably a part of the object-world. Juliette’s
adaptive amorality leads to her taking pleasure in the disintegrating world without requiring it to
cohere around her; her murdering and whoring are par for course with a murderous, fecund
Nature. (This is why she passes unscathed while her virtuous sister Justine, acting contrary to
Nature’s dictates, suffers one indignity after another before finally being brought down by a
thunderbolt – an ironic deus ex machina.) Juliette’s subjectivity floats along, working in tandem
with an amoral Nature. For Juliette the revelation of a post-theological ontology is liberation, the
possibility of the creation of a code of behavior that merely manifests the underlying
meaninglessness of the universe. Unlike the male libertines, Juliette as subject-object – as female
– can persist as body among bodies rather than disintegrating as supreme subject in a world of
blasted objects.
Juliette’s insistent bodiedness-in-the-world already throws into question the Hegelian
narrative, which revolves around the distinction between I and not-I. It is no accident that the
meeting of man and woman in sexual desire, prior to the dialectic of lordship and bondage, is
what first secures for man a kind of competency to then engage in the proper struggle for
recognition with another subject. The establishment of the family in sexual union is the
sublimation of the natural into the human – at least for the man. The resulting share of the
division are commonplaces: women as the guardians of hearth and home, of Nature domesticated
into property and human relations, and so as a recoverable and “safe” alterity within the
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masculine dialectic. 68 We might wonder whether it is precisely the masculine subject’s
enrichment by the mediating feminine subject’s hold on the natural world that then enables the
division of man into lord or bondsmen – there is something to be gained or lost in the struggle –
and the slave’s transformation of material, which he first confronts as alienated. As the feminine
subject thrown out into the world, Juliette’s identification with Nature, which is at the heart of
the male libertine’s failure, is her resource, her power of navigation. The ease with which Juliette
is crowned with every felicity at the end of the novel that bears her name points to an underlying
correspondence between her strange subjectivity and being. Again, the contrast with her sister is
telling: the one who had tried to maintain her subjectivity contra Nature is struck by lightning
and her smitten corpse is raped; the one who acts out Nature’s dictates finds herself rich, happy,
with a friend “resurrected” from the dead and bearing wealth that had been appropriated from
Juliette earlier in the novel. Insofar as she does not compete with Nature in the way that the male
libertine attempts to, her being-in-the-world can be happy.
However, there is also the subject-protagonist without resources, without any position
from which to take a stance, whether through identification with a supersensible Nature, the
security of the closed world of the libertine, or reconciliation in the vein of Wilhelm Meister’s
apprenticeship. In thinking about the novel, the choice of archetypal protagonist determines the
way that the subject’s relationship to objectivity will be conceived. Much in the way that his
reading of Homeric epic articulates a once immanent totality that can never be regained, Lukács’
reading of Wilhelm Meister posits a harmony between subject and object that will never be
achieved again by the novel. Subject becomes increasingly internalized, and the novel flits

De Beauvoir’s analysis of femininity’s essential, and asymmetrical, otherness to masculinity in The Second Sex
remains relevant. It is also illuminating to look at Levinas’ turn away from the notion of femininity as alterity-within
as he develops his rejection of (Hegelian) totality from Totality and Infinity to Otherwise than Being.
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between forms like biography and Künstlerroman to try find a structure that would allow the
organic development of the subject in tandem with objectivity. Sade’s libertines ambivalently
compete and identify with an amoral Nature, wishing to destroy or more perfectly instantiate it.
In either case, subjectivity is articulated as a fund of power and will that struggles against,
although without ever adequately subduing, external forces. Or in the case of Juliette, her
rootedness in an objectivated subjectivity (again, unlike the male libertines who increasingly
deracinate themselves from objectivity) allows the novel to posit an essential correspondence
between her amorality and Nature’s amorality.
The Lukácsian and Sadean responses to the flight of the gods – nostalgia and amorality –
fail to take account of the weak subject, the one who cannot posit herself as subject in a world of
objects and who cannot enact an underlying parallelism with being. In Charlotte Brontë’s
Villette, the weak subject Lucy Snowe is already at odds with the world around her. There is no
explicit struggle, no meeting ground for her to try to wrest the world into a shape more congenial
to her. Nor is there an attempt to sound out the depths of subjectivity, no inner world to
compensate for the essential poverty of the outer world.

Poverty is being outside of totality
Villette begins with a radical dislocation between person and place. The narrator tells of
herself as a young girl but offers no information about her family, her situation, or even her
name. Instead, the first chapter, “Bretton,” develops the correspondence between the calm
godmother and the peaceful haven of her home, which the narrator is visiting. The narrator’s
godmother is Mrs. Bretton of Bretton – “Her husband's family had been residents there for
generations, and bore, indeed, the name of their birthplace – Bretton of Bretton: whether by
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coincidence, or because some remote ancestor had been a personage of sufficient importance to
leave his name to his neighbourhood, I know not” (Brontë, Villette 61). Bretton of Bretton, in
“Bretton.” The unicity of place (social, geographic, narrative, and mythic) and person, the
regularity and peace of the godmother’s home is, like Sade’s stories of male libertines, the mise
en scène of a closed totality, but unlike the Sadean male libertine, Lucy merely looks in. The
strangeness of Lucy’s story of her extended visit at her godmother’s home is that she moves
through the house as if she were already not there, as if the writing subject 69 – removed in time
and space – had already circled back to displace the girl she is in the opening pages of the novel.
Her presence in the home signals the fragility of the novel’s vision of complete identity.
It is not, however, Lucy’s ghostly presence that becomes the center of the plot, the
motivation of the story’s conflict. The threat posed to a mythical wholeness is objectivated in
another girl. The other girl’s visit is the consequence of the death of the inaptly named Mrs.
Home, “a giddy, careless woman, who had neglected her child, and disappointed and
disheartened her husband” (Villette, 62-63). Mr. Home, brooding over his possible part in Mrs.
Home’s death until he makes himself sick, is advised to travel abroad, during which time their
daughter will stay with Mrs. Bretton. The failure of Home threatens the peace of the mythical
home. That Lucy and the other girl are both on extended visits to Bretton because of disturbances
in their domestic lives – and so are possible disruptions to the unicity of Bretton – poses the other
girl as Lucy’s mediator in the story. On the one hand, the little girl makes explicit, because
refracted and witnessed by Lucy, an uncanny grief that can perhaps be sensed in Lucy but that

This is complicated by the absence of any note that she is writing her story from a far removed vantage point.
The ending is equally ambiguous. Rather than the time of the narrative catching up with the act of narration – Jane
Eyre’s “Reader, I married him” – Lucy brings the narrative to the “present” of the close of the three years that M.
Paul has been away and to the storm that destroys his returning ship. That present is well in her past, as attested
by her earlier noting that her hair has only recently turned “white, under a white cap, like snow beneath snow”
(Villette 105).
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she refuses or is incapable to speak. The objectification of suffering in another seems to offer the
possibility of the expression of Lucy’s suffering, if only as analogy, and so Lucy’s entrance into
the story of Bretton. On the other hand, the little girl supplants Lucy by doubling her. Lucy’s
observation of this girl shuts Lucy out of the novel’s constitutive relations as the other girl, rather
than Lucy, is integrated into the narrative, and so into the home, that is the novel’s first place of
meaning. In being removed from the story and the relations within the home, Lucy becomes the
site of an ontological impoverishment as she withdraws into silence about herself. The other
girl’s function as a proxy for Lucy in a story that she remains outside of determines Lucy as a
narrative blank.
Lucy’s indigence is emblematized in the novel’s introduction of the other little girl
toward the end of the first chapter. The ritual of naming is not unimportant. While the narrator
and ostensible protagonist has yet to be named, Mr. Home’s child first introduces herself as
Missy, then on further questioning reveals that her father calls her Polly. The narrator calls her
both Polly and Missy, and on the following morning refers to her as Paulina, with the
parenthetical remark that the child’s full name is Paulina Mary. Against a certain blankness in
the text whose synecdoche is the narrator’s lack of a name, there is the multiplication of the other
child’s name. Only in the second chapter, “Paulina,” is the name of the narrator revealed, and
only in reference to a lack: “I, Lucy Snowe, plead guiltless of that curse, an overheated and
discursive imagination” (Brontë, Villette 69). 70 She is nominated in her poverty. 71 This silence

While “overheated” works antithetically to the coldness that emanates from Lucy Snow, “discursive” is a strange
adjective. It may be that the discursive imagination hearkens to the tradition of German idealism and Romanticism.
Kant’s analysis of the role of imagination in synthesizing intuitions and concepts (and so discursive in the sense of
proceeding rationally to form a whole) is taken up by the Romantics in sometimes hyperbolic ways. What Lucy and
the novel cannot do is to form a whole through imagination’s activity of organic synthesis.
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Although Lucy remarks later in reference to M. Paul’s full name (Paul Carl/Carlos David Emanuel) “that these
foreigners must always have a string of baptismals” (Villette 430), it is not only foreigners who possess such
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and the usurpation of her place by the other girl are emblematic of Lucy’s impossible
relationship to externality. Home and subject are co-constitutive; Lucy’s lack of home and name
are indicative of a fundamental deficiency. She flickers in and out of the novel, an uncertain
figure whose presence in the present tense of the story is undermined by her narrator-function,
and whose narrator-function is undermined by the elision of her place.
How does an impoverished subject effect a relationship with externality if it cannot be
determined how the subject stands in relation to his or her world? The negativity that Lucy seems
to embody is perhaps explicable in terms of a theory of the novel that is itself within the
Hegelian view of the catastrophe-promise of romantic art. The growing reification of the
alienated world – the experience of the collapse of pre-given meaning structures – threatens a
radical deracination and impoverishment of the subject. That very negativity is turned to account
in the Hegelian narrative of subjectivity-as-negativity in the subsumption of the initial
deracination by the increasing complexity and depth of an internal world.
As the story goes, 72 there once was a world that was a total and self-sufficient world,
girded and supported as it was by the immanence of the (Greek) gods. With the advent of
Christianity, of the one God/Spirit, the Absolute is no longer an immediate image: “nature is
emptied of gods; the sea, mountains, valleys, rivers, springs, time and night, as well as the
universal processes of nature, have lost their value so far as concerns the presentation and
content of the Absolute” (Aesthetics 1: 524). As a consequence:

extended names in Villette: Louisa Lucy Bretton; John Graham “Isidore” Bretton; “Missy” Paulina Mary Home de
Bassompierre; Ginevra Laura de Hamal, nèe Fanshawe. The novel’s only important English character with a name
as economical as Lucy’s is Maria Marchmont.
72
It is the story that Lukács will later tell in Theory of the Novel although unlike Hegel he seems to conflate the loss
of the gods with the loss of God. Hegel’s radical Protestantism assesses God in rather different terms.
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Since … the actual individual man is the appearance of God, art now wins for the first
time the higher right of turning the human form, and the mode of externality in general,
into an expression of the Absolute, although the new task of art can only consist in
bringing before contemplation in this human form not the immersion of the inner in
external corporeality, but, conversely, the withdrawal of the inner into itself, the spiritual
consciousness of God in the individual. … [I]t is the actual individual person in his inner
life who acquires infinite worth, since in him alone do the eternal moments of absolute
truth, which is actual only as spirit, unfold into existence and collect together again.
(Aesthetics 1: 520)
That is, the dissipation of achieved meaning in the external world – and the materials of the
external world – is the subject’s turn inward in romantic art. The disenchantment of the world is
the growing power of the “actual individual person” to “unfold into existence and collect
together again [the eternal moments of absolute truths].” The dissipation of divine immediacy in
the natural world is the liberation of the subject into “maturity,” the ascendancy of the subject’s
powers. Meaning is in the individual as he grasps the now disenchanted elements of existence
into a personal narrative. The beginning of Wilhelm Meister, in which Wilhelm recounts his
foray into the storeroom in which he comes across the trunk containing the puppets that first
propel him toward the theater and the text that provides his initiation into acting, is the novelistic
analogue of the Hegelian narrative. The objects have sense because of the transformations of
these first moments into the moments of love and education in Wilhelm’s unfolding. Everything
turns on the subject’s strength in discovering in the stuff of the world the moments of his
identity. Negativity is not a blank, but the activity of self defining itself in grasping the
disenchanted moments and elements of his world.
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This appropriative activity is denied to Lucy. In contrast to Wilhelm’s full trunk – the
treasure trove of puppets and theater paraphernalia – Lucy’s story begins with the appearance of
an empty crib in her room. Lucy knows the crib must be filled, must sooner or later house an
occupant, but it is no solid presence that comes. The empty crib is a ghostly partial object
bespeaking and calling forth absence. When Polly is brought to Mrs. Bretton’s house, Lucy runs
to take a look at her. Polly is bundled up in a shawl and Lucy “would have opened the shawl, and
tried to get a peep at the face, but it was hastily turned from [her]” (Brontë, Villette 64). When
the child’s face finally appears it is uncanny: “no furrowed face of adult exile … ever bore more
legibly the signs of homesickness than did her infant visage” and “whenever … [Lucy] found her
seated in a corner alone, her head in her pygmy hand, that room seemed to [Lucy] not inhabited,
but haunted” (Villette 69). Unable to speak about herself, Lucy begins by speaking of her proxy,
but the proxy refuses to open up a world in which Lucy would find her place. As the proxy, Polly
is meant to express something of Lucy’s story, but in her doubling of Lucy’s suffering she
becomes uncanny. The failure of the self to cohere, to offer a living presence, redounds on the
externality through and in which the self was to be made coherent; the failure of the world to
cohere, to offer a presence, recoils on the individual through and in whom the world was to be
made coherent. The withdrawal of the gods from the world does not simply leave the world
emptied of a meaning-giving presence. The world fissures. It becomes both insubstantial and
obdurate, specters of an existence that was once otherwise. The disappearance of God renders
objects discrete, meaningless; the cultural storehouse of familiar objects becomes a tomb.
Participation in a common Being, however disenchanted, is what enables the subject to take a
stance and orientation among the things to grasp and manipulate – Juliette’s successful identity
with Nature. In such a way, things do not persist in hostility, but unfold subjectivity – Wilhelm’s
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trunk. But this is possible only if Being is shared; the assumption that there is a being in common
between the subject and externality is no longer tenable once there is no more guarantor. In its
displacement of Lucy by Polly, the novel reveals the lack of a shared ground.
In like manner, the subject’s necessary recourse to self as the ground of an identity-tocome finds only dead things. The impoverishment of subject and world is also the
impoverishment of the subject’s possible relation to world. The weak subject cannot re-collect
anything, and so the materials of the external world remain uninvested with “infinite worth.”
Lucy essentially writes the phenomenology of disintegration, of the loss of meaning in the
external world. The metaphysical homelessness that Lukács describes as the fundamental state of
the modern individual, the world’s refusal or incapacity to provide an adequate place for man,
not only indicts the reified and fragmented external world; it speaks to the case of the individual,
who can no longer offer a coherence in opposition to the world since in some fundamental way
they cannot meet. The world becomes as if ruled by Descartes’ evil god, a world of deracinated
appearances that trap the individual in a pointless dumb-show, but without the fulcrum of a
strong “I” to lever things back into order.
The sense of Lucy’s displacement – her strange absence-presence – is only strengthened
after the beginning with Mrs. Bretton, Polly, and Graham, when Lucy begins “her” story with
her return home in chapter IV, “Miss Marchmont”:
It will be conjectured that I was of course glad to return to the bosom of my kindred.
Well! the amiable conjecture does no harm, and may therefore be safely left
uncontradicted. Far from saying nay, indeed, I will permit the reader to picture me, for
the next eight years, as a bark slumbering through halcyon weather, in a harbour still as
glass – the steersman stretched on the little deck, his face up to heaven, his eyes closed:
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buried, if you will, in a long prayer. A great many women and girls are supposed to pass
their lives something in that fashion; why not I with the rest?
Picture me then idle, basking, plump, and happy, stretched on a cushioned deck,
warmed with constant sunshine, rocked by breezes indolently soft. However, it cannot be
concealed that, in that case, I must somehow have fallen overboard, or that there must
have been wreck at last. I too well remember a time – a long time – of cold, of danger, of
contention. To this hour, when I have the nightmare, it repeats the rush and saltness of
briny waves in my throat, and their icy pressure on my lungs. I even know there was a
storm, and that not of one hour nor one day. For many days and nights neither sun nor
stars appeared; we cast with our own hands the tackling out of the ship; a heavy tempest
lay on us; all hope that we should be saved was taken away. In fine, the ship was lost, the
crew perished. (Brontë, Villette 94)
The seeming directness of the metaphoric image is troubled from the beginning by Lucy’s
recourse to hypotheticals: “It will be conjectured … the amiable conjecture does no harm, and
may therefore be safely left uncontradicted … I will permit the reader…” The unresolved
question of Lucy’s emotional response to her homecoming is exacerbated by the instability of the
metaphor that purports to explain eight years of her life. If she did not feel glad to return to the
“bosom of [her] kindred,” the image of the drowsy bark is not the metaphor for her girlhood but
the (her?) fantasy of a common girlhood. The hinted disjunction between herself and the
metaphor that expresses self is reiterated as a disturbance within the metaphor itself. Is she the
“bark slumbering through halcyon weather” or is she “stretched on a cushioned deck”? Does she
fall overboard or is there a wreck? Who are the “we” who “cast with our own hands the tackling
out of the ship”? She is ship, passenger, and crew, and the storm that metaphorically overwhelms
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her is literalized in the “icy pressure on [her] lungs.” Indeed, the metaphor seems to become real
in “the rush and saltness of briny waves” relived in “the” nightmare and in her insistence – the “I
even know” – that there was a storm. That storm, as well as the nightmare of the storm, will
come again in key crisis moments and not as (merely) metaphor.
The problem is an instability that undermines the possibility of the novel’s coalescence.
The referent “Lucy Snowe” is not yet an identity. Where is she? What is she? From the
beginning Lucy is not in the place where she should be, the place where her identity will be
disclosed and the novelistic world structure itself around her, just as ineluctably as she is absent
from a stable subject-position from which predicates can be assessed as belonging to her. For the
sake of contrast, recall the opening crisis of Jane Eyre as it negotiates the subject’s alienation
from the world. In Jane Eyre the famous scene of the red room in which the child Jane is shut up
in a rarely used room and disturbed by the possibility of ghostly vengeance enacted on her behalf
by the spirit of her deceased uncle unfolds the novel’s insistence on the necessity of her selfdetermination. Isolated, locked into a room at the center of the unfriendly home, she sees herself
in the mirror and cannot, in a moment of terror, decide whether the image is of a fairy or an imp.
However, this ambiguity is firmly situated in the account of the young Jane’s place in the Reed
household: her relationships with her aunt and cousins, the promise made to her dying uncle that
constrains her aunt to raise her, even the servants’ view of her. Against that emplacement the
young Jane has to learn to see and thereby cohere herself in repeated acts of self-determination.
Later, Jane’s self-mortification for thinking she could be favored by Edward Rochester is to paint
a picture of a yet unseen Blanche Ingram and then do a pencil drawing of herself. If to look is to
gain power over, to look at oneself is, for Jane, both to gain power over herself and to be
humiliated as she turns herself into object.
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Yet this is a step toward something like maturity. The young Jane sees herself in a mirror
and essentially cannot cognize, much less recognize, herself: creature from another world, imp or
fairy. By the time Jane “sees” herself in her self-portrait, she has been disciplined to the point of
taking herself on as one object among others. 73 Eventually, Edward Rochester’s blinding enables
the kind of relationship that had seemed impossible for her – loving and equal. The novel largely
follows Jane’s learning to see herself, and finding means for either reconciling or eliminating
heteronomous perceptions of that emerging self. The content of the first person narrative
“catches up” with the first person narrator so that the novel is the complete portrait of Jane Eyre.
What she sees and the activity of her seeing present a continuous line of development until
identity is secured.
Villette, in contrast, begins with Lucy’s observation of another child, the young Polly and
offers only the vaguest of emplacement: Lucy is on an extended visit with her godmother, Mrs.
Bretton of Bretton, taken from “kinsfolk” with whom she at the time makes her “permanent
residence” (Brontë, Villette 62) – a strange epithet for home, and certainly not “permanent” as
the rest of her story shows. Jane’s experience of being handled like a thing – her being thrust into
the red room – and undergoing the terror of not recognizing her specular image, becomes the
experience of watching another in Villette. Although Lucy, like Jane, is the narrator of her own
life, she does not marshal voyeuristic energy as an enrichment of the self. If Jane learns to see
herself, Lucy is all furtive, clandestine seeing of others: the alienating specular image of the red
room becomes the surveillance of another girl left under the care of Mrs. Bretton. 74 Instead of

It is crucial that this “seeing” of herself is simultaneously the creation of herself in the portrait. The blow of being
an object is balanced by the position she takes up as the artist-subject. Subjectivity is finally won in the other
artistic enterprise on which Jane embarks: the writing of her biography.
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The rich history of the theme of women as objects of another’s vision is given a twist in Lucy’s detached (as
opposed to desiring or loathing) observation of Polly. Key to this history is the instability of what is being looked at.
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being given the story of Lucy, the reader is given the story of Polly Home suffering separation
from her father and slowly transferring her affections to Mrs. Bretton’s son, Graham. Lucy, after
what seems a life of struggle, never returns to England (as does her counterpart in Brontë’s
oeuvre, William Crimsworth), or finds the equivalent of Ferndean.
This is what makes her an exemplary counterargument to the dialectic of masculine
subjectivity. The loss of home, both the surrogate home of the godmother and the “permanent
residence” with kinsfolk, does not precipitate Lucy into an adventure that will disclose a latent
self through the mediation of regained things and remade home. After the catastrophe that leaves
her a penniless orphan, she seems to gain an identity when an elderly invalid, Miss Marchmont,
invites her to replace a companion intending to leave her post because of an impending marriage.
Only at this point does something like an external world and an internal world come together for
her as it does for the Sadean libertine. The world contracts around Lucy into a closed space in
response to the force of an alienated and alienating externality:
Two hot, close rooms thus became my world; and a crippled old woman, my mistress, my
friend, my all. Her service was my duty – her pain, my suffering – her relief, my hope –
her anger, my punishment – her regard, my reward. I forgot that there were fields, woods,
rivers, seas, an ever-changing sky outside the steam-dimmed lattice of this sick chamber;
I was almost content to forget it. All within me became narrowed to my lot. Tame and

We can think of other problematically limned female object-subjects, from Madame Bovary, that collection of
fetishistic details, to Proust’s Albertine, the elusive object of desire whose cheeks present a new aspect on every
viewing, and Mann’s Clavdia Chaucat, whose most personal portrait is the x-ray that Hans Castorp kisses. A large
part of what they do is to be looked at, yet vision never quite coheres a total object. A film version of this
problematic female subject-object is at the center of Buñuel’s That Obscure Object of Desire, in which the role of
the love-object is played by two actresses who exchange places not only between but sometimes within the same
scenes.
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still by habit, disciplined by destiny, I demanded no walks in the fresh air; my appetite
needed no more than the tiny messes served for the invalid. (Brontë, Villette 97)
As it is for the Sadean libertine, for Lucy the totality of this closed space is a consecration of
desire-unto/into-death. That finality organizes space and the rules by which it is governed as a fit
environment for the subject. However, the securing of a closed space does not make her a master
as it does the Sadean libertine. The Sadean libertine posits the torture and death of the other to
affirm his own agency, to prolong the illusion of his godhead. For Lucy, the cost of securing
herself is renouncing everything outside and inside. Lucy’s objective existence is the two rooms,
the tiny messes, as well as the narrowing of “all within.” Rejecting any desires or hopes that
would require the enlarging of that world or of her own subjectivity, Lucy approaches the zero
degree of overcome alienation: Miss Marchmont is Lucy in a temporal-involution – by the end of
the novel Lucy will become a second Miss Marchmont, both having suffered the deaths of their
fiancés as the end of the happiest time of their long, solitary lives, both “reliving” their failed
romantic plots. The libertine goal is the perpetuation of desire, whereas the annulling of desire is
the underlying logic of Lucy’s service. 75 The respite with Miss Marchmont enables Lucy’s

The constriction of the world in the aftermath of the catastrophe that disrupts Lucy’s ability to enact or
experience herself is an existential anorexia. Poised between a self-imposed renunciation (the young Jane’s refusal
to be solaced with a jam tart after her fit in the red room) and an externally inflicted starvation (Jane’s hunger
before her collapse at the door of the Reed household), this anorexia is simultaneously a desire for death and the
dying of desire for desire so that it is not even as if “I” desire “my” death: the emaciating of Clarissa’s body,
Bartelby’s “I would prefer not to,” or the inability of Kafka’s hunger artist to find a food he likes. The desire for
food finds the self in relation to an outside world even in the destruction of that world: “The being that eats …
creates and preserves its own reality by the overcoming of a reality other than its own, by the “assimilation,” the
“internalization” of a “foreign,” “external” reality” (Kojève 4). In eating, I remake myself as the relationship
between myself and the world. In anorexia the relationship to food, the archetypal object of natural desire, is not
denied so much as it is put into abeyance, thereby jeopardizing the very existence of the self who neither agrees to
nor rejects the transformed sustenance. This is the key to Caroline Helstone’s mysterious illness in Shirley, as she
witnesses her life become a series of dead-ends: “Palatable food was as ashes and sawdust to her” (Brontë, Shirley
399). Thus existential anorexia could be understood as the denuding of the death-drive, the crystallization of the
latent desire for a return to the tensionless state of inorganic matter in the withering away of desire for
sustenance. It is perhaps the secret underlying threat of domestication: in being written away from and out of
“nature,” women experience the loss of an original relationship (however mythical) to desire and food.
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present and future to contract into correspondence and then identity, and is a parody of Hegel’s
notion of the final revelation of Spirit, the absolute reconciliation and interpenetration of subject
and object, when time is realized to have been an illusion. Lucy the writer writes the episode of
Lucy the young woman taking as her mistress, friend, and all the old woman that Lucy in Villette
will become. In finding the mistress willing to share her world with Lucy, Lucy approaches total
identity with the one who offers succor.
Rather than Wilhelm’s reconciliation with the social or Juliette’s identification with an
amoral Nature, Lucy attempts to create a bulwark against facticity by contracting to the smallest
possible point. Lucy’s respite with Miss Marchmont is the attempt to find the equivalent of the
“bark slumbering through halcyon weather.” That is, it is an attempt to reverse the catastrophe by
being incorporated into someone else’s home – specifically, a home that is not a nurturing
community but rather the staticity of an eternal identity. Having suffered one unspecified wreck,
Lucy is content to withdraw into the small world of Miss Marchmont’s company, but the stasis is
only temporary: “I would have crawled on with her [Miss Marchmont] for twenty years, if for
twenty years longer her life of endurance had been protracted. But another decree was written”
(Brontë, Villette 97). The lie of static identity reveals itself in the return of the repressed: the
catastrophe that leaves her a penniless orphan repeats itself in her “abandonment” by Miss
Marchmont, after Miss Marchmont pledges to secure Lucy’s future. 76 The larger world intrudes

That is, the unspoken catastrophe is a traumatic event that repeats itself. The failure of Lucy’s first attempt to
cope with it can understood in terms of the need for victims of traumatic experiences to not return to a lost
psychic wholeness. As Laura Brown insists in reference to non-dominant classes and peoples, the feeling of safety
is the denial of the fact that traumatic events are not unusual; the feeling of safety from trauma is thus a selfdeception. Healing would entail that survivors of trauma “reconstruct their worldviews with the knowledge that
evil can and does happen” (109). “Rather than teaching trauma survivors ways to attain their pretrauma levels of
denial and numbness, how can we facilitate their integration of their painful new knowledge into a new ethic of
compassion, feeling with, struggling with the web of life with which they relate?” (109-110). Lucy, incapable or
unwilling to face the original trauma, attempts to achieve “denial and numbness” in the time with Miss
Marchmont, but is forced by the repetition-structure of trauma to undergo it anew (and again, at the close of the
novel).
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and a storm is the harbinger of Miss Marchmont’s death. Lucy is “goaded, driven, stung, forced
to energy” (Villette 97). The metaphoric storm that had left her without resources reappears as a
literal storm whose tone urges its interpretation by Lucy. Yet within the act of interpretation is a
slippage that again undermines Lucy’s place:
I had heard that very voice [in the storm] ere this, and compulsory observation had forced
on me a theory as to what it boded. Three times in the course of my life, events had
taught me that these strange accents in the storm – this restless, hopeless cry – denote a
coming state of the atmosphere unpropitious to life. Epidemic diseases, I believed, were
often heralded by a gasping, sobbing, tormented, long-lamenting east wind. Hence, I
inferred, arose the legend of the Banshee. I fancied, too, I had noticed – but was not
philosopher enough to know whether there was any connection between the
circumstances – that we often at the same time hear of disturbed volcanic action in distant
parts of the world; of rivers suddenly rushing above their banks; and of strange high tides
flowing furiously in on low sea-coasts. “Our globe," I had said to myself, "seems at such
periods torn and disordered; the feeble amongst us wither in her distempered breath,
rushing hot from steaming volcanoes." (Brontë, Villette 98)
Unable to enter her own story, Lucy experiences the concentration of her suppressed energies –
what is not included in the “almost” of her “almost content to forget” the world – in the blasting
storm. Lucy’s exclusion from Nature, her withdrawal into the sickroom that becomes her entire
world, expresses itself in the rage visited upon the uncongenial world. The Sadean libertine’s
identification-competition with an amoral and indestructible Nature maintains the continuity
between the libertine and the larger, irresistible power. His own mastery derives from Nature,
even as he attempts to outdo (and so overcome) it. The weak subject’s feebleness, her
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estrangement from Nature’s dynamism, nullifies in advance the possibility of competition.
Instead of identification-competition, there arises a fantasy of a proxy-power, a Master who
could smite one’s trespassers, but as the energies are not ultimately Lucy’s this proxy-power
comes as a threat and violence against herself. Excluded as she is from the possibility of agency,
the storm enacts as if on her behalf a secret rage that remains unavowable and so alienated,
foreign. 77
The disjunction between the powers that act in her stead and Lucy herself is revealed in
the passage’s strangely elusive verb tense. The narrator who seems to be offering her readers the
distillation of her observations of past storms is in fact offering what might be her previous
thoughts: I believed, inferred, fancied, noticed. This already troubled relation between the Lucy
within the narrative and Lucy as the narrator, the past thoughts and the current ones, turns from
the present tense of the narration (the mature Lucy speaking of the beliefs that she held on the
night before Miss Marchmont’s death) to the past perfect (“I had said”). Lucy thereby displaces,
although perhaps only in a feint, the reader. Embedded within the strange temporality of past
beliefs and experiences is the moment in which she seems to catch up to herself in the event of
saying – to be both speaker and interlocutor. Yet the total identity in speaking from herself to
herself, in the closed world established by Miss Marchmont, is but a confirmation of the

Brontë uses a similar storm metaphor in Shirley in which the explicit foreignness of the deadly violence distances
it from the girl, Caroline Helstone, who is its object and source: “The future sometimes seems to sob a low warning
of the events it is bringing us, like some gathering though yet remote storm, which, in tones of the wind, in
flushings of the firmament, in clouds strangely torn, announces a blast strong to strew the sea with wrecks; or
commissioned to bring in fog the yellow taint of pestilence covering white Western isles with the poisoned
exhalations of the East, dimming the lattices of English homes with the breath of Indian plague.” The proximity of
the girl and the storm are revealed in the continuation of the passage: “At other times this future bursts suddenly,
as if a rock had rent, and in it a grave had opened, whence issues the body of one that slept. Ere you are aware you
stand face to face with a shrouded and unthought-of calamity – a new Lazarus” (Brontë, Shirley 399). The final turn
of the metaphor – a new Lazarus – discloses the storm as a (re-)birth that is also an unthinkable calamity: the
persistence of life and, even more terrifying, the possibility of resurrection.
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passage’s slipping out of identity. Three times, “events had taught” her to listen to the tone of
storms, but as readers we “know” only one metaphoric storm. The novel will not reveal the three
storms that she had already endured. Instead, the novel’s crises are marked by three storms
beginning with this one before the death of Miss Marchmont. The three storms that the narrative
refers to can only be accounted in a temporal-involution, into the storms that she will experience.
The moment of contraction in which Lucy addresses herself, and so situates her identity within
the closed circuit of speaker and interlocutor, simultaneously unleashes a corresponding
centrifugal force – the “disturbed volcanic action” – that rends not just the space of the globe but
time itself. This is not the contained violence of Hegelian Aufhebung that constitutes history as
the ontogenesis of subjectivity. The inchoateness of the storm’s violence permeates time itself.
An almost mythical, ineffable past asserts itself in the future, is only traceable in events that have
yet to occur; and the future, explicable only in terms of an ineffable past, refuses to yield its
meaning.
Lucy’s interlude with Miss Marchmont is the strongest contraction into herself, into the
possibility of a self-sustaining solipsism. Like the globe rended by steaming volcanoes, cracked
and disordered, the respite breaks under the weight of its own self-identity and the trace of what
is excluded to attain that unicity. From the space (two rooms) and place (companion), Lucy is
flung outside of herself. The novel’s beginning sets up the initial crises that propels Lucy into an
adventure that refuses to coalesce into a narrative of development.

The wandering eye
While Sade’s Juliette has recourse to her body as the principle of pleasure and destruction
in a world without transcendent underpinnings – the object-mediator which links up a wandering
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subjectivity and the supersensible substrate of murderous Nature – a subjectivity that is rendered
pure inwardness through her radical poverty cannot meet with the external. The lack of a meeting
ground determines the meaninglessness of subject to object and object to subject, and the
incompatibility of each to the other. Their withdrawal from the other leaves only observation,
surveillance, as a possible point of contact. Rather than the Sadean subject-body instantiating the
principles of a quasi-supersensible Nature, the seeing-subject witnessing the world’s
fragmentation: Lucy as wandering eye.
Lucy’s reduction to an eye is especially striking in light of the valuation of seeing as the
metaphor and fundamental act of the subject’s navigation of externality. Seeing constitutes the
world. Typically a procedure for gaining mastery through visual possession – from the blazon
that dismembers a woman so thoroughly that she can be completely known and consumed by the
poet, to the phrenological narratives of psychic vivisection – seeing is also the cohesion of the
subject as subject-in-the-world through his incorporation of the viewed objects. Even the things
that seem to stand in my gaze are actually steps by which I can possibly reach the object of my
gaze, whether the journey is taken or not. Looking opens a world in common and a subject who
is involved in the world. It roots the eye and the self who gathers what the eye has conquered in a
worldly adventure.
The opening of world is enacted in the early stages of Polly and Graham’s relationship.
Toward the start of their acquaintance, there is a moment in which she is still cautious of his
original cavalier treatment of her. To “seduce her attention” (Villette 76) Graham hits upon the
expedient of displaying the bright and colorful contents of his writing desk. Polly’s attention is
caught and she is particularly drawn to an etching of a child playing with a spaniel. Between my
eye and the object that I view with desire lies the social relations that divide us, the psychological
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inhibitions that determine my gaze, the very things (other people, furniture, scenery) that act as
background to the object that I view. The object of desire, the etching, creates a traversable
space, the topography of the drawing room that is simultaneously the psychological positioning
of Polly and Graham; she, cautious and dignified in one corner; he, jocular at his desk. Polly
inevitably makes her way across the room to inspect the picture, which Graham offers to her.
The negotiations over seeing, desiring, and possessing play out in the conflict between Polly’s
initial separation between seeing and possessing: she can look but to take the picture would
injure her “dignity” – would expose her. She wants to be content with merely looking and
declines the offer. Graham threatens to cut it up if she does not take it but also demands a kiss as
payment. 78 The threat and the demand recompose the triad seeing-desiring-possessing: if she
refuses one, she must refuse all. Polly takes the picture and runs to her father without kissing
Graham. When Graham approaches her, she punches him. He pretends that she has injured his
eye, perhaps blinding him, at which she is so concerned that she goes over to him. It is the
purported violence to his eye (she has no qualms stating that she was aiming for his mouth) and
vision that draws her away from her father and establishes Graham and Polly’s reciprocal,
though uneven, affectionate play.
Polly and Graham’s relationship enacts a “successful” seeing. However, one question
raised in their negotiations is whose vision counts. The asymmetry of their initial contestation
propels them into idealized gender roles. Both Polly and Graham “see,” but whereas Graham
safely manipulates Polly’s vision (to the writing desk), Polly’s seeing is complicated by the
threat to agency in her seeing herself seen. That is, he stands as sovereign subject who watches

Jane Kromm notes an interesting parallel between Graham and John Reed: “John Reed and Graham are willing
to damage or destroy their cultural property in order to shore up their proprietary right over the girls’ looking”
(371). It is interesting in this light that Lucy’s only semblance of agency is her looking at the looking of others, but
this looking does not give her proprietary rights.
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the other’s seeing whereas Polly experiences a diremption of self as the one who sees (who
desires the etching) and the one who is seen (who wants to evade the other’s insistent seeing).
The possibility of Polly’s maturation into an ideal woman depends on the reconciliation of her
seeing and being seen through the substitution of the (immediate) desire for the object by the
(mediated) desire of the other’s desire. She comes to desire the desire of the other, but to
maintain the other’s desire she must learn to constrain herself to fit the other’s vision. This
determines the tenor of her whole relation to Graham: she will always be careful to be seen when
and how she sees that he sees (or wants to see) her. When their romance comes to a happy end in
Villette, Lucy observes them and notes that “[it] was in looking up at him [Graham] her
[Paulina’s] aspect had caught its lustre; the light repeated in her eyes beamed first out of his”
(Villette 550). 79 The interplay of seeing and desire plays out a “healthy” version of gazing – one
that can end in satisfaction – that Lucy seems to refuse. She later says in response to Polly’s
question of whether Lucy admires Graham: “I never see him. I looked at him twice or thrice
about a year ago, before he recognized me, and then I shut my eyes. … I value vision, and dread
being struck stone blind” (Villette 520). If Lucy refuses this healthy looking, this may be the
effect of her awareness of the violence in seeing.
In her position as wandering eye, Lucy escapes the girl’s introjection of the desire of the
other, and the abjection necessary for that achievement. What this entails is hinted at in Paulina’s
birth-process into ideal femininity. In the conclusion of Polly and Graham’s first meeting, he

This is a version of the Pygmalion myth, in which the artist embraces marble and feels flesh. Charlotte Brontë’s
point here is similar to the point made more satirically in Hoffman’s The Sandman, in the story of Nathaniel’s
romancing of the automaton Olympia. When he presses the doll’s hand and kisses its mouth, it is his own pulse
and warmth he feels. Nathaniel’s conviction of the automaton’s profundity, its openness to acting as a sounding
board for his thoughts and feelings, draws out the radical and necessary imbalance (and so the always latent
fatuity) in traditional notions of sexual complementarity. Paulina and Dr. John’s version is much more seductive,
and, as Paulina is not actually a doll, much more explicit in the costs incurred by the female psyche in taking its
life/light from the male principle.
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suddenly and unceremoniously lifts her above his head. At the climax of this scene, the narrative
switches momentarily to Polly’s point of view: “She saw herself thus lifted up on high, in the
glass over the fireplace” (Villette 75). Polly sees herself in the glass and undergoes a splitting,
expressed in her protest against Graham’s treatment of her: “‘I wonder what you would think of
me if I were to treat you in that way, lifting you with my hand’ (raising that mighty member) ‘as
Warren lifts the little cat’” (Villette 75). There are two moments here. The first is the fantasy of
switching places with Graham – of taking his place as the powerful one. The second is Polly’s
identification (through a shared smallness) with the cat. The etching discussed above “doubles”
Paulina’s splitting, but away from the polarity of power and vulnerability and into a vulnerability
affirmed as delicacy. The fantasy of omnipotence drops away and the child and cat in Paulina’s
protest become the child and dog in the etching, playfully menaced by Graham just as Paulina
herself is. 80 Significantly, it is Polly’s sight of herself in the glass over the fireplace that initiates
the splitting and makes clear that the fantasy of omnipotence must be given up if she is to
“recognize” herself (Graham’s role in the analogy is played by Warren, a household servant, and
so is devalued and therefore renounceable).
Lucy’s seeing of Polly’s seeing allows Lucy to escape being thusly “framed” herself.
However, the vertical staging of the scene – fire at the bottom, the glass containing Graham as
“pedestal” and Polly held aloft – presents a hieroglyph whose meaning is not made clear until the
elements – diminutive femininity, mirror and surrogate self, and fire – recur “horizontally” as
narrative, during Lucy’s visit to the theater to see the performance of Vashti, the woman who
refuses to show herself even at the command of her king-husband, and the reappearance of

This identity is noted late in the novel when Lucy associates Paulina with another spaniel, wryly remarking that
she “never saw her [the dog], but [Lucy] thought of Paulina de Bassompierre: forgive the association, reader, it
would occur” (Villette 510).
80
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Paulina. The performance of Vashti is a “marvellous sight: a mighty revelation. … [A] spectacle
low, horrible, immoral” (Villette 339). Another in a line of surrogates for Lucy, Vashti is the
objectivation of Lucy’s rage and resistance. As Polly had projected Lucy’s unspoken suffering,
Vashti projects Lucy’s unacknowledged fury – something of the impossible Sadean desire to blot
out the sun. As the one who refuses to show herself, Vashti paradoxically emblematizes Lucy’s
resistance to being seen, and as the object of Lucy’s sight enables Lucy’s distance from the
drama of vision. Looking, in Polly and Graham’s relationship, coheres subject positions through
identifications achieved in the convergence of desire (however asymmetrical the routes and
objects) and the renunciation of impossible fantasies (for the little girl to be as powerful as the
older boy) in the recognition of one’s (feminine) self in the eye of the other. Lucy’s lookingwithout-being-looked-at turns looking into de-identification. For her, looking projects a surrogate
with whom she will break, an abjection. She observes and coolly ridicules the young Polly’s
anxious dependence on others’ approval. Thus, despite the threat of captation by Vashti, Lucy
can withhold recognition and instead wait for a counter image: “I have said she [Vashti] did not
look good: though a spirit, she was a spirit out of Tophet. Well, if so much of unholy force can
arise from below, may not an equal efflux of sacred essence descend one day from above?”
(Villette 340). That efflux of sacred essence descends as Paulina’s reappearance; as Gilbert and
Gubar note: “Polly is born again in the theater” (426).
Lucy’s question turns Vashti’s performance toward and into the hieroglyph of the
reflection of Polly lifted by Graham. The elements become sequential (the contrast is with
Lucy’s un-development, the non-narrative of her life). The fireplace blazes out in Vashti’s
performance, so inflammatory that it as if sets the theater on fire. During the panic that follows
from the cries of fire, Paulina (as yet unrecognized and unnamed in the text) is rescued by
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Graham-as-Dr. Bretton. Almost crushed by panicked theater-goers, she is picked up and carried
out of the theater by Dr. Bretton, who comments on how small and child-like is the girl in his
arms. When he and Lucy take the girl to her home, Lucy notes the drawing room “whose hearth
glowed with an English fire, and whose walls gleamed with foreign mirrors” (Villette 345). In
designating this fire as English and the mirrors as foreign, Lucy repudiates the seduction-threats
posed by the spectacle of Vashti’s inflammatory violence in favor of fire’s domestication under
the genius of the childlike damsel. Thus, domesticated fire frames Lucy’s re-acquaintance with
Paulina at La Terrasse, Mrs. Bretton and Graham’s home in Villette, and the mirror from which
Paulina will emerge. Arriving for a visit, Lucy “[repairs] to [her] own little sea-green room” and
finds “a bright fire … and candles too.” “[A] tall waxlight stood on each side of the great
looking-glass; but between the candles, and before the glass, appeared something dressing itself”
(Villette 357). That something that appears in the glass is Paulina, whom Lucy does not yet
recognize. Indeed, “for one moment [she] thought of Graham and his spectral visions” (Villette
357). 81 The something (referred to as “it”; it does not acquire a sex until it turns around and
addresses Lucy, presumably having caught sight of her in the glass) is conjured through the
magic of domestication that transforms Vashti’s uncontrollable fire into the cheery English fire
and the foreign mirror into the English looking-glass.
Paulina proceeds to claim her shared past with Lucy and, against Lucy’s dubiety, insists
that she remembers everything from their time in Bretton. As proof she refers to two objects. The
first is a pincushion, which recalls the puncturing of her fingers as a child when she was sewing a
keepsake handkerchief for her father, “pricking herself ever and anon, marking the cambric with
a track of minute red dots; occasionally starting when the perverse weapon – swerving from her
Graham’s “spectral visions” is the nun that he thinks Lucy hallucinates because of her overwrought nerves, but
the syntax suggests that the something here is the product of Graham’s vision, which indeed produces Paulina.
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control – inflicted a deeper stab than usual; but still silent, diligent, absorbed, womanly” (Villette
73). 82 The “scarlet-speckled handkerchief” (Villette 76) reappears in the dress that Paulina wears,
“white, sprinkled slightly with drops of scarlet” (Villette 367). The second object that Paulina
recalls is the glass. Glass – mirror – glass. 83 It is as if the little girl Polly, penetrated by a selfinflicted domesticity and lifted up by Graham, enters the anxieties of being a seen self in
catching sight of her reflection in the mirror over the fireplace in Bretton. She is caught in the
specular image. A ghost in the mirror, the specular image is realized and called forth by Lucy’s
abjection of the rebellion-unto-death of Polly’s sister-surrogate Vashti. Emerging from Vashti’s
fire to be again raised high by Dr. John as his ideal woman, wrapped in domesticity, and bringing
with her the miraculously saved English hearth, Paulina is the “lamp chastely lucent, guarding
from extinction, yet not hiding from worship, a flame vital and vestal” (Villette 359).
The novel can crystallize Paulina only by abjecting Vashti. It is perhaps this
diminishment and reification in and through the gaze – whether the self’s or the other’s – that
Lucy avoids in her absence, her radical poverty. 84 The reality-inducing force of the gaze is
evaded by the resisting eye, which counters with its own vision. In displacing her gaze from
herself to the surrogate, Polly, Lucy unlocks a proscribed affective register that is unseen by the
others and denied by herself. Polly, whose controlled appearance before others mirrors Lucy’s

The pincushion, embroidered with her godmother’s initials, is also one of the objects that Lucy recognizes on
waking up in La Terrasse after her collapse.
83
We should hear the difference between glass and mirror in glass’ other meaning of a transparent substance.
While “glass” is used throughout the novel, “mirror” is used only in the Villette portions. I do not mean to imply
that there is a simple duality. Paulina’s transparency – her delicate beauty – is maintained through her “silent,
diligent, absorbed, womanly” unreadability. The appearance of transparency is not transparency itself. Brontë’s
play between glass and mirror undermines the Hegelian faith in the subject’s self-reflection in the mirror of
alterity, not by positing another mirror (the glass), but by thwarting the very identification of a true mirror in the
glass.
84
The primary function of this gaze is then not to objectify, although this is a possibility. Rather, the gaze first calls
into being what it sees. Underlying the threat of the untenable bifurcation into subject and object is the coalescing
of subjectivity into the image contained in the eye of the other. This may be one reason that Lucy refuses to fully
don men’s clothing for the play even though she accepts a man’s role.
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own calm demeanor, reveals a liberty that Lucy can enjoy without taking: “Whilst lavishing her
eccentricities regardlessly before me – for whom she professed scarcely the semblance of
affection – she never showed my godmother one glimpse of her inner self; for her she was
nothing but a docile, quaint little maiden” (Villette 90). Lucy directs vision away from herself
and avoids her reification into the image of docile domesticity that Paulina becomes. Thus my
disagreement with Sandro Jung’s reading of the ethical possibilities of observation: “Lucy’s gaze
serves as a cathartic medium for self-exploration and revelation, enabling her to channel her
altruistic personality to help others and engage socially and meaningfully with a community of
individuals in which her worth and love are recognized” (169). 85 Lucy’s observation of Polly is a
kind of self-seeing to the extent that Polly functions as a surrogate self, but vision leads not to
self-exploration and revelation but to their impossibility. In “discovering” these eccentricities in
Polly, Lucy denies that they are her own. The process of projection and identification does not
culminate in sublation but in the non-identity of the gazer. The curious blind spot undermines
surveillance as a project of self-cohesion, as the necessary foundation for self-determination.
Equally, even where Lucy’s worth and love seem to be recognized, that recognition does not
build community or touch on the disavowed aspects of her being.

Gilbert and Gubar also argue for the importance of seeing in Villette but understand it in terms of Lucy’s freeing
herself from others’ perceptions of her: “Instead of seeing the mirror-image as the object of another person’s
observations, Lucy look at herself by herself. Increasingly able to identify herself with her body, she is freed from
the contradictory and stultifying definitions of her provided by all those who think they know her, and she begins
to understand how Dr. John, Mr. Home, Ginevra, and even Polly see her in a biased way. At last, Bronte suggests,
Lucy has learned that imaginative “projection” and reasoned “apprehension” of the “truth” are inseparable. The
mirror does not reflect reality; it creates it by interpreting it. But the act of interpretation can avoid tyranny when
it remains just that — a perceptual act” (437). Although in agreement with their idea that the “mirror does not
reflect reality,” I am unable to see how Lucy was ever unaware of the misinterpretations of her, or how she comes
to identify with her body. The basis of their argument is Lucy’s deepening understanding and identification with
self-seeing, which I argue does not ever really arrive; thus, the memoir’s strange silences and mystifying
metaphors. Their argument concerning Lucy’s self-seeing seems to me much more applicable to Jane Eyre.
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Instead, an important stratagem is to be misseen. Lucy is consistently misunderstood by
those closest to her: Mr. Home thinks her sedate and conventional; Madame Beck, an English
bluestocking; Ginevra Fanshawe, sarcastic and cynical; Paul Emanuel, fiery and indocile; Mrs.
Bretton, steady; John, an inoffensive shadow; and Paulina tries to get Lucy to take on the illsuited role of duenna. In her study of Charlotte Brontë’s drawing on the cultural, medical,
psychological, and economic discourses of her day, Sally Shuttleworth argues that this
misinterpretation is essential to Lucy’s articulation of subjectivity: “The private self is … a social
creation, brought into being by the experience of the power to withhold, and to baffle
penetration” (244). Insofar as the resistance to and evasion of penetration by another constitutes
the self, vision is charged with an almost magical, quasi-surgical power to reveal the secrets of
the individual and the society at large. Lucy’s narrative of being ill-seen is then an affirmation of
her escape from repressive discourses. “In seeking to avoid the surveillance of religious,
educational and medical figures, trying to render herself illegible, Lucy attempts to assume
control over the processes of her own self-definition” (Shuttleworth 242). Shuttleworth’s insight
that self is a product of resisting its own unveiling can be thought through to its logical
conclusion: there is at the beginning of the novel no self to disclose. We might also add, neither
is there a self to disclose in the end. In Jane Eyre, heteronomous perceptions of Jane allow her to
articulate the difference between the appearance and the reality. In Villette, heteronomous
perceptions of Lucy act our Lucy’s unwillingness to present herself even to herself. This is
apparent in the texture of the novel itself. As Ileana Marin notes: “Lucy … shields her image
from her own eyes; thus she makes the text about herself impossible. … The narrator was thus
confined to writing about the impossibility of writing a complete account of her life” (50).
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Lucy’s “autobiography,” employing surveillance that refuses to turn on itself, is bound to fail its
larger narrative and existential promises.
Lucy’s seeing – her observation of little Polly rather than the revelation of herself – can
be read as the defense against the closure of being seen and her last contact with a world that
seems to elude her, but her inability or unwillingness to see herself is simultaneously her erasure
from the world. Lucy’s observation of Polly is an attempt to coalesce her subjectivity in the
beginning of the novel: “the minute thing’s movements and behavior gave … full occupation to
the eye” (Villette 72), anchoring Lucy in the hic et nunc. However, no world in common unfurls
for Lucy and Polly, no space for her gaze to interact with another. There is no path through the
alienated aspect of self in the other back to a fundamental self. Rather, in the uncertain
delineation of her own subjectivity and the initial absence of Polly (the empty crib and Polly’s
refusal to let her face be seen when she first meets Lucy), Lucy’s act of gazing, the action that
should articulate her as subject, is displaced by Polly’s act of gazing in the metamorphosis of
Polly’s eye. Lucy watches Polly watching out the window: “She had sat listlessly, hardly
looking … when – my eye being fixed on hers – I witnessed in its iris and pupil a startling
transfiguration. … The fixed and heavy gaze swam, trembled, then glittered in fire” (Villette 70).
From this moment, the opening episode of the visit to Mrs. Bretton’s home will develop Polly’s
longing for her father (who is the figure that awakens Polly’s eye in the passage above) into
desire for Graham’s affections. The externalized and alienated self leads its own life: Polly’s eye
comes alive and takes on its own existence. 86

For Lucy, but not for Graham, whose vision will penetrate Polly’s vision. This is part of the novel’s analysis of the
asymmetry of power between men and women. Graham and M. Paul, the novel’s girl-watchers, engage in a
voyeurism that culminates in an action that changes something in the external world, an objectivating looking.
Graham literally takes up the girl he had been watching (to lift her over his head, carry her to bed, and finally save
her). M. Paul sets up house for Lucy. Paulina, both as a girl and later as a young woman, watches Graham, but her
86
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The usurpation of agency is perhaps most explicit in a scene in which Lucy recalls an
episode in Mrs. Bretton’s house when she, puzzling over a strangely penetrating portrait of
Graham, lifts Polly up to look at it too. She sees Polly struck by the painting. The gaze,
displacing itself from the object to another who gazes, does not unite the gazers in a shared
seeing although that is the ostensible motive for Lucy picking up Polly to look at it (the question
of whether another will feel the power of the portrait as she does, that is, of a possible
community of shared judgment). Instead, it sets up a chain of gazing: Lucy forgoes looking at the
portrait in favor of looking at Polly looking at the portrait. In the world of Villette, objects cannot
be shared; the fight over M. Paul, or on an even more basic level the recurrent theme of
“sharing” food – every bite that I give to someone is a bite that everyone else, including the I,
loses. There is no shared world, no repository of objects in common. The gaze harms to the
extent that the very substance of the object differs in kind from the substance of the one who
gazes, affirming the difference and perpetuating the gazer’s alienation. The more Lucy looks, the
more she is excluded – and not by any action or misperception on the part of the friends and
acquaintances. When she looks at Polly looking at Graham’s portrait she is renouncing her own
desires for Graham in watching it unfold in Polly. It is telling that when Lucy and Paulina meet
again in Villette, she does not recognize Paulina although she is otherwise the first to recognize
her old acquaintances: Graham, Mrs. Bretton, even the unknown men who harass her on her first
night in Villette when she meets them again during an impromptu exam that M. Paul sets up for
her. The projected double who had offered Lucy the possibility of being a seeing subject at the
expense of being a seen object (that is, of being in the world) returns more alienated than ever.
Polly reappears in Villette and immediately captivates Graham who, it is carefully suggested,
watching turns inward; she watches him and sees the vision of herself in his eye. That is, in Villette masculine
voyeurism discharges itself and feminine voyeurism introjects the other.
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was beginning to feel something for Lucy. In the last two letters that he writes to her before
Paulina’s re-emergence there are “three or four closing lines half gay, half tender, ‘by feeling
touched, but not subdued’” (Villette 334).
If the gaze can be understood as the cohesion of the subject through the possession of the
object as phenomena for himself, Lucy’s gaze is troubled by the incapacity to first see herself. 87
The dodge, the gazing at others, does not lead to a surer articulation of the self; that path to
knowledge is “blocked.” For Lucy, the gaze refuses to return to the subject. When Lucy and
Polly meet again in Villette, Lucy comments while thinking of the misperception of her by others
that “[if] anyone knew me, it was little Paulina Mary” (Villette 386) – a strange comment given
that this train of thought is initiated by Lucy’s bemused account of being unable to become
Paulina’s paid companion. Paulina herself will ask Lucy whether “if anybody will ever
comprehend you altogether” (Villette 520). The paradox of Paulina both failing to see Lucy
while being the only person who possibly knows her becomes comprehensible in the light of
Lucy’s inability to “see” herself, even in the role of the writer of her own story. This is not
merely the effect of Lucy’s refusal to turn her gaze on herself. Rather, there is a fundamental
lack.
The moments in which Lucy looks at herself in a mirror are truncated, never quite
reaching the point of disclosing who she is or even what she looks like. The first is when she is
being interviewed by Miss Marchmont for the role of companion; the second, when she will
reunite with her godmother in Villette after a separation of ten years. Her vocabulary emphasizes
her insubstantiality: “I saw myself in the glass, in my mourning-dress, a faded, hollow-eyed

This is an important point of contention between Hegel and the Romantics: Hegel’s subject becomes “I” by
speaking “I” over another whereas the Romantic question – to be sure this is rather reductive – is what must
precede the “I” for it to become “I.” What unites them is the distinction between I and not-I.
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vision. Yet I thought little of the wan spectacle” (Villette 96); “In this mirror I saw myself. … I
looked spectral – my eyes larger and more hollow, my hair darker than was natural, by contrast
with my thin and ashen face” (Villette 238). The “wan spectacle” is not, as it sometimes seems to
present itself in Jane Eyre, Lucy’s plainness. 88 Readers know Jane’s stature, the color of her hair
and eyes, the homeliness of her face. Unlike Jane Eyre, who is explicitly characterized as plain
and undersized, Lucy is not evoked in a bodily configuration. The brief descriptions in the first
and second sighting of herself in the mirror refer not to Lucy’s lack of beauty but to her lack of
substance: wan, spectral, hollow.
Lucy’s insubstantiality is disclosed in the third encounter with her mirror image. During a
visit to the theater with Mrs. Bretton, and John Graham, Lucy undergoes the trial of “seeing”
herself as if she were another:
[At] some turn we suddenly encountered another party approaching from the opposite
direction. I just now see that group, as it flashed upon me for one moment – a handsome
middle-aged lady in dark velvet; a gentleman who might be her son – the best face, the
finest figure, I thought, I had ever seen; a third person in a pink dress and black lace
mantle.
I noted them all – the third person as well as the other two – and for the fraction of a
moment believed them all strangers, thus receiving an impartial impression of their
appearance. But the impression was hardly felt and not fixed before the consciousness
that I faced a great mirror, filling a compartment between two pillars, dispelled it. The

Among Charlotte Brontë’s novels (excluding The Professor), there is one obvious division between the two first
person narratives and the third person narrative about two women. Jane and Lucy are not physically attractive;
Caroline Helstone and Shirley Keeldar are. It is as if women can only be seen from outside if they have beauty, and
can only be seen from inside if they lack beauty. This seems to me a structural principle rather than a biographical
titbit. The novel that Brontë was working on at the time of her death, “Emma,” of which only two chapters were
written, chiasmally invokes both narrative positions.
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party was our own party. Thus for the first, and perhaps only time in my life, I enjoyed
the ‘giftie’ of seeing myself as others see me. No need to dwell on the result. (Villette
286)
The moment of seeing herself as others see her has Lucy see ... nothing but a pink dress and a
black lace mantle; she is an abstraction, a “person,” lacking even distinct sex. Lucy receives the
pink dress on the day of the performance from Mrs. Bretton and responds in alarm: “A pink
dress! I knew it not. It knew not me. I had not proved it” (Villette 283). The giftie reveals that
“underneath” the dress that neither knows nor is known by Lucy, there is nothing to be disclosed.
Small wonder then that she instead tells the stories of other women, that she turns the gaze, her
own, that sees her self as a deracinated object 89 away from herself.
Against the confidence that seeing will master the world, that one can take possession
through looking, Villette records the ill-seeings and blind spots of a vision that cannot come back
to itself as a conquering hero. The transfiguring vision, the one that converts its treasure-trove of
encounters into the richness of an identity, functions only within a world that is already cohered.
The eye facing the world is in turned faced by the world’s eye; they belong to each other.
Without that world-in-common, the eye is reduced to registering, rather than capturing, the
things and events that stream before it. From the beginning to the end of Villette, Lucy, reduced
to a wandering eye, is somehow not there.

Home-making
There is, practically and conventionally speaking, one option for the weak subject. If the
time with Miss Marchmont is an early warning of the necessary failure of withdrawal from the

This is the sticking point that motivates much of modern thinking: Kant’s dictum that if I know myself, I know
myself as object, as the known, and never as the subject, the knower.
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world, of the lie of identity’s solipsistic self-sufficiency, integration into the world is presented in
the novel’s two radically different belles, Paulina Home and Ginevra Fanshawe, whose romantic
subplots flank Lucy’s search for home in the foreign land of Villette. The young Lucy has before
her two versions of femininity understood in relation to domesticity as emplacement and
personality: Bretton of Bretton, and Mrs. Home, separated from her husband and dying after
overexerting herself at a ball. These figures of femininity reappear as Paulina and Ginevra
Fanshawe, the niece – and remarked on as “the picture of” – Mrs. Ginevra Home, Polly’s
mother. 90 Both Ginevra’s and Paulina’s subplots begin with an attraction to Graham, the object
of Lucy’s first sexual attraction, and the novel’s parsing of the two girls’ plots moves irrevocably
to marriage. Where else? “The most important mediation procedure that attempts to harmonize
the natural, the familial, the social, and even the transcendental is, of course, marriage. …
Ideally, then, marriage offers the perfect and total mediation between the patterns within which
men and women live” (Tanner 16). The iconography of the sacred hearth is domesticated and
retained in the nineteenth century’s visions of successful marriage: Joe and Biddy nostalgically
in Great Expectations; David and Eve ironically in Lost Illusions; Levin and Kitty prosaically in
Anna Karenina. Marriage reconceives and recovers the disintegrating external world within the
parameters of a deeply individualized relation ostensibly grounded in the biological-natural,
social-political, and religious-metaphysical. Of course, this often entails the foil of a failed or bad
marriage: Miss Havisham 91 and Compeyson; Mme de Bargeton and du Châtelet; Karenin and

The two belles are not only cousins, they are also distantly related to Graham. It is not unimportant that the cast
of characters in the romantic plot are related to each other. The whiff of endogamy here is not, I think, dissimilar
to the match-making games in Wuthering Heights. In both novels, the intra-familial romances construct a closed
world that ejects the interlopers (Heathcliff and Linton) or alienates the outsider (Lucy).
91
Evelyne Ender pointed me to the outlines of the figure of Miss Havisham in Miss Marchmont. The noteworthy
difference between the two women is that whereas Miss Havisham’s intention is to wreak vengeance on the
outside world, Miss Marchmont is content to simply withdraw from it. From the perspective that I develop
90
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Anna. Villette pairs Bretton/Paulina with Mrs. Home/Ginevra to develop a narrative of
harmonization within marriage parsed between an idealized spirituality and a corrupted sociality.
The flawed Ginevra elopes with the vapid Colonel de Hamal in a union of like with like. As for
Paulina Home and Graham Bretton, “Nature's elect … kind agents of God's kind attributes,” their
marriage is such that Lucy affirms that “[w]ithout any colouring of romance, or any exaggeration
of fancy, it is so [that there is such happiness on earth]. Some real lives do – for some certain
days or years – actually anticipate the happiness of Heaven” (Brontë, Villette 532).
Rather buffeted by circumstance, Lucy seems to be provided models for proper
integration through marriage in the two young women who form a trotte-bébé for the
“immature” subject whose narrative is unable as yet to stand on its own. 92 The confidante to the
two cousins, Lucy is poised between their marriage-plots as if she could be properly contained
only in a similar plot. Without distinct delineation, she would be crystallized in and into a
recognizable story in her romance with M. Paul. The possibility of Lucy’s own romantic plot
arises only after a scene in which all three young women, each attracted to Graham in her own
way, come together at a party at the Hôtel Crécy. Ginevra, the unashamedly superficial and
mercenary flirt, and Paulina, the reserved little miss, are determined in their respective plots in
this scene; they will be chosen or not. Indeed, Villette, like all of Charlotte Brontë’s novels, flirts
with the marriage-plot, but whether it is as Harriet Martineau judged it – obsessed with love – is

concerning the relation between the subject and externality, the difference is grounded in a constitutive
impoverishment of possibility in “reaching” the outside world and thereby making oneself in it. In this regard, it is
remarkable (given Lucy’s beginning lack of name) to note the first sentence of Great Expectations, which recounts
the difficulty that Pip’s “infant tongue” had with his full name, Philip Pirrip. While he cannot master the “real”
name, he creates his own, which is “regained” at the end of the novel when he encounters Pip (Joe and Biddy’s
son) sitting in his old place: “fenced into the corner with Joe's leg, and sitting on my own little stool looking at the
fire, was—I again!” (Dickens 356).
92
I take this image from Lacan’s analysis of the mirror stage. The trotte-bébé supports the infant in the fictional
image of self-sufficiency and mature capability. In Villette, Paulina and Ginevra are the “supports” of Lucy’s
narrative, which she refuses to, or cannot, maintain on its own.
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up for question. Critical readings of the endings of Charlotte Brontë’s novels are deeply divided
in the assessments of the novels’ marriages. Is Ferndean a metaphor for the toxic internalization
of masculinist prescriptions for women’s behavior and being, or is Jane Eyre enabled to achieve
a reciprocal relationship between equals with Rochester? Does Shirley lose all agency and
Caroline Helstone simply become a commodity object in their romances with the Moore
brothers, or do the two women overcome conventions and obstacles in finally getting what they
want? As for Villette, is it that “Lucy’s [story] … is perhaps one of the most liberating accounts
of a “woman without,” due to the fact that that which Lucy is without is a fixed self” (Peel 235)
or is she condemned to an irremediable existential loneliness?
The fact that Lucy, unlike Charlotte Brontë’s other marginalized women from Frances
Henri to Caroline Helstone, does not get married has been read as a growing cynicism or
forthrightness on Brontë’s part over the possibility for a woman to find an adequate place in the
world. In their seminal study of Victorian fiction, Gilbert and Gubar say of Charlotte Brontë’s
works that there is a “progressive deterioration in spirit and exuberance from Frances Henri and
Jane Eyre … to Caroline Helstone … completed by Lucy’s submission and silence” and that “the
movement of the novels suggests that escape becomes increasingly difficult as women
internalize the destructive strictures of patriarchy” (400). That internalization is what motivates
the difficulty of the novel’s ending: “The ambiguous ending of Villette reflects Lucy's
ambivalence, her love for Paul and her recognition that it is only in his absence that she can exert
herself fully to exercise her own powers” (Gilbert and Gubar 438).
Perhaps unexpectedly, Hegel comes to a similar conclusion about marriage and the
renunciation of individual powers. In a discussion of romantic fiction, Hegel builds up to a
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pointed reference to Goethe’s Wilhelm Meister’s Apprenticeship that mocks the kind of happilyever-after that Brontë studiously evades in the ending of Villette 93:
[Each] man finds before him an enchanted and quite alien world which he must fight
because it obstructs him and in its inflexible firmness does not give way to his passions
but interposes as a hindrance the will of a father or an aunt and civil relationships, etc. …
Now the thing is to breach this order of things, to change the world, to improve it, or at
least in spite of it to carve out of it a heaven upon earth: to seek for the ideal girl, find her,
win her away from her wicked relations or other discordant ties, and carry her off in
defiance. But in the modern world these fights are nothing more than ‘apprenticeship’,
the education of the individual into the realities of the present, and thereby they acquire
their true significance. … However much he [the struggling hero] may have quarreled
with the world, or been pushed about in it, in most cases at last he gets his girl and some
sort of position, marries her, and becomes as good a Philistine as others. (Aesthetics 1:
593) 94
Hegel’s potshot is that if a man can’t change the world, he can at least settle down with a nice
girl and a steady job to molder into middle age. The Hegelian dissatisfaction with the ending
“they married and they lived happily ever after” lies in its renunciation of more radical
aspirations for the ease of a place within the existing society – accommodation to the worldsituation rather than the continued resistance necessary to drive Spirit forward. The resistance put

The ambiguity of the ending is for practical purposes traceable to the conflict between Charlotte Brontë’s
conviction that M. Paul had to die at sea and her father’s request “to make her hero and heroine (like the heroes
and heroines in fairy-tales) ‘marry, and live very happily ever after’” (Gaskell 484). In response, Brontë crafted the
“little puzzle” that ends the novel.
94
This judgment is in line with his idea that romantic art must ultimately founder in the increasing complexity of
the Absolute. It should be noted that this is Hegel’s assessment of the artistic treatment of marriage, and not of
marriage as an institution.
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up by the world is transformed into a specific, and so remediable, problem. The difficulty of
attaining the love-object is a debased sublimation of the difficulty of wrestling with the alienated
world. In which case the hero, by establishing a relation with the love-object, overcomes
alienation in a reduced form without undergoing the difficulty of trying to change the world.
Insofar as Lucy’s marriage to M. Paul would have necessitated the complete internalization of
her submission to patriarchal structures and thus the death of those faculties that are roused by
opposition, the death of M. Paul means that Lucy will never sink to becoming “as good a
Philistine as others.”
Yet the visible scorn that Hegel feels for the modern “happily-ever-after” as a Philistine
fairytale is perhaps wrong in its intention. Marriage as fulfillment, as the recreation in nuce of an
unalienated world, is not an illusion of independence and will. Marriage births the young girl
into a mature subjectivity. 95 The rupture between the old, weak subjectivity and the new, capable
subjectivity rewrites the original problem: confronted by the world, the individual suffers from
gestational insufficiency; maturity, if achieved, is always achieved too late. 96 By the time the
individual gathers his forces and strengthens his will, his unchosen situation has already
deformed him. This is what renders him impotent in the face of the world, and this is what makes
the marriage-plot so seductive. For a moment in the hallowed marriage, the alienated and
contingent levels of existence – metaphysical, social, and individual – come into alignment such
that each level irradiates the others in a mutual determination. The fairy godmother arrives on

Variations on this notion sometimes take a previous flawed engagement – The Egoist’s Clara Middleton, War
and Peace’s Natásha Rostóva – or a disastrous first marriage – Great Expectation’s Estella, Middlemarch’s
Dorothea, Daniel Deronda’s Gwendolyn, The Portrait of a Lady’s Isabel – to be the birthing process. There seems to
be some secret, unsayable knowledge that is transferred to the girl in the engagement or marriage that transforms
her into a “real” subject fit for a good marriage (Clara, Natásha, Estella, Dorothea) or for ethical decisions
(Gwendolyn and Isabel). It hardly needs to be pointed out that this secret knowledge is unmistakably sexual even
when it is not about sex in its more restricted sense.
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This is what Hegel’s analysis of the beginnings of self-consciousness does not take seriously enough.
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time, the hostile world is for a night transformed into the enchanted ballroom, and lover and
beloved know with the first glance that they are where and with whom they should be. The
aspect of retreat-from-the-world is non-illusory enchantment insofar as the internal worlds are
objectivated in a relation that changes, however small the change, the external world. That is, the
marriage-plot is a concretized and fulfillable version of the “larger” Bildungsroman plot. The
male Bildungsroman tradition has young man after young man failing in his attempts to conquer
the world – the exemplary catastrophe of Lucien Chardon’s rise and fall – or, if not suffering
such a spectacular loss, at least having to reconcile himself to compromises – rather than
overthrowing Paris, Rastignac grows rich by letting himself be used by the Baron de Nucingen
and his wife – because the real, unattainable goal is a radical reconfiguration of the world. To
win on their own terms would entail transforming the situations in which the young men find
themselves and is thus necessarily transcendental. The marriage-plot is the Bildungsroman for
the young woman – Elizabeth Bennett, Esther Summerson, Natásha Rostóva. While remaining
immanent to the existing world, the marriage-plot draws its persuasive force from the
transcendental world (marriage as a spiritual union). The ostensibly biological or socio-economic
imperatives that propel the young girl into the marriage-plot houses the mediating point between
the individual, society, and the metaphysical. Its endpoint is the hypostatization of the achieved
relationship as a synecdoche of the re-enchanted world. That is, marriage instantiates the small
moment in which the individual pushes into the external world, born anew in the recognition that
she has won: Elizabeth Darcy; Esther Woodcourt; Natásha Bezúkhova.
In the scene at the hotel, Lucy witnesses just this kind of moral-metaphysical reenchantment as Graham’s earlier interest in Ginevra is balanced against his more recent interest
in Paulina. Herself attracted to Graham, Lucy nonetheless refuses to articulate her desires and
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thereby puts herself in the position to anticipate Graham’s judgment. Instead of watching the
girls, she watches Graham watching the girls. “Both ladies were quietly scanned by Dr. Bretton,
at the moment of taking his seat at the table; and that guarded survey was more than once
renewed” (Brontë, Villette 398). “Ginevra and Paulina were now opposite to him: he could gaze
his fill: he surveyed both forms – studied both faces” (Villette 400). As he evaluates the two
belles, he converses with Lucy, “quiet Lucy Snowe,” “his ‘inoffensive shadow’,” (Villette 403)
whose hurt at his unintentionally callous treatment of her disguises her own evaluations. The
scene of Graham’s transferring his romantic interest from the first to the second girl is a screen
for Lucy’s confrontation with the two types of femininity – the image of the pair Rose-Red and
Snow-White 97 that occurs again and again in fiction, from Tatyana and Olga in Eugene Onegin
to Rosamund de Vincy and Dorothea Brooke in Middlemarch. The cover of Graham’s choice
enables Lucy to be a spectator to a division that is a duplication of an earlier division of
femininity: Lucy’s viewings of a painting of Cleopatra and a series of four paintings depicting la
vie d'une femme in a museum at which she had been dropped off by Dr. John. In both the scenes
at the museum and at the party, femininity is divided between its more material, blooming aspect
and its immaterialized, spiritual aspect. At the museum Lucy in no uncertain terms rejects the
foreign visions of feminine beauty and model behaviors. The "four Anges [are] grim and grey as
burglars, and cold and vapid as ghosts. … [I]nsincere, ill-humoured, bloodless, brainless
nonentities! As bad in their way as the indolent gipsy-giantess” (Villette 278). At the Hôtel Crécy
Lucy is confronted with an English version of the division between Cleopatra and la vie d’une
femme in Ginevra and Paulina, yet it is not so much that Lucy rejects the feminine typology

Interestingly, in the fairytale the prince marries Snow-White, the quiet and shy sister, although it is Rose-Red,
the more cheerful and lively sister, who first opens the door for him when he is in his beast form. In the end, fairytale logic conjures up another prince, the brother of the enchanted prince, to marry the sister threatened with
superfluity.
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embodied in the two English girls so much as she cannot bring herself into correspondence with
them. The rejection of the foreign models as images of truth becomes the impossibility of
emulating the English models. Their very proximity – Lucy, Paulina, and Ginevra’s Englishness
and shared desire for Dr. John – make explicit what the foreignness of the Cleopatra and la vie
d’une femme obscure: the self does not contain some core that could remake itself into another
image.
Another look at this scene makes this impossibility clear. Lucy in pink 98 stands between
Ginevra in red and Paulina in white. In one sense she is the mediating point between the types of
angel and seductress. Yet Lucy’s inability to belong to this scene in any active capacity – the
story is after all the romantic rivalry between Ginevra and Paulina – positions her counter to the
young women and towards the effective agent who had been missing from the museum scene. If
the young women are Lucy’s trotte-bébé, Graham functions as Lucy’s specular image, the
imaginary Ideal-I of the mirror stage. The support that Ginevra and Paulina offer Lucy’s
narrative as romantic plots against which her own heartsick life is enunciated are revealed as the
objects to be manipulated by the Ideal-I, the real point of Lucy’s desires, if it still makes sense to
speak of a point of desire. As the infant sees in the mirror not the prosthetics that hold him up or
even simply the standing body, but a subject in an environment over which he has mastery, Lucy
sees not the man or the two girls, but a total agency, the navigation and manipulation of an
external reality. 99 Thus, the ending of Villette is, I think, only superficially in line with Hegel’s
criticism. Hegel’s assessment rejects the diminishment of world-changing desires in the subject’s

The pink dress is the one given to her by Mrs. Bretton and which Lucy wears to the theater when she sees the
“giftie.”
99
This accounts for her strange identification with Colonel de Hamal during her play-acting, in which she strives
against the surrogate for Dr. John. In light of her own congenital weakness, she strives for and against the Ideal-I.
The novel makes this desired identification clear in the shared name of Dr. John’s and Lucy’s love-objects,
respectively, Paulina and Paul.
98
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falling off into the Philistine holy trinity of good job-nice girl-comfortable existence. The
underlying sneer is that the subject who lets himself relax into complacency makes a decision.
However, this assumes that it is possible for a decision to be made. The ending of Villette, which
refuses to provide a certain answer about M. Paul’s end, positions Lucy in the concession of a
fantasy of finally achieved happiness in which the fantasy element is foregrounded. What is at
issue is not the judgment of marriage’s value, but the impossibility for Lucy to create a home
through fiat. “Home never exists as a place in the text; she [Lucy] cannot inhabit it; she must
remain always adrift. Whether the home exists or not is … not the point. The point is that Lucy is
in an unheimlich state, not simply homeless in a literal sense, turned out from home, but
homeless in the heart, in essence” (Sandner 71). I would go further. The fantasy signals not only
that Lucy is essentially homeless, but that the world cannot coalesce into a home.
Exernality’s unhomeliness is the secret that forces the I of the mirror-stage to be
perpetually deferred into fantasy. The specular image is not the illusion of a self-sufficient
subject distinct from the environment in which he finds himself, but the desire for a total
environment reconciled with the subject at the heart of it. As such, “this form situates the agency
of the ego, before its social determination, in a fictional direction, which will always remain
irreducible for the individual alone, or rather, which will only rejoin the coming-into-being … of
the subject asymptotically, whatever the success of the dialectical syntheses by which he must
resolve as I his discordance with his own reality” (Lacan 2). In Villette, the scene of the mirrorstage is organized by the marriage-plot, whose achievement is supposed to be the resolution of
the I’s discordance with her situation, the happy denouement (although phantasmal) of a
successful “deflection of the specular I into the social I” (Lacan 5). Yet the seduction scene in
which Lucy is to be taught how to properly desire the desire of the other is stymied by the
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impossibility of identification with the specular I, John Graham, which is the necessary condition
for movement towards maturity, no matter if mastery is only a fiction. That is, the fantasy of the
mirror-stage is thwarted from the point of view of the girl. 100 A masculine subjectivity fantasizes
the imago and its active power by not recognizing the function of the trotte-bébé, and so propels
himself, however asymptotically, to the mastery he discovers in the specular image. This scene
in Villette pinpoints the stalled directionality of the girl’s fantasy, its inability to cohere as the
movement toward the image that I have faith in and believe myself to be. 101 Coming-into-being
is frozen.
Lucy’s desire for the imago – the motivation for her identification with it – is blocked by
the imago’s interest in the trotte-bébé 102 rather than in the immature subject. Describing the
motions of the infant facing his specular I, Lacan describes the moment in which the infant leans
into the mirror and so the moment in which the imago leans toward the infant: “Unable as yet to
walk, or even to stand up, and held tightly as he is by some support, human or artificial … he
nevertheless overcomes, in a flutter of jubilant activity, the obstructions of his support and,

The possibility of the bifurcation of the mirror-stage along gendered lines (especially as it could be read in light
of Jessica Benjamin’s analysis of the different routes that identificatory love takes for the male and female infant)
returns us to the dehiscence that propels the Hegelian dialectic of masculine subjectivity, his blindness to the
question of female subjectivity outside of the domesticity in which he secures it.
101
An extension of the mirror-stage in an analysis of the creation of gender would then ask about the fundamental
asymmetry that determines the difference between man’s coming-into-being and woman’s coming-into-being: the
a priori appointment of the proper place of the social (gendered) I that shapes the I’s relation to its specular image.
102
The hostility of the trotte-bébé is presaged in Lucy’s arrival in Villette. Lucy finds that her luggage has been
delayed, she cannot communicate with anyone, and she has nowhere to go. She chances to hear “the Fatherland
accents” of a fellow Englishman (who turns out later to be Dr. John) and appeals to him for help. He takes her part
way to an inn through a park that is “black as midnight” so that she “could not see [her] guide; [she] could only
follow his tread” (Villette 125). After he leaves her, she is accosted by two men, who emerge from behind the
pillars of a portico and follow her while making insolent remarks. In her desperation to escape from the men (later
named as M. Boissec and M. Rochemorte), she accidentally alights on Madame Beck’s Pensionnat de Demoiselles.
The staging of this scene in light of the later scene at the Hôtel Crécy discloses it as the inverse of the scene of the
mirror-stage: an “infant” (Lucy is “reborn” in her passage across the water) without mastery over her environment,
confronting a specular image that cannot be seen but must instead be heard, held in the grip of a trotte-bébé that
harasses rather than supports.
100
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fixing his attitude in a slightly leaning-forward position, in order to hold it in his gaze, brings
back an instantaneous aspect of the image” (Lacan 1-2). That is, I want the imago and the imago
wants me. Reciprocal desire is the foundation of the illusion that the I will attain the powers of
the imago, and so the infant’s precipitation into subjectivity. John Graham thinks of Lucy as
anticipating his judgment; he takes her as his shadow or his sounding-board as he evaluates the
respective desirability of the two cousins. As imago, he does not see the infant at the heart of the
specular image. 103 Lucy cannot “learn” her place in the scene – cannot become Snow-White or
Rose-Red – because John Graham’s distance as specular I and her immanent awareness of the
cousins as trotte-bébé suspends her in a hyper-self-conscious visuality. She looks and looks on,
but, poised – frozen – within the trotte-bébé she can neither discard nor merge with, she cannot
enter the scene of desire. The alienation of the specular image from the I, trapping the I in the
hair’s breadth between its gestational insufficiency and the seduction of the imago’s maturity,
determines the I’s incapacity to enter coming-into-being. Without the “foundational” illusion of
the imago’s fusion with the I in reciprocal desire, the I becomes a point between subjective
inwardness, the richness of fantasy, and externality, the wide but masterable environment
fantasized in the specular I’s relation to its world.

Things
The failure of home-making is but the most dramatic symptom of a problem concerning
the subject’s relation to a world, which is the inability to objectivate self. This is the larger

This moment could also be parsed as the failure of what Jessica Benjamin analyzes as identificatory love: “In the
boy’s story, identificatory love is the matrix of the crucial psychic structures during rapprochement. … In
rapprochement, the little boy’s “love affair with the world” … turns into a homoerotic love affair with the father,
who represents the world” (106). What is crucial for the boy’s development is his experience of his father’s
recognition and acknowledgement of their being alike. This recognition opens the world to the boy. In these terms,
the blindness of the specular image to Lucy is simultaneously her lack of access to the world.
103
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aesthetic challenge that Hegel identifies with the beginning of romantic art: “The simple solid
totality of the Ideal is dissolved and it falls apart into the double totality of (a) subjective being in
itself and (b) the external appearance”; yet that double totality is necessary “in order to enable
the spirit to reach through this cleavage a deeper reconciliation in its own element of
inwardness” (Aesthetics 1: 518). The double totality is actually the motor of subjective being’s
“deeper reconciliation” with itself in its inwardness. That is, the alienation of the totality of
external appearances that seems out of reach toward the subject is the jumping-off point for the
cultivation of inward wealth.
The difficulty attendant on romantic art generally (and the novel specifically) is the
asymmetry of the inward subjectivity’s reclamation of the alienated totality of external
appearances. Speaking on the consequences of romantic art’s turn to inwardness, Hegel remarks
that its complement is that “the entire material of the external world acquires freedom to go its
own way and maintain itself according to its own special and particular character” (Aesthetics 1:
594). The divide in romantic art between the “imitation of external objectivity in all its
contingent shapes” and the “liberation of subjectivity” (Aesthetics 1: 608) is only partially
overcome through subjective liquidation of objectivity: “it [absolute subjective personality] no
longer unites itself with anything objective and particularized” (Aesthetics 2: 1236). Subjectivity
can flit in or out, can invest itself or not in the particularized and objective, but it is always
contingent on subjectivity’s power, and goal, of uniting with itself. Like Lukács’ active hero,
Hegel’s absolute subjective personality may find the external alienating, but the reified and
disparate stuff of the world is there to be handled, resisted, overcome, or suffused. The impasse
revealed in Villette is that without God or Nature, the subject of the novel must come to grips
with herself as an object among other objects or not at all. The experience of objectivity’s
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increasing meaninglessness is analogous to subjectivity’s elusiveness; this is not equivalent to
the simple absence of objectivity in pure inwardness, or “externality” going its own way.
Without the presupposition of a subjectivity as the mediating heart of the double totality, the
subject cannot produce, or be produced in, the necessary reconciliation.
Thus, it is not just in home-making that Lucy fails. Lucy’s inability to make anything that
could be considered an expression of self is remarkable. Besides screens and a pincushion made
for her godmother and a gift of a worked watchguard for M. Paul, there seems to be only one
“artistic” handicraft she practices: she copies elaborate line engravings and “strange to say …
took extreme pleasure in the labour, and could even produce curiously finical Chinese facsimiles
of steel or mezzotint plates” (Villette 492). That is, she does not engage in any creativeexpressive work. What she copies are themselves made for reproduction, already “facsimiles.”
The non-expressive quality of her work perhaps extends to the novel itself. While both
Jane Eyre and Lucy write memoirs, it is only Jane who, as a skilled artist, has the capacity to
objectivate internal visions – Lucy repeatedly makes the point that she has “no impromptu
faculty” (Villette 472). The difference between Jane’s and Lucy’s memoir writing can be read as
the inadequacy of language as home. Whereas Jane completes her full “portrait” in the
autobiography in the mastery of her position as narrator to take up her history (unlike, in this
regard, from her chalk drawing of herself), and thereby completes her identity with herself in the
manipulation of time so that it meets up with itself, Lucy repeatedly slides away from herself,
both as content-story and in time. That is, a continuity is accomplished between Jane as character
and as narrator through the mediation of a language. For Lucy, the roles of character and narrator
are disjunct. Jane’s artistic and narrative abilities point to the possibility of achieving her own
identity through the creation of some object in the world that is hers, whether in her claim to
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Edward Rochester as her equal in spirit or in the consummation of her life as her book. Jane
Eyre is the unity of Jane’s adventure in self-determination, a testament or proof to the forces of
the subject. In Villette, there can be for Lucy only a mechanical reproduction, and the memoir
that is the novel fails to find the center that should hold it together.
If the subject cannot force some expression of herself into the world, if there is no
possibility of intervening in the world, the world of things is rendered an untouchable spectacle.
Things hover uncannily out of reach, refusing to be grasped or to retreat. Of course, there was
more stuff than ever when Charlotte Brontë wrote Villette. As critics have noted, the novel’s
preoccupation with things 104 should be read in light of the rise of bourgeois commodity culture,
culminating in the Great Exhibition in the Crystal Palace of 1851, which Brontë repeatedly
visited despite protestations that she could muster no enthusiasm for it. Eva Badowska and
Kathryn Crowther both situate Lucy’s navigation of subjectivity in terms of the overwhelming
proliferation of stuff: “Villette is written at a moment of historical crisis when the bourgeois
interior seems so unquestionably real that it is possible to imagine oneself, in a fit of cultural
nostalgia, as in danger of losing interiority – literally, losing one’s mind – under the pressure of
things” (Badowska 1518). “One of the narrative’s primary concerns is how to preserve individual
subjectivity in the face of the overwhelming proliferation of commodities (Crowther 133). In
Villette the accumulation of things is not just a storehouse of menacing commodities but a
second order constitution of absence: of meaning; of an Ur-ground; of God as the divine
intention that subtends the world. Without a ground, what is left over are alienated things that
interrupt, that pile up, the fall-out from the dismantling of the theological world.

Villette is called Choseville during the carriage ride to the school after the party at the Hôtel Crécy (Villette 408),
a “mistake” from the original manuscript. The editors of the Clarendon edition of Villette, Rosengarten and Smith,
suggest that the mistake indicates the possibility that Choseville was Villette’s previous name. Certainly, the name
Thing-City is evocative of Villette’s concern and anxiety with surfaces and objects.
104
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Take this strange passage that Badowska and Crowther examine – a passage that Hegel
would certainly condemn as a “collection of individual traits which do not arise from the subjectmatter” – in which Lucy Snowe awakes from a fainting-fit in an unknown place: “[the] divorced
mates, Spirit and Substance … greeted each other, not in an embrace, but a racking sort of
struggle” (Villette 237):
[A]s I gazed at the blue arm-chair, it appeared to grow familiar; so did a certain scrollcouch, and not less so the round centre-table, with a blue-covering, bordered with
autumn-tinted foliage; and, above all, two little footstools with worked covers, and a
small ebony-framed chair, of which the seat and back were also worked with groups of
brilliant flowers on a dark ground.
Struck with these things, I explored further. Strange to say, old acquaintance were all
about me, and ‘auld lang syne’ smiled out of every nook. There were two oval miniatures
over the mantel-piece, of which I knew by heart the pearls about the high and powdered
‘heads’, the velvets circling the white throats, the swell of the full muslin kerchiefs, the
pattern of the lace sleeve-ruffles. Upon the mantelshelf there were two china vases, some
relics of a diminutive tea service, as smooth as enamel and as thin as egg-shell, and a
white centre ornament, a classic group in alabaster, preserved under glass. Of all these
things I could have told the peculiarities, numbered the flaws or cracks, like any
clairvoyant. Above all, there was a pair of handscreens, with elaborate pencil drawings
finished like line engravings; these, my very eyes ached at beholding again, recalling
hours when they had followed, stroke by stroke and touch by touch, a tedious, feeble,
finical, school-girl pencil held in these fingers, now so skeleton-like. (Villette 238-239)
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Lucy’s eyes encounter a series of things that becomes increasingly familiar, to the point of her
likening herself to a clairvoyant in knowing them, and ending in a pair of screens decorated by
her own hands. Yet the things refuse to resolve themselves into a moment for subjectivity’s
reconciliation with itself; her “very eyes ache” – no small complaint for a wandering eye. The
familiarity of the objects provokes not recognition, but confusion:
Where was I? – not only in what spot of the world, but in what year of our Lord? For all
these objects were of past days, and of a distant country. Ten years ago I bade them goodbye; since my fourteenth year they and I had never met. I gasped audibly, ‘Where am I?’
… Had a Genius stooped his dark wing down the storm to whose stress I had
succumbed, and, gathering me from the church-steps, and ‘rising high into the air’, as the
Eastern tale said, had he borne me over land and ocean, and laid me quietly down beside
a hearth of Old England? But no; I knew the fire of that hearth burned before its lares no
more. It went out long ago, and the household gods had been carried elsewhere. (Villette
239-240)
The catalogue of familiar objects occupies a zone between meaning (non-contingency) and
alienation (contingency). While the objects are familiar, so known, they make no sense. Thus
Lucy wonders not only where but when she is, confronted as she is with a hearth that no longer
burns, a self that has not existed for a decade, and household gods that have become homeless.
Having fallen asleep with the help of a soporific administered by an unknown nurse and
without having solved the mystery of the familiar furniture, Lucy awakes certain that she is in
Madame Beck’s pensionnat. Instead she sees more familiar objects:
I felt alarmed. Why? you will ask. … Merely this – these articles of furniture could not be
real, solid armchairs, looking-glasses, and wash-stands; they must be the ghosts of such
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articles; or, if this were denied as too wild an hypothesis … there remained but to
conclude that I had myself passed into an abnormal state of mind. …
I knew – I was obliged to know – the green chintz of that little chair. The little snug
chair itself; the carved, shining, black, foliated frame of that glass; the smooth, milkygreen of the china vessels on the stand; the very stand too, with its top of grey marble,
splintered at one corner – all these I was compelled to recognize and to hail, as last night
I had, perforce, recognized and hailed the rosewood, the drapery, the porcelain, of the
drawing room.
Bretton! Bretton! and ten years ago shone reflected in that mirror. And why did
Bretton and my fourteenth year haunt me thus? Why, if they came at all, did they not
return complete? Why hovered before my distempered vision the mere furniture, while
the rooms and the locality were gone? As to that pincushion made of crimson satin,
ornamented with gold beads and frilled with thread-lace, I had the same right to know it
as to know the screens – I had made it myself. Rising with a start from the bed, I took the
cushion in my hand and examined it. There was the cipher ‘L. L. B.’ formed in gold
beads, and surrounded with an oval wreath embroidered in white silk. These were the
initials of my godmother's name – Louisa Lucy Bretton. (Villette 241-242)
Badowska and Crowther read this scene as ending in Lucy’s recollecting of herself. “The
pincushion functions not only as a prosthesis of memory but also as an axis around which Lucy’s
subjectivity gets reconstituted. Lucy recovers not just the memory of “lost” events but her selfidentity” (Badowksa 1516). The reconstitution of subjectivity is the healing of the novel’s
fractures. “The recovery of Lucy’s memory through the recognition of these relics reconnects the
two seemingly distinct segments of the novel … restoring the novel’s unity and coherence”
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(Crowther 135). In their readings, the recovery of the past is the constitution of both Lucy’s self
and the coherence of the novel. The force of their argument lies in the parsing of anonymous
commodities against the objects marked by a personal relationship with the viewer, Lucy herself.
The screens and the pincushion, worked by Lucy’s hands, connect her to an agency that she had
been unable to exercise in Villette, the thing-city. It is as if the residuum of personality contained
in the recovered objects restarts Lucy and the novel, which had been threatened by the entropy of
commodity culture.
Lucie Armitt questions this sanguine reading of Lucy’s rediscovery of Bretton. Rejecting
the reading of wholeness, Armitt argues that in the scene “[t]he whole vision is one of
simultaneous loss and return, the return of the remembered past reinvoking her silenced origins”
(224) where the emphasis falls on the lacunae in ostensibly solid presence. Nor am I convinced
by the sanguine reading, in part because the strangeness of the first scene of awakening is
augmented by and in its repetition. There is the same cataloguing of familiar objects, the
question of how she could see the remnants of what was ten years ago in Bretton, the
deracination of the objects and so their status as “mere furniture,” the proof of the object
decorated by her own hands, ending with the cipher that contains – and also diminishes – her
own name, Lucy. The past that is invoked is as fragmented and silent as the “original” visit to
Bretton. The doubled awakening has the effect not of riddle and solution but of a turn of a
kaleidoscope: shifting furniture and unhinged descriptions, a sliding away of any sense of
emplacement or self. The list of “material from the external world” is not redeemed even “if the
heart has put itself into it and it is to express not merely something inner but the heart’s depth of
feeling” (Hegel, Aesthetics 1: 527). Nor does the confirmation that her hand has played a role
amongst these objects bring them back in relation to Lucy. The ostensibly portentous discovery
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of a vanished moment and place emphasizes the contrast between the school-girl grip and the
skeletal hand, Old England guarded by its lares and the dispersion of mere furniture. The
immediate alienated world as if carries on with its own life; Lucy Snowe cannot establish
relations with the world because she does not move through the Hegelian world of alienated
objects waiting to be recognized as the subject’s own. More, the lived world as only an apparent
world, all appearances as mere appearances, means that even the appearance of the subject is
constrained by the same rigorous insubstantiality: an empty crib announcing the double; a
haunting presence in place of a self. The initials that contain her name do not, unlike the scent of
tisane-soaked madeleine, allow the essence of Bretton to bloom again.
It neither blooms again nor disappears. The dissipation of essence leaves only the
meaningless reappearance of fragments of the lost Bretton home; what comes over and over
again is senseless repetition as the weakness of the subject. The world’s loss of transcendental
guarantees precludes the weak subject’s activity. Both the Sadean universe and Villette are
without God, but whereas the amoral Nature of the Sadean universe still allows for a principle, a
ground – even if that ground is the Nature-given desire for one’s own pleasure – that makes it is
possible to act in the world, the world of Villette is as if presided over by an evil god – the theme
latent in the beginnings of the novel, from the machinations of the epistolary in Dangerous
Liaisons to the convoluted epistemology of Tristram Shandy, that tries to find a pure, prior
principle amongst the events and things of the fallen world: the division between the apparent
world and the real world. The novel-world that confronts the weak subject is constituted by
deracinated things that leave no adequate purchase for the subject. Instead, the world persists in
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shards, in disconnected things that haunt the locus where presence should be, the person or the
place or the fundamental, original ground. 105
Hegel’s certainty that the subject comes to recognize himself in the external and alien
insofar as they are actually the externalized and alienated self takes objects to be somnolent,
Snow White waiting for the prince’s kiss to bring them back to life. In this way, the prince
himself is enriched by winning to himself what had seemed dead. Alienation becomes
appropriation. The moment of a dizzying fall into solipsism, the subject at the stage of culture –
“[The self that apprehends itself and that completes this stage of culture] apprehends nothing but
self and everything as self, i.e. it comprehends everything, wipes out the objectivity of thing and
converts all intrinsic being into a being for itself” (Phenomenology 296) – is reevaluated from
the later understanding of the true relations between self and objectivity:
Although this world has come into being through individuality, it is for selfconsciousness immediately an alienated world which has the form of a fixed and solid
reality over against it. But at the same time, certain that this world is its substance, it sets
about making it its own. It gains this power over it through culture which, looked at from
this aspect, has the appearance of self-consciousness making itself conform to reality, and
doing so to the extent that the energy of its original character and talent permits. What
appears here as the power and authority of the individual exercised over the substance,
which is thereby superseded, is the same thing as the actualization of the substance. For
the power of the individual consists in conforming itself to that substance, i.e. in
externalizing its own self and thus establishing itself as substance that has an objective

That is, atheism is the fundamental structure of the novel. See J. Hillis Miller’s introduction to The
Disappearance of God: “The lines of connection between us and God have broken down, or God himself has
slipped away from the places where he used to be. He no longer inheres in the world as the force binding together
all men and all things” (2).
105
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existence. Its culture and its own actuality are, therefore, the actualization of the
substance itself. (Phenomenology 299)
The subject’s liquidation of everything objective into the purely subjective, and the world
as immediately alienated from the subject, are moments to be overcome. The subject’s certainty
that the world is after all its own substance gives it footing to “set about making it its own.” The
individual’s conforming to substance is in fact the individual’s establishment of itself as
“substance that has an objective existence,” that is, the prior moment in which the subject’s
“actualization” is its self-objectification in the institutions and objects around him.
In contrast, Lucy’s alienation is not the simple impossibility of realizing subjective aims
in the objective world, of failing to finally grasp the sameness of substance underlying herself
and the world around her. Things refuse to lie as stepping stones to fulfill subjective recognition.
Against the Hegelian faith that I can remake the world in my image, that the objects at hand are
there to be grasped and worked, is the alienation of the subject who, faced with images and
persons from a long-ago childhood and the handiwork of youth, experiences doubles and
repetitions not as mirrors in which to attain the essence of her being but as exacerbations of her
radical poverty.

Eternal recurrence with a vengeance
In Villette, the break-up of the world is the repetitive re-constitution out of the debris,
both literal and metaphoric, but disenchanted and uncanny, of a parodic totality in the novel. 106
The fractured world can offer only the same meaninglessness over and over. Lucy runs to
London and then Villette, but even in the diminished picaresque of her adventures abroad, she is
What we see as the destruction of totality that gives rise to the novel leaves its traces on the genre as the
thwarted and persistent desire to reconstitute totality: this is the dilemma of the novel.
106
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confronted again by the world that she had left behind in England. Indeed, the fragments of the
old world constitute the “new” world of Villette. Familiar characters re-gather under new names,
and old relationships are re-contracted in even stronger forms: Bretton is “recomposed” at La
Terrasse, Ginevra turns out to be Polly’s cousin and the niece of the silly Mrs. Home, Graham is
Dr. John is Isidore is Dr. Bretton, and his childhood playmate Missy is Ms. Polly Home is
Paulina is the Countess Paulina Mary Home de Bassompierre will become his wife. 107 Eternal
recurrence with a vengeance. Each movement away from the initial catastrophe brings her back
to the same dull obscurity and frustration, to literally the same set of characters, until she ends
her narrative having essentially become the woman for whom she was once companion.
Thus, Villette is in one light a bewildering repetition of things, names, and people. To
give a small but insistent example, take the name Mary that runs through the novel: Paulina
Mary Home, Maria Marchmont, Modeste Maria Beck, Marie Broc, Justine Marie, Justine Marie
Sauveur. A superficially similar multiplication of the name Mary can be found in Jane Austen’s
Mansfield Park, in which Fanny Price’s aunt, eldest female cousin, romantic rival, and dead
sister are all Mary or Maria. However, in Austen’s novel the multiple instances of the name are a
sardonic commentary on the imbrications of money, viability, and morality. 108 In Villette there
are simply too many Maries; a meaning behind the repetition is evoked but never delivered. If
there were but two or even three Maries, an ontological or comparative relationship could be
established between the characters. Six characters with the name Mary signals something else.

One assumes that her name grows even longer when she marries Dr. John Graham Bretton.
One other point of contact between Villette and Mansfield Park should be noted: the retiring female
protagonists of both novels are requested to perform in amateur theatricals of dubious taste. Mansfield Park’s
Fanny Price insists that she cannot. Given Charlotte Brontë’s disdain for Austen’s novels, it is unsurprising that Lucy
agrees and proceeds to play the role killingly. The question of acting in the larger sense of the term is key to both
novels. Fanny Price refuses to act and the novel-world composes itself around her in accordance with a morality
that is the basis of her character (and that is sometimes seen as a deus ex machina). Lucy’s world is not so
accommodating.
107
108
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Should the different Maries be read as sharing some familial resemblance, or at least reflecting
aspects of a larger order? The repeated names are not emphasized (the women are typically
called Polly or Paulina, Miss Marchmont, Madame Beck, the cretin, and the two Justine Maries
are only fleetingly mentioned), but the very lack of emphasis casts the repetition as some
mystery. Given the ominous hand of Catholic surveillance at work in Villette, should all these
Maries be read as underlining Lucy’s exclusion from a sanctified femininity and motherhood?
But in that case, there is a strange significance in a missing Mary; Lucy is in a Catholic country
and often visits the museum in which she sees the Cleopatra and la vie d'une femme (to which
she is directed by M. Paul, who later makes a half-hearted attempt to convert her), yet there is no
mention of a Madonna. It is as if the missing Madonna generated and disseminated her absence
throughout the novel in the traces of her repeating name. 109 The lack of a transcendent principle
entails repetition insofar as no progress is possible, no meaning unfurled.
This repetition is the necessary condition of the subject of the stage of culture who can
see only himself, which is the case in romantic art. Whatever I find is disclosed as myself – a
satisfying thought for Hegel. The radical consequence that Brontë traces is the emergence of
alienated doubles wherever Lucy’s eye lands. Against the backdrop of the cultural storehouse
turned tomb, in consequence of subjectivity being reduced to seeing, unable to ground herself
even in the fantasy of an ideal-I, she undergoes the dispersion of her subjectivity into a chaos of
proxy-subjects as the novel struggles to limn something like a fundamental self: her desire for

Maksim Vak pointed me to a similar instance of this repetition based on absence, rooted in national identities,
in Dostoevsky’s Demons. Mary bifurcates into the Cyrillic Marya, the mad virgin (?) who imagines an impossible
pregnancy, and the Latin (i.e. European) Mary, whose child dies. What unites them is a problematic paternity and
failed maternity, especially troubling in light of Stepan Trofimovich’s high valuation of the Sistine Madonna. The
distribution of Mary, Maria, and Marie in Villette draws on without quite aligning with a division into national
identities (Paulina is Mary, Madame Beck and Miss Marchmont are Maria, and the cretin and the two Justines are
Marie).
109
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Graham displaced as Polly Home, her future foreshadowed by Miss Marchmont’s past, her
options for the “present” reflected in the interest-motivated relationship to Madame Beck.
Indeed, the history of the novel is littered with doubles, however we want to understand that
word; the projection or appearance of the double is always the false promise of a self that will be
reconciled to self – the consequence of the starry skies no longer guiding the steps of tottering
man; he tries instead to guide his steps by those taken by a surrogate. That is, doubles are not
merely psychological. In Villette they are not foremost projections of repressed aspects of Lucy
Snowe’s personality. They are nodes of Lucy Snowe’s surveillance, active sites of critical
reflection on potentialities – Paulina Home, Miss Marchmont, Ginevra Fanshawe, Madame
Beck, Vashti – as well as the foreclosure of possibilities in their objectification into an other. It is
not simply, as Katie Peel argues, that “[other] characters share traits with Lucy, and in
consciously developing these traits for the reader in her narration of others, and not through the
description of herself, Lucy renders the others characters her doubles. These other characters, in
other words, perform Lucyness via Lucy’s own strategy of displaced disclosure” (233).
Displaced disclosure culminates in alienation.
Lucy’s double-surrogates increasingly unmoor her, even from the refuge of her silent
observation. Her unavowed passion for Dr. John, a passion that threatens to make her chafe at
her own impotence, and subsequent retreat into routine at Madame Beck’s pensionnat produce
the vision of a nun, the protagonist of the ghost story of the pensionnat. Lucy, after being
reunited with her godmother and Graham in Villette, encounters the nun whose burial alive
recalls Lucy’s self-imposed immurement. She is first counseled by Dr. John, who thinks the nun
a hallucination produced by unhappiness and so cured by cultivating happiness – doctorly advice
that does not much console her: “I was left secretly and sadly to wonder, in my own mind,
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whether that strange thing was of this world, or of a realm beyond the grave; or whether indeed it
was only the child of malady, and I of that malady the prey” (Villette 333). As the image of her
repressed desire, the nun in turn unsettles the contours of Lucy’s sanity and the exit point to her
solipsism, her eye. 110 “Her [the nun’s] figure crossing [Lucy’s] eyes leave on them a peculiar
gleam and expression not to be mistaken” (Villette 338). When, after the re-appearance of Polly,
Lucy buries her attraction to Dr. John in the act of burying his letters to her in a hollow of the
tree at the foot of which the nun had purportedly been buried alive, she is again met by the nun
and demands to know why the nun appears to her. “She [the nun] stood mute. She had no face,
no features. All below her brow was masked with a white cloth; but she had eyes, and they
viewed me” (Villette 381). Much as Lucy stands mute and faceless to the world, the nun stands
mute and faceless to Lucy, watching her but not disclosing any answers to the meaning of her
appearances. The turn inward from the double Polly Home to the haunting by the spectral nun
produces neither the unfolding of the spiritual life of an individual man in the moments of truth
nor the mastery of subjective personality that “shows itself self-confident and self-assured”
(Hegel, Aesthetics 2: 1236), but rather repeated moments of the loss of the contours of self.
Which is to say that Lucy’s inability to grasp her doubles is simultaneous with the
impossibility of “recognizing” the external world through the ground of her subjectivity – the
remembered furniture in Mrs. Bretton’s new home in Villette. For Lucy, there is no such wealth
of substance. The denouement of the story of the nun closes the stories of the doubles begun with

The appearance of the nun recalls the weird laugh that unsettles Jane Eyre, but there the laugh is attributed to
Grace Poole. Here there is no certainty of a presence underlying the appearance. Even when Lucy and M. Paul
together encounter the nun, her appearance has the significance for both as return of the repressed: Lucy’s desire
to be desired by one she desires; M. Paul’s first love, Justine Mary, who had died in a convent after renouncing
him. Jane Eyre’s probe into the source of the laughter is an epistemological question: how does one convincingly
bring into correspondence the laugh and the stolid woman? To crib Derrida’s portmanteau, Lucy’s encounters with
the nun belong within the discourse of hauntology.
110
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the appearance of the empty crib. During a drugged adventure through Villette celebrating a
night-fête, she thinks that she sees the machinations of Madame Beck and the “secret junta”
against her relationship with M. Paul disclosed. Lucy returns to the pensionnat: “to take my
freedom [from illusions about the possibility of a relationship with M. Paul] to my chamber, to
carry it with me to bed and see what I could make of it” (Villette 566):
I had left it [my bed] void, and void should have found it. What, then, do I see between
the half-drawn curtains? What dark, usurping shape, supine, long, and strange? ... It looks
very black; I think it looks – not human. …
My head reeled, for by the faint night-lamp I saw stretched on my bed the old
phantom – the NUN. (Villette 569)
The appearance of the empty crib in Mrs. Bretton’s house tokens the surrogate-double through
and against whom Lucy can speak herself, even if only as seeing-subject. In the bed in Madame
Beck’s pensionnat, the nun as unavowed and half-killed desire has usurped the place where Lucy
thinks to come to grips with her “freedom”: the seeing-subject displaced by what she sees. On
the night before Polly leaves for Europe, Lucy invites the grieving and sleepless little girl into
Lucy’s own bed: “She came … like a small ghost gliding over the carpet” (Villette 92) and is
eventually soothed to sleep by Lucy. The small double in Lucy’s arms gives rise to questions that
can equally be applied to Lucy: “How will she get through this world, or battle with this life?
How will she bear the shocks and repulses, the humiliations and desolations, which … are
prepared for all flesh?” (Villette 93). The figure of the usurping nun in turn gives rise to the
novel’s single moment of Lucy’s unleashed rage, her explicit rebellion against the world:
I defied spectra. In a moment, without exclamation, I had rushed on the haunted couch.
Nothing leaped out, or sprang, or stirred. All the movement was mine, so was all the life,
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the reality, the substance, the force, as my instinct felt. I tore her up – the incubus! I held
her on high – the goblin! I shook her loose – the mystery! And down she fell – down all
around me – down in shreds and fragments; and I trod upon her.
… The long nun proved a long bolster dressed in a long black stole, and artfully
invested with a white veil. (Villette 569)
Having finally taken the uncanny appearance before into hand, Lucy finds not the answer to the
mystery of the nun, the secret of her feelings for Dr. John and M. Paul, but “shreds and
fragments,” mere stuff: a bolster, stole and white veil. Polly Home as double cemented Lucy’s
unfitness for interaction with the world; the nun as double mocks Lucy as meaningless as it itself
is.
Jane Eyre at one point calls herself “a wanderer on the face of the earth.” The same could
be said of Lucy Snowe. This wandering on the face of the earth, the inability to transcend terra
firma, determines the parameters for hope and knowledge. A heroine like Richardson’s Clarissa
could will herself into God’s embrace, could finally escape the earthly traps set by her family
and Lovelace, in large part because the earth sustains its relation to the sky, as in the double
meaning of Father that bridges the immanent and the divine. Lucy’s predicament is that the
earth, having suffered a catastrophe, no longer projects a transcendental principle – no
organization, no order. The phenomenology of Villette is not the Hegelian or Lukácsian narrative
of subject and object, but the dispersed self and the multiplied object, of the self become
fragmented object. It is of a protagonist, unlike the Sadean libertine, without the strength to make
a break and of a world that always catches up. Lucy travels from Bretton to London to Villette in
the hope of establishing a new life for herself. What occurs, for herself and the reader, is a
repetition of the world that she has left behind – a repetition upon repetition until the stuff of the
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world is shivered and cracked without thereby being disappeared, reduced to nothing: “existence
as it is, without meaning or aim, yet recurring inevitably without any finale of nothingness”
(Nietzsche Will to Power 35). The novel’s final act of de-creation, the storm that rages for seven
days in an inverse of the Judeo-Christian creation myth “did not cease till the Atlantic was
strewn with wrecks; it did not lull till the deeps had gorged their full of sustenance” (Villette 596)
as if merging again with primeval chaos, out of which persists the pivotal absence: Lucy Snowe.
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Chapter 3: The Responsible Subject
Kicking against the Pricks in Fyodor Dostoevsky’s The Brothers Karamazov

Although the novel forgoes the ontological guarantees of an already meaningful world,
the scholastic vision of the world as God’s book/creation, and the corresponding notion of fate as
something written into the metaphysical course of the world, it is nonetheless haunted by a sense
of fatedness. The way of the world becomes a blind causality, the inevitability of the subject’s
inability to hold himself together against the disenchanted world. The fatality that governs the
modern world becomes the history that subsumes the destinies of individuals against their will. If
the world stands ominously and destructively over and against the individual, the individual’s
destruction is approved by the course that the world must take, the history that is necessary
because the world is not perfect. As long as we are unhappy, we cannot be done with history. 111
The malevolent because alienated forces that stand over and against the novelistic subject
produces a kind of fatedness, which unfolds as the “way of the world,” the ineluctable corruption
of the world. While the end of the eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth still
saw the possibilities of history being made meaningful, of understanding history as other than the
blind determinism of a world gone awry, there were already signs of apprehension that history
could not be forced to perform that consolatory function: the eighteenth century’s fascination
with the noble savage as a criticism of culture’s increasing corruption, or nostalgia for a primeval
innocence free of the deforming practices of civilization. This anxiety might well take as its
epigraph Stephen Dedalus’ dictum that history is the nightmare from which the subject cannot
awaken.

111

Hegel, Marx, Adorno …
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Fatality: Dmitri
The difficulty is that historical causality works, at least as an explanatory force that is at
least marginally more reassuring than blind chance. Hence the importance of the Bildungsroman
as the ideal (however infrequently realized) of the nineteenth century novel. The Brothers
Karamazov, which begins with the traditional temporality of the 19th century realist novel –
biographical time – in which an abbreviated life-story of the father provides the explanations for
the dismal childhoods and difficult adulthoods of the three legitimate sons, employs a
temporality of causality, which posits an essential relationship between moments; C occurs
because it was in seed form in B, which was itself in seed form in A. The present is perpetually
pregnant and leads inexorably to the next moment. Dmitri Karamazov is a dissolute young man
because he was neglected in his childhood because the man who “saved” him from his father is
himself a shiftless liberal of the 40s, more interested in the stylized poses of revolution than in
fulfilling the responsibilities he took on when removing Dmitri from Fyodor Pavlovich’s care.
Ivan Karamazov is a skeptical intellectual because he was unable to enter into emotional
relationships with his benefactors because he was aware of his father’s total indifference to him
and to the shame of having such a father. Alyosha Karamazov is a novice because he longs for
active goodness because of the traumatic effects of his mother’s religiosity.
This temporality also underlies the crisis of the novel. Everyone can see that something
terrible must occur between Fyodor Pavlovich and Dmitri. It is foreshadowed early on, from
Zosima’s bow and Rakitin’s snide commentary on it, to the way that the impending catastrophe
pulls in all of the characters in the novel. More, the narrator-chronicler gives the horrible death of
Fyodor Pavlovich as the endpoint of the novel’s early tumult. With the knowledge that the
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arguments, sexual jealousies, and small-town intrigue will lead to the death of Fyodor Pavlovich,
everything that happens acquires implacable necessity. Alyosha will fail to watch over his
brothers; Ivan will somehow be out of the way; Dmitri will continue his drunken violent
behavior. By projecting a later event that absolutely must happen the narrator can identify the
earlier moments that are vital to the present tense of the narrative as the lynchpin between past
and future. But this pull towards a fatal denouement, the staking of the meaning of the novel’s
early events on a later event works against the novel’s search for responsibility, which oddly
takes the appearance of accident insofar as it deviates from expectations: Dmitri doesn’t kill his
father. Nonetheless, even that accident is collected into fatality. He will be arrested, tried, and
convicted for the murder he does not commit. Fatality submerges the characters so that there
seems no breaking with it. Smerdyakov even has a real fit, a severe one, just as he had
“predicted.”
Dmitri's out-of-character action is the pivot of the parricide-plot, and the clearest "break"
with a fatality that runs roughshod over the individual. Despite everything, Dmitri does not kill;
despite not killing, he will be convicted. While one of Dostoevsky’s targets in the parody of legal
justice is the reformed court system, Dmitri’s conviction for the crime he was predicted to
commit is not only Dostoevsky’s obvious disdain for the new criminal procedure in Russian but
an examination of the abdication of personal responsibility when confronted by fatality. Dmitri is
not fazed by the idea of being led; his motto could be the phrase he utters to Alyosha when there
still seems to be a chance for another outcome: “why kick against the pricks?” (Brothers
Karamazov 108). Even his decision to not murder his father is understood in terms of external
powers: “God was watching over me then” (Brothers Karamazov 393); “Whether it was
someone’s tears, or God had heard my mother’s prayers, or a bright spirit kissed me at that
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moment, I don’t know – but the devil was overcome” (Brothers Karamazov 472). Since one is in
any case fated, one's only recourse to something like responsibility is in accepting fate. The
invocation of fate at these key moments is an attempt to reconcile with it, to redeem it through
agreement with it. Towards the end of his humiliating interrogation, Dmitri dreams of peasant
women and children uselessly suffering and asks himself why they must suffer. Undergoing a
kind of (temporary) moral regeneration, he recognizes his suffering as an expiation for the
suffering of the innocent others: “It’s for the ‘wee one’ that I will go [to Siberia for a crime I did
not commit]. Because everyone is guilty for everyone else. … And I’ll go for all of them,
because there must be someone who will go for all of them. I didn’t kill father, but I must go. I
accept!” (Brothers Karamazov 591). In accepting the world's condemnation, Dmitri turns an
externally-imposed destiny into a self-inflicted destiny. There is suffering, and his gesture of
self-immolation will redeem the facticity of suffering, the way of the world.
There is something noble in this, of course, but also something fundamentally muddleheaded, as in his frantic and childish attempts to procure three thousand rubles from Samsonov,
Lyagavy, and Madame Khokhlakov. In Dmitri's gesture lurks a whiff of parody of Christ’s
sacrifice: the guilty suffering for the innocent rather than the innocent suffering for the guilty.
Christ's sacrifice instantiates a new world through its excess, its break with the logic of
retribution, so that indelible sin is transformed into the possibility of expiation and redemption.
Dmitri’s grand gesture of self-sacrifice discounts his agency, thereby eliding his real
responsibility. His willingness to suffer the condemnation of parricide despite his innocence
sidesteps actual guilt: his public humiliation of Captain Snegiryov, which has fatal consequences
for Ilyusha; his theft and retention of Katerina Ivanovna’s three thousand rubles, which he
considers the basest action of his life; his beating of his father. To take on the role of atoner for
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the murder of his father is to enter into a meaningless abstraction that cannot break with the
temporal causality that catches up Dmitri. His suffering the conviction of parricide does not
transfigure but compounds the suffering of the blasted women and children. His desire for
martyrdom is parodied in Kolya Krasotkin’s adolescent pronouncements that Dmitri’s suffering
for a crime he did not commit is somehow grand, that he will suffer for “truth,” whatever that
means in this case: “Thus he [Dmitri] will perish an innocent victim for truth! ... But though he
perish, he is happy! I am ready to envy him! ... Oh, if only I, too, could some day offer myself as
a sacrifice for truth!” (Brothers Karamazov 768). It is a useless sacrifice; whether he will or no,
the only "truth" that seems to emerge is the necessary destruction of the individual.

Hegelian amor fati: Ivan
But before the nightmare vision, the faith that it might be otherwise. Let us take a step
back. The growing importance of history preceding and fueling the rise of the novel as intimately
connected with questions of temporality and the possibilities of progress (as well as the cohering
of meaning through temporality) finds its happiest expression in the seminal Bildungsroman of
the beginning of the nineteenth century: Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit. 112 In the developing
interaction of consciousness and world, a great reconcilement of spirit and actuality takes place

Contra Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe’s assertion that “[regarding] the Phenomenology as a work of art – a sort of
“narrative tragedy” or even, in the worse of cases, a novelistic “epos,” a kind of “Odyssey of Consciousness” (135)
would be a grave error. See Josiah Royce, Judith Butler, and Jay Bernstein for arguments in favor of reading
Phenomenology in terms of the Bildungsroman. As Hyppolite argues: “[Phenomenology of Spirit] … presents itself
as a history of the soul” (10). Hegel’s recourse to a novelistic structure for the Phenomenology is not merely his
one-upping the Romantics in their (unfulfilled) project to create the new mythology of reason, the “romantic
literary absolute [that] would be the great novel of the modern world, a total book that would be the peer of
Dante, Shakespeare and Cervantes” (Critchley 110). Hegel’s notion of Spirit’s development, of a dialectic of
retrospectivity and futurity, explicates freedom in terms of Bildung, which is where the issue of his borrowing of
literary structures becomes clearer. That is, I am not arguing that Hegel wrote a Bildungsroman for the
philosophical consciousness, but that it was incumbent on Hegel to explicate the history of philosophical
consciousness in terms of the Bildungsroman.
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whose neatness stands alongside Wilhelm Meister’s integration into society and Elizabeth
Bennet’s placement at Pemberley. If the Bildungsroman in a nutshell attempts to articulate a
subject who achieves a reciprocal relationship with an at first alienated externality, who is both
sustained by and sustains a cohered world, the Phenomenology does one better in ending with a
subject who, despite the peripeteia of misplaced desires, non-recognitions, adolescent fumblings,
disappointments, and fragmentations, realizes itself to be consubstantial with the world that had
opposed and eluded it. From the beginning of consciousness to the full development of selfconsciousness as philosophical consciousness, spirit’s buoyancy and resilience carry it through
until it is all grown up. End of the illusions of time, full stop.
This is perhaps a bit glib. Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit, much as the more traditional
Bildungsroman, is after all provoked by a real need to grapple with the possibilities and
limitations of an individual’s actions, his or her involvement in a world that has not yet been
made happy. One of the strengths of Hegel’s vision of history is its overcoming of Kant’s
division between the noumenal and phenomenal worlds for ethical agency. Where Kant’s notion
of ethical decision as an intention in correspondence with the form of universal legislation, the
categorical imperative, requires that it break with the phenomenal world in which the action
takes place – offering instead some purchase for parsing the subject’s responsibility in the
evaluation of a “purity” of willing – Hegel’s focus on action requires that ethical responsibility
be parsed within the phenomenal world. The exploitation of the Bildungsroman structure for the
story of philosophical consciousness’ coming-of-age allows Hegel to overcome the noumenaphenomena separation insofar as, in bringing the moral agent into the phenomenal world, Hegel
dismantles the necessity of positing a separate, intelligible world. Moral philosophy as a
Bildungsroman is a challenge to metaphysical ethics, which deracinates the “true” (i.e.
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intelligible) subject and renders him untouchable and thus incapable of radically transforming the
world. Hegel’s critique of Kant salvages phenomenal freedom. 113
However, the locating of ethics in the phenomenal world raises the question of
teleological determination in Hegel’s philosophy. Is Spirit bound to go from A to B, and then
from B to C, all the way to Z, the end of history and full instantiation? That is, does beginning
with A guarantee attaining Z? Any teleological vision will incur these questions (e.g. the cheap
objection to Marx). Within Hegel’s philosophy, the self-contradiction or insufficiency of A is
after all what causes the emergence of B, as in the emergence of self-certainty in the break-up of
sense-certainty. In a strong version of Hegelian fatedness as the necessity of the failure of A
leading to B, what becomes of the subject’s ethical responsibility? If all actions must be
recognized as belonging to a larger network of circumstances that are outside the control of the
individual subject – A to B, B to C – what part of the action “belongs” to the subject?
One solution to the problem of responsibility lies in a softened reading of Hegelian
teleology. 114 Rather than seeing fatedness as the movement from A to B, then B to C, the
alternative reading instead sees the necessity of B from its current position C, and A from the
past position of B. Instead of taking A to determine B, which determines C, the thinking begins
with C, whose existence ratifies B, whose existence ratifies A. The key difference is that in A to
B to C, necessity is simply given, whereas in because C-B, because B-A, necessity is claimed
through an ethical act of memory. The difference appears specious in the abstract but thinking
the difference concretized in the ethical subject reveals fundamentally opposed positions. Fate as
A-B-C requires the ethical subject to uncover the beginning, the original given, for responsibility

This also shifts the place of the image of freedom from the work of art to the philosophical concept.
My argument is indebted to J.M. Bernstein’s and Allen Speight’s readings of agency in The Phenomenology of
Spirit that emphasize retrospectivity.
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for his actions to be possible. Fatedness as C-B-A articulates responsibility as the retrospective
glance rather than the disclosure of an originary given. What Hegelian dialectics articulates and
emphasizes is the importance of retrospective narrative in constructing agentive responsibility.
To gloss the Hegelian insight in Heideggerean terms, the subject is “thrown,” the grounds of his
being are not “his”; only in confirming his thrownness as his own does he come into an authentic
relation to himself and the world. One must own up to being less than what one would be, in
order to be what one is.
Something similar happens to the ethical subjects of novels. What they will increasingly
uncover is their inability to choose beginnings while nonetheless having to take responsibility for
what has happened. They have to grasp their situation. In this way they often become what they
have been destined to become from the beginning but through their willing rather than because
of fate. A good example is Dorothea Brooks’s thwarted interests in housing in the beginning of
Middlemarch, the realization of the failure of her grand ambitions in her marriage to Causabon,
and her eventual ability to create a home with Will Ladislaw once she can accept Causabon’s
will (her movingly naive resolution: “We could live quite well on my own fortune – it is too
much – seven hundred-a-year – I want so little – no new clothes – and I will learn what
everything costs” (Eliot 812)). The exposition of the historical, social, and familial elements of a
novel’s character often “sets up” a basic delineation of who the character is, but the resistance of
a character to acknowledging precisely what he has not chosen inevitably degenerates into
adolescent pouting. Lermontov’s Pechorin is a case in point; by the end of A Hero of Our Time,
his existential whining comes off as precious as Grushnitsky’s skull ring.
“Owning up” to situation is the key to the crisis-conversion plots that Alyosha, Dmitri,
and Ivan inhabit. Each faces a crisis: Alyosha’s temptation in the odor of corruption, Dmitri’s
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three torments during the interrogation, and Ivan’s three conversations with Smerdyakov.
Although the structural principle of the crisis-conversion plots exerts a strong control over the
characters’ coming into themselves, the fatality of the crisis is neutralized by an opposing
principle that demands that Dmitri and Ivan narrativize their past to account for their actions and
motivations. 115 During his interrogation, Dmitri is forced to spill the dirty secret of the stolen
money to prove his innocence. Similarly, Ivan is forced to reconsider his interactions with
Smerdyakov before the murder and is then quizzed by his demon visitor to ascertain his
culpability and the meaning of his feelings of guilt. The kind of psychological causality that
explicates Dmitri and Ivan in terms their past, both what is done to them and why they did what
they did, merges with and is then submerged in the self-conscious creation of a past. This is in
fact the crisis of their crisis-conversion plots. Can they create a narrative that adequately
explicates themselves as ethical agents? And in shaping those narratives, can they oppose the
fatality of A-B-C? The novel’s parody of social determinism (A-B-C) in Rakitin’s understanding
of the Karamazov family (itself a version of the narrator-chronicler’s biographical introduction
of the family) discloses the novel’s search for some kind of responsibility. James L. Rice’s
suggestion that “[t]he thesis of the novel is a collective guilt, from which Alesha cannot be
exempted” (Rice, “Covert Design” 355) might be reformulated as the idea that the novel’s theme
is collective responsibility. Against the fatality of the way of the world is responsibility, which is
the heart of the exchange in The Brothers Karamazov between “everything is permitted” (there is
no such thing as moral responsibility) and “everyone is guilty and I more than the others”

Given responsibility’s demand that the individual account his past, Alyosha’s exemption from this task is a
problem that I will explore later. For now, let me simply note that I suspect that it is this lack of retrospectivity,
which can appear as a lack of self-reflection, in addition to the modern distaste for radical religious epiphany such
as visits Alyosha – “He fell to the earth a weak youth and rose up a fighter, steadfast for the rest of his life”
(Brothers Karamazov 363) – that has led some readers to judge him as, in the kindest interpretation, the least
interesting brother.
115
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(collective responsibility depends on my personal responsibility). Dmitri fails insofar as he
persists in thinking in terms of fate.
Ivan’s retrospective narrative comes closer to Hegel’s vision of agentive responsibility.
After the murder when he grudgingly acknowledges banking on the certainty that Dmitri would
kill Fyodor Pavlovich, Ivan judges himself a scoundrel in his attempt to come to grips with the
unwilled consequences of his actions. Unlike Dmitri, Ivan accuses himself of a specific crime,
one that he is indeed implicated in. He does not see what has happened as a fate that he must
accept but as the consequence of his earlier exculpatory but actually self-serving distinction
between wish and action. Ivan attempts to take responsibility for his father’s murder by insisting
that, judging by consequences, he had used Smerdyakov as his agent. His account ultimately
locates responsibility as a power over others, ending in an aporia: I am responsible because no
one else can be; I am both the lowest – the true parricide – and the highest – the true parricide.
This kind of responsibility is of a piece with Ivan’s belief that he can withdraw himself. The
attempt to claim total responsibility grounds action in the solitary agent’s total power. What it
fails to acknowledge is Smerdyakov’s moral dodge; it still refuses to take seriously its reciprocal
dependence on others. When Alyosha tells Ivan that he is not the murderer, this is not an act of
forgiveness on the part of the one-time novice. It is rather an unwelcome but simple fact. Ivan is
not the murderer, no matter how much he regrets it. 116
Key to the failure of retrospective agentive responsibility is an inability to deal with
accidents. Smerdyakov would not have murdered Fyodor Pavlovich had Dmitri not so loudly and

One way to parse Ivan’s guilt that would in no way contradict his assessment is that he is guilty, not of
murdering his father, but of not murdering his father. “True” responsibility, according to this logic, should have
made him anticipate and negate the possibility of his brother’s crime by committing it himself: the sacrifice of
one’s innocence for another. Guilt can only be avoided by becoming guilty. This paradox functions as the rather
silly though stylish conclusion of Robert Altman’s Gosford Park, and is the ambiguous anguish of Kiyoshi
Kurosawa’s more interesting film Bright Future.
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insistently proclaimed that he would get three thousand rubles out of his father by hook or crook,
had Ivan not suddenly announced that he would go to Chermashnya after all, had Alyosha only
remembered to find Dmitri after his meeting with Ivan. Without these accidents, Smerdyakov
might not have killed, but it is not because of these accidents that he kills. The murder of Fyodor
Pavlovich emphasizes the necessity of taking on, not only what is both not the subject’s own yet
nonetheless constitutes his being, but of taking on the merely contingent – to transform accident
into necessity: amor fati. 117 The fact of accident is a blow to the ethical subject as painful as the
Darwinian blow against man’s divine heritage or the Freudian blow against self-confident
consciousness that knows itself. One recourse against accident is to turn it into the workings of
an external agency, which is what Dmitri does. This recourse undermines the agent’s sense of his
own power. The other recourse is to interpret accident as unfolding a masterful intention, as Ivan
does in accusing himself of ordering Smerdyakov to murder Fyodor Pavlovich. Ivan, in contrast
with Dmitri, is all about kicking pricks, often rather literally; he several times knocks down or
shoves others, from Maximov to the drunken peasant. Being a parricide is more tolerable than
the notion that one is caught up in events. Ivan recounts to Alyosha the devil’s taunts concerning
Ivan’s decision to confess in court: “And do you think you’ve really decided? No, you haven’t
decided yet. … But you will go all the same, and you know you will go, you know yourself that
no matter how much you try to decide it, the decision no longer depends on you. You will go
because you don’t dare not to” (Brothers Karamazov 654). This is a blow to the pride of the
agent, which Ivan tries to buttress with contempt: “tomorrow I’ll go, stand before them, and spit
in all their faces!” (Brothers Karamazov 654). “But the thought is one thing, the deed is another,
and another yet is the image of the deed. The wheel of grounds does not roll between them”
To be clear, I mean Hegelian amor fati and not Nietzschean amor fati, which is a different beast. The former
justifies the past; it relies on digestion. The latter affirms the future.
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(Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra 33). Ivan finds the idea of the deed that he can live with and
then projects the deed and the motivating thought only after the fact. Whether in submission to or
struggle with the pricks, agentive responsibility is constantly caught up in its own insufficiency.
Of course, there is something intuitively right about an ethics in which the subject must
be willing to construct a clearer story of his action in light of the consequences that develop from
it. Since the subject is concerned not only with his intention as it may be uncovered in “original”
motivations and desires but also with the action as part of a larger situation involving institutions
and other subjects, the flexibility of an ethics that encourages – necessitates – considering an
action as a piece of its context within an unfolding world liberates moral considerations from the
empty formalism of Kantian ethics. The danger, however, is that as ethical agents we bank on the
future. Part of the difficulty is in knowing at what point to take a retrospective glance. C-B-A
necessitates a temporary cessation, if only theoretical, of A-B-C so that one has breathing room
to look back and claim what has happened as one’s own. Is it possible to hold off for a moment,
to wait for D-E-F? Even the softened version of Hegelian fatedness in the Phenomenology
culminates in a dream of an absolute end, an absolute revelation from which all past being is
organized and comprehended through an endpoint as rigorous as any dogmatic postulate of pure
origin. 118 Thus the radical break between Spirit coming to itself and Spirit fully instantiated. The
problem may be that the moment of accounting makes two demands on the subject: on the one
hand, the retrospective glance that takes on the challenge of responsibility; on the other hand, the
forward flow of time that calls a priori for responsibility’s revision.

118
Here I depart from Jay Bernstein’s reading of Phenomenology of Spirit, which offers an almost Nietzschean
Hegel in eschewing an absolute end.
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However, it is precisely the banking on a future clarification or modification inherent in
the Hegelian ethical understanding that threatens to undo ethics by turning the future into a
justification for the present and past. 119 Ivan’s tirade against the necessity of suffering as the
foundation for a future harmony pinpoints this danger: “why should my sufferings be the manure
for the future?” There is no justification for the relationship between pregnant present and
fulfilled future. The danger is the temptation to put off acting on a good intention since the future
is always waiting in the wings to rewrite wrongs committed now. This is the danger that runs
throughout Dostoevsky’s post-Siberia work: the underground man’s shaming of the prostitute for
her own, later, edification; Raskolnikov’s thesis of future good as the justification for murdering
the pawnbroker; Pyotr Stepanovich’s incitement of political mayhem to found a mystical golden
age with Stavrogin as a Pretender-king; Arkady Dolgoruky’s retention of a blackmailing letter to
“save” everyone later on, whatever that actually looks like. Such justifications pile up in The
Brothers Karamazov. Katerina Ivanovna plans to “pay back” Dmitri all his life for his generosity
in letting her leave his room with her virginity intact so that her rather imperious handling will
end in their mutual salvation. Dmitri keeps waiting for the miracle that will turn his dramatragedy into a salvation play. Perhaps the most telling instance: after his last visit with
Smerdyakov, Ivan plans to announce the real murderer even if this means exposing his
cowardice and complicity in his father’s murder. With this decision made and “a sort of joy now
descended into his soul” (Brothers Karamazov 633), he encounters an unconscious peasant
whom he had knocked down and saves the man from freezing to death. While Ivan certainly
provides succor for the one in need, he is also motivated by the desire to put off for a little longer
the humiliation of linking his name with Smerdyakov’s in the unsavory spectacle that has ensued
This is separate, although related, to the issue of justifying the present – the unfair but understandable cartoon
image of Hegel’s Elements of the Philosophy of Right as a panegyric to the Prussian state.
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after his father’s murder. The particular good deed of saving the peasant masks the omission,
which can well be afforded since the future is still not here. “Accident” intervenes: Smerdyakov
kills himself. Ivan’s future good deed, put off, becomes impossible.

The supplement: Smerdyakov
Phenomenology of Spirit and The Brothers Karamazov are concerned with something
like a universal responsibility, but the crucial difference between the two is in their respective
understandings of the relations between part and whole. That the narrative of philosophical
consciousness and the Bildung of a novelistic hero are fundamentally the same: the growth of the
tree, the growth of a man, the growth of philosophical consciousness – this is Hegel’s wager.
Phenomenology of Spirit is a narrative that exceeds the individual while assuming that the
individual’s life-narrative and the historical-narrative have similar contours. Simply put, spirit
always transcends the particular identity in which it finds itself at any point in history. Thus, the
different stages of development reveal themselves as masks; whether spirit knows itself as
Antigone, Don Quixote, Rameau’s nephew, these names resolve and dissolve themselves. The
particular identity unfolds and configures itself as whole, but at the very moment in which it
seems to have attained its aims it comes into conflict with itself, revealing itself as part and not
the Absolute. Having absorbed the content of the names, spirit can come into full identity in
Absolute Spirit, the last name that will disclose itself as the secret name that has, from the final
perspective, motivated all of history. At each stage of its development, spirit is led on by a
phantasmal notion of the whole that exceeds it, and that it itself is. The asymptotic relationship of
part and whole – part ever approaching and whole ever retreating – is the forward movement.
The backward movement, Spirit’s retrospective accounting for itself, works by converting every
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particular passed through – its representation in a partial existence – into self-knowledge –
possession of its in-itself and for-itself. The double action of spirit moving forward piecemeal
and spirit looking back over itself as it recovers those seemingly lost moments is precisely what
allows spirit to have passed through the particular instantiation and emerge into a new
instantiation that grasps that much more. Spirit takes up its past self as simultaneously murdered
forbear and inheritance – a cannibal’s mourning-feast. At the moment that spirit will have been
the parts that failed to be wholes, it will itself be the whole that has pulsed in latency throughout
the play of history.
The Brothers Karamazov is similarly concerned with an identity that is more than that of
the individual – not the single brother, but the eponymous brothers. That is, the name does not
“represent” any particular brother, whose conversion plot becomes a substance to be absorbed.
The trials of the Karamazov brothers enact the transformation of its guiding name from
indicating buffoonery, “insect sensuality,” parricidal desire, and culminates in its affirmation.
Both Phenomenology of Spirit and The Brothers Karamazov end with a name: Absolute Spirit
and Karamazov. However, in The Brothers Karamazov the last call of the motivating name does
not subsume the individualities of the bearers of the name; rather, they are consummated in their
singularity. We should be reminded here of Levinas’ critique of Hegelian (and Heideggerean)
philosophy – not ontology but ethics first – and Adorno’s critique of Hegel’s dialectic, whose
one-way spiraling movement makes use of the particular to attain the universal. Levinas puts
forward the ethical relation as a way to short-circuit the Hegelian C-B-A, which always tends
toward an ontology of the winners of history; the last moment of the dialectic encompasses and
evaluates the prior moments so that the subject is explicable after his particularity is recovered as
an accomplished fact. This is essentially Adorno’s view that Hegelian dialectics stops short. The
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movement towards an expansive, concretized identity of universality uses the particular without
liberating it; its being becomes merely the part-identity of its function in the universal. For both
Levinas and Adorno, Hegelian reconciliation requires the erasure of the particular. To play on
Stephen Dedalus’ witticism, spirit and world through reciprocal transubstantiality achieve
consubstantiality, but the lingering doubt is that individuals are relegated to mere
subsubstantiality.
Dostoevsky’s response to this Hegelian vision 120 is a novel in which the whole of
transindividual becoming is not the unfolding of a quasi-Platonic Idea of a Family. For
Dostoevsky, the notion of totality is a wound that must be suffered, not the comedy of selfsatisfaction in Absolute Knowledge. In the novel the whole – “Karamazov” – is not an essence
awaiting manifestation, a conceptual cluster becoming articulated, a becoming that motivates
itself towards full – true – being. The Hegelianian spirit’s exceeding of itself, the relation
between part and whole, as self-mediation in the surpassing of itself towards consubstantial
knowing and being, is what The Brothers Karamazov opposes. The novel’s vision of whole-part
reverses the priority of the terms in Hegel’s movement of potentially infinite aggrandizement.
The part does not “feed into” the whole. Instead, the concretized part completes the whole in its
difference from it: the abjected “brother” Smerdyakov.
As Vladimir Kantor argues: “It is … worth remembering that we have here a novel about
the brothers Karamazov, where each possesses his own life motif and ideational motif, and that
this novel is not about three brothers but four” (191). While Kantor’s criticism of readings of

I do not mean to suggest that Dostoevsky was explicitly responding to Phenomenology of Spirit. For a brief
overview of Dostoevsky’s possible knowledge of Hegel’s philosophy, see Malcolm V. Jones’s “Some Echoes of
Hegel in Dostoevsky”. While there is doubt that Dostoevsky was actually acquainted with Hegel’s works,
nonetheless Hegel’s philosophy was inescapable for nineteenth century thinking about history, especially for the
Russian intelligentsia of Dostoevsky’s generation, raised as it was on German Idealism and Romanticism.
120
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Smerdyakov as Ivan’s “obedient tool” (191) is a salutary reminder of Smerdyakov’s own
responsibility, I am less sure of Smerdyakov as a secret Karamazov brother. Smerdyakov may
be 121 a biological brother, but the novel as a whole certainly does not provide the breadth of “life
motif and ideational motif” for Smerdyakov as it does for Dmitri, Ivan, and Alyosha. Olga
Meerson’s analysis of Smerdkyakov’s place in the novel pinpoints the difficulty of thinking four
brothers: “The chief taboo in The Brothers Karamazov is on the idea that Smerdiakov is the
fourth son of Fedor Pavlovich – or more precisely, equal to the other brothers in his bloodsonship” (183). 122 While Meerson examines this taboo in relation to the notion of spiritual
brotherhood, the question of Smerdyakov’s relationship to the Karamazov family is left
ambiguous insofar as her notion of “magnetic immunity around any designation of himself as
one of the brothers” (187) conflates internal and external rejection. It is not simply that the novel
puts a ban on the idea of Smerdyakov’s brotherhood and that Smerdyakov affirms the ban by
denying his relationship to the Karamazov family. Rather, he is somewhere in between (although
not quite), both brother and not brother. This holds for the family as well. His relationship to the
Karamazovs is mutually parasitic. In this regard, Gary Saul Morson’s suggestion that
Smerdyakov “is the eternally liminal, and his power is the power of margins” (“Verbal
Pollution” 235) illuminates Smerdyakov’s supplemental relation to the “whole” Karamazov
family – a family without women, and so already an incomplete family.
Smerdyakov is the supplement-child for a child who suffered from a supplement – born
with six fingers. The death of the monster-child is overwritten by the birth of Smerdyakov, but

Maybe, but not certainly.
To Meerson’s thought-provoking analysis of the taboo of Smerdyakov-as-brother, I would add the novel’s
resolute silence about Ivan, Alyosha, and Smerdyakov’s being raised together by Grigory and Marfa in the servants’
quarters. What does it mean that the three “brothers” who shared a childhood, however briefly, meet as
strangers? Especially in light of the importance of retrospective accounting for attaining maturity.
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rather than healing the wounding absence he merely repeats it: the dragon’s substitution by the
moral “monster” (Brothers Karamazov 124). While he does not heal, he does cohere. Much as
his mother had been informally adopted by the townspeople in her capacity as holy fool, serving
as a litmus test to distinguish insider and outsider – a new governor is scandalized by her but
everyone else loves her; he is quickly gone – so does Smerdyakov as orphaned infant create
communal bonds. As Grigory tells Marfa Ignatievna when handing her the infant: “God’s orphan
is everyone’s kin, all the more so for you and me” (Brothers Karamazov 100). The sense of
Smerdyakov’s community-building role is given expression in his name. His given name, Pavel
(Paul – the little or humble one), 123 besides alluding to Fyodor Pavlovich, is part of his maternal
inheritance from Lizaveta, who was a “wee bit” shy of five feet. This “wee” also aligns
Smerdyakov with the wee ones of Dmitri’s dream. As the little one, Pavel is the metonymy for
the suffering “Russian folk” that he despises and rejects, but that instantly recognizes him: “as if
by unspoken agreement everyone began calling him Fyodorovich” (Brothers Karamazov 100).
Somehow “everyone” is in on the secret of his identity, despite the impossibility of the secret’s
dissemination. In entering the community, Smerdyakov coheres it as a community in the know.
This recognition – whether correct or mistaken does not matter – of Smerdyakov as
Fyodorovich puts him in the odd position of being both the son of Fyodor Pavlovich and yet not
the brother of Dmitri, Ivan, and Alyosha. Fyodor Pavlovich sees to that by inventing the orphan’s
family name “Smerdyakov”: he is not a Karamazov brother. It is this extraneous character that

It should be noted that neither Fyodor Pavlovich nor Grigory choose Pavel as Smerdyakov’s name. Christian
names in Russian Orthodoxy are given by the priest performing the baptism. Name-choices are determined by the
calendar day on which the baptism takes place. While there are a number of choices on every date, there are
typically only one or two “central” names, the others belonging to more obscure saints.
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marks him as the chosen son. 124 Through the mediation of Grigory’s adoption (an adoption that
does not “take”; he does not become a Kutuzov), a reversal of the legitimate brothers’
abandonment by Fyodor Pavlovich and quasi-adoption by Grigory before being taken away,
Smerdyakov as supplement-child calls forth whatever of filial inclination exists in Fyodor
Pavlovich. Smerdyakov is the one who is retained, defended and fussed over, educated, even
loved “for some reason” (Brothers Karamazov 126). (While Alyosha’s “perfectly natural” love
for his father astounds and softens Fyodor Pavlovich, he does not love Alyosha as a son but as a
person who does not judge him. His love for Alyosha, unlike his love for Smerdyakov, is
motivated.) Smerdyakov’s presence signals the hidden, inverted image of the father: the lecher
become eunuch, Fyodor Pavlovich executed in and later by Pavel Fyodorovich. In the early
episode “The Old Buffoon” Fyodor Pavlovich at one point muddles father and son: “Verily, I am
a lie and the father of a lie! Or maybe not the father of a lie, I always get my texts mixed up; let’s
say the son of a lie, that will do just as well!” (Brothers Karamazov 44). Grigory connects
Smerdyakov to this conflation of father and son in the devil when he tells Marfa Ignatievna that
the infant is born “of the devil’s son” (Brothers Karamazov 100). Fyodor Pavlovich’s confusion
of as to whether he is a father or a son is instantiated in the birth of the devil’s son. Fyodor is
Pavlovich (the son of Pavel) as Pavel is Fyodorovich (the son of Fyodor). As such Smerdyakov
is the “true” son of the father, and both will be struck down by the same hand.
In the open secret of his identity, Smerdyakov exerts a malevolent power in his attempts
to transfer allegiance from Fyodor Pavlovich to Ivan through the show of forced loyalty to

Robin Feuer Miller notes in passing that Alyosha is like the fairytale “simpleton compared to his older brothers”
(Worlds of the Novel, 17). I would add that there is a variation of the fairy-tale structure in which the eldest child is,
despite being ugly and ill-mannered, the beloved of the parent. That there are three legitimate brothers and the
“beloved” is the (conceptually and narratively fourth) illegitimate child illuminates the working of supplemental
logic in The Brothers Karamazov.
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Dmitri. In one sense this is a quest to create a paternal lineage for himself, as when he mistakenly
speaks of Napoleon I as the father of Napoleon III (Brothers Karamazov 225); he sees fathers
because that is what he lacks. Suffering a wound for having come from “Stinking Lizaveta
without a father” (Brothers Karamazov 224) as he puts it to Maria Kondratievna, 125 Smerdyakov
wounds the father who will not acknowledge him in a version of Fyodor Pavlovich’s buffoonantics in which the contempt of the other becomes the contempt for the other. His theft of the
three thousand rubles that Dmitri feels is owed to him by his father is Smerdyakov’s claiming his
inheritance, that is, of his right of belonging within the Karamazov family. 126 Towards the end of
the novel, it is his illegitimate encroachment that draws together the legitimate brothers; however
else they may be at cross-purposes, they all eventually point to Smerdyakov as the lackey, as not
a Karamazov. This is more than a plot point or instance of ethical failure. While some critics
have read the Karamazov brothers in terms of the Christian trinity or the tripartite Platonic soul,
these readings fail to take into account Smerdyakov’s essential role. 127 The ostensibly selfsufficient trinity of the legitimate brothers is made possible only through the fourth notbrother. 128 Smerdyakov’s (suspected) paternity is the non-secret that opens and manipulates the

It should be noted that the widow of the merchant Kondratiev, assumingly unrelated to Maria, arranges for
Lizaveta to give birth in her house, although Lizaveta escapes. The repetition of a name from the mother’s story in
this scene of courtship suggests a variant of Oedipal desire, one experienced as rage, that requires the ritual
humiliation of the love-object.
126
The novel that precedes The Brothers Karamazov, The Adolescent, is the story of the bastard Arkady
Dolgoruky’s anguished relationship with his name and biological father. Arkady’s first “introduction” of himself to
the reader begins with a comic aside on how much he has hated and been haunted by the idiocy of his (legal)
name, which is embedded in a national history that it has nothing to do with (the House of Dolgorukov). For the
illegitimate son the process of coming into his name is doomed.
127
For example, David S. Cunningham argues that “[p]recisely because they are three brothers in one family,
Dostoevsky is able to shift the reader’s attention away from the individual consciousness of the ‘hero’, towards a
simultaneous recognition of unity and difference” (145).
128
A comparison with Dumas’ Three Musketeers, with which Dostoevsky was familiar, is possible. Dumas saw the
three Musketeers as the holy trinity and D’Artagnan, who is not a Musketeer until the end of the novel but through
his adventures instantiates the triumvirate of the Musketeers, as the modern will. The self-sufficiency of the trinity
is no longer possible in the modern world; it must be supplemented by the individual will.
125
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plot, which first draws the brothers together. He plays Fyodor Pavlovich, maneuvers Dmitri into
homicidal jealousy, commits the murder, baits Ivan, corrupts Ilyusha, and ultimately ends in a
parody of self-sufficiency that’s rather a masterpiece of passive-aggressive posturing by the
supplement in relation to the whole: “I exterminate my life by my own will and liking, so as not
to blame anybody” (Brothers Karamazov 651). 129
Smerdyakov as the encroaching supplement – acting out Dmitri’s threat, and putting the
ethical challenge attributed to Ivan to the test – is in fact the great challenge of taking
responsibility in and for one’s name. Smerdyakov’s asymptotic approach to the name
“Karamazov” is his responsibility-evading resistance to his situation, which is enclosed in his
name. Names are the markers through which the “I” enters into a situation: before I am, I am this
name. We might think of the moment in childhood when the child wishes for a different name.
This can take the form of belatedness – I wish my parents had given me this other name – or of
futurity – from now on call me this name. This moment is an early dissatisfaction with
thrownness: in the act of choosing a different name for itself, the child wills that it will have been
and will be a different child. In The Brothers Karamazov, Smerdyakov’s resistance to situation is
expressed in a rage against the blighted and blighting maternal lineage instantiated in his name,
but this misconceives the nature of the trap set in the whole of the name. Not only is Smerdyakov
not a Karamazov, he is a Paul. The conversion of Saul by the miraculous vision of the
resurrected Christ is one form of the problem of belief running throughout Dostoevsky’s postSiberia works. Early in The Brothers Karamazov the narrator-chronicler says of Alyosha that he

For an analysis of the language of the suicide note, see Yannis Kakridis’ “Smerdjakov’s Suicide Note.” He notes
that there are two readings of the suicide note: “[The] second reading of Smerdjakov’s suicide is not just distinct,
but in fact quite opposed to the first: the first denies its autor’s [sic] wish to blame anybody, the second is an
indirect accusation” (147).
129
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is a realist and that “[in] the realist, faith is not born from miracle, but miracles from faith. Once
the realist comes to believe, then, precisely because of his realism, he must also allow for
miracles” (Brothers Karamazov 26). 130 The challenge to Alyosha’s faith is that though he
believes the miracle does not happen, and it is equally the challenge to Smerdyakov as Pavel,
that he “believes” (commits the murder) but the miracle fails (a new life is not thereby made
possible). He is the Paul for whom there was no resurrection, as he is a Fyodor-ovich without a
father.
Smerdyakov the “contemplator” is an apostle looking for his Christ, instead of whom he
finds an Ivan (John – John the Baptist). This name-play reflects back on Ivan’s unexplained
return to Skotoprigonyevsk. Is he looking for apostles? According to all accounts, he certainly
takes an unexpected interest in “teaching” Smerdyakov. As Olga Meerson quips, “Ivan is no
Jesus, but Smerdiakov is related to him by discipleship – the way Jesus’ disciples are related to
Him” (206). 131 What is missing, however, is Christ, the miracle of embodiment. Let us return to
Hegel to tease out the consequences of the notion of Christ as the promise of the whole:
The reconciliation of the spirit with itself, the absolute history, the process of the truth, is
brought to our view and conviction by the appearance of God in the world. The simple
heart of this reconciliation is the coalescence of absolute essentiality with the individual
human subject; an individual man is God, and God is an individual man. This implies that
the human spirit, in its Concept and essence, is implicitly true spirit, and every individual
subject, therefore, as man, has the infinite vocation and importance of being one of God’s

The simple opposition is between Alyosha as doubting Thomas who already believes and Smerdyakov as Paul
who requires the miracle to be converted.
131
Meerson analyses the parodic repetition of biblical phrases and phraseology to establish this relation. I would
add that Smerdyakov and Ivan’s disciple-master relationship needs to also be thought in light of their names. It is
not that their relationship parodies the Christ-disciple relation but that their relationship revolves around a missing
Christ.
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purposes and being in unity with God. But on this account man is all the same faced with
the demand that he give actuality to this his Concept which at first is purely implicit, i.e.
that he make union with God the goal of his being, and achieve it. … This is possible for
him only because that unity is the original fact, the eternal basis of human and divine
nature. … It is on account of this moment of individuality [in Christ’s incarnation] that in
Christ every individual has a vision of his own reconciliation with God which in its
essence is no mere possibility; it is actual and therefore has to appear in this one man as
really achieved. (Aesthetics 1: 534)
The incarnation of Christ is the echo of the “original fact” of “unity.” In the incarnation, man
sees and is convinced of being both the individual man and, implicitly, true spirit. That
(revealed) religion will be supplemented by art and then surpassed in philosophy in no way
diminishes the importance of incarnation. In terms of the part-whole movement of spirit’s
development discussed above, the achievement of Christ’s incarnation signals the original fact of
unity that motivates the infinite vocation of the individual man as part to explicate the true spirit
that he is, the whole.
The Brothers Karamazov offers its own version of Christ in Ivan’s unwritten prose poem,
a Christ who does not signify the unified whole, the consummation of the end of time, but is his
own supplement. Where Hegel takes the already-happened incarnation as a pledge for the future
achievement of wholeness and unity in Absolute Spirit, The Brothers Karamazov offers a belated
incarnation as an absence, a wound, in the fabled originary whole. The Grand Inquisitor is quick
to point out that Christ’s coming cannot “do” anything: Christ cannot add to what he has already
given without violating what he has given. The miracle of incarnation, once given, cannot be
emended without betraying itself as insufficient, as a false miracle. The resurrection was the
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promise of radical transfiguration, but Christ did not come and redeem the earth. His absence
required Catholicism as a supplement to the failure of the original, a reckoning with Christ’s gift
of freedom turned into a burden. The core of the Grand Inquisitor’s rage against Christ is that the
promise of consummation was not kept and that the Catholic Church had to betray Christ to
begin the work of fulfilling his promise – the Grand Inquisitor’s mission to transform the here
and now of earthly existence into a totality. In light of this mission, the supplement is in fact an
insulting injustice, a reminder of the failure of the eschatological vision. In turning away Christ,
the Grand Inquisitor attempts to erase the supplemental nature of the Church and substitute it as
the original whole in the completion of the Tower of Babylon.
As Ivan’s fantasy, the Grand Inquisitor’s quixotic task of substituting supplement for
original is an ironic commentary on the intensity of the supplement’s search for an original with
which it can become one. John the Baptist cannot become who he is without the apostle who is
also master. Hegel’s dialectical movement of part and whole requires the having-been of Christ’s
incarnation to explicate man’s “infinite vocation” as ultimately aimed at the wholeness to be
achieved through Spirit’s knowledge and instantiation of itself. Ivan’s prose poem and the
disquisition on the ethical necessity to refuse divine harmony concern the coming of Christ, the
absence (of justice, harmony, will) that provokes a disproportionate adjunct. The missing whole
figured as the silent Jesus within the poem is articulated as the absence of Christ within the
relationship between Ivan-John and Smerdyakov-Paul. What comes to complete the failed whole
itself fails to adequately meet and heal the whole: the Catholic Church to the gift of freedom;
Smerdyakov to Grigory and Marfa’s family; Smerdyakov’s apostle-as-lackey to Ivan
Karamazov. The “whole,” cohered by the supplement-part’s difference from it, cannot be
completed by it. That is, the relation of part and whole cannot be resolved in unity despite the
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straining of the supplement to dissolve itself in a fabled original. The supplement is this always
thwarted desire for total identity. Thus of all the brothers, Smerdyakov is the one who stakes his
whole existence on the possibility of miracle wrought by his own actions: he will see the miracle
because he believes.
Pavel Smerdyakov will destroy the boundaries that separate him from the family by
taking on crucial aspects of the three brothers: rejection of universal morals (Ivan), belief in
miracle (Alyosha), action of parricide (Dmitri). For Smerdyakov, the belief in miracle is so
strong that when Dmitri fails to kill Fyodor Pavlovich, he takes the miracle into his own hands.
Having aligned himself ideologically with Ivan – posited a stable pedagogical and quasireligious relationship between himself and the Karamazov brother who “disinterestedly” takes an
interest in him – Smerdyakov projects his own desires on Ivan, completing their identification
with each other, at least for himself. The identity is threatened by Dmitri’s failure to commit
murder, forcing Smerdyakov to supplement the sequence of events in such a way that everything
falls out as it was to have had: Dmitri is suspected, arrested, and found guilty in the destiny that
was hinted at by the early part of the novel. Smerdyakov substitutes himself for the deficient
brother. But with that action he erases the necessity of his own being. The supplement, folded
into fatality, disappears himself. This is the irony of the prosecutor’s ventriloquization of
Smerdyakov in his summation: “[H]anging himself, he left a note, written in his own peculiar
style: ‘I exterminate myself by my own will and liking, so as not to blame anybody.’ It would
have cost him nothing to add: ‘I am the murderer, not Karamazov’” (Brothers Karamazov 712).
Russian syntax and grammar make this imagined statement’s ambiguity more pointed: “убийца
я, а не Карамазов” (Братья Карамазовы 15: 141) (ubiytsa ya, a ne Karamazov) (murderer
(am) I, and not Karamazov). Within the phrase “I am the murderer, not Karamazov” lurks
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another: “I am a murderer, but not a Karamazov.” 132 It is as a Karamazov that Smerdyakov kills,
and because Smerdyakov is not a Karamazov that he is the murderer. He kills himself in a last bit
of aggressive identification, tearing himself from the cup as Ivan once told Alyosha that he
would. 133

Names
Names then act much as the good and wicked fairies of fairytales, whose promises can be
modified but not broken. The situation-instantiating force of the name is a violence against the
individual. This throws light on Hegel’s procedure in The Phenomenology of Spirit, in which the
various stages of development are recovered in the retrospective accounting as emblematic
names: Faust, Don Quixote, Antigone, etc. The recovery of emblematic names is what enables
the continuity of identity – the names are “masks” and the “actor” is the same becoming
throughout – but more importantly the pastness of these names secures a small purchase of
freedom. In the retrospective account, the recovered names are spirit’s responsibility to its
situation, a self-generated genealogy with which spirit grapples with its here-and-now. In so
claiming the past name, spirit holds off the moment for “choosing” its new name, its reification
into another partial, and so false, identity. The moment is not yet past. 134 In The Brothers
Karamazov, names are not recoverable as past moments, but reverberate as hints of a secret

The conjunction “а” falls somewhere between “и” (i) (and) and “но” (no) (but). Russian also lacks both definite
and indefinite articles so that “Карамазов” is both “Karamazov” and “a/the Karamazov.”
133
While Michael Holquist’s assessment that Smerdyakov “commits suicide not out of fear of capture, but from the
despair of a twice-abandoned orphan” (182) does justice to the force of Smerdyakov’s (ambiguous) desire to
belong to someone, it overlooks the act’s aggression.
134
Jean-Luc Nancy explicitly relates this moment to history: “Philosophical decision is always the decision of the
identity of being and thought. … This decision orders the entire history of philosophy. Indeed, it is owing to this
decision that there is history. … History is the succession of the ruptures of history where this identification
plunges back in itself and decision recurs. … It is … a contingent posture of thought and of history. But this means
that is can be changed, this decision, only at the term of the work it engages in: there where the time for naming
this identity, or for choosing to take care for it, has come and gone, because it makes itself of itself” (37-38).
132
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fatality; they create the pulsation of the world-situation. “Pavel Fyodorovich Smerdyakov” traps
Smerdyakov insofar as he cannot stop being his name. There is no “whole” into which he can
escape and out of which the name can be resisted. The novel presents another way in which
names disclose themselves as destiny: the case of Ivan, whose name acts as a reminder of his
inescapable involvement, as in the episode of the peasant singing “Vanka’s gone to Petersburg”
that recalls Ivan’s absconding to Moscow. Where Smerdyakov wills, unsuccessfully, to close the
gap between his being and the desired name, Ivan undergoes a multiplication of his name that
dissipates the contours of a clearly delineated subjectivity.
Ivan wills to be only himself, but the novel undermines the neatness of identity through a
name-repetition that deflates Ivan’s solipsistic posturing. Characterized by Smerdyakov as the
son who came out most resembling Fyodor Pavlovich, Ivan’s similarity with his father is largely
their shared deracination: the father’s “après moi le déluge” is but a version of the son’s
“everything is permitted.” 135 Both have their “closest” relationships with a servant – Grigory and
Smerdyakov – who by their servant status confirms the solitude of the master. As for maternal
legacy, the lack of relation between Ivan and his mother is set off by Alyosha’s replication of his
mother’s fits and Dmitri’s enmeshment in the question of maternal inheritance. However, the
novel bestows on Ivan a strange bequest; “Ivanovna” is the shared patronymic of Fyodor
Pavlovich’s two wives. 136 Their patronymics anticipate Ivan in the direction of emasculated
agency in relation to the father. Before he is, his name has been announced in the names of the

In an early episode, Fyodor Pavlovich describes to Ivan and Alyosha his abuse of his second wife and the fits into
which she would fall. Alyosha begins to have an identical fit and Fyodor Pavlovich calls for Ivan’s help. In a
remarkable moment, he forgets that Alyosha’s mother was Ivan’s mother as well.
136
This also suggests the quasi-contractual nature of Fyodor Pavlovich and Ivan’s relationship. He is the only
brother to live with their father on his return to Skotoprigonyevsk, but their cohabitation is not motivated by love
– a repetition of the marriage relations.
135
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two wife-victims of the father. The third repetition of “Ivan” in “Katerina Ivanovna,” Dmitri’s
abandoned fiancée, affirms Ivan’s name as embedded within a network of explicitly feminine
victimization, undermining in advance Ivan’s image of himself as master with regards to
rebellion and the ability to live up to the creed that “everything is permitted.” 137
The further repetitions of the name “Ivan” unfold the initial accreted meaning of
emasculated agency in the direction of what might be called fated complicity. What Ivan wants is
to be left alone, to disentangle himself from the family-drama, yet his very attempt to cut ties
points back to the family-drama. After growing irritated with his impulse to “report” to
Smerdyakov that he will go to Chermashnya after all, Ivan decides to go to Moscow. This is
supremely an attempt to liberate himself: “Away with all the past, I’m through with the old
world forever, and may I never hear another word or echo from it; to the new world, to new
places, and no looking back!” At the moment of his sudden change of mind, Ivan calls out to
some coachmen near him: “Forget about Chermashnya, brothers” (a title he rarely uses) and the
messenger whom Ivan charges to notify his father about his change of plans is named Mitri
(Brothers Karamazov 280). 138 That is, Ivan sends a “brother Mitri” to Fyodor Pavlovich when he
intends to break free from the complicated plots and counterplots unfolded in Smerdyakov’s sly
disquisition on the mathematical certainty of Dmitri’s coming to the father. The name works
against his will.
From that moment, Ivan’s name will pulsate within the fatal plot. The name recurs in
ways that emphasize, not Ivan’s connivance in the crime, but his absorption by the crime that
must happen. After Dmitri’s failure to obtain three thousand rubles on the night of the murder,

Ivan is also the only brother whose name is not used in a diminutive form for the book devoted to him. The
contrast between the relevant books – “Alyosha,” “Mitya” and “Brother Ivan Fyodorovich” – explicitly articulates
Ivan in a familial context rather than as the isolated individual that he most often thinks himself.
138
Significantly, this is the novel’s only repetition of the name “Dmitri.” It is as if after this, Dmitri is done.
137
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“Ivan” recurs in the patronymic of the head porter who is charged with stopping Dmitri from
coming into Grushenka’s home but is away from his post at the crucial moment: Nazar
Ivanovich (Brothers Karamazov 394-395). 139 “Nazar Ivanovich” appears again towards the end
of the novel when the public discusses the jury. The only juror who is named is “Nazaryev,
Prokhor Ivanovich” who reputedly has “a palatial mind” although “he never says a word”
(Brothers Karamazov 751). 140 That a “son of Ivan” fails his duty to protect and that another “son
of Ivan” erroneously condemns Dmitri underlines Ivan’s inability to evade situation beyond and
otherwise than in his claim to ideological responsibility. The implication is that the responsibility
for the murder depends not on whether Ivan “really” understood Smerdyakov but on
contingencies.
The more Ivan struggles to break free, the more echo-names indicate his enmeshment in
the family and the plot. Ivan’s sending a “brother Mitri” to their father even while consciously
rejecting complicity with Smerdyakov’s calculations concerning Dmitri’s ineluctable parricide,
is not simply a revelation of unconscious desires. Rather, it is as if the novel’s world
countermands Ivan’s rejection by having him contradict himself on the level of “accidental”
signifiers against which he cannot protect himself or even protest, and which are stubbornly
irrecuperable. Against Ivan’s certainty that he can decide his own involvement, the novel teases
out a complicated fatality that is glimpsed in the occurrences of his name. This fatality is not,
however, simply a textual indication of Ivan’s parricidal guilt. There is a larger pattern of namerepetition throughout the novel. 141 The case of “Ivan” is the most insistent, with eight characters

The irony of the allusion to Nazareth in the name “Nazar” should be noted.
The praise of Prokhor Ivanovich as a palatial mind is of course heavily ironic; a “palatial” mind is a resoundingly
empty one. Compare that to the characterizations of Ivan as a tomb and a riddle.
141
It should be noted that Dostoevsky’s memory was notoriously bad and it seems he sometimes forgot names of
characters who appeared in earlier installments of his serialized novels. For example, in The Brothers Karamazov
139
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and two references to the root name, and “comprehensible” in that the names act as signifiers of
Ivan’s powerlessness to remain uninvolved. But throughout The Brothers Karamazov, the echo
of names bears witness to a realm of meaning-creation that escapes both the characters
themselves and the reader, a kind of game whose rules have not been explained.
A look at Tolstoy, that critical workhorse comparison-companion to Dostoevsky, is
instructive here. When there is a shared name in Tolstoy’s novels the reason for it is clear, as in
the example of Anna Karenina’s lover, Vronsky, and husband, Karenin, sharing the same
Christian name, and directly commented upon by Anna herself: “[H]ow strange and terrible that
they are both called Alexis” (486). This is not quite Anna finding in adultery the banality and
platitudes of marriage as another adulteress did; the fact that her son is also Alexis signals the
impossibility of finding an authentic relationship to self in the roles of wife, lover, or mother.
Whether with Vronsky, Karenin, or her son, Anna always only plays a part. Thus, Anna is unable
to “bond” with the daughter named after herself in the proper mother-infant dyad since she is
fundamentally alienated from herself. Anna does not recognize “Anna” (either the baby or
herself) until too late.
The recurrence of names in The Brothers Karamazov lacks this controlled conceptual
play. Here name-repetition seems somehow compulsive and excessive. 142 Sometimes these

Rakitin’s patronymic is first Osipovich and then Ivanovich (this “mistake” is erased in Constance Garnett’s and
David Magarshack’s translations). What is strange is that the change actually makes sense within the novel. It is
Madame Khokhlakov who calls him Ivanovich: her own patronymic is Osipovna, and in refusing to give Rakitin her
name she signals her refusal to take his (that is, she rejects his romantic overtures). In the “slip” she also
“recognizes” the affinity between Rakitin’s visit to herself and Ivan’s secret visit to Liza. Or, Rakitin may have given
his patronymic as “Ivanovich” out of snobbery (Osip is markedly “peasant”), providing the novel one more iteration
of the fraught relation between fathers and sons. The switch from Osipovich to Ivanovich also foreshadows
Rakitin’s role of diminished devil-tempter to Dmitri’s rather infantile faith much as Ivan had earlier “tempted,”
thereby refracting Ivan’s ethical and philosophical projects through the lens of Rakitin’s cheap and opportunistic
socialism. In this light, the question of whether the switch from Osipovich to Ivanovich was a “mistake” or
“intentional” is off the mark. What matters is how the name emerges out of the textual web.
142
A table of the novel’s repeated names is appended to the end of this chapter for reference.
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name-echoes clearly trace a quasi-lineage, a conscious coupling. To take one example, Liza the
healthy (Russian) child whom Zosima blesses is counterposed to Lise (the French form and so
already deformed), the invalid “little demon,” and the opposition is subsumed in Stinking
Lizaveta, outraged innocence. At other times it is as if name-echoes are completely haphazard, as
if Dostoevsky’s bad memory were wreaking havoc on his ability to maintain unique names for
individual (and individuated) characters. There is Nikolai: Father Nikolai, superior of the
monastery; Captain Nikolai Ilyich Snegiryov; Nikolai Parfenovich Nelyudov, an attorney
involved in the initial investigation; and Kolya (Nikolai) Krasotkin. If the name connects
Ilyusha’s father and friend in a significant way, perhaps through themes of domination and
humiliation, why also use the same name for two peripheral characters – the superior of the
monastery and an attorney only marginally associated with the case of Fyodor Pavlovich’s
murder? Even if some of the name-repetitions seem motivated – for example, Mikhail the
mysterious visitor connects to the band of boys through the theme of expiation – there are other,
unmotivated instances of the name – Mikhail Makorovich Makarov, a peripheral character who
seems there to flesh out the world along “realistic” lines (if there’s a prison there should be a
prison warden) – in which it is as if the name itself intrudes, compelled by another causality of
indiscernible logic. Where in Anna Karenina the repeating name operates through a universal
necessity – Anna Karenina’s inability to establish an authentic relationship concretized in the
repeating names around her– the repeating names in The Brothers Karamazov evade identity-asuniversality.
The elusiveness of the meaning of name-repetition enacts the elusiveness of particularity.
Names ostensibly contain the irreducible minimum of particularity needed to redeem the
universal from absolute abstraction. Deus sive Natura, perhaps, so that all Being has but one true
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name, but nonetheless I am Jin, he is John, she is Jane, etc. In names, the singularity of the
referent is given recognizable form insofar as the name is the unique sign of the signified, the
otherwise ineffable and irreplaceable self. Names thereby demarcate the subject in the illusion of
a pure subjectivity – the primitive belief in the quasi-sacred efficacy of true names. In The
Brothers Karamazov, the promise of minimum particularity in the name is rejected as a lie. Not
particularity but universality is the necessity that requires the name as the correlate of the first
person singular nominative that every individual passes through to become a subject. It is not
enough to be “I”; only God can meaningfully say “I am” without predicate, as a simple statement
of being. Names are not the expression of the subject, but the sign by which the subject is called
by others. Before saying “I am …” one endures “You are …” The illusion of the sacrosanct
particularity of names is maintained by the desire for the uniqueness of a subjectivity that is at
once possession and predicate. The repetition of names in The Brothers Karamazov belies
individuation as the expression of subjectivity’s a priori, founding force.
One episode in The Brothers Karamazov offers a version of the novel’s play with names
that seems to parody the search for the unique meaning of repeating names. Kolya Krasotkin, on
his way to be reconciled with Ilyusha, walks through a market square where he engages in the
prank of calling out to unknown peasants with a spontaneously chosen name. A man confronts
Kolya: “I know you … I know you!” (Brothers Karamazov 529) – an appropriate exclamation
given Kolya’s prank. Kolya, to turn aside the man’s anger by confusing him, questions him about
the man’s knowledge of a Trifon Nikitich Sabaneyev. As Kolya walks away, the man turns to the
market women to enlighten him and the women pick up the game:
“What, what Sabaneyev did he mean?” the fellow kept repeating frenziedly, waving his
right hand.
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“Ah, it must be the Sabaneyev that worked for the Kuzmichevs, must be that
one,” one woman suddenly understood.
The fellow stared wildly at her.
“For the Kuz-mi-chevs?” another woman repeated. “He’s no Trifon. That one’s
Kuzma, not Trifon, and the boy said Trifon Nikitich, so it’s somebody else.”
“No, he’s no Trifon, and he’s no Sabaneyev either, he’s Chizhov,” a third woman
suddenly joined in, who up to then had been silent and listening seriously. “His name’s
Alexei Ivanich. Alexei Ivanich Chizhov.”
“That’s right, he is Chizhov,” a fourth woman confirmed emphatically.
The stunned fellow kept looking from one woman to another.
“But why did he [Kolya] ask me, why did he ask me, good people?” he kept
exclaiming, now almost in despair. “‘Do you know Sabaneyev?’ Devil knows who
Sabaneyev is!”
“What a muddlehead! Didn’t you hear, it’s not Sabaneyev, it’s Chizhov, Alexei
Ivanich Chizhov, that’s who!” (Brothers Karamazov 530)
The poor fellow inundated with non-signifying names, at the mercy of the anonymous market
women who make the most of the opportunity to have a laugh at his expense, merges with the
reader at the moment that the third woman says, after “listening seriously,” that Trifon Nikitich
Sabaneyev, who worked for the Kuzmichevs, whose actually employed Kuzma, is Chizhov:
Alexei Ivanich Chizhov. What are we to do with the names of two of the brothers emerging in
the culmination of this prank? Surely the names cannot be accidental, and there must be some
reason for their occurrence at this moment, yet there seems to be no discernible motivation for
the appearances of Alyosha’s and Ivan’s names.
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There is in fact something odd about Part VI, book X: Boys, in which this episode takes
place. The reader is presented with the widow Krasotkin and her son, Kolya, whose roles in the
novel are not yet clear. Krasotkin the schoolboy, the son of a local official, is earlier mentioned a
couple of times as the boy Ilyusha stabbed, but nearly half the novel separates those references
and the beginning of Part VI. Rice notes one reviewer who attended Book Ten’s public reading
and was thoroughly confused by the host of new characters, seeing in them “no possible logical
connection” to the earlier portions of the novel that had appeared” (qtd. in “Dostoevsky’s
Endgame” 49). 143 The lone tie to the Karamazov-plot that the narrator-chronicler mentions in the
beginning of “Boys” is that the same train station from which Ivan departed for Moscow was the
scene of Kolya’s prank, over a month before Ivan’s departure, of lying down on the tracks while
a train ran over him. It is not until the end of the chapter that the narrator-chronicler clarifies the
matter: “Incidentally [!], I have forgotten even to mention that Kolya Krasotkin was the same
one whom the Ilyusha, already known to the reader, son of the retired captain Snegiryov, stabbed
in the thigh with a penknife, defending his father, whom the schoolboys taunted with
“whiskbroom”” (Brothers Karamazov 519). While the narrator-chronicler’s belated elucidation
provides some plot-connection, there is actually a stronger – although hidden – affiliation; the
novel’s parricide-plot is invoked in “Boys” through a repetition of key names 144:
Fyodor Pavlovich: the indifferent father

Anna Fyodorovna: the doting mother

Katerina Ivanovna: the virgin

Katerina: the unmarried pregnant maid

Katerina Khokhlakov: the widow
Alyosha (Alexei) Karamazov: the novel’s hero

Alexei: a punchline

I had the opportunity to ask first time readers of The Brothers Karamazov if they remembered Kolya Krasotkin
from earlier in the novel when I visited an undergraduate seminar class on Dostoevsky on the day that Book X was
discussed. Not one had remembered Kolya.
144
Significantly, Dmitri’s name is not echoed here.
143
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Ivan Karamazov: the “writer” of “The Grand

Ivan: a punchline

Inquisitor” and the “rebel” against God

Ivanov: a distorted patronymic

Mikhail Rakitin: a gossip

Mikhailovs: mentioned by Kolya in gossip

Mikhailovsky Street: where Alyosha meets the

about school

band of boys
Mikhail: Zosima’s mysterious visitor
Ilya: Stinking Lizaveta’s abusive, drunken father

Ilyusha: the son of a loving, drunken father

The invocation of familiar names produces a reduced rewriting of the novel’s central
problem within the more hopeful and sentimental register of early youth. It is not so much that
characters return to resolve the conflicts, but that the conflicts – transformed in the shift – are
returned to in the network of familiar names. What unfolds at first glance is a duplication of
relationships among the children that foreshadow Ivan’s third meeting with Smerdyakov.
Different ideological lineages identify the two pivotal boys, Kolya and Ilyusha, as “versions” of
those central characters. Ilyusha is a diminutive of Ilya, the name of Stinking Lizaveta’s father.
He befriends Smerdyakov, who teaches him to feed a starving dog a piece of bread with a pin
tucked into it. Even before this a similarity is established between his sensitivity to his father’s
humiliation, and Smerdyakov’s fantasies of dueling and his rage at the phrase “a wee bit” in
descriptions of his mother (Brothers Karamazov 224). Kolya’s ideological ancestry is even more
ominously significant. Kolya, already linked to Ivan through the train station, is further linked to
Ivan through his patronymic, Ivanovich. One prank discussed in the book, in which Kolya,
propounding a “basic idea” and “speaking only hypothetically” (Brothers Karamazov 549),
induces a peasant to kill a goose directly broaches the theme that will replay itself in Ivan and
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Smerdyakov’s assessment of responsibility for the murder. 145 The quasi-musical motif that
establishes Ivan’s presence here in relation to Kolya reveals Kolya’s intellectual showboating as
the preadolescent version of the self-consciousness that Ivan suffers. Kolya’s understanding of
his friendship with Ilyusha mirrors Ivan’s mistaken view of his relationship with Smerdyakov:
“he [Ilyusha] was proud, but devoted to me like a slave – devoted to me like a slave, yet
suddenly his eyes would flash and he wouldn’t even want to agree with me, he’d argue, beat on
the wall” (Brothers Karamazov 534). Kolya’s coming to be reconciled with the dying Ilyusha
stages in advance one variation of a theme that will announce itself more fully in Ivan’s third
visit to Smerdyakov. The image of the reconciliation is reversed in Ivan’s condemnation of
himself and his “lackey,” but the youthful version of the scene holds out hope for redemption.
This reading is indirectly rejected by Kolya’s typical adolescent wordplay in his
introduction of himself to Alyosha: “Nikolai, Nikolai Ivanov Krasotkin, or, as they say in official
jargon, son of Krasotkin” (Brothers Karamazov 537). 146 The refusal of the correct form,
Ivanovich, is the child’s refusal to be subsumed by paternal identity as well as an ironic
disclaimer that he has not yet “grown up” into Ivanovich. 147 The question raised by the
witticism – the rejection of the formula “son of Ivan” – is how “exchangeable” the bearers of the
names are. Kolya is not simply Ivanovich, a chance at redemption in miniature. 148 The “solution”

As Robin Feuer Miller notes, these mirrored “hypothetical” scenarios both end in court (Worlds of the Novel
105).
146
The correct form is Nikolai Ivanovich Krasotkin. “Ivanov” is a family name, and “son of Krasotkin” is a disfiguring
displacement or denial of “Ivanovich,” son of Ivan.
147
Young children are not typically called by their patronymics. In one scene in The Idiot, Prince Myshkin calls Kolya
“Nikolai Ardalionovich” to which Lizaveta Prokofevna responds that she doesn’t “know any Nikolai Ardalionovich,
only a brat” (Idiot 316). Mrs. Epanchin’s insult is that Kolya is not yet grown up enough to be a “Nikolai
Ardalionovich.”
148
This is the danger of readings of The Brothers Karamazov that see in Alyosha’s ministry to the boys a rewriting
of the failed fatherhood of Fyodor Pavlovich. For the most convincing version of this reading, see “How Sons
Become Fathers” in Michael Holquist’s Dostoevsky and the Novel.
145
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enabled by reading Kolya as a second, redeemable Ivan and Ilyusha as a sympathetic version of
Smerdyakov is offered as a temptation in the light of the novel’s motif of children suffering for
others: the expiation of another’s guilt by the innocent. Names gather together the “innocent” in
guilt; they must be as-if infected by guilt if their suffering can expiate for another. This infection
is visible in name-repetition. The kaleidoscopic shifting and reappearing names creates an
intimation of connectedness whose cumulative effect is universal guilt. 149 Everything and
everyone somehow, even if only in the fleeting echo of a name, becomes involved, implicated, in
the novel’s events. The wrong choice made by one character reveals itself as wrong in the
sharing of a name, is rewritten in another character, is again picked up to present another
perspective: Ivan’s last-minute decision to go to Moscow as an act of liberation is
countermanded by the Mitya he sends, is revealed as futile in the appearance of Nazar Ivanovich,
is for a moment suspended in Nikolai Ivanovich’s youthful self-reflection, etc. Ivan’s guilt,
revealed in Kolya Ivanovich’s youthful posturing, might become forgivable if substituted by
Kolya’s. But in being thusly exchangeable, Kolya’s plea for his particularity is unheard. 150

Singularity
The echo of names that on first blush stages the episode of the boys as an iteration of the
novel’s larger theme is counterposed to the uniqueness of the singularly named: ZhuchkaPerezvon, the “resurrected” dog. Against the names that duplicate in new persons the problems

The joyous version of this kind of name-play can be found in Finnegans Wake, in which HCE and ALP are the
recurring “names” from which, through which, and back to which, the Shem, Shaun, and Izzie forces flow, and
which peep out from the prose in unexpected places. In Finnegans Wake, name recurrence embodies on the level
of print the Viconian cycle that the “characters” and prose enact.
150
For Hegel, universality, singularity, and the name are brought together to effect the overcoming of particularity:
“[In poetry] the manner of expression is always the universal idea in distinction from natural singularity; instead of
the thing, the poet always gives only the name, the word, in which the singular rises to a universality” (Aesthetics
166-167).
149
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of collective guilt and responsibility stands the transformation of Zhuchka into Perezvon as a
possible cessation. The dog whose murder requires Ilyusha’s death as retribution (as Ilyusha and
the logic of revenge see it) is reborn as Perezvon. While Zhuchka is a common name for stray
female dogs, Perezvon is not a generic mutt’s name but a particular tolling of church bells in
Russian Orthodoxy. 151 The whole scene with Zhuchka-Perezvon “is an evident parody of the
Resurrection” (Rice, Healing Art 270). 152 The dog’s resurrection completes the cycle of events
as the sanctity of particular embodiment. Its double identity as the victimized Zhuchka and the
reborn Perezvon paradoxically emphasizes the uniqueness of the dog. It is this dog – precisely
this dog – that must overcome death. Kolya certainly plays on the meaning of Perezvon when
renaming (or rather, as Zhuchka is a generic stray dog’s name, first naming) the dog, 153 and this
new name signals the possibility of a rebirth through atonement, both Ilyusha’s for the trick he
played and Kolya’s for his cruel “training” of Ilyusha. This possibility as the dogmatic postulate
of a redemptive uniqueness is cut down. 154 The dog’s “resurrection” does not resurrect Ilyusha:
“if the unsuspecting Kolya had only known what a tormenting and killing effect such a moment
[of shock at Zhuchka’s resurrection after being taunted with her death] could have had on the
sick boy’s health, he would never had dared pull off such a trick” (Brothers Karamazov 544).

The Perezvon covers the entire range of bell tones and is associated with Easter, the most important Orthodox
holiday. The bells “call” for each other and are answered in a final peal in which all the tones are struck together.
152
Rice reads the names in reference to epilepsy: “Perezvon (=Peal of Church Bells,” a symbol of ecstatic visionary
experience” and deriving Zhuchka from “zhut’ – uncanny horror and anxiety. The two dogs thus symmetrically
represent the dialectic of epilepsy, or an allegory of mankind’s spiritual potential: despair and hope” (Healing Art
270). Where I disagree with his reading is his derivation, however symbolically or playfully, of Zhuchka from zhut (if
not from zhuchok (beetle) and thus linked to Karamazovian insect sensuality, why not derive it from zhuet – to
chew?) and his certainty that Zhuchka and Perezvon are two different dogs. While I would not say definitively that
this is the same dog, the parody of resurrection is more effective if Kolya is not simply pulling a fast one.
153
I do not have the space to do more than acknowledge the dog’s switch of sex from female to male and point it
towards the novel’s theme of feminized suffering.
154
We might also think here of Perezvon’s trick of playing dead: resurrection diminished into a game.
151
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Zhuchka’s change to Perezvon is the attempt to break through the logic of substitutability
in claiming the uniqueness of the referent, but the “miracle” of a unique identity does not save.
Instead, the name dissipates into meaninglessness. A doctor visits Ilyusha and pronounces the
certainty of Ilyusha’s impending death, with condescending advice to Captain Snegiryov to take
Ilyusha to Syracuse, the rest of the family to the Caucasus, then his mad wife to Paris … place
names as empty sounds given Captain Snegiryov’s means. 155 Kolya insults the doctor for his
squeamish contempt of the Snegiryovs by threatening him with Perezvon. Picking up the refrain
from the clerk’s earlier “I know you!” the doctor asks of Kolya, “Who is this?” Although the
doctor’s question is addressed to Alyosha, Kolya answers:
“This is the master of Perezvon, leech, don’t worry about my personality,” snapped
Kolya again.
“Zvon/Bell?” repeated the doctor, not understanding this “Perezvon.”
“He doesn’t know where it is. Good-bye, leech, we will meet in Syracuse.” 156

Kolya’s conversation with Alyosha right before this scene has Kolya showing off his “mature” knowledge, but
the names he drops are for the most just names as he has not really read the works that give the names meaning
and value. The doctor, rattling off Syracuse, the Caucasus, and Paris, does the same thing that Kolya does with
Voltaire, Belinsky, and Pushkin. These names are just “big words,” empty sounds.
156
I have provided a translation of the passage:
— Это хозяин Перезвона, лекарь, не беспокойтесь о моей личности, — отчеканил опять Коля.
— Звон? — переговорил доктор, не поняв, что такое Перезвон.
— Да не знает, где он. Прощайте, лекарь, увидимся в Сиракузах. (Братья Карамазовы 14: 506)
(—Eto khozyain Perezvona, lekar', ne bespokoytes' o moey lichnosti, — otchekanil opyat' Kolya.
— Zvon? — peregovoril doktor, ne ponyav, chto takoe Perezvon.
— Da ne znaet, gde on. Proshchayte, lekar', uvidimsya v Sirakuzakh.)
Pevear and Volokhonsky’s translation substitutes a pun for the proverb:
“This is Perezvon’s master, leech, don’t worry about my humble self,” Kolya snapped again.
“Swan?” the doctor repeated, not understanding what “Perezvon” meant.
“Yes, as in zvon-song. Good-bye, leech, see you in Syracuse.” (Brothers Karamazov 560)
Their translation retains the sound “zvon – swan” and sense of failed resurrection in turning “Perezvon” into
“swan-song” but loses the proverb’s emphasis on the latent senselessness of language. Compare to Constance
Garnett’s more literal translation, which unfortunately softens Kolya’s aggression:
“It’s Perezvon’s master, don’t worry about me, Kolya said incisively again.
“Perezvon?” repeated the doctor, perplexed.
“He hears the bell, but where it is he cannot tell. Good-by, we shall meet in Syracuse.” (703)
155
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The brief exchange between Kolya and the doctor avoids the saying of Kolya’s name, displacing
it with the dog’s name, Perezvon. The displacement, uncomprehended by the doctor, triggers a
repetition that is simultaneously a decomposition – Perezvon, the liturgical tolling, into the
simple “zvon” (bell). The doctor’s misunderstanding is sarcastically remarked on by Kolya’s use
of an insulting proverb: Слышал звон, да не знает, где он (Slyshal zvon, da ne znaet, gde on)
(He heard [the peal of] the bell but doesn’t know where it is). The proverb has the meaning that
the one using fine sounding words doesn’t understand what they mean, or that what is said is just
empty talk or meaningless noise – we might go as far as to say Heideggerean chatter. The
repetition-decomposition of “Perezvon” to “zvon” evaporates meaning. The name repeated as
pure sound fragments, and fails to signal the coming resurrection. Thus, Kolya’s fillip of meeting
in Syracuse, the doctor’s “promised land.” Ilyusha will die.
The novel sets Kolya’s naïve act of naming Perezvon as immediate resurrection against
another explicit act of naming: the dying Ilyusha’s counsel to his father that after his death the
captain find another nice boy to love instead and to call him Ilyusha. The manifolding of names
whose “true” referents are lost even as their appearance compounds the guilt and suffering that
seems to motivate their appearance reaches a breaking point in the injunction that a second
Ilyusha be found and loved. Captain Snegiryov rejects the idea, staking Ilyusha’s singularity not
on his ontological uniqueness (the motivating desire of belief in resurrection) but on the bonds
hic et nunc that cohere him as this particular boy; this is the difference between “there cannot be
another boy” and the captain’s “I don’t want another boy.” A second Ilyusha cannot stand in for
the lost Ilyusha not because there is a fundamental non-equivalence between referents, but that
the referents only make and take sense within the social, familial, intersubjective circumstances
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of the moment. 157 The boy is irreplaceable because time cannot be undone. Name-repetition here
explicitly merge with the themes of suffering children, exchangeability, and justice, whose most
articulated presentation is in the ethical dilemma of Ivan’s stories of the suffering of children in
the chapter “Rebellion.” Key to these stories is the criticism of recuperation: nothing can redeem
these children’s suffering, not even perfect harmony. The religious counterpart to the Hegelian
end of history is the kingdom of God established once and for all outside of time. Experienced
time will reveal itself to have been the only apparent sufferings in an apparent world necessary to
configure the outside-of-time. At the very end, there will be no more unhappiness and all the
moments of negations and suffering will reveal themselves to have been the necessary illusions
through which Spirit passed as it actualized itself. The suffering of children is the manure of
future harmony. The second, perhaps even more precious Ilyusha is only possible through the
laceration of the first.
Against this logic, Captain Snegiryov’s pledge: “If I forget thee, O Jerusalem …”
(Brothers Karamazov 562) feels the only appropriate response. Let us, however, keep in mind the
rest of the vow:
By the rivers of Babylon, there we sat down, yea, we wept, when we remembered
Zion. … If I forget thee, O Jerusalem, let my right hand forget her cunning. 158 If I do not
remember thee, let my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth; if I prefer not Jerusalem
above my chief joy. Remember, O LORD, the children of Edom in the day of Jerusalem;

See Susan McReynold’s ““You Can Buy the Whole World”: The Problem of Redemption in The Brothers
Karamazov” for a discussion of exchange logic in the imbrication of money and Christianity in The Brothers
Karamazov.
158
The Russian Synodal Bible’s rendering is even more damning: “забудь меня десница моя” (zabud' menya
desnitsa moya) (forget me my righteousness/right hand). It is not simply that I call for my right hand to wither,
forget, etc. but that I call for my renunciation by my own righteousness: “десница” (desnitsa) (righteousness/right
hand) is in the nominative and “меня” (menya) (me) is in the accusative, so that the curse calls for my
righteousness to actively forsake me.
157
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who said, Rase it, rase it, even to the foundation thereof. O daughter of Babylon, who art
to be destroyed; happy shall he be, that rewardeth thee as thou hast served us. Happy
shall he be, that taketh and dasheth thy little ones against the stones. (King James Bible,
Psalms 137:1-9)
The clinging to the singularity of the lost beloved cannot escape the logic of substitutability. My
pain, my captivity in this hostile land, is unforgettable, unique, and so demands recompense,
which can only be the destruction of my captor’s little ones. The destruction-to-come, the fatality
of my captor’s downfall, is written into the very moment of my pain. My pain becomes
equivalent to my oppressor’s future pain. Retribution attempts to undo the past offense; the
offense must be wiped away by an act that will somehow restore things as they were, which they
should be as given the uniqueness of what has been lost or suffered, but what it trades in is the
substitutability of one pain for another. The Brothers Karamazov, in rejecting the equivalence of
suffering, crystallizes suffering as the inability to get out of this present: pushed up against
myself, I cannot recover the past in the act of grasping my situation. I can only hit out in the
impossible attempt to undo the past, but my blows do not reach. Instead, as in Kafka’s parable of
the law, retribution condemns the individual to solipsism: the man from the country’s invocation
of the law – and there is no law without retribution and vice versa 159 – as the necessary correlate
to a transgression that has been suffered redounds on his own head, and his alone. Yet to
overcome my suffering, to enter the Hegelian game of retrospective accounting in the movement
towards a larger, transindividual universality discounts the particularity of my suffering. There

The problem from the point of view of the crime is its inability to deracinate itself: “Retribution is the inner
connection and the identity of two determinations which are different in appearance and also have a different
external existence … in relation to one another. When the criminal meets with retribution, this has the appearance
of an alien destiny … which does not belong to him; yet … the punishment is merely a manifestation of the crime,
i.e. it is one half which is necessarily presupposed by the other” (Hegel, Philosophy of Right 129).
159
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seems no way out. Two necessities join to bear on the individual: the impossibility of satisfying
the individual in his desire for vengeance without cheapening the particularity of suffering; and
the suspicion that for transindividual harmony, as long as the particular persists, there cannot be
a total reconciliation. This is what condemns the way of the world as radically unjust. Its only
justification is its total destruction as the meet punishment and correction for all that has been
suffered. What sustains itself even in justice is an immeasurable and unassuageable grief and
anger. There is no one left to kill just as there is no one left to love. Melancholia is a black hole
that washes over the world from which the love-object has disappeared, and happiness is the
dashing of thy little ones against the stones. In a discussion of Dostoevsky’s The Insulted and the
Humiliated, Kristeva notes “the impossibility of forgiving. … As in a dance of death, humiliation
without forgiveness calls the tune and leads the “selfishness of suffering” to sentence everyone to
death within and through the narrative” (192). The result is retribution-as-justice, the fatality of
the past and the fatality of the future in the quiescence of the post-apocalyptic wasteland of
corpses that have just gotten what they deserved.
Thus the death of Ilyusha, rather than the death of Fyodor Pavlovich, is the ethical
challenge of The Brothers Karamazov. 160 In a global view of the novel, the themes of suffering,
guilt, recompense, and resurrection are refracted through the collective guilt around Ilyusha’s
impending death and the famous concluding speech at the stone in which Alyosha promises that
there will be resurrection. Everyone is guilty – the boys for bullying Ilyusha and throwing stones;
Dmitri for humiliating Captain Snegiryov; Smerdyakov for teaching Ilyusha the trick of feeding
starving dogs bread with a hidden pin; Ivan in transforming Smerdyakov into a quasi-disciple

Kate Holland’s analysis of the novel in terms of competing genres finds that: “The Brothers Karamazov has a
clearly centripetal plot dynamic. … Yet it is a vacant center. … At the novel’s core is an absence, a space for which a
narrative must be found” (164). My argument is that this is perhaps the plot pivot, but not the conceptual pivot.
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and so creating the desire in the lackey for a disciple of his own; the whole world for its division
into the powerful rich and humiliated poor – and no one is guilty. The novel recalls this
collective guilt: at Ilyusha’s dying bedside, Kolya compounds his destructive treatment by
purposely taunting Ilyusha with the death of Zhuckha; and at the funeral Smurov, even while
weeping and running after the crazed Captain Snegiryov, cannot resist picking up a piece of
brick and throwing it at a flock of birds, re-enacting the stoning of Ilyusha. 161 Perhaps worst of
all, Ilyusha is not simply struck down as Fyodor Pavlovich was. He sees “it” coming, everything,
from his own slavish devotion to Kolya, the implacability of the social and economic forces that
crush his family (we should hear Marmeladov’s question “Do you know what it means to have
nowhere to go?” in Ilyusha’s realization that the dream of escaping Skotoprigonyevsk is pure
fantasy), the necessary humiliations that must be endured, to his certain death. Ilyusha’s selfconsciousness is not the happy accounting of a past that enables the future. Rather, it forces him
to see his life as forfeit for Zhuckha’s; it implicates him in the collective guilt.
Embedded in this impasse is Ilyusha’s counsel. In taking up the theme of multiplying
names, Ilyusha’s command to find and love another Ilyusha breaks, however momentarily, the
name-game as the ineluctable and enigmatic fatality of guilt, by advocating his own substitution.
The extraordinariness of Ilyusha’s counsel becomes clear when name-repetition is seen as
something that occurs behind the backs of characters. Name-repetition is the pulsation of
anonymous being. It compounds suffering, not the possibility of expiation. In its alternations of
sense and non-sense, name-repetition creates a rhythm that converts accident into fatality. In it,
one no longer bears responsibility as an intentional agent, as a will that effects its desires,

Birds are associated with Ilyusha through his name, “Snegiryov,” the root of which is “снегирь” (snegir')
(bullfinch) – literally snowbird, prefiguring Ilyusha’s snowy funeral. Ilyusha affirms the association in his request
that crumbs be strewn over his grave so that birds will fly down and keep him company.
161
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motivations, etc. Responsibility is dissolved in destiny. Ilyusha’s counsel to call another boy
Ilyusha, to make this second child a new beloved, intervenes in name-repetition as the blind
chance of the world’s alienation and transforms accident into necessity not as destiny but as a
plea for the future: forgiveness. Where retribution and “justice” affirms the temporal sequence it
hopes to rewrite – the murder of Zhuchka calls for the death of Ilyusha – forgiveness is a
cessation within temporality. Ilyusha throws his arms around his father and Kolya and asks for a
rebirth not for himself but for those who have, to whatever degree, caused and abetted his
suffering. Kristeva’s analysis of Dostoevsky’s fiction in the light of melancholia eloquently
draws together forgiveness and the cessation of temporality:
According to Dostoevsky, forgiveness seems to say: Through my love, I exclude you
from history for a while, I take you for a child, and this means that I recognize the
unconscious motivations of your crime and allow you to make a new person out of
yourself. (204)
Forgiveness does not cleanse actions. It raises the unconscious from beneath the actions
and has it meet a loving other – an other who does not judge but hears my truth in the
availability of love, and for that very reason allows me to be reborn. (205)
For a moment, the ineluctable name-game whose secret working is a hostile fatality transforms
into a gift: I bestow my name on another and through my name bestow your love on the coming
child.

“Hurrah for Karamazov”: Alyosha
Without forgiveness there is no breaching retributive logic. This is as true for Hegel as it
is for Dostoevsky, but as with their assessments of responsibility the underlying difference in
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their conceptions is in the relation of part to whole. For Hegel, forgiveness is offered to the
responsible agent as a break with retribution. Agentive responsibility is taken up by the subject
who reconstructs his past to account for his present, but his offense nonetheless calls for its own
negation in the form of punishment or revenge, which perpetuates the outrage. Forgiveness
comes to meet responsibility as a re-collection. The one who forgives as if bears aloft the
responsibility taken on by the one requiring forgiveness in a decisive initiation of a new
sequence. Forgiveness is the negation of negation producing the positive. Both forgiver and
forgiven instantiate Spirit as a self-motivating consciousness, but in being forgiven for his
actions the subject is in fact submerged in the universal by the community that refrains from
taking retribution against him for his actions. The break with retributive causality depends on
society’s surplus in relation to the individual, its exceeding of the individual: forgiveness as the
apogee of the whole. The transgression that threatened the integrity of the whole is overcome by
forgiveness that re-members. The forgiven one is placed within universal relations as the image
of his deed and dealt with, not only pardoned but made self-conscious of his transgressive self as
an object of society-as-Spirit’s responsibility. This is the dubious generosity of the brethren who
convert the murderer Richard shortly before his execution in Ivan’s story. Hegelian forgiveness
requires the image of the whole, the orientation towards the Absolute that allows one to make a
break with retributive causality. Ultimately, forgiveness completes the false whole of causality
by revealing it as incomplete; it “breaks” with causality because it underlies “true” causality.
While for Hegel forgiveness is the swelling movement of Spirit’s self-instantiation –
concretizing universality – for Dostoevsky, this is a version of Ivan’s rejected higher harmony,
bought at the price of inexpiable suffering.
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Forgiveness in the face of an un-revengeable insult is brought to a crisis point in what is
to my mind one of literature’s most harrowing moments: Captain Snegiryov’s mad grief after
Ilyusha’s funeral. As he clutches and kisses Ilyusha’s boots, he cries out: “Ilyushechka, dear
fellow, dear old fellow, where are your little feet?” (Brothers Karamazov 773). The anguished
response to the now-empty boots recalls the episode from the novel’s beginning in which a
woman mourning her son longs to hear the sound of his feet: “Only to hear how he walks across
the room, just once, just one time, pat-pat-pat with his little feet, so quick, so quick, the way I
remember he used to run up to me, shouting and laughing, if only I could hear his little feet
pattering and know it was him! But he’s gone … he’s gone and I’ll never hear him again!”
(Brothers Karamazov 49-50). 162 Traversing the novel, from beginning to epilogue, is death that
marks not the limits of my own Dasein that I confront in virile maturity, but the radical absence
of the beloved.
It is in relation to absence that Alyosha’s role as the “hero” of the novel can begin to be
assessed. I earlier held off from discussing Alyosha in terms of the crisis-conversion plots
inhabited by Dmitri and Ivan. Unlike his brothers’, Alyosha’s crisis-conversion does not depend
on a retrospective accounting, a re-membered and so cohered causality. There is a delay between
the crisis and the conversion, a delay that disrupts the notion of the whole that always threatens

Heidegger, the inheritor and transformer of the Hegelian vision, has his own riff on broken-in shoes, but it
certainly says something about his sensibility that the rhapsodizing of the “shoes [that] vibrate with the silent call
of the earth” (Poetry, Language, Thought 14) fails to ask after the disappearance of the feet. The shoes are not
simply taken off in “deep but healthy tiredness” (Poetry, Language, Thought 14). Before the shoes are empty, the
feet that inhabit them wither in exhaustion, sickness, and ageing. Dostoevsky’s boots are not the bringing together
of earth as earth and sky as sky; they are the memento of a dead boy. We should note the number of crippled feet
and swollen legs in the novel, remarkable not just in number but for the variety of tone: Liza’s, Maximov’s first
wife’s, Samsonov’s, Arina Petrovna’s, Nina Nikolaevna’s, Anfimia’s, Madame Khokhlakov’s, and indirectly in Ivan’s
strange, swaying walk as he departs from Alyosha after their meeting in a tavern. The Brothers Karamazov also
marshals the sexual and comic energies of the foot: the bare-footed wenches whose existence is enough to secure
happiness according to Fyodor Pavlovich, as well as his “seduction” technique of crawling at his second wife’s feet;
references to Pushkin’s love of little feet; the curve of Grushenka’s foot as metonymy for the curve of her desired
body; Maximov’s being duped into thinking his lame fiancée skips in joy at their approaching marriage.
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to become identical with fate. The suspicion of the whole is signaled from the beginning, the
novel’s prologue/preface “From the Author,” which insists that Alyosha as hero can be properly
appreciated only in a second novel. In terms of plot, Alyosha goes “missing” as hero after his
regeneration into a “fighter, steadfast for the rest of his life” (Brothers Karamazov 363). Dmitri
and Ivan and the contestations and schemes leading to parricide and its consequences take center
stage, in plots that Alyosha is involved in as a Karamazov brother but not as an interested
contestant – he doesn’t even take the bait when Liza, his one-time fiancée, sends him off with a
letter perhaps “offering herself” to Ivan. This is the fear expressed in “From the Author,” yet
towards the end of the prologue/preface the narrator-chronicler/author/Author 163 says “I am even
glad that my novel broke itself into two stories “while preserving the essential unity of the
whole”” (Brothers Karamazov 4). At issue in “From the Author” is not only the question of what
makes Alyosha worth reading about but also the question of what constitutes a whole. On the
one hand, Ivan’s vision of the world-totality as the unending call for retribution or Hosanna as
the unexpiated fulfillment of totality. On the other hand, the arc of Alyosha’s story.
Alyosha’s first crisis, the “stinking” of Zosima, is resolved in an image of the whole. His
bitterness, already turned aside by his meeting with Grushenka, ends in joy; the image of
putrefaction becomes the image of resurrection, a moment of deep connection to all existence:
It was as if threads from all those innumerable world of God all came together in his soul,
and it was trembling all over, “touching other worlds.” He wanted to forgive everyone
and for everything, and to ask forgiveness, oh, not for himself! but for all and for
everything, “as others are asking for me,” rang again in his soul. But with each moment

The claim for an essential unity is troubled by the problematic status of the preface/prologue. For an overview
of that problematic, see Lewis Bagby’s “‘Brief and Lame’: The Introduction to Dostoevsky’s The Brothers
Karamazov.”
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he felt clearly and almost tangibly something as firm and immovable as this heavenly
vault descend into his soul. (Brothers Karamazov 362-363)
The other worlds Zosima discusses in “Talks and Homilies” are imaged in the syncretism of
levels of existence: the “heavenly dome, full of quiet, shining stars”; “the still-dim Milky Way”;
the “white towers and golden domes of the church”; “luxuriant autumn flowers”; “the silence of
the earth” (Brothers Karamazov 362). The meeting of other worlds initiates the desire for
universal forgiveness through the shared space of Alyosha’s soul. Worlds-meeting and
forgiveness are united by an unnamed third – “something as firm and immovable as this
heavenly vault [descends] into his soul” – as a consecration. The threads of other worlds,
thematically and imagistically related to the slanting rays of light that sometimes intervene in the
novel’s moments of intense religious feeling, collected in Alyosha’s soul seem to offer a
mystical wholeness opposed to the debased wholeness of the world-totality.
However, we should be wary of taking this as the fulfillment of Alyosha’s conversion. At
his low point when Rakitin approaches him, Alyosha suffers a fatal lapse. Rakitin mentions Ivan,
which evokes an image of Dmitri for Alyosha: The image “reminded him of something, some
urgent business, which could not be put off even a minute longer, some duty, some terrible
responsibility, this recollection did not make any impression on him, did not reach his heart, it
flitted though his memory and was forgotten.” Only “long afterwards” (Brothers Karamazov
342) does Alyosha recall the lapse. The failure of this memory-responsibility is contrasted with
the enduringness of the conversion-moment after Alyosha’s dream of Cana at Galilee: “Never,
never in all his life would Alyosha forget that moment” (Brothers Karamazov 363). The memory
of worlds-meeting is the counterpart to the forgetting of brotherly responsibility; Alyosha’s
ecstatic plea for universal forgiveness is in fact determined by his concrete moral failure. This
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failure of memory 164 and responsibility is not addressed until the epilogue – outside the
boundaries of the proper novelistic plot – when Alyosha “completes” his conversion and
becomes the hero by answering the challenge that Ivan poses to him: the conflict between the
desire to forgive and the fact that forgiveness does not atone.
What must be forgiven is not the parricide but the death of the beloved, and precisely
because the death of the beloved cannot be universalized. The death of Fyodor Pavlovich is the
crime that discloses the community as communal – Ivan’s certainty, affirmed by Alyosha, that
the shock and outrage in response to the parricide is a veneer for morbid curiosity and unavowed
desires. Insofar as there is a communal response, there is the possibility of recuperating the
crime: the crime becomes national spectacle and synecdoche, made explicit in the closing
arguments by the prosecution and defense. While the initial crisis that Alyosha confronts is the
insult to the dead beloved, the more difficult crisis at the end of the novel is the death of the
beloved. In the death of the beloved, the two “normal” conditions in which externality, and so
the path to universalization, is suspended – love and suffering – meet. Love constitutes the world
as the lover and the beloved; there is nothing beyond that relation. In suffering, one is pushed up
against self; there is no reprieve from the pulsation of one’s own being that is the entirety of the
world. In the death of the beloved love persists, but the disappearance of the beloved eats away
at the wholeness of the love relation. The existential self-sufficiency of suffering is fragmented.
“[Hysterical] grief is infantile precisely because it is a feeling of being trapped in time, in a
present experienced as pure loss” (Vinokur 54). To be backed up into the ineluctable self is to be
returned continuously to an absence that collapses and un-completes the world. An image of this
grief is in the sequence in Lars von Trier’s film Melancholia in which the good housewife Claire
Guilt and responsibility, the novel’s overt themes, are only possible through acts of memory. Thus, Richard
Belknap and Robin Feuer Miller both hold memory to be key to The Brothers Karamazov.
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attempts to coax her depressive sister, Justine, back to enjoyment. She awkwardly tries to lower
an almost cataleptic Justine into a “nice” bath and later makes Justine’s favorite childhood dish.
At the table, Justine places a forkful in her mouth and her face puckers and contracts: “It tastes
like ashes.” In the death of the beloved my world has been as if consumed by fire. Everything
tastes of ashes, of the dust that settles like a second skin on the inside of my mouth, that streaks
my fingers but cannot be grasped. I cannot raise my arms to meet the ghostly beings, the
revenants of my lost world, whose insubstantial being will neither coalesce in new contact and
new joy nor disappear as nothing.
Melancholia is unbreachable because it is always a particular grief that rends a unique
world. This is the key criticism that could be raised against Ivan’s “returning his ticket.” It is not
that the world is composed of inexpiable suffering and that the God who created such a world
must be rejected on moral grounds but that the private sufferings of the individuals cannot cohere
into a totality, even an unjust one. This is the structural obfuscation, the bit of legerdemain, at the
center of Ivan’s outrage; there cannot be a total gesture of renunciation because there is no
unified world of injustice. Because there is no unified world of injustice, there cannot be a justice
that swells out and over the transgressions and insults. Although they are thematically linked,
Captain Snegiryov’s grief for Ilyusha is not a repetition of the mother’s grief for Alexei. Their
grief decomposes separate worlds. Gestures of forgiveness can only be individualized, partial,
since they must come to be in relation to a particular fracture. There cannot be a totalizing
gesture, either in the Christ-like sacrifice of oneself for all of suffering humanity or in the notion
of universal guilt. 165 Neither is there a resumption of the whole through a subsumption of the
negative – the death of the child become regenerated maternal love. The mother’s melancholia is
This is why the universal structure – “we are all guilty” – must be modified by recourse to the singular – “and I
most of all.”
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uncontrollable reaction to the absence of the child: “Such grief does not even want consolation; it
is nourished by the sense of its unquenchableness” (Brothers Karamazov 48). The unsated desire
for the absent, unlocatable one turns into itself in a substitute relation; the relation to one’s own
laceration maintains the cathexis with the beloved in negative form.
To begin to pull the melancholic out of her withdrawal into herself, laceration requires
recognition by the other. The negative becomes visible in the gesture of pointing, establishing
absence’s presence as what it is not here now. In the episode of the grieving mother, Zosima
directs the woman to return home: “How … can he [the spirit of the dead child] come to his
home if you say that you now hate your home? To whom will he go if he does not find you, his
father and mother, together?” (Brothers Karamazov 50). Rather than trying to outrun the
absence-proximity of the dead son, the woman must create the home whose “center” is the
missing child. The reconstituted home is an inversion of haunting. In her melancholia she is
haunted by the child’s absence; as Zosima divines, “he is invisibly near you” (Brothers
Karamazov 50). Only through the creation of that center-less home can the missing child “come
to his home” but not in the substantiality of spirit. The reconstitution of the center-less home
entails the loss of the visions of the dead son that Zosima attributes to the woman: “You see him
now in your dreams and are tormented, but at home he will send you quiet dreams” (Brothers
Karamazov 50). What the woman must do is to change the image of the relationship to the dead
child: from the tormenting absence-proximity to the quiet dreams sent by the child from afar. It
is not that the child will come back as a presiding spirit – that is in fact the melancholic torment,
the untouchable proximity of the lost one – but that he will be allowed to withdraw from the
laceration-cathexis.
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To withdraw but not to be forgotten. At the end of the epilogue, Alyosha forgives the
boys their complicity in Ilyusha’s suffering and death. This forgiveness undermines the stability
and coherence of Alyosha’s “original” conversion. In the epilogue’s extra-plot “Alyosha looked
[at the big stone] and the whole picture of what Snegiryov had once told him about Ilyushechka,
crying and embracing his father, exclaiming: “Papa, papa, how he humiliated you!” rose at once
in his memory. Something shook, as it were, in his soul” (Brothers Karamazov 774). It is no
longer the threads as bearers of galactic plentitude that tremble his soul but the images of
someone else’s suffering: Ilyusha’s despair over his father’s humiliation and Captain
Snegiryov’s despair over Ilyusha’s precocious despair; Captain Snegiryov’s inability to come to
terms with Ilyusha’s death. The earlier scene’s “something as firm and immovable as this
heavenly vault” that gathers all into a universal plea for forgiveness has its structural counterpart
in this scene in the material stone that memorializes the child’s suffering – Ilyusha had requested
that he be buried under the stone, but his request is not fulfilled – by signaling, as the boots do,
where he is not. It is the muteness of the stone, its silent pointing, that moves Alyosha to make a
promise to remember the absent one who coheres him and the band of boys: “who has united
us … if not Ilyushechka. … Let us never forget him, and may his memory be eternal” (Brothers
Karamazov 775). Eternal memory is a pledge to will a future – a Nietzschean will to make and
persist in fidelity to what is no longer present as stimulant or irritant. “Memory eternal” is not an
assumption of the past in Hegelian amor fati. The pledge to remember is a memorial to absence –
to the unrecuperable. Hegelian dialectics never loses anything important; Aufhebung guarantees
that the pith of each moment is retained: seed; tree; fruit. I come back to myself through the act
of collecting what I have been to make me what I am and it is thusly that I will, but only insofar
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as the husk, the particular as carrier, is forgotten in holding onto the same. The pledge made by
Alyosha and the band of boys cannot “resume” anything: Ilyusha simply is not there.
It is Ilyusha’s missing particularity that calls forth and sustains the promise of
resurrection. Instead of resumption, Alyosha’s promise initiates a difference between Ilyusha and
himself, between himself and the dead boy who bore the same name. One is not “resurrected” by
and in another any more than a child expiates for and as someone else’s transgressions. The
feeling of cosmic wholeness bought by forgetting the brother does not pay back the omission.
The logic of equivalent identities that sustains retribution and universality is punctured by the
stone as memorial, the pointing-at of a singular absence. Thus, the promise of resurrection at the
end of the novel is not Ivan’s vision of the end of time when “the universe will tremble when all
in heaven and under the earth merge in one voice of praise, and all that lives and has lived cries
out: ‘Just art though, O Lord, for thy ways are revealed!’” (Brothers Karamazov 244) as the
unity of all in “one voice,” or even the universal plea for forgiveness that Alyosha experiences in
his first conversion. It is instead preserved particularity: “we shall rise, certainly we shall see and
gladfully, joyfully tell one another all that has been” (Brothers Karamazov 776). Resurrection
will be polyphonic, a consecration of particularity in its safeguarding from the subsuming
universality of Spirit or Hosanna.
It is not, then, carrying out Ilyusha’s entreaty to find and name another boy Ilyusha that
breaks with retributive justice. The novel ends in the repetition of another name – Karamazov –
as it changes from insult to paean. Michael Holquist argues that by the novel’s end: “[Alyosha]
changes the significance that attached to his name. He has given his father’s name a new
meaning, his own meaning, which is why the last sentences of the book round off his biography:
“Hurrah for Karamazov!”” (191). The name, however, is not only the name of the father. What
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begins in the father feeds the distributaries of the sons and is collected by the will of
Smerdyakov-as-supplement into the identity that he desires and that eludes him: “Karamazov. …
sensuality carried to the point of fever” (Brothers Karamazov 79); “a bedbug, an evil insect. …
In short – a Karamazov” (Brothers Karamazov 109); “the force of the Karamazov baseness”
“that will endure everything” (Brothers Karamazov 263); the “broad Karamazovian nature …
capable of containing all possible opposites and of contemplating both abysses at once … an
abyss of lofty ideals, and … an abyss of the lowest and foulest degradation” (Brothers
Karamazov 699). The transformation of the name requires that it break with the identity that has
been cohered through the supplement. “Hurrah for Karamazov” is not the wrap-up of Alyosha’s
biography; the last words are “once more all the boys joined in.” The name as the ineluctable
force of the plot is interrupted by a refrain from outside of itself. Kolya’s first “Hurrah for
Karamazov!” is met by Alyosha’s repeated pledge “And memory eternal for the dead boy!” that
the band of boys second: “Memory eternal!” Only after Alyosha’s rejoinder does Kolya repeat:
“Hurrah for Karamazov” to which “once more all the boys joined in” (Brothers Karamazov 776).
The merging of voices as the band of boys take up first Alyosha’s promise of “memory eternal”
and Kolya’s second “Hurrah Karamazov” articulates Karamazov not as a cohesive identity but
the syncopation of name-repetition as it is traversed by the absent suffering one.
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Repeating names in The Brothers Karamazov
(I have excluded names that are explicable through family relations.)
Fyodor
1. Fyodor Pavlovich
2. Anna Fyodorovna

Dmitri
1. Dmitri Karamazov
2. Mitri, a coachman (280)

Pavel
1. Fyodor Pavlovich
2. Pavel Smerdyakov
3. Pavel Pavlovich
Korneplodov (370)
4. Father Pavel Ilyinsky (378)

Ivan
1. Ivan Karamazov
2. Adelaida Ivanovna
3. Sofia Ivanovna
4. Katerina Ivanovna
5. Nazar Ivanovich (394-5)
6. Alexei Ivanich Chizhov
(530)
7. Kolya ‘Ivanov’ Krasotkin
8.Nikolai Osipovich/
Ivanovich Rakitin
9. Vanka, from the peasant’s
song (621)
10. Prokhor Ivanovich
Nazaryev (751)

Alexei
1. Alyosha Karamazov
2. Alexei, the dead son of the
grieving woman
3. Varvara Alexeyevna (406)
4. Alexei Ivanich Chizhov
(530)

Mikhail
1. Mikhail Rakitin
2. Mikhailovsky Street (176)
3. Mikhail, Zosima’s
mysterious visitor (312)
4. Mikhail Makarovich
Makorov, the police captain
5. Mikhailovs (549)
6. Mikhail Semyonovich
(752)

Liza
1. Lizaveta, the peasant’s
baby (52-3)
2. Lise/Liza Khokhlakov
3. Stinking Lizaveta

Katerina
1. Katerina Ivanovna
Verkhovtsev
2. Katerina Osipovna
Khokhlakov
3. Katerina, the pregnant
maid (520-2)

Ilya
1. Ilya, Stinking Lizaveta’s
father (97)
2. Captain Nikolai Ilyich
Snegiryov
3. Ilyusha
4. Father Pavel Ilyinsky (378)
5. Pyotr Ilyich Perkhotin

Nikolai
1. Father Nikolai (Father
Superior) (84)
2. Captain Nikolai Ilyich
Snegiryov
3. Nikolai Parfenovich
Nelyudov
4. Nikolai (Kolya) Krasotkin

Pyotr
1. Pyotr Alexandrovich
Miusov
2. Yefim Petrovich Polenov
3. Pyotr Fomich Kalganov
4. Arina Petrovna
5. Pyotr Ilych Perkhotin
6. Pytor, the serf accused of
murder committed by Mikhail
(306)

Osipov
1. Mikhail
Osipovich/Ivanovich Rakitin
2. Katerina Osipovna
Khokhlakov
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Alexander
1. Pyotr Alexandrovich
Miusov
2. Grushenka Alexandrovna
Svetlov
3. Alexander Alexandrovich
(202)

Prokhor
1. Prokhorovna (51, 165)
2. Prokhor Ivanovich
Nazaryev (751)

Anfim
1. Father Anfim (283-4, 294,
319)
2. Anfimia (287)

Kondratiev
1. the widow of the merchant
Kondratiev
2. Maria Kondratievna

Kuzma
1. Kuzma Kuzmich
Samsonov
2. Kuzmichevs (530)

Trifon
1. Trifon Borisich
2. Trifon Nikitich (529-530)

Varvara
1. Varvara Nikolaevna
Snegiryov
2. Varvara Alexeyevna (406)
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Chapter 4: The Stupid Subject
Pim’s Un-progress in Beckett’s How It Is

The novel enacts a version of Pascal’s wager: “If there is a meaning, It is infinitely
incomprehensible, since It has no affinity to us. We are then incapable of knowing either what It
is or if It is ... “Meaning is, or It is not.” But to which side shall we incline?” The crux of the
difficulty is an aesthetic one. “The central aesthetic problem of novel writing is synthesising the
heterogeneity of life in accordance with form, where life and form, parts and whole, are
considered as originally dirempt from one another, and as categorially discontinuous” (Bernstein,
Philosophy of the Novel 147). If meaning is the cooperation of whole and parts, the identity of
form and life, the original non-correspondence of form and life consigns any attempt to bring
them together as artificial and smacking of the false reconciliation that Adorno lambasts. Yet
“[a]rt is rooted in the same human need that gives rise to religion and philosophy: to find and
disclose an abiding meaning in the seemingly senseless accidentality and contradictoriness of
finite existence, in the externality and alienness of the world of life; to make the world ultimately
man’s own home” (Markus 10). The novel’s wager is that it wills meaning, whether meaning is
or is not.
The novel attempts to will that out of the minutiae of life, some whole will be composed
that returns to the minutiae and lifts them into the coherence of a luminous identity. The question
is how to compress the mundane fullness of everyday life into meaning. That is, how to save the
minutiae (which is really everything in a post-theological world) and make it mean if they do not
mean in parts? If the whole carries the meaning, and the whole is composed of parts, do the parts
carry partial meanings? Is there a seed of potential-meaning in each thing that, once infused by
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the alchemy of artistic procedures, quickens it? The liberation of things into literature afforded
by the novel’s focus on everyday things and the overwhelming surplus of stuff in modern society
exacerbates the issue. As the genre of everyday time, the novel is forced to confront a seemingly
interminable drip of experience – one thing after another – and “[as] no particular contents are
poetic, everything is potentially art, but everything is equally inimical to it. If it is not possible to
represent anything of substance as embodied in reality, art finds its fundamental task of relating
Concept and reality rendered difficult if not impossible” (Bungay 87). Given the disjunction of
life and form, part and whole, the novel seems bound to lose its wager.

The hold of the body-meaning
That within Hegel’s aesthetic system there was once not just the possibility but the
achievement of relating Concept and reality is the standard by which romantic art, which fails its
fundamental task as art, is judged as no longer a true need for Spirit. Key to Hegel's aesthetic
theory is the correspondence of appearance and meaning in ancient Greek art. Although it is not
quite that Hegel’s theory claims that romantic works no longer mean, they certainly cannot mean
in the way that classical art did. In romantic art, things no longer "mean” if meaning is
adequation between image and idea, because of the contingency of subject and externality. This
contingency undermines the quest for meaning insofar as the shape of an individual life,
composed as it is by its imbrication in externality, could have taken another shape since there is
no necessary relation to the forms that it takes. In contrast, the very curves of the classical gods
are their meaning. It is not unimportant in this regard that the statuary are idealized human
bodies. Works of art, as reflections of Spirit, are a community’s understanding of itself. This
accounts for the paradigmatic role of the human body in art. The ideal expressed in art is the
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“soul” of Spirit, and soul is invisible except as the body. In the ideal body, the soul as the power
of consciousness, the power of the I over the not-I, is made manifest. 166
There are several important consequences to this valuation of the idealized human body.
The idealization of the human body in art is the synchrony of the body’s prime. The saturation of
the idealized body as meaning must be punctual; the Greek gods are timeless. To be sure, they
act, they move, they initiate, but outside of temporality; they cannot age. To enter temporality is
to disturb the point of adequation between image and idea, to stretch the body over moments. To
knock the idealized body out of punctuality is to de-form the body and to make it vulnerable to
becoming thing-like insofar as it is no longer the immediacy of meaning but becomes a sign that
must be interpreted. A body that does not mean does not have a soul; it is at best a mask and at
worst a corpse. The body becomes “contingent” insofar as what counts is the motivation causing
the motion rather than the image of motion. For Hegel, the idea retreats inward and
consciousness becomes self-consciousness, that is, a relation to itself rather than a relation to
externality. This is why for Hegel, “the portrait painter will omit folds of skin and, still more,
freckles, pimples, pock-marks, warts, etc. … Similarly, muscles and veins are indicated indeed,
but they should not appear in the distinctness and completedness which they have in reality”
(Aesthetics 1: 165). The accidents of physical being obscure ideal identity. His aesthetic argues
the deracination of the truth of subjectivity from its bodiedness, its being-in-the-world, whose
forms are always arbitrary. 167
An art that remains concerned with the meaning of the physical body must defer soul,
waiting for the totality of the body’s moments to extract its meaning: The Pilgrim’s Progress’

The dialectic of subjectivity, revolving around the difference between I and not-I, is fueled by an asymmetry
that motivates the capture of the not-I by the I.
167
This may be one reason that Hegel dismisses dance “as an imperfect ‘hybrid’, a transitional form which does not
exemplify a determination of the Concept” (Bungay 90).
166
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Christian, whose body is transfigured into soul through the shedding of his encumbrances as he
mounts the hill to the Celestial City. However, the ripening of the body’s moments into meaning
does not always proceed without a hitch. The body’s moments are not simply the deferral of
soul, a beautiful subjectivity in embryo. They are also the moments of the not-I’s revenge against
a deracinated subjectivity: ageing, being trapped by time, as the de-formation of the body. The
novel’s most egregious example is perhaps Natásha Rostóva’s abrupt transformation from
singing sylph to lactating hausfrau toward the conclusion of War and Peace. Ageing overwrites
the body to deplete its ability to mean. The stake is to turn the depletion of meaning as the
adequation of image and idea into the meaning of the modern experience of time. We can trace a
line from Goya’s grotesques to the work of artists like Chaim Soutine and Francis Bacon, who
overwrite the body so that its expression occurs through its deformation, not its idealization. In
literature, this overwriting is visible everywhere, from the paralyzed frenzy of Kafka’s
characters, to the transformations suffered by the inhabitants of Will Self’s body-horror
menagerie.
The equipoise of the statuary of the Greek gods is the image of an as-yet unrealized
mastery in which subjectivity has no need to wrest objects from a hostile externality. For a
moment in ancient Greek statuary, the essential aggression lying at the root of the Hegelian
subject’s relationship to things in the world – as for the slave who is forced to work over brute
materials – is the unforced adequation of objects to the subject. On leaving the point of
adequation between image and idea, the body is forced to negotiate with externality. 168 Caught
within a succession of moments that progressively undermine its meaning as ideal, the body can
no longer maintain its hold on the things that were once captured by its semelfacticity. This is in
In extreme form, the body (especially the female body) becomes the externality overwritten by the force of the
other’s desire: Magritte’s Le Viol or Hans Bellmer’s dolls.
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part motivated by the de-composition of the idealized body. The more that the body experiences
itself as thing-like, the closer the thing comes to the body that was once the exemplary vessel of
meaning. Things are released from constrained participation in (ideal) expression. The veil that
clings to Aphrodite’s breast has no identity in itself but is completely absorbed by the idea of the
goddess. In contrast, the tulle standing away from the legs of Degas’ ballerinas mark themselves
in difference from, and competition with, the dancers’ ropey muscles and flesh. This is the root
of the judgment made in Hegel’s commentary on the essential difference between the ancients’
ideal covering and prosaic modern clothing:
Both sorts of clothing have in common the purpose of covering the body. But the clothing
portrayed in the art of antiquity is more or less explicitly formless surface. … [The]
drapery remains plastic and simply hangs down freely in accordance with its own
immanent weight or is settled by the position of the body or the pose and movement of
the limbs. What constitutes the ideal in clothing is the determining principle displayed
when the outer wholly and entirely subserves the changeable expression of spirit
appearing in the body, with the result that the particular form of the drapery, the fall of
the folds, their hanging and lifting is entirely regulated from within, and is adapted to
precisely this pose or movement momentarily only. In our modern dress, on the other
hand, the whole of the material is fashioned once for all, cut and sewn to fit the shape of
the limbs, so that the dress’s freedom to fall exists no longer, or hardly at all. … Thus, to
sum up, our manner of dress, as outer covering, is insufficiently marked out by our inner
life to appear conversely as shaped from within; instead, in an untruthful imitation of our
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natural form, it is done with and unalterable once it has been cut. 169 (Aesthetics 1: 165166)
That is, Hegel can only conceive of the cooperation between inner and outer as the outer’s
conformity with the inner. The outer is “free” only to the extent that it is “regulated from
within.” However, if the forms of the subject’s instantiation are contingent, if the not-I is
categorically distinct from the I, things are not simply to be regulated by the true principle of
spirit. Rather, things resist as their very thingliness.
We are constrained to move carefully here. The object that escapes my grasp is not akin
to the Heideggerean object. Dasein’s relation to things is, in the ontic sphere, divisible into the
modalities of present-to-hand and ready-to-hand. Our normal relation to things, the ready-tohand, is one of un-thought, of un-perception; things are equipment that can be taken up to be
used, but the easy fit for our use makes the things themselves disappear even as we handle them.
It is only when things fail, when the hammerhead falls off or the doorknob jams, that they arise
for us, appear as the present-to-hand. The ready-to-hand is imbricated in Dasein’s being-with-inthe-world as inauthentic. This would seem to suggest that the present-to-hand opens the
possibility for seeing one’s being-with as inauthentic, grounding the contrast between the readyto-hand and the present-to-hand as the division of the inauthentic and the authentic. In “On the
Origin of the Work of Art” (Poetry, Language, Thought) Heidegger refuses this easy dichotomy
in the articulation of the work of art as more than a mere thing with added aesthetic qualities. In
the “Origin” essay Heidegger recalls the distinction between ready-to-hand and the present-tohand in the difference between equipment and things of nature, but criticizes the apparent

The contrast between truthful determination by natural form and the untruthful imitation of natural form
points back to Hegel’s distinction between reflecting Spirit in its historical guise and grabbing odds and ends from
the existing culture discussed in the introduction.
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liberation of the thing from its use-function as a false reduction; the mistake is to see equipment
minus equipment-ness as giving rise to the real thing. The misstep is in taking the reduced
“mere” thing as ontologically prior to equipment rather than as an effect of a decayed
relationship to Being, in not seeing the very distinction between the ready-to-hand and the
present-to-hand as reliant on the grasp of all things in their essentially equipment-al character. 170
The thing that seems to escape the hand is an optical-epistemological illusion. Heidegger
recovers the thing as a consecration of ontology-poetry: the jug that awaits the pouring of the
wine, Van Gogh’s peasant shoes that disclose earth and sky. Invested as being-with, all things
whether they be Dasein or the present-to-hand, disclose a deeper relation, the hand’s latent,
ineluctable connection to the thing that seems to resist it. It is in this deeper ground of relation
that Heidegger reveals his affinity to Hegel. Things never really escape. Absolute Spirit becomes
Being, and time is recovered as the unfolding of Dasein’s being-with-and-in-the-world.
The movement initiated by the novel in its liberation of things traces a different path.
Modernity’s self-assertion in Descartes’ “I think” is the proclamation of the I’s mastery over
externality, a mastery made explicit in Hegel’s notion of the freedom of objects to conform to the
subject and retained in Heidegger’s fundamental being-with. Poetry, for Hegel and Heidegger,
consecrates this mastery as the goodness of (human) creativity after the withdrawal of the gods.
The novel is the testimony of the death of god that does not liberate man into a masterly
responsibility for an orphaned creation but renders a world of objects in their object-ness. In the
movement of the hand that draws away from the object released into itself, there is a
conflagration. Without coming alive, that is, without becoming subjects in their own right, things
acquire expression. Soutine’s Carcass of Beef employs the same plunging line – an exhausted
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This point is also made in Heidegger’s essay “The Thing” (Poetry, Language, Thought).
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parabola – as his Woman in Red, and it would be difficult to say which “expresses” more the
violence it suffers. The growing resemblance, the secret near-complicity, of the subject and the
thing discovers the possibility of the freedom of the hand to not grasp, of the thing to not be
grasped. 171

The passability of time
In acute form, the dispersion of the body’s power and the sliding away of things is visible
as the undifferentiation of life in the mud in Beckett’s How It Is. The voice-figure, prostrated in a
kind of primordial ooze, compulsively clenches and unclenches his hand as if to gather things
back to himself. The weakening of the voice-figure’s “grasp” is instantiated in his panting,
halting speech. The turn to speech shifts the failing powers of the hand’s grasp to the intellectual
process of accounting himself as if to recover the body’s progression through the mud as
meaning.
However, for a novel that begins “how it was I quote … I say it as I hear it/ voice once
without quaqua on all sides then in me when the panting stops tell me again finish telling me
invocation” (How It Is 7) from a writer famed for asking, “Who speaks?” there is remarkably
little concern over the unoriginality of the I’s speech – and so of a “true” account of the
correspondence between form and a particular life – in Beckett’s How It Is. 172 The major concern
for the I is then not an agon with the source of his words (who might sometimes or at all times be

Thus the fascination of a game like soccer, in which a quasi-magical cooperation involves both player and ball.
The great soccer players do not appear to master the ball but instead have an indefinable “touch” of touching and
being touched that, in the consecrated space of the field and the time of the game, images the reconciliation of
subject and object in a momentary utopia.
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As Jonathan Boulter argues: “The question here in How It Is … is not one of the identity of the speaker but of
the temporality of the speaker because temporality always determines the “being” and thus the subjectivity of the
suffering subject” (111). Where I disagree with Boulter’s reading is his notion that the fear of death, “the sheer
terror of nonbeing … recomposes the subject” (120).
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himself), but of the possibility of the words cohering into an order: the series of small
movements and events that make up a kind of life. Linda Ben-Zvi argues: “Despite his problems,
from the beginning the speaker says that he will not detour, double back, circle. He commits
himself to a narrative with beginning, middle, and end. … How It Is thus sets itself up as a
narrative about the possibilities of narrative through its insistence on linear discourse” (109). Of
course, the possibilities of the voice-figure creating an adequate narrative prove illusory. “How It
Is holds steadily to a beginning, middle, and end, yet the tale told is one in which the linear
collapses under the weight of the truths it must convey. In the novel Beckett seems to lay linear
narrative to rest; it cannot suffice in the world of the skullscape” (112).
The novel’s failure to hold as linear narrative is already motioned towards in Part I’s
collection of images, sometimes called memories, dreams or images, that visit the voice-figure in
the mud. These provide the typical contours, however degraded and jumbled, of a life: the babe
in the crib or dandled on the knees of its elders; the mother’s severe and absolute Phallic
presence that links the child on his knees to the God above; the childhood trauma of the other’s
death; young love in springtime; the slow catastrophe of marriage; and the humiliating decline of
old age. As (possible) images of scenes from his life above in the light, they indicate a kind of
teleological dispossession, katagogy, that provides explanatory force for the voice-figure’s
existence in the mud. Although the images in the mud do not have to “belong” to the voicefigure as memory, dream, hallucination, or desire, the images cohere the outlines of a
subjectivity, the form at least if not the content. Even if they are only flashed images that “really”
have nothing to do with his life, they nonetheless endow the voice-figure with the form of a lifestory insofar as he reacts to them as if they could be appropriated as his own. That is, even if the
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images do not reveal his past, the recognition of them as a kind of life speaks to the voicefigure’s dispossession, and so of what needs to be filled in to cohere him as a subjectivity.
Except … these images might be assembled into a relatively stable and coherent life but
for the same problem that faces the larger project of saying how it is: the impossibility of
projecting or assuming any rudimentary relationship between the images. The flashing of the
images reveals the limitations and inadequacies of a narrative that would create an immanent
logic through the relations between events tending toward a denouement. While the content of
the majority of images in Part I of How It Is – childhood scenes, young love, old age – suggests a
motivated progression in their conventionality, the form of the images as pure appearances
rejects their linkage through any but a metaphoric physical proximity. The temptation is to read a
necessary relationship between the images through the mediation of the voice-figure – they all
appear to him – as though the shared ground of their being appearances for him must indicate
their belonging to a unified “I.” The argument is something like this: since the voice-figure sees
what seems tantamount to a life, he must have had one at some point since these images come
together for him. This is a circular logic. The collection of images coheres him as a self, and the
self endows the collection of images with the meaning of being moments for a self. The logic is
that of the Kantian synthesis as ultimately belonging to the transcendental unity of apperception.
The voice-figure must make some minimal effort to see the images – he closes the eyes in the
back – but the insistence on the givenness of the images, their being external to the voice-figure,
undermines the transcendental subject through their intransigence; they refuse recuperation. The
lack of connection is emphasized by the images that do not neatly fit into the ghost-bio:
scissoring butterfly wings, the hand holding the crocus in a patch of sunlight. 173
It is significant that both of these images involve the hand’s activity, which brings them into proximity with the
voice-figure’s attachment to his sack and Pim.
173
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The temptation of false relations is more immediately dramatized in the prose style itself.
A minimal syntax is discernible but the multiple ways of regulating the prose through the
intervention of added prepositions and clauses collapses the syntax through sheer
overnumerousness of possible sense. To take an early passage:
here then part one how it was before Pim we follow I quote the natural order more or less
my life last state last version what remains bits and scraps I hear it my life natural order
more or less I learn it I quote a given moment long past vast stretch of time on from there
that moment and following not all a selection natural order vast tracts of time (How It Is
7)
To offer just two possibilities, the prose-block can be read as (with supplementary words in
parentheses and clarifications in brackets):
1. “Here then (is) part one, how it was before Pim. We [Pim and I as a couple] (will) follow.
I quote the natural order, more or less: my life (in its) last state, (its) last version. What
remains (are) bits and scraps. I hear it, my life (in its) natural order more or less. I learn it
(as) I quote a given moment long past [of how it was before Pim]. (It is a) vast stretch of
time on from there, that moment, and the following – not all – (is) a selection (from) the
natural order (of) vast tracts of time.”
2. Here. "Then, part one (is) how it was. Before Pim we [I and the lost ones] follow,” I
quote, “the natural order more or less. My life (was) the last state, (the) last version.”
What? “(The) remains (are) bits and scraps.” I hear it. “My life (was a) natural order.
More or less, I learn it,” I quote, “a given moment long past, (a) vast stretch of time.” On.
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“From there – that moment – and (the) following. Not all (is) a selection (of the) natural
order (but) vast tracts of time.” 174
Reading-1's "translation" into a single syntax renders the text closer to the prose style and
thematic content of the beginning of Molloy: a relatively unified subject is faced with an
epistemological problem of relating to his own speech. Reading-1 affirms the sense of the voicefigure’s dependence on a natural order to provide an overview of his life. The natural order,
experienced as vast tracts of time, is recoverable only in bits and scraps, but the voice-figure has
a minimal grounding in knowing the temporal relationship of before Pim and with Pim.
Attention falls on the notion of the vast tracts of time that the voice-figure must overcome to say
what remains of his life: the problem of origins and beginnings (again bringing it in line with the
beginning of Molloy). This would tally with the epical echoes in “how it was how it is.” That not
all, only bits and scraps, remains is perhaps the condition for thinking the before, with, and after
Pim as a natural order.
Reading-2 emphasizes the sense of the voice-figure’s dependence on an external voice –
whether it is his own or not does not matter – and the illegitimacy of equating the natural order
with the voice-figure's narration/quotation of the time of being with Pim. The natural order is to
be found in the first how it was, the time before Pim. The meeting with Pim interrupts
temporality, transforming the natural order into vast because prolonged stretches or tracts of time
rather than a regular movement of successive and discrete moments. The violence in breaking up
the natural order – evident in the voice-figure’s attempt to cling to it – conditions the passage’s

I do not mean to suggest that the possible readings that I explore, as well as the reading method employed, are
definitive. For the purposes of my demonstration, I focus on simple semantic possibilities and so ignore the
possible poetic rhythms of the passage, as well as the rich philosophical resonances of “l’ordre naturel.” For a
discussion of these, see Anthony Cordingley’s “Beckett and “L’Ordre Naturel”: The Universal Grammar of Comment
c’est/How It Is.”
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overtones of hostility, especially in the command “on,” that key word in the later prose piece
Worstward Ho. Compelled to speak/quote, the voice-figure tries to maintain some relationship
between the natural order that he perhaps experienced before Pim and the broken temporality of
reconceiving his life from the perspective of the event of being with Pim. In the aftermath of the
catastrophe there remains only bits and scraps, compounding the fragmentation of the long past
natural order.
The two readings could of course be played off each other, put into a dialectic to produce
a reading-3 that orders the passage’s indecision concerning the identity of the natural order and
the possibility of quotation. Reading-1 could subsume reading-2 if we see the temporal
fragmentation of reading-2 as constitutive of the successive motion of reading-1. Reading-2
could subsume reading-1 by making use of the possible nostalgic moment to emphasize the
hostility of reading-2’s separation into a voice of command and a voice of submission. However,
the two proposed readings barely scratch the surface of the possible ways of breaking up the
prose. While many of the prose blocks that make up How It Is are simpler – the prose block
“something wrong there” (9) seems fairly unproblematically to say that there is something wrong
with the preceding prose block – the insistently ungrammatical prose never allows any real
certainty about how to read. Nietzsche mused that “we’re not rid of God because we still believe
in grammar” (Nietzsche, Twilight of the Idols 21), but How It Is perhaps makes visible how
desperately we hallucinate a grammar in the withdrawal of the gods. 175

Faith in grammar is the faith in the ubiquity, enduringness, and stability of the forms of relation. How It Is
explodes this faith. Chris Marker’s photo-novel La Jetée, whose plot-problem is also the passability of time, tries to
find a solution in the sequence in which the beloved woman awakens. The “passing” of the images speeds up as
photomontage is replaced by motion-camera and, for the first time in the film, there is living movement in the rush
to approach the desired woman. The quickening of the plot of How It Is in part II in the meeting with Pim employs
the same rhythm. Both the novel and the film realize this solution as a false one.
175
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In his scrupulousness to tell how it is, the voice-figure leaves out how the individual
moments of “is” relate to each other. The images that appear to him and the words on the page
can be only arbitrarily combined. On the most basic level, this is apparent in the novel’s resolute
lack of punctuation, which determines the overlapping of potentially meaningful clauses whose
imbrications undermine the strict time order that the narrator imposes on the task of quoting (first
quote how it was before Pim, then with Pim, and finally after Pim) as well as his progress west to
east, left to right, as words on the page. There is the appearance of progress, but without
movement. That Beckett’s intervention in How It Is is staged less as an aporia of the speaking
subject in the vein of Texts for Nothing than a crisis of linearity should be seen against the
question of how things mean that is answered by much of the novel’s history, and in its strongest
form in the nineteenth century realist novel, in the basic idea that things happen one after
another. The subject situated in a world with which he or she is at odds finds an important
resource in the possibilities of a future to be enacted, the notion that the voice-figure in How It Is
subjects to parodic decay with his insistence that how it will be is how it was and is. The novel
might deal with a larger unit of time than the one envisioned by the subject, might ultimately
undermine the novelistic subject’s faith in time, but the moments of subjective time are made to
count and to mean through their interconnection even where the subject’s project fails. Subject
and object might never quite match up – utopia might be impossible – but the unity of
temporality as the deep structure of meaning is a major novelistic response to the crisis of
subject-object relations. Thus, in the nineteenth century realist novel, history is often given an
endpoint precisely to enable a new ontology: the consolations and reconciliations of teleology. It
is the novelistic gamble that a new totality is possible in the face of an emerging historicity that
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undermines subject and object – the disappearance of Platonic Ideas, the eternally already given
True – in which Becoming unsettles Being.
The risk is that the historical vision cannot shape itself into the closure of a retroactively
valid teleological end-goal, that Becoming will drag on endlessly and uselessly. The novel
negotiates between two extremes: on the one hand, the promise of totality – Les Misérables and
Middlemarch – and on the other, the threat of bad infinity – Bouvard et Pecuchet and Dead
Souls. 176 The failure to make temporality the immovable ground of meaning – the always
lurking possibility that it will all end in bad infinity – undermines temporality as entelechy. Acts
of total remembering meant to capture the full force of the past in order to enable the future risk
turning the future into a repetition of the past. This is the problem that Joyce attempts to make its
own solution in Finnegans Wake, which is the extreme version of a novelistic time structure
whose repetition is the condition for its possibility, as in the circular movement of the River
Liffey. Beckett indicts novelistic temporality as bad faith in Molloy’s parody of detective time:
Moran as a degraded Sherlock Holmes must play out his own version of the Musgrave ritual to
discover Molloy who might be himself. In How It Is, the voice-figure’s frustrated attempts to say
how it was as the time structure of before, with, and after Pim is dismissed by himself as “all
balls.” There is left neither the internal workings of subjectivity nor the external configurations
of objectivity. Adorno’s words on Godot sum up this progress-less progress:
The gesture of walking in place at the end of Godot, which is the fundamental motif of
the whole of his [Beckett’s] work, reacts … to this situation [that the need for progress is

The problem of escaping the one-after-another finds some possible solutions in the hypostatization of the
encounter with radical alterity as the solace of transcendence (Levin’s confrontation with death in Tolstoy’s Anna
Karenina), the discovery of a deeper layer of time (the eternal problem of paternity taken up by Bloom in Joyce’s
Ulysses), or the upsurge of epiphanic moments that break with mundane temporality (Clarissa’s punctuated
meandering in Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway).
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inextricable from its impossibility]. … The fulfilled moment reverses into perpetual
repetition that converges with desolation. … His narratives, which he sardonically calls
novels … touch on fundamental layers of experience hic et nunc, which are brought
together into a paradoxical dynamic at a standstill. The narratives are marked as much by
an objectively motivated loss of the object as by its correlative, the impoverishment of
the subject. (Aesthetic Theory 30)

A philosophical just-so story
The comicality of walking in place, “dynamic at a standstill,” is the form of the impasse
of the philosophical project to reconcile subject and object: the strong subject in a real world.
The emergence of the modern subject is simultaneously the emergence of an object whose
essence always threatens to slip out of the grasp of the subject. The name that can be given to the
most rigorous yet ultimately unsatisfactory project to save the mutually constitutive nature of the
relation between subject and object is Kant. Kant’s Copernican revolution displaced the subject
as embedded in external epistemological and ontological certainty and found the source of
objectivity within the shared structures of faculties within subjectivity. The consequences of the
transformations of subjectivity have been rehearsed at length: the loss of the subject’s place in a
divine order; the “interiorization” of the subject; the fragmentation and reification of the subject;
etc.
However, the revolution affected not only the subject, but the object as well, rendering it
an appearance whose ontological substance is off limits for subjectivity. With Kant the
bracketing of the noumenal produces the object as object-for-the-subject. Despite Kant’s
argument concerning the universal validity of the apparatus of transcendental apperception, the
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renunciation of the thing-in-itself effects the fear of a “frictionless spinning in the void,” to use
John McDowell’s apt phrase, of never reaching the really real. What Weber will later analyze as
the Protestant disenchantment of the world is kicked off in the history of philosophy by the
ambivalent Königsbergian gesture – the obeisance before the noli me tangere of the real so that
one can finally be done with the need to refer back to an impossible supersensible and become
adult, terminate therapy. Husserl’s phenomenology is a later response to the problem, an attempt
to save objectivity by exorcising the noumenal: all objectivity is ultimately in the meeting of the
intention of the subject with what comes to meet him; essence is found in the reduction of
phenomena; there is no being outside. Such reassurances do not quiet the fear of the void;
Nietzsche’s “How the “True World” Finally Became a Fiction: History of an Error” (Twilight of
the Idols 23-24) tells the story of the rise of the transcendent world of truth to the Königsbergian
pale world in which the idea of the real world is still a consolation, to the ending disappearance
of both the real and the apparent worlds. Concomitant with the loss of the “real” world, the
divine or noumenal underpinning, is the loss of the apparent world.
One consequence of the crisis of philosophical modernity is that the beautiful becomes a
problem of specifically aesthetic theory (rather than artistic practices) in the shivering of
ontological and epistemological certainty. Throughout the history of Western ontology, the
beautiful has been the meaningful. Whether indicative of the good, an addition to the works of
God, the intimation that purposiveness might have a purpose, or a sensuous presentation of the
idea, the beautiful is figured as a limpid sign, a kind of transparency that brings us home to
meaning. The work of art, as an instantiation of the beautiful, comes in as the bearer of meaning,
even if perpetually deferred. Once the bonds that had held together the individual and the
cosmos, subject and society, and the immanent and transcendent are severed bit by bit with the
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onset of modernity, the beautiful comes to play an increasingly quasi-religious function as a
deferred promise of wholeness. Thus, a thinker like Hamann turns to questions of aesthetics to
counter Enlightenment’s skeptical tendencies. The beautiful became the imago of the immediate
identity (or reconciliation) of experience and meaning.
The formulation of the beautiful that would come to play such a decisive role in the later
history of philosophical aesthetics is Kant’s idea of purposiveness without purpose, conceptual
indeterminacy coupled with the feeling that after all there must be some organizing idea. That is,
the “elevation” of the work of art to a wholeness that is not available to everyday objects,
embedded as they are in relations of utility and desire, and the resistance of the work of art to
conclusion – the theoretically always possible infinite play of the work of art. Kant’s formulation
of the beautiful as purposiveness without purpose invokes the beautiful’s ability to trigger a kind
of hallucination of meaning, a forward facing experience of a concept just out of mind’s reach
whose insistent anachronistic and anarchic echo backwards as the harmonious play of the
faculties gives rise to the seeming paradox of a subjective universality of judgment. The
beautiful object, the object that I am compelled to find beautiful, forces my desire from
rootedness in phenomena (the presentation of the object) towards an impossible memory of the
noumenal. The failure to alight on the concept that would order the object’s appearance produces
a quasi-hallucinated perception of another, radically different way for the object to be. That is,
imagination pushes against the object, against its presentation, as if in search for a key to a
counter-understanding, one that cuts across the entire set-up of the division of faculties, of
powers and schema. The operation of the judgment of beauty is of memory rather than
anticipation insofar as the judging self acts as if he must have once possessed the key – thus the
pleasure in the search for it: what has merely been lost can be recovered. The beautiful object of
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Kantian discourse is free to wander in a surplus of meaningfulness without meaning. That we
never get “there,” that only intimations and promises are given, does not in the Kantian analysis
undermine the value of the beautiful. 177
But the process of disenchantment, once kicked off, is not adequately sublimated in the
question of aesthetics. The beautiful as imago is subjected to alienation as its function as the
bearer of a forever deferred meaning causes it to withdraw from immediacy. In the Hegelian
argument, aesthetic theory comes onto the scene because beauty as the full correspondence
between the sensuous image and the Idea is no longer possible. The pledge that the beautiful
once made, that the world can be taken as having goal and order, is watered down in its modern
repetition, weakened in its transformation into a cultural value or philosophical problem to be
interpreted by criticism. In the Kantian judgment of the beautiful, this pseudo-autonomy is in a
deep sense the intimation, however illusory, of the noumenal: in the experience of the beautiful
the viewer feels that there must be underlying rules, unavailable to him, governing the
appearance of the object before him. The object of the judgment of beauty is thus at its heart not
merely set off from cognition, but is counter to cognition in "actively" thwarting subsumption as
a "mere" thing – its pseudo-autonomy invests it with the ability to undermine common and
cognitive use-value.
Art’s attempt to recoup lost religious-ontological force as a negation of facticity, the
given, the normative or conventional, art’s evasion of appropriation or absorption, is the

This is an integral part of Kant’s notion of genius as a kind of medium through which Nature gives new rules.
While the limitations of our faculties, our incapacity for intellectual intuition, leaves us outside of the divine
certainty about the supersensible, the “It is so outside of space and time,” the in-itselfness of things that we know
only as objects-for-us, the genius who creates beauty enlarges our sense of the “It is so” by affirming both the
connectedness of the phenomenal and the supersensible (the object-as-presentation meet for our judgment) and
the sense of its ultimate meaning as non-phenomenal (not fitting under existing concepts).
177
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production of stupidity. 178 Much as the object of the judgment of beauty is as it were raised
above use-value, the object liberated into stupidity confronts the viewer in pseudo-autonomy. As
Jonathan Culler argues: “Stupidity is a mode of perception which makes things stupid. Take
anything, a sentence, an activity, and isolate it, cut if off from the human intentions and goals
that might give it a meaning, treat it, in short, as an object, and it will become stupid by virtue of
the very stupidity and failure of understanding with which one regards it” (178-179). Stupidity
subjects objects, actions, and syntagms, to the processes of isolation and deracination. As such it
is opposed to the traditional understanding of beauty, yet it is precisely the transformation of
Kant’s purposiveness without purpose under the unrelieved pressure of disenchantment. The
beautiful object is the one whose objectness cannot be dissolved in use or conceptual capture. Its
objectness remains foregrounded, only redeemed by its undisclosable relation to the
noumenal. 179 Objectness, the opacity of the object, merges with stupidity, which is the castration
of conventional or natural meanings to create the blank space necessary for the emergence of the
new and hidden divine. It marks the divide between the object and the thing: “We look through
objects because there are codes by which our interpretative attention makes them meaningful,
because there is a discourse of objectivity that allows us to use them as facts. A thing, in contrast,
can hardly function as a window. We begin to confront the thingness of objects when they stop
working for us” (B. Brown 4). Stupidity as the principle of art turns its objects into problems,
into things.

Another way of approaching this question is to see the negation of what is as the desire for the new, Adorno
would say the longing for utopia.
179
This is why for Kant the category that opposes the beautiful is not the ugly – indeed, the question may be
whether the ugly belongs at all to the domain of the aesthetic, whether the ugly does not belong to the political –
but the useful. The gesture is repeated by Heidegger.
178
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Unnamability
It is in this light that one privileged thing seems to offer the possibility of mediation
between an “inner” subject, no matter how weakened or problematic, and its “external” situation:
names. In Love-letters, Sylvia’s names and aliases are aptronyms that express the continuity of
self and world: Sylvia (the beautiful woodland nymph in her virginal state), Fillmond (fill
monde: the full world, in her first foray into the liberties afforded by cross-dressing), Bellumere
(belle umere: beautiful moistness as well as belle-mere: stepmother, in her dedication to
prostitution and refusal to play a “good” maternal role). Lucy’s fitting last name, Snowe, images
her relationship to the world even as the explosion in the number of other names undercuts her
small moves towards agency in Villette. 180 The Brothers Karamazov employs repeating names to
signal a secret fatality that opposes agentive intentionality. The name, exceeding the subject
insofar as it projects into the world, nonetheless “says” the subject. If the body presents the
problem of being and having – am I this body or do I have this body? – the name straddles the
same divide of being and having as a solution. As the sign of the subject and as a thing that the
subject carries, the name is the site and meeting of what, in the Hegelian system, have been
divided: I am and I have this name. In possessing a name, the I possesses itself and propels itself
into the world in which the name belongs as part of a community – Pip’s coming into his name
in Great Expectations. Equally, the name clings to the subject – the return of Roxana’s (possibly)
true name Susan in the reappearance of her daughter and her infamous past – as the shadow to
the body. Thus the sometime desire to efface the name, as if to atone for the entirety of one’s life
– Jean Valjean’s request that his grave marker not bear his name.

180
This type of emblematic name – Lovelace, Thwackum, Gradgrind – falls out of fashion in the history of the
novel, but the problem of aptronyms remains. For example, what do we do with The Golden Bowl’s embarrassingly
punning name Fanny Assingham? The contraction of the name – Kafka’s K – does not overcome the problem.
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In any case, to be and have a name is to enter intersubjectivity, and to not be or not have a
name is to fail to be a subject in relation to other subjects. 181 The beginning of Madame Bovary
follows the failure of naming and its consequence in exemplary fashion. The newbie Charles
cannot say his name in a way that can be heard as a name. He “articula … un nom inintelligible”
until, repeatedly compelled, he finally “lança à pleins poumons, comme pour appeler quelqu'un,
ce mot: Charbovari”. 182 Charles, as if calling somebody (but not himself?), bursts out not with a
name, but a word. The missed nomination is met by the loud hilarity of the schoolboys in noise
rather than language: “Ce fut un vacarme qui s'élança d'un bond, monta en crescendo, avec des
éclats de voix aigus” (Flaubert 5). 183 The loss of language disturbs the complacency of
intersubjective identity; the original “nous” (“Nous étions à l'Étude” (3), “Nous avions
l'habitude” (4)) 184 terminates as an “on” emerges (but then who is it that speaks?). The rupture
between the earlier “nous” and the “on” is emphasized by the parentheses that mark an abrupt
shift in syntax: “Ce fut un vacarme qui s'élança d'un bond, monta en crescendo, avec des éclats
de voix aigus (on hurlait, on aboyait, on trépignait, on répétait: Charbovari! Charbovari!)”
(5). 185 The striking repetition of the impersonal “on” alienates the actors, the yelling schoolboys,
from their actions, rendering the noise as anonymous as the Charbovari that is parroted.
If names are the sign of the individual, what does it mean to fail to have and be a name?
In Charles Bovary’s case, it will be to remain undifferentiated, and therefore unable to define
Emma’s subjectivity when she takes his name and becomes the novel’s third Madame Bovary.

Thus, in the Judeo-Christian tradition man’s first act of naming is in the context of his search for “an help meet
for him” (Genesis 2:18-20); that is, another subject.
182
“articulated … an unintelligible name” (Aveling and de Man 7) … “shouted at the top of his voice as if calling
some one, the word “Charbovari” (8).
183
“A hubbub broke out, rose in crescendo with bursts of shrill voices” (Aveling and de Man 8).
184
“We were in class” (Aveling and de Man 5), “We began reciting the lesson” (Aveling and de Man 7).
185
“A hubbub broke out, rose in crescendo with bursts of shrill voices (they yelled, barked, stamped, repeated
“Charbovari! Charbovari!”)” (Aveling and de Man 8).
181
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This is the circular logic of names. As a sign among signs, it thrusts me into the world-incommon of sociality. I am placed in the order of things in following the name that precedes me.
Yet to be the sign of my “I,” the name must gestate within the depths of my as yet
undifferentiated and undeveloped soul-body. The violence with which Charbovari is thrown up
by the incipient subject is the trauma of a birth, but of a stillborn. It is understood only when it
has been anatomized – “dicter, épeler et relire” (5) 186 – and so dead: Charles remains le
nouveau. 187
“Successful” names obscure the act of naming, the violence involved in wresting the sign
into limpid immediacy. In Molloy, Beckett fractures the constellation of name and subject in
linking the act of naming to the maternal body. As Molloy discusses past visits to his mother’s
room, he remarks on his naming of her:
I called her Mag, when I had to call her something. And I called her Mag because for me,
without my knowing why, the letter g abolished the syllable Ma, and as it were spat on it,
better than any other letter would have done. And at the same time I satisfied a deep and
doubtless unacknowledged need, the need to have a Ma, that is a mother, and to proclaim
it, audibly. (Three Novels 17)
The maternal body is affirmed in “Ma” and desecrated by the “g.” The proximity of the name to
the maternal body enacts the metaphor of birth – I generate my own name – but reversed so that
it is the son’s desire to have a mother (Molloy’s senile mother, perhaps mistaking him for his

“dictated … spelt out, and re-read” (Aveling and de Man 8).
The enchanted version of Charles Bovary’s inability to say his name can be found in the opening sequence of
Tarkovsky’s The Mirror. A television program (the grounding “we”) shows a boy suffering from a stutter being
questioned by a woman. He cannot say his name, where he is from, etc. The healer-woman shifts the tension from
his head to his hands, which she instructs him to hold in front of himself as if pressing a ball. The stutter is isolated
and imaged as an object that can be handled. The healer-woman then lifts it away. “Released” (birthed?) by the
woman, the boy is cured: he says his name.
186
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father, calls him Dan) that gives birth to the mother’s name. The need to audibly proclaim “Ma,”
like the birth-cry “Charbovari,” announces the entrance of a weak subjectivity on the threshold
of proper subjecthood. The “g” that Molloy appends not only defaces the maternal body, it is
meant to obscure his own desire for a relation to the maternal body as the ground of being. Like
the fetish that is both the yes and no to the reality of the Mother’s castration, “Mag” says yes and
no to the reality of being the mother’s son. The problem is that however motivated Mag is as the
name Molloy gives to his mother, it remains unattached to her. Ma, Mag, or the Countess Caca,
it doesn’t matter what Molloy calls her since she is deaf. This uncertainty and instability of
names repeats with the other women who house Molloy – Mrs. Loy/Sophie/Lousse, and
Ruth/Edith.188 Naming does not reach her in her interiority.
Do we take this as the failure of the incipient subject or as the failure of the sign, perhaps
of signification itself? Is being unnamed equivalent to being unnamable? The series of names in
Beckett’s Trilogy – Molloy, Moran, Malone, ending in the non-name “unnamable” –
corresponding to an increasingly problematic subject-position (who speaks?), would suggest that
being unnamed is the effect of an unnamability that is the predicate of a weak subject. Of course,
such predication depends on the hint of its becoming the exemplary predicate, the true name
itself, while coyly denying its own possibility. If all names are equally distant from the subject,
how does one gain and become a name except through an arbitrary fiat? And if names, that
privileged thing, fail to mediate the interiority of the subject and the externality of the world,
what can?

The sexual overtones in this inability to reach housing/feminine interiority are made explicit in Molloy’s
attempts at intercourse with Ruth/Edith. Likewise, the urgent question the voice-figure poses to Pim in How It Is:
“DO YOU LOVE ME CUNT” (How It Is 90, 96) invokes the image of the conventional body-geography of the feminine
“secret” that the masculine hero must penetrate and discover.
188
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The reliance on an anchor-name is parodied in the meeting of the voice-figure and his
victim in How It Is: “he had no name any more than I so I gave him one the name Pim for more
commodity more convenience” (59). The commodity or convenience of the name is degraded
essence. Forgoing the myth of the fecund subjectivity’s self-generation of a unique name, the
voice-figure’s naming of Pim isolates the intersubjective dimension of naming as a violence
equal to the torture-lessons that follow. The name, imposed by the subject onto the other, is
introjected by the other as a command: “Animals come when their names are called. Just like
human beings” (Wittgenstein 67e). More than that. From the depths of interiority experienced as
subjectivity, names constitute a sensible aura. 189 Having a name and being a name initiates a
space, a circuit, traversable by a subject: “it must have appealed to him it’s understandable
finished by appealing to him he was calling him by it himself in the end long before Pim Pim ad
nauseam I Pim” (How It Is 59). I come when called, just like an animal, but I also call me to
myself. This is perhaps what “replenishes” the victims to enable them to move on from their
tormentors in How It Is. The psychological space of being a name becomes the physical space
that Pim navigates when he abandons the voice-figure. I am enriched when I take hold of my
name and name myself.
The name opens social space by holding aloft two subjects. In Pim’s nomination, the
voice-figure inaugurates their life in common as the difference-distinction of the two bodies
glued together in the mud. Where Beckett turns the screw is to collapse the pivot holding them
apart: “when this has sunk in I let him know that I too Pim my name Pim there he has more
difficulty a moment of confusion irritation” (How It Is 60). The voice-figure’s motivation is

I do not mean simply the primitive belief in the sacral power of true names, which for that very reason must
remain secret. The opposite tendency – to disseminate the name as in the practice of tagging, which is perhaps
graffiti’s fundamental element – turns on the continuity of name and subject: I am the totality of the field occupied
by my name.
189
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greater clarity: “me too great benefit too I have that impression great benefit especially at first
hard to say why less anonymous somehow or other less obscure” (How It Is 60). Some kind of
reciprocity is demanded to hold open the sociality initiated by the name of the other. As the
unique sign, the name raises the desire for an equivalent uniqueness in the unnamed one. But the
uniqueness of the name then passes over into the name’s uniqueness. Without any power to
generate another name, the name is repeated, split to cover two subjects. This exposes the name’s
arbitrariness: is it, when Pim is the name of the other, that “when a man’s name is Pim he hasn’t
the right” (How It Is 59) or is it, when the voice-figure nominates himself Pim, it is a “noble
name” (How It Is 60)? The voice-figure nominates Pim as Pim, and only on such a nomination
concludes that his name is also Pim. The difference is minimal, nearly imperceptible, but in
recognizing his name in Pim’s name, the voice-figure grounds the basic unit of identity in the
“reality” of Pim’s being-there as Pim. This consolation is almost immediately withdrawn by the
voice-figure’s adoption of Pim’s speech and life as his own: “that life then said to have been
his … he gave it to me I made it mine” (How It Is 72). In giving Pim a name, the voice-figure
enables his own naming. The first Pim is a proxy, the necessary alias, for the lessons into
language and sociality that the voice-figure undergoes. The intersubjective moment is revealed
as a feint; only the return to the subject of the name that would make him a proper subject
“counts.” The trick works against the voice-figure. If he takes his name and life from Pim, the
possibility arises that Pim’s authority, his being-there, is as non-originary as the voice-figure’s,
that the name fails to capture the singularity of this being. If Pim has taken his life-story, his
authority, from another, then the same can be taken from the voice-figure in a never-ending
series: “dear Pim come back from the living he got it from another that dog’s life to take and to
leave I’ll give it to another” (How It Is 72-73).
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The introduction of Bom attempts to bypass this dilemma by reversing the namingprocedure. Rather than the voice-figure relying on his nomination of Pim to delineate a life that
will be passed down to the next, he waits for Bom to come and nominate him. Experiencing the
failure of naming another as the stabilization of identity, the voice-figure self-consciously
hallucinates the belief in being named by the other. This entails the erasure of the first couple
(Pim-Pim), as if names can only effectively take hold of a tabula rasa 190:
me too I feel it forsaking me soon there will be no one never been anyone of the noble
name Pim yes I hear yes then no
the one I’m waiting for oh not that I believe in him I say it as I hear it he can give
me another it will be my first Bom he can call me Bom for more commodity that would
appeal to me m at the end and one syllable the rest indifferent (How It Is 60) 191
Being named renders the voice-figure a penetrable body; the name is both written onto and into
the body in a total saturation: “BOM scored by finger-nail athwart the arse the vowel in the
hole,” which in turn produces the susceptibility of the voice-figure’s having had a life: “I would
say in a scene from my life he would oblige me to have had a life” that includes the rudimentary
society of a family or a typology: “the Boms sir you don’t know the Boms sir you can shit on a
Bom sir you can’t humiliate him a Bom sir the Boms sir” (How It Is 60). Pivoting between
singularity and universality, the name attempts to effect a vertical movement up and away from
the mud in the Bom who bears down (and so stands as one end of the vertical axis) on the voicefigure. From Pim to Bom there arises a whole world, the series of names Pim, Pam, Prim, Kram,

This is a version of the myth of virginity and the “first” debunked in Love-letters.
Beckett’s penchant for M is obvious: Murphy, Mercier, Molloy, Moran, Malone, McMann, Mahood, as well as
the inverted M (or is M the inversion?) of W in Watt and Worm. Whatever explanation for M/W names is possible,
I would not discount the visual sturdiness of M, especially given Beckett’s fascination by symmetry and strong lines
that just refuse total order, as in the balletics of Quad. The tendency toward the visual will be discussed below in
relation to allegory.
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Krim, Skom, Skum, Bom. The minimal difference is to act as a foothold against which the
subject negotiates himself as he cathects onto an avatar, a scene, a world, much as the
“unnamable” fables avatars to create a situation.
Nonetheless, the circular logic of naming, in which the name crowns the subject who
births it, and creates the subject that it crowns, is made vicious in the ending, the mumbling “m”
that erases all differences: “someone had come Bom Bem one syllable m at the end all that
matters” (How It Is 109):
illumination here Bem is therefore Bom or Bom Bem …
when according to me it said Bom speaking of how it was before the journey part
one and Bom speaking of how it will be after the abandon part three and last it said in
reality
it said in reality in the one case as in the other either Bem solely or solely Bom
or it said in reality now Bem nor Bom through carelessness or inadvertence not
realizing that it varied …
or finally it passed prepensely from the one to the other according as it spoke of
how it was before the journey or of how it will be after the abandon through ignorance
not realizing that Bem and Bom could only be one and the same” (How It Is 113)
The murmur-mud swallows the small marks of difference. The names, in the senseless
multiplication, becomes nonsense sounds. As the disorder of the names grows, the voice-figure
explores a final tactic. Since names are arbitrary, since they are assignable by convenience and in
the mud-world all sound alike anyway, could the names designate possible subject-positions, to
delineate clear roles?:
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the same voice the same things nothing changing but the names and hardly they two are
enough nameless each awaits his Bom nameless goes towards his Pim
Bom to the abandoned not me Bom you Bom we Bom but me Bom you Pim I to
the abandoned not me Pim you Pim we Pim but me Bom you Pim something very wrong
there
… so eternally now Bom now Pim something wrong there according as left of
right north or south tormentor or victim … always of the same and victim always of the
same and now alone journeying abandoned all alone nameless …
or one alone one name alone the noble name of Pim and I hear wrong or the voice
says wrong and when I hear Bom or it says Bom in me when the panting stops the scrap
Bom that was without quaqua on all sides (How It Is 114-115)
The differences between Pim, Bom, and Bem, as well as their always possible sameness, fail to
mediate between inside and outside. Rather than generating identity, the series attempts to
instantiate a topography. Since the series of names cannot cohere subjectivity, they become
markers by which to define positions that persist without being inhabited by subjects: the parodic
image of universality in which identity is without recourse to the fleeting, unreliable particular.
Since any sign will do, the subjectless order of the positions tormentor and victim that is to
ensure distinctions becomes numerical: 4, 2, 3, 814326, 814345, etc. 192 The decomposition of the
name into a number inverts the transcendence into universal meaning. Arcing the closed course,
the auratic field of the name merges with the mud. In the end the voice-figure asks himself the
question that he had so far avoided in a last-ditch effort – visible in the capitalization of certain

The stakes of becoming a number are made explicit in Primo Levi’s account of his resistance to losing his name
in the concentration camp. Whereas others carved their concentration camp numbers into their bowls, he carves
his name. His resistance is aided and sustained by the equal gesture performed by his friend, that is, in the mutual
recognition of each other’s name.
192
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passages – to raise himself out of the mud: “never any Pim no nor any Bom no never anyone no
only me no answer only me yes so that was true yes it was true about me yes and what’s my
name no answer WHAT’S MY NAME screams good” (How It Is 146).

How things are
The nameless subject in a world without landmarks, without distinctions; thus the patent
idiocy of Beckett’s characters in the face of, well, everything. The Beckettian character’s radical
idiocy is not the naïveté of a Fabrice del Dongo or Pierre Bezúkhov wandering through an
unexpectedly chaotic battlefield, or the delusiveness of a Pip unable to recognize the
foundational illusion on which he has built his ambitions. Theirs is a problem of noncorrespondence. For Beckett’s characters, the abyssal divide between subject and object that
modern philosophy tackles again and again and that renders the subject impoverished and the
object lost is the murmur of Levinas’ il y a, that anonymous and suffocating persistence of being.
Beckett’s characters are unable to “grasp” things not because they are weak or problematic
subjectivities, or objects are firstly projected by the mind, however disordered, and so do not
“exist” as objective realities, but because out of anonymity emerges things that refuse to speak.
The muteness of the chamber pot in First Love, the luminous silence of the gathering stones in Ill
Seen Ill Said – these are being’s bric-a-brac.
Not that Beckett’s works present a world flush with things; think of Beckett’s penchant
for the vagrant. It is not simply that the Beckettian “character” is so often down and out, but that
the world in which he or she finds himself or herself is remarkably spare. The strikingly empty
Beckettian mise en scène has been read in turn as the signifier of absurdity, the entropy of a
dying universe, the parody of the Cartesian procedure, the dissolution of “objective” reality in
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favor of a deracinated voice/writing. Items that appear take on a comic-religious epiphanic aura,
like the emmet in Happy Days, or the nature of a puzzle, like the knife rest whose function
Molloy cannot solve. We might also think about the sparseness of Beckett’s staging: the lone tree
in Waiting for Godot; the square patch of space in Quad. The stupid thing that refuses
recuperation into the processes of meaning-making is the transfigured beautiful, disenchanted
and emptied until what is left is an appearance that can satisfy nothing.
Thus the significance of How It Is as a novel within the tradition of the novel as the genre
that arises as things multiply and lose their ontological bearings, their pre-given cultural
significances. Adorno’s comprehension of Beckett’s nominating his narratives novels as an
ironic gesture does not quite do justice to the meetness of Beckett’s concern with mundane
things and the novel’s generic tendencies. In the grand narrative of the rise of the novel, the
genre focuses on the otherwise unremarkable of the everyday whether as the adventures of a
pickpocket prostitute filching a necklace from a child’s neck, a former journeyman dealing in
corn and grain, or a little bourgeois worrying about a dark spot on his medical x-rays. Yet it is
equally axiomatic for the novel tradition that the thing is never quite the thing. Whether because
it cannot be pinned down (the location of Uncle Toby’s injury) or is unimaginable (Charles
Bovary’s monstrous cap) or fails to maintain a singular aspect (Albertine’s kaleidoscopic cheeks)
the thing has proven recalcitrant for the genre whose ostensible specialization is the thing. What
Lukács analyzes as the novel’s recourse to the new in light of the dissipation of the communal
pool of literary styles, themes, motifs, etc. can be seen as the novel’s bewilderment in the face of
objects released from the constraints of pre-existing ethical, political, epistemological, even
ontological subsumption. The loss of community is not simply the loss of pre-given topics,
styles, and discourses, but is equally the registering of the disenchanted status of objects as
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things. In Theory of the Novel, Lukács speaks to the profound sadness of the loss of totality as
the loss of meaning, but that sadness is not simply the a priori frustration of a hero who can no
longer find adequate actions to correspond to and concretize his inner self. The world’s
disenchantment is also its transcendence in relation to the hero. The more the world of the novel
speaks its disenchantment, the more its objects withdraw from any possible human
comprehension or relation. The novel, invested as it is in possibilities of world making,
experiences an ever intensifying crisis of the disenchanted transcendence of things until
“[a]esthetic transcendence and disenchantment converge in the moment of falling mute: in
Beckett’s oeuvre. A language remote from all meaning is not a speaking language and this is its
affinity to muteness” (Adorno, Aesthetic Theory 79). From the rich worlds of Tolstoy and Joyce,
the novel contracts into the Beckettian nutshell.
The limited number of things in How It Is has often been read as the formulation of the
world as hell, purgatory, the post-apocalypse/post-concentration camp, even a kind of paradise of
perfect geometrical justice. In the mud-world of How It Is, things are reduced to a sack with tins
of food, a can opener, and a watch that once belonged to Pim. The question is what to do with
such a reduction. The responses are varied. J.E. Dearlove sees the sparsity of objects as part of
the strategy of the voice-figure’s maceration of the world to a subjective flow: “[Objects] depend
on the voice’s narration. The objects presented are purposely simple, few in number, grudgingly
given, and rigidly controlled. … They never attain independent existence but rather always
remain subject to the voice’s postulations” (158). A different tack is taken by Kintzele, who sees
the reduced number of objects as part of the strategy for turning the body itself into a thing and
thereby breaking up the transcendental unity of the subject:
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In How It Is … Beckett highlights the discreteness of the object by confining his narrative
to a treatment of a radically reduced number of objects. … Once this reductive narrative
strategy is in place, it very quickly turns to the body itself, rendering its various parts as
themselves discrete objects, thereby disrupting the unified image of the body surface.
(302)
Both Dearlove and Kintzele read the reduction and discreteness of objects in their relation to
subjectivity, taking as primary the object’s relation to the subject. Which is just to say that over
and beyond any symbolic meanings to be gleaned from the sack, can opener, and watch – even
Pim as object – is the essential categorial determination of the object as other-of-subject: alterity.
Thus, Dearlove reads the sack as the Other that determines the subject:
During the journey the sack is the only available other. By being an external object
against which individuation may occur, the sack becomes the first sign of life. … More
than a thing to be manipulated or an object to be possessed, the sack assumes almost
sexual relationships with the narrator, who cradles and caresses it … makes a pillow of
it … murmurs endearments to it. … The narrator clings to the sack not from fear of losing
it … or from expectation of any profit from it … but because it admits of his own
existence. (Dearlove 161)
That is, what we come back to is the primacy of the subject, even if it must be mediated through
the presence of the other. This weakened notion of the alterity of the object is another version of
the attempt at reconciliation between subject and object.
I am unsure that the reduced object relates primarily to the subject as a means of
affirming or problematizing subjectivity. Part of the difficulty is in locating a subject, since the
voice-figure claims, whether consistently or not, a kind of ventriloquization. My concern with
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the objects in How It Is stems from a puzzlement about what these objects might mean. They
seem to function in a contradictory movement. On one hand, they appear as if they are necessary,
quasi-magically called forth by an unnamed need. 193 On their appearance they enter, if not
seamlessly then at least no more noticeably than anything else, into the impulse of the voicefigure’s narration to tell how it was and so how it is. On the other hand, the magically-invoked
objects become the sites of intense anxiety. Like the Heideggerean present-to-hand, the objects
do not disappear into usefulness or meaningfulness but in stymying any “normal” relation seem
to withdraw into their own object-ness. The sack, can opener, and watch are not motivated by
any strong plot necessity if after all the “plot” is reducible to a voice-figure fabulating an
encounter with another in a mud-world. They are not objects of what might be called investment,
objects that unfold the substance of character in a traditional sense – personality to use a slightly
old-fashioned vocabulary. 194 They might function as a meta-commentary on the act of reading
the novel itself, but such a reading still depends on first teasing out what – and how – the objects
might mean within the novel. In the face of this confusion, I would like to move as naively, even
stupidly, as possible, and remain for as long as possible with the objects themselves, especially in
that the appearance of anything in this mud-world comes rather as a surprise and – given the
difficulties of reading an unpunctuated, syntactically multiple, hiccupping prose – rather a relief.
The appearance of any object forces attention to settle on the thing as an anchor, a possible

They sometimes seem to function as what Winnicott calls transitional objects, which come before true objectrelationships are established: “The transitional object is not an internal object … it is a possession. Yet it is not (for
the infant) an external object either” (9). As Jessica Benjamin glosses it: “The object existed objectively, waiting to
be found, and yet the infant has created it subjectively, as if it emerged from herself” (41).
194
An example of what I here call an object of investment would be the sausage that Alyosha Karamazov eats after
the scandal of the early and noticeable decomposition of Father Zosima’s corpse. The sausage indicates Alyosha’s
absorption in Zosima’s death – he forgets to eat – and Alyosha’s impending “rebellion.” It also articulates Rakitin,
who offers the sausage, as a quasi-diabolic figure of temptation.
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symbol providing a clue as to how the midget grammar could be read into at least partial
coherence.
After the beginning’s “invocation” (How It Is 7) the voice-figure says (quotes?) “part one
before Pim how I got here no question not known not said and the sack whence the sack and me
if it’s me no question impossible too weak no importance” (How It Is 7). Buried between the
question of the how the “I” got “here” and the question of if it is a “me” is the sack, which calls
forth the question of “whence” but whose onticality is not problematic in the same way that the
“I” and “here” is. A possible existence of “life the other above in the light said to have been
mine” (How It Is 8) elicits the confounding because simultaneously contradictory “no going back
there … never there a few images on and off in the mud earth sky a few creatures in the light
some still standing” (How It Is 8). This is rather the proverbial hard place, between the “here” of
the mud-word without delineations and the “there” in the light where the voice-figure has never
been. Stuck between is, not the voice-figure, but the sack.
Immediately after the double-bind of being “here” and “there” the voice-figure abruptly
turns to the sack: “the sack sole good sole possession coal-sack to the feel small or medium five
stone six stone wet jute I clutch it it drips in the present but long past long gone vast stretch of
time the beginning this life first sign very first of life” (How It Is 8). The description, brief as it
is, figures the sack as the minimum of merciful-dispensation in its (relatively) immanent reality.
As Peter Murphy wryly notes of the sack: “At last there is something solid to cling to” (67). That
the sack is named the "sole good sole possession" (8) and it contains the narrator's only food
(besides the mud if he in fact eats/drinks the mud) is rather a neat metaphor for the way that
possession sustains bodily existence. When he puts a corner in his mouth, it becomes the
generous breast. It feeds him because it belongs to him; he is fed by possessing as much as by the
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tins of moldy tuna or the odd prawn. As thusly nutritive (and fishy – drawing on the vulgar
connotation between fish and female genitalia: that primordial, monstrous, and unplummable
sea-swamp), it evokes the amniotic sac; an image emphasized by the enfeebled condition of the
narrator, curled fetus-like on one side, and by the hailing of the sack as the “first sign very first
of life.” This in line with the motif of having never gotten properly born that runs throughout
Beckett's writings from the unending birth cries in "First Love" and the meditations on aged eggs
in "Whoroscope" onwards. Thus the voice-figure’s desire to enter the sack once it is emptied so
that his “crown will touch the bottom” (How It Is 10) is a birth in reverse, a return to the womb
that is also the release into the final vestment, the coffin. Or, given the hand motion that scatters
the tins pulled from the sack, a motion likened to the actions of "certain sowers of seed" (How It
Is 11) and so unmistakably masturbatory, the sack is the testicular sack; this image in keeping
with the reduction of the Unnamable to Worm, of a recurrence of failing virility that is the
sublation of the masculine subject into the imago-simulacrum of virality: the sack hanging off
the neck of the voice-figure as the testes dangle from the penis.
This game of guess-the-symbolic-meaning can continue. There is of course a shift from
the first to the second part. The voice-figure’s sack bursts and all is lost. At this low point, this
dispossession, the narrator discovers Pim. The first reduced object no sooner suffers collapsion
than the needful hand encounters the second sack of plenty, the body of Pim that will release its
interior riches through careful application of can opener and force. That the can opener that
enables the narrator to access the minimum of nourishment from tins is also used to extract the
minimum of speech from Pim thereby creates an equivalence between narrative and sustenance
is patent – so much more so in light of the generally accepted critical idea of the self-conscious
Beckettian conflation of life and words. Malone's continued writing is a continued living, and the
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Unnamable's desire to stop talking is his desire to stop being. Hamm's post-apocalyptic
existence, barely eked out, centers around telling a story; Krapp's raison d'etre is listening to and
recording moments of his biography. In How It Is the can opener's use makes what would
otherwise be a metaphor, the word as life, grotesquely concrete. This constellation of ideas also
brings the precariousness of existence in the always possible loss of the can opener into play.
From which can be drawn the usual conclusions about concentrationnaire existence, entropic
being, language refracted through the reductio ad absurdem, etc.
More than that, Pim also clutches a replacement sack that he will leave behind and, of all
things, a watch. The first association, impossible to avoid, is the watch as the mechanical counter
of time, a reversion to its everyday use, but of time that ineluctably goes on in a seemingly postapocalyptic landscape. That is, the impossibility of not living in time even after the idea of living
has become questionable. This merges with the motif of the mock-epic "how it was, how it is" of
the novel; both the passage of time (before Pim, with Pim, after Pim) and the whirls made within
time (all three sections refer to each other so that there is no "straight" narrative despite the
promise of one). A watch in the mud-world is a parody of “normal” temporality, although the
question of whether it might have some importance is left explicitly undecided. In any case the
fact of its theft from Pim strengthens the image of time as instantiated through the presence of
another being, structured as the being with or without Pim structures the narrative. To use the
jargon of Levinas-Lite, temporality is a dimension opened by the other, the gift of the other – or
is at least pried from the not quite cold fingers of the other. That after Pim has abandoned his
tormentor, the voice-figure "[derives] no more profit from it none whatever no more pleasure
count no more the unforgiving second measure no more" (How It Is 59) and that he decides to
comment/notice "no more about this watch" (How It Is 59) parallels his mourning the loss of
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Pim. That is, with Pim the passage of time has some aspect of profit and pleasure, some
semblance of sense, and the withdrawal of Pim transforms the time that he had opened up into a
wasteland meet for the mud world through which the narrator drags himself, sack in tow. Sacksustenance-voice of the Other-time, all imbued by the violence of the tortuous passage in the
mud or the torture of the passive body of the not-I. The multiple, ambiguous relations to the sack
are the concretions of the subject’s fundamental dependence on the other for self-identity,
whether we think of this dependence in terms of the infant’s clinging to its mother’s breast, the
lover whose world is the totality of his relationship with his beloved, the torturer whose identity
can be realized only in the flagellation of the scorned body of the tortured, or all of the above.
Although such readings are seductive, perhaps even necessary, they do not take seriously
the intensified quiddity of the objects. 195 The novel as whole plays over and over the illegitimacy
of establishing a single relation where there might be many; this holds for the relation of
dialectical alterity as well. Such an alterity smuggles back in the psycho-sexual-moral Bildung of
consciousness that the flashing of the images reject. The intensity of things does not speak to the
games that the voice-figure plays in creating the world, nor to the further fragmentation of the
voice-figure as he objectifies and disintegrates his own body. Rather than a reduction of the
object in the exemplary relation to the subject, there is a multiplication of the subject’s “hold” of
the object. There is a proliferation of potential-meanings. It is not that the objects do not mean
enough, but that – similarly to the semantic possibilities opened by the lack of a unitary syntax –
they mean too much in light of the opening of the possible relations that they can take. The sack

In describing transitional objects, Winnicott stresses the way that it bridges the without and the within, reality
and symbol: “[T]he point of it [the transitional object] is not its symbolic value so much as its actuality. Its not being
the breast (or the mother), although real, is as important as the fact that it stands for the breast (or mother)” (6).
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is not depleted; instead it bursts, spilling its riches into the mud. The watch becomes too
significant; the voice-figure must throw it away.
Thus the leitmotif in How It Is of the voice-figure’s closing of the other eyes at the back
to focus his energies on seeing through the blue eyes, on seeing the physical, the little imagery
that is foregrounded by its rareness. Rather than dissipating into unbroken voice through the
vision of the eyes in the back, “the proverbial inner eyes of consciousness” (Amiran 162), the
voice-figure insists on the vision available to the blue eyes. The voice-figure regularly plumps
for closing the eyes in the back, the eyes of consciousness, thereby rejecting the unity/synthesis
created or imposed by an unwarranted transcendental subject of apperception. 196 The opening of
the eyes, the blue not the others at the back, is an opening onto those images that flash on and
off: the opening and closing hand close by; the figures of someone’s memories, dreams, desires;
the sack. This is to shut out the inherited metaphysical hallucinations of relation, even those of
the subject’s “own” self – its biography. In a deep sense, it is to see what, and only what, is
before one’s eyes. To see what is really there, how it really is, is to disrupt linear narrative – on
even the syntactical level – from inside by isolating and foregrounding the various moments,
thereby denying any unique fundamental linkage between them.
The surplus of potential-meanings released by the disruption of linearity has its
counterforce in the voice-figure’s compulsion to parse his story in increasingly precise, albeit
suspect, terms. 197 What is at first the hypothesis of an isolated hand clenching and unclenching in
the mud, the feeling of the lower part of the face as it moves, becomes an image of the body: "a

This is perhaps the weakest moment of Dearlove’s argument: “The important vision is mental rather than
material. Hence the voice’s need for two kinds of eyes: the blue to deal with the physical and “the others” at the
back … for the psychical (Dearlove 163). The voice-figure does not concentrate on the psychical vision, but on the
physical.
197
An exemplary instance of the precise but suspect thing is Charles Bovary’s cap. The more details are given, the
more impossible is it to take it as a “real” cap.
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body what matter say a body see a body all the rear white originally some light spots still say
grey of hair growing still that's enough a head say a head say you've seen a head all that all the
possible" (How It Is 105). From recounting the movement of his body – “right leg right arm push
pull” – as the fragmented moment, he attains an almost global view: “as for example our course a
closed curve and let us be numbered 1 to 1000000 then number 1000000 on leaving his
tormentor number 999999 instead of launching forth into the wilderness towards and inexistence
victim proceeds towards number 1” (How It Is 117).
That is, the prose acquires an increasingly imagistic configuration – an almost geometric
clarity – attaining to a startling hyper-delineation. Against the movement of the dispersal of
multiple significances from Part I to Part III, the voice-figure attempts to “see” the whole “how it
is” as a single image, however impossible to visualize. 198 To speak of images is not to impute a
corresponding ontological substance to what is seen. As Amiran argues: “Beckett reduces his
material to virtual presence. Content is often abstracted in his fiction, removed by its artificiality
and starkness from recognized or normative material settings and presented as pure visual
resemblance or Schein, in Schiller’s sense … Beckett’s image is denied an immediate function;
instead it is there, a Heideggerian thing” (18-19). The Heideggerian thing, at least in its modality
of present-to-hand removed from normative setting and use, is what foregrounds itself as image.
Where I disagree with Amiran’s reading of Beckett’s transformation of “content” into Schein, the
Heideggerian thing, is his recourse to a language of reduction – abstraction, artificiality, and
starkness. What I suggest is that, perhaps counter-intuitively, it is the richness of the thing, its
energies, that are requisite for exploding it into an image. “To make an image from time to
time ... can art, painting, and music have any other goal, even if the contents of the image are
For more on the direction toward image, see Dougland McMillan’s “Samuel Beckett and the Visual Arts: The
Embarrassment of Allegory” and Deleuze’s “The Exhausted.”
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quite meagre, quite mediocre?” (Deleuze, “The Exhausted” 9). And to see the image from time
to time, does this not require a patient fidelity that is other than abstraction and reduction?

Allegory-allergy
The maceration of narration into an impossible image in How It Is disrupts the logical
force of succession. 199 The dead end of linear narrative, whether in the encounter with Pim or in
the “fecundity” of the creative voice, then signals the need for an alternative modality of reading
How It Is: not horizontally but vertically. I would like here to follow Marius Buning’s suggestion
“that Beckett’s major texts can justly be called allegorical, in their own unique way” where by
allegorical Buning means a “theme-dominated, symbolic, non-mimetic mode of thought and
expression, which is controlled by indirectness and double meaning that strongly invites the
reader to look for further significance beyond the literal level of the text” (72). The artificiality
and starkness of the world of How It Is creates a disjunctive plane of items and images that can
combine in startling and contradictory ways, suggesting that the novel’s “significance” can only
be found beyond “the literal level of the text.” Eric Levy argues that:
The motive for the allegory in How It Is is clarified by a remark made much earlier in
Watt: ‘This fragility of the outer meaning [of experience] caused him to seek for another,
for some meaning of what had passed, in the image of how it had passed’ (p. 73). The
meaning of ‘what had passed’ will be immediately clear only if the experience in
question can be given a definite form. If, however, the experience is precisely an

We might also think here of the contemporaneous new novels of Robbe-Grillet as experiments in the
phenomenology of disrupted time. The occurrence of disrupted time in the films of that period also focalizes
temporality as a problematic relation to things: the newspaper in Jean-Luc Godard’s Bande à part that suddenly
stops all action, or the strange absence of cigarettes in Alain Resnais’ L'Année dernière à Marienbad (I assume
because the lengthening ash would indicate time’s passage).
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experience of Nothing, then meaning can emerge only through constructing ‘an image of
how it passed’, only, that is, by building a structure whose definite form will,
paradoxically, reflect the formlessness of the original experience and give it meaning.
This structure is allegory. (83)
The tendency of the things in How It Is to accrue quasi-allegorical force and Beckett’s tendency
to parodically undermine the Western philosophical and literary heritage conspire to suggest a
forbear whose centrality to the tradition of the English novel makes it all the more tempting to
take on: Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress. 200 A journey of comparable parts of journeying and
recounting of the journey; a sack; a mud-world from which the “narrator” cannot extricate
himself by his own power; couplings; abandonment by the first companion; questions of God’s
dispensations; even a brief meeting with Jesus. The Bunyan-Beckett connection has been
explored by others 201 but few readers 202 have asked about the relevance of Bunyan’s allegory of

The more traditional pairing is How It Is with Dante’s Inferno. For example, see Daniela Caselli’s “Staging the
Inferno in How It Is” and Philip Terry’s “Waiting for God to Go.” While Beckett undoubtedly draws on Dante for key
images, I have preferred to read the voice-figure not as another iteration of Belaqua – not as “condemned” albeit
only by his own inertia – but as a pilgrim in the world of the deus absconditus, something like Pierre and Jean in
Buñuel’s The Milky Way. The voice-figure’s prostration in the mud is then not only fallenness but also an
embrasure similar to Alyosha Karamazov’s embracing the earth and watering it with his tears. The simultaneity of
the two aspects of prostration was brought home to me in a remarkable scene in Herzog’s documentary, Bells from
the Deep. In the scene, pilgrims (to be sure, actually drunks hired to perform the scenes) slide on their stomachs
across the frozen surface of a lake to catch a glimpse of the city of Kitezh, reportedly saved by God from marauders
and placed at the bottom of the fathomless lake. One pilgrim is so deeply absorbed by the eluding vision that he
comes to a complete stop (Herzog later offered the “accountant’s truth: he was completely drunk and fell asleep,
and [Herzog and the film crew] had to wake him at the end of the take” (252).)
201
See Ronald R. Thomas and Julie Campbell on The Pilgrim’s Progress and Molloy and Mercier and Camier.
202
The exception is Eyal Amiran. In Wandering and Home: Beckett’s Metaphysical Narrative, he points out the
philosophical-thematic similarities shared by the two writers: “Both Bunyan and Beckett undermine the linear and
visual quality of the journey and involve the reader in this questioning process: both make a pilgrim of the reader
and educate her or him not to believe too literally in concrete images … Both writers also undermine the visual
quality of the journey by contrasting the narrator’s dream vision, which is had at home, with the physical vision,
which the narrator experiences as the wandering protagonist … In How It Is the narrator presents himself as the
author, documenting what is revealed to him (“I say it as I hear it”), namely how he is or was himself the
protagonist, on a journey. The writer is in the head, and his image somewhere outside. Bunyan’s narrative is also
presented “in the similitude of a dream,” and the narrator presents himself as the dreamer, confined in a “den””
(72). However, Amiran’s concern is with discerning the echo of Bunyan’s pilgrimage in Beckett’s oeuvre to establish
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salvation for the Beckett novel whose voice-figure explicitly hallucinates or hypothesizes the
perfect dispensation of justice not as a movement from hell to heaven but in the negotiation of
life as it is “here” in a horizontal movement sometimes visited by images of life above in the
light or by another offering succor. The bastard genealogy that traces How It Is to the allegory of
The Pilgrim’s Progress as the Ur-novel of English literature may shed light on the novel’s
concerns with quotation and authority in the question of how things mean.
While the novel has more frequently been played against epic, romance, and poetry in
theories of the novel, it may be useful to see it in the continuum envisioned by Terry Eagleton to
think the problem of how novels come to mean:
At one end of the historical spectrum, myth and allegory would seem forms in which the
empirical units are arbitrary and easily permutated, systems which allow for a degree of
free play between general ‘set’ and specific elements. At the other end of the spectrum,
modernist fiction exploits the arbitrariness of its particular units to unmask the brutal
truth that they can be exemplary of whatever equally relative world view you care to
conjure from them. (18)
[The] traditional world of allegory, in which each item seems free to combine with others
to confirm a general vision, has becomes the modernist nightmare of Hegel’s ‘bad
infinity’, in which all the pieces are at once oppressively meaningful and sinisterly
resistant to an ‘exemplary’ reading. (19)
Modernist fiction reveals allegory’s play as arbitrary, unjustified because the closed circle of
transcendence can no longer be presupposed, because there is no longer a necessary hierarchy of
correspondences. The dissolution of the universal vision underlying the traditional world of
the importance of the notion of metaphysical unity in Beckett’s writings. My concern is specifically with How It Is
and what Beckett’s uses of allegory might be doing in the long history of the novel.
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allegory is a loss of the guarantee that appearances participate in truth, without which guarantee
appearances slide into the nightmare bad infinity in which all things can combine in any way to
mean anything. We might be reminded here of the stakes and the anxieties involved in attempts
to configure an alternative to that lost world: the dead end of virtue in Richardson’s Clarissa; the
urgency of overcoming unhappy consciousness in Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit; the struggle
to extricate oneself from time and into the poem in Eliot’s Four Quartets. Beckett has often been
read as engaging in an art of failure, of revealing the gulf between language and being and so
exploring the “arbitrariness of [fiction’s] particular units to unmask the brutal truth that they can
be exemplary of whatever equally relative world view you care to conjure from them.” The
pairing of How It Is with The Pilgrim’s Progress enables another vision: rather than enacting a
“proof” of bad infinity through a further destabilization of the novel genre’s investment in things,
How It Is subjects objects to a partial re-enchantment in a return to allegory that overcomes the
dead-end of enchanted allegorical thinking. 203
The Pilgrim’s Progress famously opens with a dreamer who dreams a man reading a
book. The dream-reader is so shaken by what he reads that he flees family, friend, and hearth,
while encumbered by a large burden on his back. The work’s allegory leaves in no uncertain
terms the rightness of his decision: he leaves the City of Destruction to attain the Celestial City,
stopping by places aptly named Doubting Castle and Vanity Fair, encountering helpers and foes
whose very names – Evangelist, Faithful, Obstinate, Ignorant – signal their trustworthiness or
untrustworthiness. In addition, the veracity of the story of the pilgrimage is guaranteed by the
regular and plentiful quotations from and allusions to the Bible, an unquestionable originary

This is a type of de-creation, or a creation that does not compete with divine creation. As Critchley argues:
“[Insofar] as Beckett’s works claim us in eluding us, they de-create narratives of redemption, they strip away the
resources and comforts of story, fable, and narration” (xiii). I would add allegory to his list.
203
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source of authority. Indeed, Bunyan’s consideration of the way that the text’s meaning might be
destabilized by its presentation – his warnings to the reader to not dismiss what he reads simply
because figures, places, and incidents are couched in metaphors – as a dream-allegory is a sign of
its stability: the dream-allegory reveals truth through signs and symbols just as the Bible does.
Thus the Bible is both external framework for understanding the allegory and the inner necessity
that motivates it. Between inner and outer, the network of allusions and quotations serve to
strengthen the allegory as the unique absolutization of Christian revelation.
The strong constraint that anchors the moments of The Pilgrim’s Progress to its vision of
God’s eternal grace is only possible where the apparent world is still tethered to the real world.
The necessity of correspondences and secret influences allows the moments of allegory to tend
toward guaranteed consummation. But the faith that the apparent world lies in proximity to the
real world is dead. In that spirit, let us like dutiful Beckettians work at the process of subtraction:
from the succoring hand aiding the pilgrim, take away the foundational certainty that the Book
inside the book tells of how it will be. Indeed, that is the one temporal mode that the voice-figure
in How It Is neglects: he will tell “how it was how it is,” of “before Pim, with Pim, after Pim,”
but how it will be as a difference from how it was is not part of the program. Further, take away
the notion of the embedded Book since even the slightest hint of one will enable illegitimate
authority to accrue around the journeying figure by initiating his motion and providing it with an
end. Without the Book the distinction between what is read and the reader is undone. The
rippling uncertainties collapses the distinction between the dreamt and the dreamer, until the
allegory collapses into a journeyer without a goal: bounded journey become infinite sojourn. The
pilgrim who straddles the horizontal and vertical, who knows his goal, can make discriminations
and say that “[saying and doing] are as diverse as are the soul and the body; for as the body
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without the soul is but a dead carcass, so saying, if it be alone, is but a dead carcass also”
(Bunyan 82). The deflated voice-figure’s sayings are his doings, and for those sayings bereft of
soul the reader cannot distinguish between saying and quoting. In How It Is the rags of life from
above cannot be categorized as memories, hallucinations, fictions, or even discursive objects –
all categories with pre-assigned ontological and epistemological weight – because their locus, the
Beckettian version of the City of Destruction, is already “unreal” – without access to a pre-given
and meaningful cultural discourse – and therefore provides no ontological grounding for an even
rudimentary epistemology. Allegory’s items become subject to play-as-alienation. Christian and
the voice-figure of How It Is yearn for respectively salvation and understanding, the divine or
transcendent principle that would account for their journey and provide for a groundwork for the
metaphysics of meaning. In the case of the voice-figure this is a quixotic task since the
groundwork must be generated by the immanent world that is a surface world of mud. Thus his
immobility204: there is no “outside” that can be reached, and no “depth” that acts as a
fundamental knowledge of self.
This is not to suggest in reductive fashion that the voice-figure is an iteration of Christian
but to see in the journey away from the City of Destruction to the Celestial City a kind of echotext to the progress-less journey in the mud in How It Is, an echo-text that provides a model of
meaning-making whose very obsolescence renders it no longer taboo; the as-if of belated
allegory breaks up the hierarchical relationship between particular and universal, immanent and
transcendent, embedded in allegory by playing at allegory. Without the givenness of things (the
dusty room as soul untouched by grace, the good fruit providing sustenance for pilgrims, even

Even if the reader does not accept the “alls balls” as conclusive, the voice-figure only recounts past journeying
rather than actually journeying. If he once moved, he does so no longer after exhausting himself by quickening
Pim.
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the names such as Christian and Hopeful), the progress-less journey through the mud in How It
Is cannot be moored in a metaphysical system of significance. In The Pilgrim’s Progress, these
things become the allegory, the hinge-points for rightly interpreting Christian’s journey as a
religious reception into grace. The substance of the items disappears into the total meaning, yet
are the necessary sign of total meaning. Walter Benjamin’s comments on the Trauerspiel
pinpoints this ambivalent relationship between particular thing and transcendent significance:
Any person, any object, any relationship can mean absolutely anything else. With this
possibility a destructive, but just verdict is passed on the profane world: it is
characterized as a world in which the detail is of no importance. But it will be
unmistakably apparent, especially to anyone who is familiar with allegorical textual
exegesis, that all of the things which are used to signify derive, from the very fact of their
pointing to something else, a power which makes them appear no longer commensurable
with profane things, which raises them onto a higher plane, and which can, indeed,
sanctify them. Considered in allegorical terms, then, the profane world is both elevated
and devalued. (Origin of German Tragic Drama 175)
The simultaneous elevation and devaluation of the profane world enables the bindingness of the
real, higher world. The act of mediation itself secures some value, however self-cancelling, for
profane immediacy. This is not, though, a dialectical relation; the profane item must be cashed
out for the revelation of the higher plane.
Thus the necessity in The Pilgrim’s Progress on the doubleness of vision. The eyes that
could at first see only the world in front of them are opened to heaven beyond:
The reader [of The Pilgrim’s Progress] loses himself (or herself) by surrender to a
convincing fictive universe, but since it is built up of scriptural texts it is also the real
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universe and so there is no need to suspend disbelief. He finds himself by learning to read
himself, to see how his own life recapitulates the authoritative texts, and he is thereby
rescued … from the prison of his own ego. (Damrosch 155)
The reading eyes see beyond allegory’s items to the eternal and omnipresent truth of God’s
infinite, merciful love, but it is only through the symbol’s rootedness in the immediate world and
its reach into the transcendental one that the eyes are, to use Deleuze and Guattari’s term,
deterritorialized: their natural function of physical perception overwritten by the transcendental
function of religious perception. Early in Christian’s journey, before his burden is lifted from
him, he stops at the House of the Interpreter, where he is regaled with tableaus symbolizing the
pitfalls on the journey to God that are then thoroughly explicated by the Interpreter. The dreamallegory thus performs allegory as its own content to steer Christian and the reader to the
appropriate use of the eyes. The palimpsest of the two pairs of eyes functions in the allegory of
The Pilgrim’s Progress to articulate the (horizontal) journey from the City of Destruction to the
Celestial City as a (vertical) psycho-religious journey from the state of fallenness to the state of
grace. The palimpsest eyes begin the horizontal journey as Christian’s inability to even glimpse
the wicket-gate and his unavoidable sinking into the Slough of Despond, to the full verticality of
the other than bodily eyes taking in the gleaming gold city that awaits him after his effortless
climb up Mount Zion. The urgency to see beyond the possibilities of corporeal vision in The
Pilgrim’s Progress should be properly appreciated in the cultural anxiety around the
undermining of the ties between the apparent world and the real world. Descartes’ method of
radical doubt had undermined the substantiality of the world to the point that even after God is
re-introduced as a principle guaranteeing epistemological and ontological veracity, the apparent
world is marked by the mechanical. Given the stakes involved in mis-seeing, subjective certainty
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– the ego cogito – is not enough to establish a true correspondence. The disjunction between
immediate and metaphysical forces a choice. Christian’s vision sees through the immediate as
through a window, but the voice-figure must choose; he cannot see what is before him and what
lies beyond physical vision. I had earlier examined the motif of seeing through the blue eyes of
physical perception in How It Is. What we should ask now is what the stakes in rejecting this
double-vision are. The dismissal of a kind of correspondence theory of metaphysical truth is
obvious. How does the repeated attempt to see through the blue eyes rather than the internal,
metaphysical, self-reflexive eyes in the back lay bare the obscured value of the profane?
In fact, in allegory the profane particular acts as a quotation as it were. 205 Cut out of its
context, its inability to cohere as part of the smooth surface of narrative actively gestures towards
the original context whose force it partakes of and transmits. The numerous quotations and
allusions from the Bible in The Pilgrim’s Progress function both to “progress” the plot and to
pledge the allegory’s transcendent timelessness: the imbrication of the author’s singular dream
vision as unfolding in time and the Author’s transcendence. “[The] Bible both supplies Bunyan’s
images and stands as a text within his text” (Damrosch 155). The quotations from the Bible do
not serve as proof of propositions forwarded by Christian’s journey, or even as explications of
his movement towards the Celestial City, but as a means of bringing together divine text and
human text: the “I quote” that maintains the unbridgeable distance between the original source
and the repetition fades from sight in the allegory, indeed, must disappear for the allegory to
straddle both the horizontal axis of the narrative and the vertical axis of its meaning. The burden
on Christian’s back is of impossible proportions (small wonder that he sinks into the Slough of
Despond). As this outré sack, it is the immeasurable burden of sin and guilt that Jesus lifts away:
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“Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the world” (King James Bible, John
1:29). The narrative’s burden falls into the sepulcher; the disappearance of the particular redeems
the burdened man. The quotation, both as particular allegorical item and as bit of Biblical text,
bridges the profane itself-ness and the transcendent other-ness.
That is, the force of The Pilgrim’s Progress depends in no small part on the paradoxically
univocal nature of its allegory. Through correspondence between signifier and signified, the form
of literature that uses one set of signs to stage a second, more urgent meaning coheres into a
single, total sign: the promise of successful pilgrimage. The work’s univocity draws Christian
towards the Celestial City even as he struggles with detours and obstacles. Univocity, God’s
embrasure of all Being, is the foundation of the work’s allegory and the fulfillment of the
promise of salvation. It is paradoxically identity with self rather than the multiplication of
identities that promises plenitude. Dispersal entails loss, waste. In approaching the zero degree,
the tautological A=A, identity approximates the univocity of Being as God, the divine I am I.
Thus the heart of The Pilgrim’s Progress, its translucent plot of the particular pilgrim Christian
who is also the everywhere everyman attaining the true home of true self. The Pilgrim’s
Progress works through imbrication of the timeless moment of salvation within the ostensible
picaresque “plot” that occurs in a more mundane time. The particular and the universal bleed into
each other as the singularity of truth and its revelation, however delayed by the textual practice
of allegorical signification.
Quotation’s mutual overwriting of and by universal and particular in The Pilgrim’s
Progress is given a parodic twist in the inability to separate quote from quoted in How It Is. The
difficulties attendant on thinking the demarcation of a voice that quotes a speech that is
simultaneously inside and outside, that bears no markers to indicate what is itself and what it not
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itself, and that at the end claims that everything it has said and has been is a lie, urges some
attempt at sense-making. This might be, as Peter Murphy argues, the sign of a conflict between
an author and a narrator:
The authorial voice is … primarily interested in writing a perfectly ordered fiction in
which the characters are simply convenient ploys … the narrator’s ‘weak’ voice has other
designs. Ironically enough, he gains an important measure of independence because of an
inability to hear properly the authorial voice; words are ‘ill-head ill-recorded illunderstood’. (63)
Or the conflict might be resolved, as in Ursula Heise’s reading, by reframing the novel as a
perspectival game:
[T]he very words which affirm that everything is quotes in How It Is reveal that not
everything is quoted, and the final denial that anything was quotes is immediately
followed by a phrase which we can only take to mean that everything was quoted after
all. This implies that we cannot read the novel as a progression from one to the other, but
must understand it as a flickering, an alternation of both, not unlike those perspectival
drawings of cubes which look solid at one moment and hollow at the next: both readings
logically exclude each other and yet are simultaneously present. (15)
Or it might be that ultimately the creativity of a single voice subsumes everything, as in
Dearlove’s reading: “How It Is reduces everything to a voice speaking in the eternal present
creating its own universe” (150). In How It Is the quotation – whether total or flawed – that
comprises the “narrative” undermines the notion of an original whose authority is what the
quotation seemingly seeks to establish. Beckett’s voice-figure has no Book besides the possibly
fictional past of being with Pim and the attempts to generate an original authority (the “I quote”
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as a putative means of establishing the difference between source and reiteration, and so certain
identity) only exacerbate the confusion by its (possible) over-scrupulousness in repeating or
explaining. “I quote I say it as I hear it” is a tautology that unravels itself in holding out the
possibility that the quotation is “I say it as I hear it” or that what the I hears and says is “I quote.”
Yet the inability to hold apart what might be original source and iteration does not
produce singularity, as the notion of tautology would suggest. It impels the voice figure to
engage in the fictions of a world of hallucinatory intensities temporarily cohered around certain
nodal points: sack, scenes from life above, witnesses, the other. The episode with Pim enacts the
question of quotations that haunts the text from the beginning. The tension in The Pilgrim’s
Progress between the struggle for salvation and the promise of salvation, the contact between
bodily and heavenly vision, is played out in Christian’s regular recounting of his journey to his
fellow pilgrims; each recounting acts as a renewal of his initial pledging of himself to the
pilgrimage. They enact within the narrative the “quotation” of the metaphysically true that his
journey enacts on the level of allegory. When the voice-figure in How It Is carves out his
questions and prompts into Pim’s back he attempts to effect a chiasmic reversal in the couple
quoter/quoted so as to occupy the role of quoted, a much more clearly delineated role than a
quoter unsure of whether he quotes: “who but for he would never Pim we’re talking of Pim never
but for me anything but a dumb limp lump flat for ever in the mud but I’ll quicken him you wait
and see and how I can efface myself behind my creature” (How It Is 52). The consolation offered
by the reversal is the grounding of a minimal difference between quoter and quoted. That this is
immediately followed by “the voice said so the voice in me that was without on all sides” (How
It Is 73) leaves no escape routes from the problem.
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The discrepancy between the immediate thing and the transcendent/al signified position
both The Pilgrim’s Progress and How It Is towards the possibility of an unwarranted miracle. 206
Given the appearance of Christian’s forward-momentum in The Pilgrim’s Progress, the voicefigure’s incapacitation in the mud in the novel’s third part makes clear what The Pilgrim’s
Progress hides under the immediate sense of journey – that there is no “progress,” as Stanley
Fish has remarked: “one must not read The Pilgrim’s Progress as a progress, as the record of one
man’s step-by-step advance toward an appointed goal” (236). It is not in the correspondence of
his physical journey with his moral maturation that the Celestial City is attained but rather in the
epiphanic revelation of God’s mercy. “The truth about the world is not to be found within its
own confines or configurations, but from the vantage point of a perspective that transforms it”
(Fish 237). Whether in the brief meeting with Christ or in the sudden realization that he does
have a foothold when about to succumb in the crossing of the River of Death, Christian’s
horizontal journey is punctuated by the verticality of God’s infinite love. In the noncorrespondence of physical journey away from the City of Destruction towards the Celestial City
and the psychological or moral journey of deepening understanding of God (there is no
psychological journey towards God), the allegory exhausts the possibilities of the subject’s
attainment of God on his own terms. What must occur, indeed must occur over and over again as
moral journey cannot be accumulative, is the deus ex machina of divine grace:
When an arbitrary conversion occurs at the end of an action, we must ask if that is not the
moment when mimesis gives way to allegory. The deus ex machina is necessarily a
magical device, whose anti-mimetic force may be suspected from the fact that it comes in
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to prevent an impasse, after the exhaustion of all probable routes of escape. (Fletcher
150)
In like fashion, the voice figure’s digressions and fantasies – a vision of a yogi, an
interlude of language instruction, good moments suckling mud – exhaust the possible so as to
raise the necessary appearance of the impossible. 207 “The continuous line of impoverishment in
allegorical action is only in the service of a final replenishment; this final moment, however, is
continually deferred to a point beyond life, or beyond history, or beyond propositional
certifiability” (Cowan 119). In How It Is the voice-figure works out the probabilities and
possibilities open to his situation. The projection or fabulation of a divine order, and so
necessarily of a creator of divine order, coincides with both the voice-figure’s exhaustion and the
exhaustion of possible stories and digressions; the voice-figure finishes up the before, with, and
after Pim that he had promised as the content of his saying. How It Is attempts to generate God
since it cannot assume Him. The parody of the Cartesian procedure is blatant. Descartes: God
must exist since the idea of perfection in me must have its source elsewhere as I am not perfect;
Beckett: God must exist since the reality of the sack in the world must have its source elsewhere
as I am not the generator of sacks:
no the truth is this sack I always said so this sack for us here is something more than a
larder than a pillow for the head than a friend to turn to a thing to embrace a surface to
cover with kisses something far more we don't profit by it in any way any more and we
cling to it I owed it this tribute (How It Is 86)
The sack is "something far more" than an object in relation and this "far more" is simultaneously
a non-profit. Not that this is the end of the sack. The sack’s “something more” that escapes the
Deleuze’s essay on Beckett “The Exhausted” assesses a similar relation between the exhaustion of possibilities
and the emergence of the image in terms of language.
207
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logic of profit is its belongingness to another. It escapes the voice-figure because it is not at his
disposal. The game of guess-the-meaning of the sack is to end on its being absorbed as moment
of proof of God’s existence. The immanent appearance of the sack, its particularity, is subsumed
and disappeared by God’s universal benevolence in distributing endless sacks throughout the
mud-world. It overwhelms the mud-world through multiplication, chokes the inhabitants and
impedes any progress. But that is itself part of the game of the sack, allegory as the deferral unto
the divine.
From this parody-proof of God’s existence, the voice-figure begins to people his
mudworld with fellow victims and torturers, all the necessary items, in an act of non-divine
creation. The only rule by which the voice-figure must abide, besides maintaining a semblance of
logical necessity, is “perfect justice.” God as the organizer of perfect justice is the end towards
which the voice-figure would like to crawl. Up to this point the procedure of How It Is is to erect
virtual scaffolds away from the mud, from the first moments of succor offered by the sack, to the
family of scribes and witnesses who bend over the voice-figure in the mud. The voice-figure, in
finding God, finds the absolute source of how it is, which acts as a justification for how it is: all
moments are needed for the world’s perfect order which is only visible from above. This
justification also relieves him of responsibility for his murmurings by imputing all to the
fantasized authority on high: “there he is then at last that not one of us there we are then at last
who listens to himself and who when he lends his ear to our murmur does no more than lend it to
a story of his own devising” (How It Is 139).
This allegorical structure is rejected in the face of the collapsion of the notion of God’s
univocity. His identity can only be given as “not one of us,” an allegorical signified whose
revelation is only possible through the negation of the figures in the mud. The immanent
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particular of allegory is always a surplus that must be absorbed by allegory’s signified. The
former threatens to destabilize the self-identity of the signified. Only if the surplus of
particularity is sublimated within the allegory, we might say neutralized through localization, can
the signified not be threatened by the mediation of its self-identity. Thus in The Pilgrim’s
Progress the identity of the Celestial City and God’s grace is perpetuated by the ubiquity of the
door to hell. In How It Is the limpid identity of how it is and God’s self-told story, God’s “I” as
“not one of us,” requires “his dream of putting an end to our journeys abandons need of
sustenance and murmurs/ to the extenuating purveyances of every description that devolve on
him in consequence/without being reduced on that account to whelming us” (How It Is 142). The
only solution is “a formulation that would eliminate him completely and so admit him to that
peace” (How It Is 144): to let him disappear into the tautology of I=I. Since particularity cannot
be sublimated, the universal must go:
If the fictional ‘as-if’ of the sacks is accepted, the voice will inevitably be imputed to a
God-Author figure who pre-ordains every event within his creation … The final rejection
of an ‘other’ responsible for his well-being enables the narrator to break away from the
would-be perfectly ordered fictional world and to declare the freedom of his own voice”
(Murphy 65)
The play of allegory undoes itself. The possibilities of allegory arising through the dismantling
of linear narrative is in its turn undone by fidelity to the allegorical structure itself. The divinely
sure metaphysical subject God is concretized in his predicates, allegory’s items. The tautology “I
am I” gains substance only through the positing and self-effacement of particularity as it rushes
back towards the “I.” We might think here of the sack. Through its movement it races against the
possible; it escapes capture by being in denying an adequate copula. From the proposition “the
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sack is …” we are left with “sack.” At the very end of the novel, we have either the image-thing
or the empty copula. Any relation between the image-thing and the empty copula obtains only
for the fleeting moment, the passage of which leaves the image-thing and the copula emptier than
before. How It Is rushes towards the self-identity of the allegorical signified, only to come to a
dead end of allegorical self-identity: “not one of us” is hardly adequate grounds for the univocity
of how it is.
The collapse of God and the fall back into the flatness of the voice-figure may, of course,
be read as an encounter with the deepest level of alterity, the alienation of self from self:
[I]t is surely more than ironic that this catalogue of negations [at the end of How It Is] is
given in the form of a dialogue, so that alterity is written back even into the structure of
the narrator’s claim to solitary autonomous creation. Indeed, although it is never clear
who answers the narrator’s questions, in the penultimate paragraph the interrogation is
raised to a pitch of intensity that suggests it is not simply an interior dialogue but a
violent encounter with an irreducible alterity: “I MAY DIE screams I SHALL DIE
screams good” (169). (Smith 358)
But throughout alterity has served as an alibi for the allegorical structure; it has projected
responsibility onto language, the structure of torturer and victim, God, as the original source.
Such alterity is reducible to a moment in the allegory-game. Recalling his “conversation” with
Pim, the capital letters at the end of How It Is figures the voice-figure’s infinitesimally small
difference from himself, the true possibility of saying how it is without surplus. This is more than
an interior dialogue. In the production of stupidity, the “dynamic at a standstill” contracts to the
pinpoint of a predicateless subject. What the voice-figure attains is the coincidence of saying
with itself in its deracination from fables of external meaning: “only me in any case yes alone
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yes in the mud yes the dark yes that holds yes the mud and the dark hold yes nothing to regret
there no with my sack no I beg your pardon no no sack either no not even a sack with me no”
(How It Is 146). After the failure of transcendent authority and order, the voice-figure turns to a
highly parodic and solipsistic catechism. The turn back to the immediacy of the voice enacts its
emergence from the childhood state of submission to authority, history, the Father, the Ur-text,
and beyond adolescent rebellion as reaction to authority, to conceive the voice as fully human:
adult and alone. The capital letters at the end of the novel signal his responsibility towards
himself: “in the familiar form of questions I am said to ask myself and answers I am said to give
myself however unlikely that may appear” (How It Is 144). The deus ex machina is exhausted,
breaks down, and what emerges from the impasse is the voice-figure’s reliance on his own voice,
however impossible.
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Conclusion: The Wandering I

From the ideal ground of art the distress of life must be banished.
(Hegel, Aesthetics 1: 257)

I would like to recount a fairytale to serve as an emblem of the relation between self and
externality in an enchanted world. In “The Girl without Hands,” a maiden suffers her hands to be
cut off. 208 Rendered helpless, she is thrust into the world. She cannot even pluck the fruit from
their branches to satisfy her hunger, but angels assist her. She is discovered by a king. He falls in
love with her, has a pair of silver hands fashioned for her, and marries her. When he is called
away to war, she gives birth to a son and undergoes new trials provoked by a malevolent agent.
Again, she is cast out. Again, angels come to her aid. The king returns from war and searches the
earth for his exiled wife. God restores her hands and she, presenting her husband with the silver
hands, proves her identity. They return to their kingdom and live happily ever after.
The enchanted world always provides the necessary succoring objects and helpmeets to
further the hero’s or heroine’s quest. The idiot son stumbles across the magic ring. Forest
animals counsel the menaced girl. The proportions of the elements in typical icons of St. George
and the dragon, announcing the hero in grand size while the diminished monster is trampled
underfoot, present the meetness of the world for the adventures of the hero. Subtended by God’s

The best known version, the Brothers Grimm’s in which the devil tricks the girl’s father into giving up his
daughter, erases the threat of incest that initiates some earlier versions’ dismemberment of the girl. The incest
threat speaks to the fear of the subject’s utter defenselessness in face of an irresistible external authority. That
fear is soothed in the Grimm’s version in the weak power of the girl, whom the devil tries to claim three times. His
first attempt is thwarted by her having kept herself clean. The devil demands that the father keep her away from
water, but her tears wash her hands. Enraged, the devil forces the father to cut off her hands, but the girl weeps so
copiously over her stumps, washing them with her tears, that the devil is forced to renounce his claim on her. Even
her tears, the sign of her utter weakness, are efficacious insofar as God as guarantor is.
208
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intention, the perils of the world are already poised on the brink of their own vanquishment. The
armless maiden walks away from her father’s house and comes upon the royal gardens. When a
moat prevents her from entering, the waters are stopped so that she can pass. When her baby is
hungry, an angel holds him to her breast so that she can feed him. And in the hands that are cut
off and then miraculously restored, the pledge that God will lead self and world into mutual
embrace is made visible.
Picking up where the fairytale leaves off, Hegelian philosophy interprets the world so that
the interventions of a divine intention are no longer needed to ensure the victory of the hero. For
Hegel, the body that announced its perfect restoration under the aegis of God’s just beneficence
must become responsible for itself, to “take hold of something actual,” to concretize itself as
power over the world. In the fairytale, the slightness of the girl’s capacity requires its
supplementation – this is the promise that the divine supplement will come at the right moment.
Precisely this, the self’s succoring by external forces, is anathema to Hegel’s understanding of art
(and generally to his larger dialectic of subjectivity). If “it is a property of a genuine character to
have spirit and force to will and take hold of something actual” (Aesthetics 1: 242), the character
who relies on a power unoriginal to himself to take hold of actuality is a failure. More than that;
he suffers the bewilderment of an impenetrable lie – this force whose source he cannot locate –
that coalesces into an ineluctable fatality. For Hegel, an alien power is only the perverse
hypostatization of a power original to the individual. This power, alienated and “discovered”
outside is diabolical insofar as the subject cannot evade it, arising as it does from within himself:
The living and responsible individual in regard to these dark powers is put into relation
with something which on the one hand is within himself, but on the other hand is a
beyond, alien to his inner life, by which he is determined and ruled. In these unknown
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forces there is supposed to lie an indecipherable truth of dreadfulness which cannot be
grasped or understood. From the sphere of art, however, these dark powers are precisely
to be banned, for in art nothing is dark; everything is clear and transparent. With these
visionary notions nothing is expressed except a sickness of spirit” (Aesthetics 1: 242243) 209
The alienated, indecipherable power presses as a fatality upon the individual who cannot
recognize that it is his own power that determines him. In the enchanted world, the armless
maiden waits seven years with her son, Filled-with-Grief, until her husband finally finds himself
at her door. A presiding spirit, the white virgin, opens the door and directs the choreography of
the family’s reunion. The patience with which the self awaits the coming reconciliation, the
stillness in which the girl holds herself even as her husband rests in front of her, is a deficiency in
the Hegelian narrative: “A genuine character acts out of himself” (Aesthetics 1: 241). The
darkness of the God who returns living hands to the mutilated girl is an expression of “sickness
of spirit.”
This is why “philosophy – at least under modern conditions – is atheism” (Critchley 3).
The Hegelian subject is the first fully modern subject, the subject re-introduced into a
phenomenal world that is itself subject to change and transformation through the will of the
subject. 210 The subject cannot wait for the aiding angel to intervene and open the door to the
recovery of the kingdom. “It is characteristic of the living subject, in whom ideal subjectivity is
enshrined, to act, and in general to bestir and realize himself, because this ideal has to carry out

The regressivity of the belief makes it the “province of magic, magnetism, demons, the superior apparitions of
clairvoyance, the disease of somnambulism, etc.” (Hegel, Aesthetics 1: 242-243). This is also related to Hegel’s
evaluation of Symbolic art, which “discovers” powers inhering in the natural world and its objects.
210
“Hegel is the inaugural thinker of the contemporary world. His entire work is penetrated and mobilized by the
consciousness and by the feeling of having to make a decisive inflection in the course of the world” (Nancy 3).
209
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and bring to fruition what is implicit in it. To this end it requires a surrounding world as the
general ground for its realization” (Aesthetics 1: 179). No longer the mise en scène of a divinely
appointed rapprochement, the world arises in the necessity of a ground for the living subject’s
realization of himself. The objects spewed forth by the world are taken up by the hero with
firmness and decision. In his decision, the world is broken open as the terrain of his adventures
as he pursues full autonomy:
Man, on the particular and finite side of his needs, wishes, and aims, stands primarily not
only in a general relation to external nature, but more precisely in a relation of
dependence. This relativity and lack of freedom is repugnant to the ideal. … [He] must
work out his necessary satisfaction by his own activity; he must take possession of things
in nature, arrange them, form them, strip off every hindrance by his own self-won
skilfulness [sic], and in such a way that the external world is changed into a means
whereby he can realize himself in accordance with all his aims. (Aesthetics 256-257)
Yet the activity of the Hegelian hero nonetheless retains something of the fairy-tale promise that
the world to which he is at first in the repugnant relation of dependence in fact awaits him to be
redeemed from itself. 211 To be in a world of objects that await seizure is to be in world that has
been given direction. Like the gleaming white pebbles Hansel drops, these patient objects
illuminate the world as directionality, pointing to the realization of the world as home.
In its assumption of the world’s disenchantment, the novel – the “epic of a world
abandoned by God” (Lukács 88) – is closely related to the Hegelian project. Both are responses

This is why the Hegelian world cannot properly be called re-enchanted: “Hegel’s expression is that art creates a
reality that is itself “besouled.” … Another way to put Hegel’s point would be to note his appreciation of what
would be called the disenchantment of the world … but that such a realization does not consign us to a banal fate.
An appreciation of human freedom does not reenchant the world; it elevates us above the need for enchantment”
(Pippin 9).
211
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to the possibility of the world’s radical indifference to the subject who wishes to take possession,
arrange, form, strip off every hindrance. But whereas the Hegelian subject meets the challenge of
being-with-and-in-the-world, the subject of the novel confronts a world not quite so amenable to
being “changed into a means whereby he can realize himself in accordance with all his aims.” If
the abiding standard against which art is measured in the Hegelian narrative is the idealization of
consciousness’ continuity into the objects that seem made to emanate from its interiority – the
flowing fabric that takes the shape of the beautiful body – the genealogy of the novelistic subject
that I have argued turns on the rejection of ideality as identity. In the notion that “the expression
of the spiritual is the essential thing in the human form” (Hegel, Aesthetics 165), the domineering
hand is disguised as the grace of a destiny. Subjectivity, cohering itself within the body that
fulfills itself as grasp, disseminates itself in the things that it makes and recollects itself as Spirit.
This requires the elision or erasure of those elements that refuse to cooperate.
I have retraced the Hegelian dialectic of subjectivity from the viewpoint of the
disruptions of the novel to witness what is excluded: the vulnerability of female flesh to sexual
inscription, the weakness of subjectivity to subdue the externality that confronts it, the nonidentity that cannot be sublated by self-consciousness into the coherence of self-reflection, the
exhaustion of flesh. This is not to present an analysis of “weak” subjectivity as the failure of the
Hegelian subject. Instead, what I hope to have recovered is the novel’s bodiedness of weak
subjectivity and the acknowledgement of the obdurateness of things that offers the outlines of an
identity that is otherwise than the Hegelian apogee.
Arising in the crisis of Western culture’s anxiety that traditional models of the self no
longer held, the subject of the novel is birthed into a physical existence as the girl, the exemplary
subject-object. Touching and being touched by the world, the girl instantiates her bodily
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adventures as soul and self as body-in-the-world. As body-made-soul, she is irretrievably in the
world even as she seems to exceed it as a subject. In straddling the immediate and transcendental
worlds, the girl is the place of contact. While the body of the girl held, even as her subjectivity
was threatened by its deracination into the ineffability of virtue, the untethering of the world
releases externality into itself. No longer subtended by a necessary order or guided by the adept
hand, externality ossifies. The world does not face the girl in the crystallization of her
subjectivity but as if slips away from her. The alienation of the subject and the withdrawal of
objects reveals the lack of a world-in-common, of subjectivity’s radical privation.
In its extreme form, the uncanniness of externality congeals into a menacing causality
that threatens to overwhelm the subject, the nightmare of the absolute indifference of things. The
subject turns inward, to his past, to recover his responsibility in the unfolding of his situation.
But in his movement to cohere himself as the harvest of his past, the subject runs against the
limits of the mastery that he hopes to manifest. Instead of the still center of a cohered
responsibility for himself – the subject’s retrospective affirmation that thus and thus has he
willed – the subject realizes himself as other than the “inner,” a diachrony that refuses to come
together in the semelfacticity of an accomplished and enduring identity. Subjectivity experiences
itself as ageing, the overwriting of its powers. The forfeiture of the hand’s dynamism, the
emptiness that meets the subject’s grasp, discloses the object, the thing, in subjectivity’s
suspension. The subject and the thing are released from the vicious circle of mediation in which I
am mediated by the not-I and the not-I is mediated by the I and everything is held together in the
surety that the I will come to itself in total identity; rather than the relationality that is imposed
on the thing by the subject, the conjunction of the thing and subjectivity in their dissolution.
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There are unanswered questions. My reading of the novelistic subject begins with the
sexed girl as the successful enterprise of knowing “soul” in the history of its bodily
configurations, but is another genealogy visible? The theory of the novel has largely been
understood in terms of the subject’s wounding – the evacuation of his powers and the desire for
their return – as castration understood primarily from the point of the view of the castrated
subject’s inability to live up to his ideal-I. The shadow genealogy that offers itself might focus
instead on the rise of a constitutive castration that motivates intersubjectivity. Much as my
reading tries to avoid taking the girl as the deficient counterpart of man, such a reading would
not understand castration primarily as the deficient counterpart to virility. My candidates for such
a reading would thus not be Don Quixote and Robinson Crusoe; or Oblomov, A Sentimental
Education and The Mayor of Casterbridge; but Aphra Behn’s Oroonoko; Balzac’s Pere Goriot;
Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina; and Thomas Mann’s Doctor Faustus: The Life of the German
Composer Adrian Leverkühn, Told by a Friend.
As with beginnings, so with endings. I conclude with the voice-figure in Beckett’s How It
Is, but could the analysis be extended? What would a reading of the otherwise than Hegelian
composite subject – as in the multi-layered “narrator” of Sebald’s Rings of Saturn – or of the
subject of the world as simulacra – Will Self’s post-mortem personalities in How We Dead Live
– offer in terms of the subject’s continuingly perplexed relation to being-with and world-ing?
Would this entail a stronger reading of things, perhaps in more concrete analyses of work and
desire, especially in light of the ways that film inherits and transforms many of the novel’s
problems and techniques?
Perhaps the most insistent question: if my reading of the beginnings of the subject of the
novel has merit, when does she take on distinctly masculine features, and what does this
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reversed-Orlando transformation signify? The fact of the claiming of the novel by male authors
in light of the novel’s growing prestige does not provide an answer to this question. What could a
psychoanalytically inflected feminist theory say about the feminine’s birthing of the masculine,
especially given the difficulties that the novel has in articulating motherhood in terms of
subjectivity? Was one factor in the transformation the continuing reverberations of the
Richardson-Fielding conflict, recapitulated in the Austen-Scott division of the field at the turn of
the nineteenth century, that baptized the hero of the proper Bildungsroman as a young man (and,
as if the young man did not present a clean enough tabula rasa to take hold of, the young male
child: Oliver Twist)? Did the model provided by the domestic novel and the ideologically
satisfying marriage-plot “trap” the girl inside the increasingly limited sphere of hearth and
home? How does the myth of the masculine adventure to force a path within an inchoate
externality, a myth that derives no small part of its force from the moral-hygienic fervor to
ensure the woman’s care for her proper place “inside,” maneuver the increasingly immobile girl
to cancel out her body even as it remains a prized locus for masculine activity (e.g. Balzac’s
History of the Thirteen)? Is the transformation an attempt to recoup the losses subjectivity
imagines it suffers in the consolidation of instrumental rationality by injecting the novelistic
subject with a quasi-magical virility?
My hope in tracing a genealogy of the subject of the novel has been to precipitate some
of the themes, motifs, and gestures of an alternative discourse of modern subjectivity: sex as
spiritual Bildung, repetition in light of a disintegrating totality, the play of names and naming, the
overwritten body, the discretion of objects and things. While the novel’s desire for gathering the
disparate elements of the world into a coherent totality bears a strange analogy to the Hegelian
march towards Absolute Spirit – always just over the horizon – what I have tried to insist
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throughout my readings is the novel’s self-critical attitude to such a project. While Hegel could
posit Spirit as the punctuation of history in which it understands itself, the sublation of selfconsciousness’ grasp of itself into global mastery, the novel’s fidelity to singularity unworks the
uneasy negotiations between finitude and the absolute. Rather than the subject who experiences
his deracination as evidence of his growing mastery over the world, and is then thrown into
confusion when he is disclosed as subject to the world he thought he had conquered, the novel
indicates the subject as the space and sense of an imbrication, however troubled, with a world
that is not merely the projection of the subject’s fantasies of omnipotence. What I suggest in my
readings of Love-Letters Between a Nobleman and His Sister, Villette, The Brothers Karamazov,
and How It Is is the hazy but nonetheless discernible shape of a subjectivity that is repudiated,
but not erased, by the consummately adroit subject of philosophical modernity.
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